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Introduction

n Irving Berlin’s Stop! Look! Listen! — which opened
on Broadway on Christmas Day,  — the song “I Love

a Piano” was staged as a lavish production number: the
singer Harry Fox and the chorus girls, accompanied by six

pianists on six pianos, strutted in front of a giant keyboard that
reached across the stage. Like Leporello in Mozart’s Catalog Aria,
who declares Don Giovanni’s love for women “of every form, rank,
and age,” the soloist here offers his own musical catalog of pianos
and reasons why he adores them so:

I love to stop right
beside an Upright,
Or a high toned Baby Grand.

“I love to run my fingers o’er the keys,” he sings, but he loves listen-
ing to the piano as much as playing it —

I love to hear somebody play
upon a piano,
A grand piano,
It simply carries me away.

He loves the great solo performance —

When Paderewski comes this way,
I’m so delighted,
If I’m invited
To hear that long-haired genius play —



I
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but he is no less fond of the pianist who takes on humbler roles:

At her best I detest the soprano,
But I run to the one at the piano,
I always love the accompaniment.

And though the piano music he mentions is all as “high-toned” as a
Baby Grand — or as Don Giovanni’s countesses and baronesses — his
taste evidently runs just as much to Upright music (as Don Giovan-
ni’s did just as much to chambermaids) because the song that he is
singing and those six pianists are playing (see example) is itself in a
lowbrow, though then phenomenally popular, style: the jaunty march
style that Berlin had blithely mislabeled “ragtime” in his big hit of
four years earlier, “Alexander’s Ragtime Band.”

The singer of “I Love a Piano” lets us know that he didn’t always
love the piano. “As a child,” he tells us right at the beginning, he
“went wild when a band played,” preferring especially the clarinet
and the trombone. Only when he reached sexual maturity, in other

Introduction

The chorus of Irving Berlin’s “I Love a Piano” from Stop! Look! Listen!
New York, 
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words, did he begin his love affair with the piano. But D. H. Law-
rence, in the poem “Piano” that he wrote only a few years before Ber-
lin’s song, describes a love of the piano that was formed in childhood
and that remains strong precisely through its power to reawaken these
youthful memories:

Softly, in the dusk, a woman is singing to me;
Taking me back down the vista of years, till I see
A child sitting under the piano, in the boom of the tingling strings
And pressing the small, poised feet of a mother who smiles as she

sings.

The speaker of Lawrence’s nostalgic poem (which he wrote just after
his own mother’s death) is less exclusively a piano man than the singer
of Berlin’s song is; far from “detesting the soprano,” he treats the pi-
ano as hardly more than an adjunct to the sound of her voice in his
memory. On the other hand, he is choosier in his devotion to the
piano than is Berlin’s singer. Or rather, his emotional attachment to
the piano rests on his ability to keep one set of piano experiences
isolated in his memory from any others, including others that might
be musically more splendid:

In spite of myself, the insidious mastery of song
Betrays me back, till the heart of me weeps to belong
To the old Sunday evenings at home, with winter outside
And hymns in the cozy parlour, the tinkling piano our guide.

So now it is vain for the singer to burst into clamour
With the great black piano appassionato. The glamour
Of childish days is upon me.

But even as Lawrence chooses to honor, to glamorize, the “tin-
kling” parlor piano over the “great black piano appassionato” of the
public stage, he can demonstrate his choosiness only by admitting
the public piano onto the stage of his poem for contrast. However se-
lective an attachment to the piano he may be describing, he defines
that attachment by reminding his readers of the same larger culture
of the piano that Berlin embraces so indiscriminately: the piano that
belongs in different ways to public and private life, to highbrow and

Introduction 
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lowbrow music making, to soloists and accompanists, amateurs and
professionals, schooled and unschooled, to women and men, adults
and children, to rich and poor, to players and listeners of every race:
the piano that is found on both sides of all the social boundaries that
it has itself helped to define.

The theme of this cultural history of the piano is that the piano has
always exhibited a unique power to act as a cultural go-between, as 
a medium through which social spheres that stood in opposition to
each other could nonetheless nourish each other. It is not just that the
piano has somehow proven an adaptable enough instrument to serve
for both parlor hymn singing and the Paderewski concert; it is that
through the piano, each of those social activities makes the other pos-
sible. The workaday functions of the piano — the theatrical tryouts, the
weekly choir rehearsal, the daily practicing, along with the Sunday
evening hymn singing — have always been sustained by the foretaste,
aftertaste, or imaginary taste that they give people of grander or more
public or more glamorous musical worlds. And conversely, the life of
public music — theater, church, and concert music — in the industrial
world has always been sustained by the pianos of the workaday world,
the pianos on which those public performances were prepared as well
as the ones on which paying audience members developed their mu-
sical interests and drummed into their ears and hearts whatever pub-
lic music was destined to last. Long after the giant keyboard in Stop!
Look! Listen! was taken down from its Broadway stage, the sheet mu-
sic of “I Love a Piano” was being played on parlor uprights across
America and around the world.

The piano has served as a cultural go-between because musically
it is a particularly adaptable instrument. It is more of a machine than
most musical instruments are, and as a machine it lacks much per-
sonality. Furthermore, for the latter half of its history it has been a
mass-produced machine, so that any piano, even the most expensive,
is apt to be less individual in sound than a hand-made mbira from
Zimbabwe or violin from Cremona. But personality and individuality
aren’t the piano’s game; its gift is for impersonating other musical 
natures. Although its sound comes from the decaying notes of ham-
mered strings, it impersonates the sustained singing of the human

Introduction
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voice. With a single set of strings, it evokes the harmony of a choir,
the textural richness of an orchestra, and the rhythmic impetus of a
dance band — a range of impressions that a pipe organ can hardly
match with a roomful of pipes. Like a movie projector, the piano en-
velops an audience in its illusion. Played by itself, it puts whole worlds
of musical sound at the fingertips of one player. Joining other instru-
ments or voices, it supplies whatever they need to make their illusion
complete.

But the adaptability of the piano to a host of social spheres and
roles is not simply the result of ingenious mechanical design. It is
equally the result of ingenious commercial exploitation. The piano is
the instrument, the product, around which the modern entertainment 
industry was created. All the mutually reinforcing, social-boundary-
crossing systems by which giant media corporations today market
their products grew out of marketing systems created a century or two
ago around the piano. Piano builders invented the virtuoso concert
tour, along with the publicity blitz that promoted it. Publishers of pi-
ano music created the musical press, and they learned to dictate not
only what music pianists performed, but sometimes even what works
opera houses staged. And the man who at his death was called “The
Father of the Pianoforte” was not the one who invented the instru-
ment, Bartolomeo Cristofori (–), but the one who, a century
later, figured out how to link instrument sales, printed music, journal
subscriptions, concert tickets, piano lessons, musical keepsakes —
and dreams — so that they all promoted one another: Muzio Clementi
(–).

In a sense, what Clementi and other founders of the entertainment
industry discovered was that if the piano was promoted as a symbol
of social behavior and social distinction, it could be made an oblig-
atory part of social life. No social distinction was more crucial to this
process than that between women and men. Women like Lydia Beard-
sall Lawrence — the mother “who smiles as she sings” in D. H. Law-
rence’s poem—did not, as girls, choose between learning the piano and
learning the clarinet or the trombone, even if they “went wild when a
band played.” They learned the piano because doing so was central
to the education of girls in their social world. And when Lydia grew

Introduction 
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into a would-be schoolteacher and then a mother who ran a small shop
out of her home, piano playing was a skill that fit into her whole life,
as it did not into that of her coal-miner husband. This isn’t to say that
the piano was exclusively a female instrument. In fact, for the enter-
tainment industry to work — for the domestic and public realms of
the piano to maintain their symbiotic existence — young Lydia Beard-
sall in Kent and young Ignacy Paderewski in Podolia, and for that
matter young Scott Joplin in Texas, all had to be practicing their pi-
anos at the same time.1

This book describes the roles that the piano has played in the life
of its culture, because telling the story of those roles is a way to dis-
cover what the piano has meant in that culture. The story begins with
Cristofori’s act of invention three centuries ago, with the questions of
what the piano was invented to do and how its original purpose and
design match the uses to which it was eventually put. It ends with an
investigation of the changing social meanings of the piano today, when
even as the electronic media have extended the cultural reach of the
piano worldwide, those same media as well as electric and electronic
instruments have usurped many roles that the piano once played.

This is a far larger and less personal story than those that Berlin
or Lawrence tell about loving the piano. It is the story of the social,
ideological, and imperial systems, as well as the industrial, commer-
cial, and communications systems, that have conditioned the musi-
cal experience of millions of people. At the same time, it is the story
of how the personal experience of sitting at a piano has shaped the
world we live in. The authors of this book hope that all readers who
“love a piano” will be able to locate their own experiences within this
larger story.

The contents pages of this book list the contributors to each chap-
ter in order of contribution. The untitled introductory section of each
chapter is by the first contributor listed (except in chapter , where 
it is the joint work of Edwin M. Good and Cynthia Adams Hoover).
Within a chapter, the contributor is identified under the first section
title and then wherever the authorship changes.

Introduction
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One

 to s:
The Need for the Piano

n , the year by which the first piano had been
built, European musical life was full of stringed keyboard

instruments — spinets, virginals, clavichords, and harpsi-
chords, among others — some providing quiet pleasure in pri-

vate chambers, others holding their own in crowded opera pits,
church choirs, and court orchestras.1 Why, then, was a new kind of
stringed keyboard instrument needed? And once it was built, how did
it come to displace its predecessors? Did the piano improve on what
they did, or fulfill a different need?

The violin likewise was born into a world full of other bowed in-
struments. But because the violin was not invented at a single time
and place, we cannot interpret that instrument as a particular per-
son’s response to a particular need. With the piano, though, we have
not only an inventor to point to, but even an indirect report of his
thoughts about his invention. That inventor was Bartolomeo Cristo-
fori, who served as instrument maker to the crown prince Ferdinando
Maria de’ Medici of the grand duchy of Tuscany and who produced in
Florence by  a piano, or “Arpicembalo . . . di nuova inventione,
che fa’ il piano, e il forte” (a harpsichord, of new invention, that plays
soft and loud), according to a court inventory of that date. In some re-
spects Cristofori’s piano (it was to take more than a century for the
name to be reduced to that form) was no more of a “new invention”
than the violin had once been; it embodied no greater innovation 
or sophistication in acoustical design, for instance, than the violin.
Why, then, was the phrase “di nuova inventione” applied, in a docu-



I
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ment as humble as an inventory, to the piano, as it is not likely ever
to have been to the violin?

The difference is that in the time between the creation of the two
instruments, a change of consciousness had occurred that historian
of technology John Rae has called the “invention of invention.”2 Cris-
tofori himself embodied this new consciousness: he had a hand in pub-
licizing the piano as his invention, and as a result of this publicity
— not just of the design itself — the world accepts him today as the in-
ventor.3 In accepting that claim, the world has also embraced the un-
derlying, modern premise that allows the piano to be considered an
invention at all: that the design of a musical instrument can be con-
sidered intellectual property.

Although it was a modern move for an instrument maker to put
himself forward as an inventor, Cristofori did it in what seems like a
bizarrely unmodern way. A modern inventor, after all, would take out
a patent on his creation. Cristofori could have done that; in fact, Flo-
rence was the city where the first known patent in Western history
had been granted, almost three centuries earlier. But a Florentine pa-
tent would have given his invention no protection outside Tuscany;
international patent agreements lay far in the future. From our mod-
ern perspective, though, it is still surprising to find Cristofori allow-
ing a prominent man of letters to print an article in a Venetian cul-
tural journal announcing the invention of the piano, describing its
musical virtues, and detailing its construction in word and drawing
(see illustration). Why would an inventor give his secrets to the world
in this way, without taking any steps to profit from them?

One part of the answer is that Cristofori’s capacity to profit from
his innovation was, from a modern perspective, severely limited by
the means of production and marketing available to him. Cristofori’s
piano is one of the most impressive examples of machine design and
construction from its age, but it was a machine built largely of wood
and leather parts that needed to be cut and shaped and joined with
hand tools by a skilled artisan. Further, it was a luxury furnishing
enclosed in a case that was decorated by other expert hands. A piano
of this kind is not an object that lends itself to mass production even
today, and in  neither the concept nor the tools of mass produc-

 to s
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tion had been devised. Like other complex machines of its day, the
piano was a product that could be manufactured only in small work-
shops, where a single craftsman and a few assistants produced on a
tiny scale.

Because Cristofori was fortunate enough to be in the service of a
rich and music-loving prince, he had the luxury of building one piano
after another over the course of several decades, adapting and devel-
oping his original design as he proceeded. He was able to train assis-
tants, some of whom would in time carry on his project in their own
workshops. Connected as he was to a prominent royal patron, he was
even able to sell a few of his pianos to a monarch some distance away:
the king of Portugal. But even if Cristofori had had the capacity to
turn out pianos at a great rate, there was no commercial mechanism
by which he could have marketed them on a wide scale. He may have
lived at the beginning of the age in which a musical instrument could
be thought of as an invention, but it was still a time when expensive
musical instruments were produced on commission from individual
patrons. It was to be more than another century before, in the words of
Arthur Loesser — whose ageless book Men, Women, and Pianos: A So-
cial History will be cited here many times — “mankind speculated in

The Need for the Piano 

Drawing of the hammer mechanism of a Cristofori piano from Scipione
Maffei’s article “Nuova invenzione d’un gravecembalo col piano e forte,”
as it appeared in Giornale de’ letterati d’Italia, . (Seeley Mudd 
Library, Yale University)
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the crazy custom of first making things on a vaguely huge scale and
then trying to induce people to buy them.”4

In terms of production and marketing, then, Cristofori lived in a not
so modern world. But in terms of communication on a “vaguely huge
scale,” his world was rapidly assuming a modern form: the piano ap-
peared just when Europe was beginning to conduct a good part of its
intellectual life in the pages of periodicals. If Cristofori had no means
of making and selling his pianos on a large scale, he seems to have dis-
cerned, or been persuaded, that through the medium of the press he
could at least achieve glory across Europe for his invention. And in
what Stewart Pollens has described as the “earliest known interview
of a musical instrument maker,” he made his bid for that glory by the
means his age made available to him: he released such a detailed de-
scription of the construction of his invention that instrument makers
far and wide could duplicate his work and discover for themselves
what a remarkable achievement it was.5

Cristofori entrusted this information to a writer whom the historian
Eric Cochrane has called the “noisiest gadfly of the Italian Republic
of Letters,” Scipione Maffei, who gave Cristofori all the publicity he
could have dreamed of.6 Maffei published his article on the Cristo-
fori piano in , not in his own journal, but in the most fashionable
new intellectual journal on the Italian peninsula, the Giornale de’ let-
terati d’Italia of Venice, and then reprinted his article eight years later
in a collection of his own poetry and prose, also published in Venice.
In , appearing in German translation in Johann Mattheson’s Crit-
ica musica, the article may have helped stimulate the making of pi-
anos in the German lands.

Today this article is a godsend not just to scholars and builders of
historic instruments, for whom it provides an invaluable complement
to the evidence of the three surviving Cristofori pianos (which have
suffered varying amounts of well-intended reconstruction over the cen-
turies), but also to anyone trying to understand the need that this in-
strument had been built to fulfill. Given that Maffei was a visitor from
northern Italy who had probably never heard the instrument or much
about it until he walked into the Medici palace, it seems reasonable 
to assume that he was agreeing to serve as Cristofori’s mouthpiece. 

 to s
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In that role he explained and defended Cristofori’s work, not just to
those everywhere who had not yet heard of the instrument, but also 
to those who evidently had heard it and had pronounced themselves
unimpressed.

Maffei’s strategy is to compare the new instrument favorably to the
traditional harpsichord, not on its own terms but on new ones: it suc-
ceeds in doing something that the harpsichord was never designed to
do. He begins by reminding readers that one of the sources of singu-
lar delight that music lovers feel at hearing “grand concertos in Rome”
is the effect of “the soft and the loud” that expert musicians make in
performing those works, “either in the propositions and responses, or
when the level of sound is allowed to drop little by little, through art-
ful diminution, and then suddenly returns at full blast.” But, he writes,
whereas bowed instruments like the violin are excellent at creating
“this differentiation and alteration of sound,” the harpsichord is en-
tirely incapable of such subtleties. It is just this want that Cristofori
has supplied “perfectly” with his new instrument: by applying differ-
ent kinds and degrees of force to its keys, the player can control “not
only the volume, but also the diminution and variety of the sound, as
if on a cello.”7

In these few sentences Maffei describes the need for a keyboard
instrument that can take full part in the great stylistic revolution of
music in his day. The effects that he mentions define the musical style
that we now call Baroque — above all, the musical language of opera,
which had swept all Italy and much of Europe off its feet in the cen-
tury since its birth, and of other fashionable genres of the era, includ-
ing the “grand concertos” of Arcangelo Corelli and others that at the
time of Maffei’s writing had distinguished the musical scene in Rome
for several decades.

The first of the effects that Maffei describes is a Baroque rhetoric
of musical phrases: a rhetoric of phrases that build on each other and
engage each other like the sentences of an oration or the arguments
of two speakers in a dramatic dialogue. These are the possibilities that
Maffei (a dramatist himself ) suggests in his phrase “propositions and
responses.” The harpsichord, with its plucking mechanism that at-
tacked every string with a distinct ping and with unvarying force,

The Need for the Piano 
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was superb at creating a clear imitation of that complex overlapping
and interweaving of functionally equal, sometimes melodically iden-
tical phrases characteristic of sacred vocal music as well as of mad-
rigals and other secular music of the sixteenth century and earlier. But
in attempting to contrast one phrase against the next in the “propo-
sition and response” style, the harpsichord was at a disadvantage. By
coupling and uncoupling the instrument’s different sets of strings or
by other mechanical devices, a harpsichordist could change the vol-
ume of sound between one phrase and another, but those were cum-
bersome devices appropriate only for special effects. The piano was
much better suited for the pervasive changes in volume from phrase
to phrase that the new Baroque style demanded.

The second effect Maffei mentions has to do with contrast within
phrases as well as between them: gradual as well as sudden changes
in the volume of sound. The particular effect he describes — letting 
the sound diminish gradually and then coming back abruptly to full
volume — could be achieved by violins, or by singers, either on a sin-
gle note or chord or in a succession of notes or chords. With both the
harpsichord and the piano, there is no way to manipulate the volume
of a single note or chord once it has been played. The difference be-
tween the two comes when a change of volume is wanted in the course
of successive notes or chords. Here, the harpsichord is helpless be-
cause its quills pluck a string with fixed force, no matter how hard
the key is struck. The piano, on the other hand, has hammers that can
strike its strings as forcefully or gently as the player strikes the keys,
so that each note or chord can be a little or a lot softer or louder than
the one before.

Though Maffei describes here a particular and sensational effect,
his description of it can be understood as raising the larger issue of
how a keyboard instrument can “shape” a melodic phrase. The solu-
tion depends utterly on the style of melody under consideration. If it
is a question of reproducing plainchant on a keyboard instrument,
for instance, the organ is better suited than any stringed keyboard,
because its constancy of air supply suits a melodic style that demands
comparatively little differentiation in volume or other sound quali-
ties either during a note or from one to the next. But the style that
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Maffei is referring to depends on extreme differentiation, and of many
kinds, between one note of a melody and another. Any single “prop-
osition” or “response” in an opera or concerto of his day may use a
variety of contrasts — of long and short notes, sustained and gasping
breath, dissonant and consonant harmonization, bright and dark color,
as well as loud and soft volume — to create suspense and resolution,
to provide emphasis at a certain point, and to give the whole phrase a
distinctive stamp.

When it came to reproducing melodies of this sort at the key-
board, harpsichordists were not lacking in resources. Even though
the notes at their disposal all sounded with equal force, they could em-
phasize one over another with ornaments. Even though those notes
all died away very quickly from the instant they were plucked, the
player could sustain a single note, in effect, by trilling on it. And
speeding up a scale could create the illusion of a crescendo, just as
accompanying a single note of a melody with a thick chord could
make it seem louder than the others in the same phrase.

But the piano offered more resources for this purpose. Being able
to play one note louder than the next gave the player the means not
just to emphasize one note over another, but also to make it audible
longer than another. In fact, for the purpose of sustaining a note, the
piano had an advantage over the harpsichord quite distinct from its
control over volume: whereas the harpsichord string, plucked by a
quill, pings sharply and then decays abruptly, the piano string, glanced
against by a rounded and relatively soft-surfaced hammer (covered
with leather on the earliest pianos, later with felt), has both less ping
on the attack and a slower decay thereafter, so that a single held note
can give an impression of being “sung.” This difference, perhaps sub-
tle in Cristofori’s and other very early pianos, became considerable
as the instrument developed. In fact, the responsiveness of the ham-
mers to the keys allowed players on the piano, by varying their “touch”
— the character and not just the force of their stroke — to produce a
tremendous range of characters and colors as well as volumes of sound
on a single note — as if on a cello, as Maffei suggests.

Besides these advantages in shaping a contrast-laden melody, the
piano gave its player the means to highlight a melody over its ac-
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companiment. A harpsichordist playing a two-manual instrument can
highlight the melody by playing it on one manual and the accom-
paniment on the other, but this is a mechanical effect that leaves no
room for subtlety. On the piano, the distinction can be made by touch,
flexibly and sensitively. The touch is instilled, not instinctive — all
those who have ever had piano lessons can no doubt still hear their
teachers calling to them, “Bring out the melody!” This practice, now
deeply entrenched in the art of piano playing, belonged to the instru-
ment from the start. Once Cristofori had invented a mechanism that
allowed notes on a keyboard to be played more or less loudly, notes
struck simultaneously could of course be differentiated in volume
just as easily as notes struck successively. But beyond that, it can be
seen in Maffei’s language that the need to highlight a single melody
within a complex texture played by one player at a keyboard was in-
trinsic, not incidental, to Cristofori’s project: the musical style that he
invented his piano to perform was a style in which a single melody
needed to stand out, so that the music as a whole could suggest a sin-
gle voice issuing a “proposition” or a “response.”

All in all, Cristofori’s invention, as represented in Maffei’s report,
seems so perfectly suited to the music of its day that it comes as a
surprise to learn that it had detractors. “Some professionals,” as Maf-
fei tells us next, “have not given this invention all the applause that
it merits.” First, they don’t appreciate what it took to create this mar-
vel, and second, they find its sound “too soft, and dull” (literally, “ob-
tuse”). Further on, Maffei explains that the instrument has been found
“not to have a big sound, and not to have as much strength as other
harpsichords.” It is instructive for us that Maffei rehearses these ob-
jections and responds to them: his doing so reminds us that the piano
he is talking about — quieter than a harpsichord — is a very different
thing from any modern piano. Moreover, these objections make him
turn from the musical style that necessitated the piano to the per-
forming situations in which it was needed.

Maffei responds to the criticism by conceding that the piano is
quieter than a harpsichord, without acknowledging that that is a de-
fect. When you first put your hands to the piano, he says, it may in-
deed sound soft and dull to you, but in the long run it produces a less
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tiresome sound. Turning from the player’s experience to a listener’s,
he adds that it turns out to be “even more exquisite to hear the in-
strument at a distance.” If this seems an odd thing to write imme-
diately after conceding how quiet the instrument is, perhaps Maffei
is implicitly comparing the piano not to the harpsichord but to the
clavichord, an instrument at which keyboard players had long been
able to play one note louder than another. The trouble with the clavi-
chord was that it was not at all “exquisite at a distance”: it was in-
audible. Maffei may be announcing that this is not just another clavi-
chord.

But still, he has conceded that it is quiet on the whole, and so it is
“properly a chamber instrument, and not adaptable for use in church
music, or in a large orchestra. . . . It certainly succeeds perfectly at
accompanying a singer, and at supporting another instrument, and
even in a modest ensemble, although that isn’t the principal use for
which it is intended, which is rather to be played solo, like the lute,
the harp, the six-stringed viols, and other instruments of the greatest
delicacy.”8 This must be the most telling statement any eighteenth-
century source makes to us about the piano. Not only does it oblige
us, against our habit, to think of the piano as an instrument for more
intimate music making than the harpsichord; it also gives us the means
to relate musical style to musical use when we consider the need the
piano was invented to fulfill.

After all, the piano was capable, according to Maffei, of emulating
the “grand concertos” played in Rome, often in churches — but those
were exactly the sort of ensemble and hall for which the piano was
“not adaptable.” Those concertos called for a keyboard instrument in
the orchestra’s continuo group, to provide bass and harmony for the
other instruments, and the keyboard part was normally played on harp-
sichord. The harpsichord may have lacked the rhetorical and dra-
matic expressiveness of the violin-family instruments that made up
most of the ensemble, but it could leave that expressiveness to them.
It had a different function to perform: providing rhythmic leadership
and a harmonic framework for the rest of the ensemble. In fact, the
harpsichord was there for the other musicians more than for the au-
dience, and its pinging notes were ideal for catching the ears of the
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other musicians spread out in the choir of a church, or in the pit and
on the stage of an opera house, cutting through the rest of the music as
well as the noise of the audience. It is hardly surprising that the harp-
sichord retained its place in the orchestra for nearly the duration of
the eighteenth century, even as it lost out to the increasingly powerful-
sounding piano in other settings. As late as , for instance, when
Haydn presented his latest symphonies in London, he himself pre-
sided over the performances from the harpsichord. (That was pretty
much the end of the line for the harpsichord, however: the next year,
in the same orchestral series, Haydn switched to the piano.)9

Still, when Maffei describes the relationship of the piano to an or-
chestra, he is not describing the piano taking a role within an orches-
tra. Because the piano had the expressive powers that the harpsi-
chord lacked, it could imitate the effects of the orchestra as a whole
— largely the effects of massed string instruments — just as it could
imitate the effects of the singers in an opera or a choir. But it would
imitate them on its own terms, on its own intimate scale, in its own
proper space. It would transport the rhetoric and drama of music mak-
ing in the opera house or church into the private chamber. By Maf-
fei’s account, this power to transport a musical effect into a new set-
ting was the main selling point of the new instrument. In fact, it has
remained a main selling point of the piano. The sheer volume of sound
that allows a modern concert grand to stand up to an orchestra in the
piano concertos of Brahms and Tchaikovsky is hardly anticipated in
Cristofori’s pianos. But the power of a piano to imitate orchestral fury
in a sonata of Beethoven, to mimic the intricacies of vocal ornamen-
tation in a Chopin nocturne, to stand in for the orchestra in a vocal or
choral or instrumental rehearsal, to reproduce the styles of many dif-
ferent musical repertories in a music theory or music appreciation
classroom — that power, Maffei would have us believe, was present
from the very beginning in Cristofori’s idea of the piano and his ini-
tial realization of it.

Courtly Cultivation
The year of Cristofori’s death, , marks the end of a third of a cen-
tury in which the piano was developed and promoted, mostly by Cris-
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tofori himself. It is also the year that the first music was published 
for the piano, marking the beginning of a second third-century dur-
ing which instrument makers and musicians explored the potential of
the new instrument within the courtly setting for which it had been
conceived. That is, although the piano was transported to several dif-
ferent countries during the first two-thirds of the eighteenth century,
in all those countries it stayed within a tiny circle of royal and aris-
tocratic patrons and the keyboard builders, players, singers, and
composers connected to their courts. There it continued to serve as a
solo instrument or as accompaniment to individual singers or instru-
mentalists, in performances given in the intimate setting of courtly
chambers.

Among the first courts to which the piano traveled was the royal
court in Lisbon. The Portuguese king and queen, João V and Maria
Anna, were unstinting patrons of Italian music who brought to their
court many Italian opera singers and orchestral musicians, the com-
poser and harpsichordist Domenico Scarlatti, and some of Cristo-
fori’s pianos. The king’s younger brother, Dom António de Bragança,
who had spent time in Italy and had studied harpsichord there with
Scarlatti, now became the dedicatee of the first music published for
the piano, twelve solo sonatas composed by Lodovico Giustini, an or-
ganist in the Tuscan city of Pistoia, and printed in Florence in .
Another music lover of high rank completes the courtly circle in which
these pieces were created: Dom João de Seixas da Fonseca, a cleric
from Brazil who enjoyed favor with popes and royalty and was living
in Florence at the time, signs the dedication to Dom António as the
publication’s patron.

It is important to bear this charmed circle in mind when thinking
about what the publication of Giustini’s sonatas represents. For ex-
ample, it can in no sense be considered a commercial publication.
Otherwise the title page would hardly describe these works as “So-
natas for soft-loud harpsichord, commonly called the one with little
hammers.”10 Even at the very end of the eighteenth century, when
the piano was clearly driving the harpsichord into oblivion, title pages
of keyboard music quite regularly claimed that the works being of-
fered for sale were suitable for either piano or harpsichord. What
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publisher, after all, would want to turn away even a small part of the
potential market for a publication? But when the Giustini sonatas were
published, the market for piano music consisted of literally a handful
of piano owners. Why, then, would the publisher of these sonatas de-
scribe them as suitable for only that instrument? Perhaps we should
begin by asking why they were published at all. The best answer
seems to be that publication in this case represents a gesture of mag-
nificent presentation to a royal musician, rather than an act of com-
mercial promotion.

Likewise, when we examine Giustini’s music, it is helpful to bear in
mind that the composer was not creating piano music for sale to the
general musical public but participating in an experiment in musical
expression on an instrument that was the plaything of the Tuscan and
now the Portuguese court. To ask, as many writers have, whether Gius-
tini succeeded in creating an idiomatic piano style in these pieces 
is to disregard this situation. His sonatas are better understood as
demonstrations, for those in the know, of what Cristofori’s soft-loud
harpsichord could do that no ordinary harpsichord could. And it was
by taking the piano through a tour of every possible style of harpsi-
chord music, not by creating any new style, that Giustini thought to
test the new instrument and put the old one to shame. Accordingly,
successive movements in these sonatas turn from the learned contra-
puntal style to long-established dance styles and then to the fleet 
up-to-date manner that we associate with the keyboard music of Do-
menico Scarlatti. There is even considerable imitation of fashionable
styles of violin figuration: wouldn’t Cristofori and Maffei have been
pleased!11

For the demonstration to be effective, the performer needed to try
the contrasts of soft and loud notes that the piano was built to provide.
The composer indicated those contrasts by marking piano and forte
liberally throughout the twelve sonatas. In many places, answering
phrases — Maffei’s “propositions and responses” — are distinguished
from each other by the markings piano and forte; in others, gradual 
or sudden changes are marked within phrases — here following Maf-
fei’s description of a level of sound that is allowed to drop little by lit-
tle, through artful diminution, then suddenly returns at full blast.
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(The terms crescendo and diminuendo not being standard in scores at
the time, Giustini uses graded terms — “soft” followed by “softer” —
apparently to suggest a gradual change of volume.) All through these
sonatas, it is striking how systematically Giustini places his piano and
forte indications against the musical grain: where a thickening of the
chords would produce an increase in volume on a harpsichord, he
writes piano; where a move from a lower register to a higher one would
produce a decrease in volume on a harpsichord, he writes forte. In
other words, he is not just showing what the piano and only the piano
can do; he is flaunting it.

For thirty or so years after this publication, there was apparently
no other music published explicitly for the piano. That is no sign that
the piano was falling into disfavor; it simply indicates that the instru-
ment and its musical repertory continued to develop almost entirely
in courtly circles, a market too small to support musical publication,
except in special circumstances. What the courtly quarters of the pi-
ano did fortuitously provide was attention from a couple of the great-
est keyboard composers of the era. One of these was Domenico Scar-
latti, who may have used the pianos of the Portuguese royal family
when he was in their service in Lisbon and certainly had use of some
in Spain, where he lived the last three decades of his life (after his
student, the Portuguese princess Maria Bárbara, married into the
Spanish royal family). But there is little direct evidence of what Scar-
latti thought of the piano in general or as a medium for his hundreds
of keyboard sonatas. He published just one collection of those so-
natas, in , with the indication that they were for harpsichord
(gravicembalo), but that simply reminds us that the buying public for
keyboard sonatas then included almost no piano owners.

Johann Sebastian Bach had a briefer, though serious, acquaintance
with the piano. The Saxon keyboard builder Gottfried Silbermann,
who built pianos on the model of Cristofori’s in the s, showed one
to Bach, who suggested improvements that Silbermann seems to have
achieved by , when Bach visited the Prussian court in Potsdam
and played before Frederick the Great on the king’s Silbermann pi-
anos. In fact, it was on a Silbermann piano that Bach apparently im-
provised the fugue that he later wrote down as the three-part Ricercar
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in the Musical Offering — though when he published that work, there
was no more of a piano-owning public to pitch it to than there had
been for Scarlatti, and consequently there was no reason to advertise
any part of it as suitable for the piano. It is worth observing that his
son Carl Philipp Emanuel, with whom he was visiting in Potsdam,
presided over the royal collection of Silbermann pianos as Frederick
the Great’s keyboard master, yet continued to prefer the intimate ex-
pressivity of the clavichord long after his father showed favor to the
piano.

Aside from its brush with these great composers, the piano in its
courtly phase kept company with great singers. Two castrati, Carl’-
Antonio Zanardi and Francesco de Castris, were the first owners of
Cristofori pianos outside the Florentine ruling family, and one of the
greatest eighteenth-century singers, the castrato Farinelli, owned a
piano built by a pupil of Cristofori that he told Charles Burney was
his favorite keyboard instrument to play and compose for in his re-
tirement.12 It seems appropriate that opera singers would have been
among the first musicians to appreciate the dramatic and lyrical ca-
pacities of the piano.

Going Public
The fortunes of the piano changed dramatically in the final third of
the eighteenth century. Suddenly, during the s, pianos began 
to be heard in public concerts, and keyboard publications began to
specify the piano, usually as an alternative to the harpsichord. There
are notices of public performances on the piano in Vienna from ,
in London from , and in Paris from .13 Further, the piano is
named as a suitable medium — along with the harpsichord — on the
title page or in the preface of collections of solo sonatas published by
Johann Gottfried Eckard in Paris and by Johann Christian Bach and
John Burton in London between  and .14 Why did the piano
suddenly burst onto the scene in so many places and ways at once?

One reason the piano began to appear in public concerts is that 
it had finally made its way to cities where such concerts occurred.
Concert series like the Bach-Abel concerts in London or the Concert
Spirituel in Paris, where the piano was heard in the s, had no
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equivalent in Florence, Rome, Lisbon, Madrid, and Potsdam, where
the piano had been found until then. But public performance on the
instrument cannot be fully understood in isolation from other devel-
opments. Not only did the publication of piano music begin in Paris
and London at the same time, but piano manufacturing arrived in
those cities then as well. And in London especially, pianos were not
being built primarily for use in a royal court, as had been the pianos
of Cristofori, Silbermann, and other builders in Florence, Portugal,
and Spain. The London piano industry was started in this period by
German immigrant builders like Johannes Zumpe who had developed
square pianos — smaller instruments with simpler mechanisms than
the “grand” pianos of Cristofori, Silbermann, and the other earliest
builders. Whereas a piano of the Cristofori type was a great luxury,
the German builders in London were producing a cheaper version that
you didn’t have to be a king to afford.

But making a cheaper product for a bigger market required more
public means of promotion. And what better way to promote the pi-
ano in London, where subscription concerts were a principal recrea-
tion of the upper classes, than to present the well-known keyboard
players of the day performing on it? Correspondingly, from the per-
spective of concert organizers, what better way to attract new sub-
scribers than to give them the opportunity to hear a new instrument
that they might then go out and buy? It is in keeping with the whole
subsequent history of the instrument that at this moment, when the
piano first appeared in public, the public piano and the domestic pi-
ano were already being used to promote each other.

The promotion of the piano, as an instrument both to buy and to
hear, was in turn supported by the sale of music designated as suit-
able for the piano. If that music had been labeled simply “for the
piano,” it would presumably have appealed only to buyers who al-
ready owned pianos. But to label it “for the harpsichord or piano,” as
a great deal of the keyboard music published in the last third of the
eighteenth century was labeled, was to invite harpsichord owners to
buy the music, take it home, play it on their harpsichord, and find
themselves wishing they had a piano. The frequent markings of piano
and forte, often in passages where a contrast in volume would obvi-
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ously be effective, was a continual reminder to harpsichordists of
what they were missing, just as the regular showing of the NBC pea-
cock, spreading what was obviously meant to be seen as a rainbow of
feathers, was to owners of black-and-white televisions in the early
days of color broadcasting. But this music provided subtler incen-
tives to wish for a piano as well.

Pianism,” as Katalin Komlós writes, “is not merely a matter of dy-
namic signs,” and in her survey of the “harpsichord or piano” music
of this period, she shows brilliantly how such early works as sonatas
by Eckard and Johann Christian Bach whetted the appetites of con-
sumers for pianos. The individual lines of the music often need artic-
ulation and shading of a vocal nature that only the piano can provide;
similarly, accompaniments that would be overbearing or wearing on
the harpsichord can be kept in balance on the piano. In fact, when
harpsichordists bought themselves a piano, they needed to be taught
the new art of “bringing out the melody.” Komlós quotes Charles
Burney issuing precisely that instruction to performers in the preface
to a set of piano (or harpsichord) duets that he published in :
“Each Performer should try to discover when he has the Principal Mel-
ody given to him, or when he is only to accompany that Melody; in
order, either to make it more conspicuous, or merely to enrich its har-
mony.”15 Paying attention to such instructions would be one way for
new piano owners to learn to get the most out of the instrument, as
well as the music, that they had purchased, but going to concerts and
hearing what the professionals could do with the same instrument,
and even the same music, was no less important. In that way sales of
music, as of instruments, promoted ticket sales.

The square pianos that Zumpe and other London builders were
making created the distinction between a domestic and a concert
piano — a theoretical distinction anyway, although it was not until
 that Americus Backers advertised the first English grand piano,
and scholars have consequently speculated that some at least of the
earliest concert performances in London may have been given on
square pianos.16 Music for the piano likewise came in domestic and
concert varieties, or amateur and professional varieties — not neces-
sarily the same distinction. But the boundaries existed to be crossed.
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Amateur players filled the concert halls to hear the professional play-
ers, and although in one sense the amateurs might have needed a
distinct repertory of music to play, suited to their own level of com-
petence, in another sense they might have wanted to play — or at least
try to play — the music that they had heard performed in concerts. As
a result, although one can speak of amateur and professional genres
of piano music, nothing illuminates the culture of the piano in this
period more than to see where these generic boundaries break down.

The accompanied sonata, for instance (or piano sonata with an
added part for a violin or some other instrument), has been tactfully
described by Simon McVeigh as “essentially an amateur domestic
medium, designed for lady pianists of moderate skill and gentlemen
string-players of yet more slender accomplishment.” McVeigh also
describes, however, an exceptional case of an accompanied sonata
performed in public by two virtuosos.17

Piano duets were another essentially amateur genre, an eminently
sociable medium of domestic music making that also allowed the pi-
ano to show off its capacity for imitating the complexity and power 
of orchestral music. What, then, are we to make of the publication in
 of the Grand Overture for Two Performers on One Piano Forte by
Jan Ladislav Dussek, the great Bohemian virtuoso then resident in
London, “As Performed at Mr. Salomon’s and other Concerts by the
Author and Madam Dussek”? Publications in this period and long
thereafter often carried “as-performed-by” phrases on their title pages,
as if to assure amateur customers that what they were buying and tak-
ing home to play was exactly what they had heard the composer per-
form in concert, not some watered-down version designed for ama-
teurs like . . . themselves. This particular duet might be considered 
a public work in a domestic genre, transportable “back” into the do-
mestic realm through the medium of publication. Or perhaps, be-
cause the Dusseks were a married couple, besides being two formi-
dable pianists, their performance of a duet “at Mr. Salomon’s and
other Concerts” could be considered a public staging of their domes-
tic relationship.

The piano concerto, at the other end of the spectrum, was among
the most public of genres, except that concertos were published for
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amateur consumption in solo, and perhaps simplified, versions: the
more musically ambitious of Jane Austen’s characters play “concer-
tos” when they are called on to grace a dinner party with a piano
solo. The solo sonata crossed the border between public and private
performance from the other side. Both in England and on the Conti-
nent, it was often called a “lesson,” which suggests not just that its
function was domestic, but also that it served as a private exercise in
self-improvement. Nevertheless, solo sonatas figured on concert pro-
grams. Perhaps the musicians who gave public performances of their
own sonatas — some of which could have counted as amateur music if
considered simply in terms of their difficulty — did so partly to pro-
mote sales of the music to their audiences.

Amateurs might buy the most difficult music for themselves, just as
virtuosos might appear in public playing music that they had com-
posed for amateurs. Muzio Clementi, who began appearing in London
concerts in the s, taught himself tricks at the keyboard that no
other player of the time could duplicate, in particular dazzling pas-
sages of octaves and thirds. The three solo sonatas that he published
in his Op.  collection in  display these tricks with a vengeance;
the first of them, in fact, became known as his “celebrated octave les-
son.” Why, then, did he publish these three virtuosic sonatas in a col-
lection that alternated them with three amateur-style sonatas for key-
board, accompanied by flute or violin? A cynical explanation would
be that he was hoping to sell the same work to both professional and
amateur buyers, knowing that each type of player would have no use
for part of what was in the collection.

But a more sympathetic explanation can be constructed with a lit-
tle attention to the psychology of ownership. Musical amateurs don’t
buy only what they can easily play. For musicians who were comfort-
able playing the three accompanied sonatas in Clementi’s Op. , it
might have been an occasional temptation and challenge to have a go
at the three virtuosic solo sonatas — at least when no one else was lis-
tening; the “octave lesson,” after all, may have been “celebrated” not
just as a feat performed by Clementi himself, but also as a test of other
players’ more modest accomplishments. Or it may have been a de-
sirable item for musical amateurs to buy and display on their music
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stands, as a sign of their musical culture, just as people buy best-
sellers to put on their coffee tables or leather-bound classics to put
on their shelves, whether or not they ever expect to read them.

That Clementi in a sonata publication of  should have been
able to play the idea of the amateur pianist off against the idea of the
professional — and the idea of domestic piano music off against the
idea of public piano music — is in itself a sign of how rapidly the pi-
ano had established the characteristic web of functions that would
become its hallmark. A quarter-century earlier it had been an ex-
perimental instrument known in just a few courtly musical establish-
ments, unheard and almost unheard-of in the great capitals of Paris,
London, and Vienna. Now it was driving keyboard makers in those
cities to experiment with devices that would make the harpsichord
more like a piano; indeed, by the end of the century, production of
harpsichords was to stop altogether. Ironically, it was the culture of
the harpsichord that had made the rapid progress of the piano possi-
ble. It was much easier to switch from playing harpsichord to playing
piano, after all, than to learn the piano from scratch. In fact, the harp-
sichord seems to have been the instrument on which Clementi con-
ceived the virtuosic sonatas of his Op.  and on which he gave the first
public performances of them, yet as those sonatas became famous —
and as the harpsichord dropped from the scene — they were soon be-
ing remembered as the first truly pianistic music.18

The piano was creating such a versatile role for itself that the
older stringed keyboard instruments, including the harpsichord, were
coming to seem overly specialized. As a result, the piano seemed in-
dispensable even before it became very widely distributed. In  it
was still very much an instrument of the elite and of professional mu-
sicians who performed for this highbrow audience; all across West-
ern Europe there were still more harpsichords than pianos. But the
piano had a tremendous momentum in the musical marketplace be-
cause of what Maffei had identified seventy years earlier as its sal-
ient feature: its unsurpassed capacity to transfer expressive effects
from one musical medium, one place, one kind of performance, to
another.

The Need for the Piano 
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Two

Designing, Making, 
and Selling Pianos

n the beginning, the clientele was wealthy and noble,
the workshops small. From the start, it was important

for piano makers to have influential clients, links with lead-
ing performers (who were often also composers), an under-

standing of technologies applicable to instrument building, and a savvy
sense of both production techniques and marketing opportunities. In
all the major developments in piano making to be considered here —
starting with the invention — this same configuration of factors came
into play.

Who, then, drove the invention of the piano at the beginning of the
eighteenth century? Was it the wealthy patron? The enterprising in-
strument maker? A clue is found in Scipione Maffei’s still extant notes
from his  interview with Cristofori for his article on the inven-
tion of the piano. The notes begin with a sentence that raises the
question of what role Cristofori’s chief client — Prince Ferdinando de’
Medici — played in the creation of the piano:

Bortolo Cristofali [sic] of Padua, employed by the Lord Prince, in-
vented the harpsichord with soft and loud without incentive from
anything else (ha inventato senza motivo avuto da altra cosa il cim-
balo col piano e forte).1

This language could mean that Cristofori claimed to have invented
the piano without copying anyone else’s design — a claim for himself
as inventor that fits with the language he put on the nameboards 
of all three of his surviving pianos: “Bartholomeus de’ Christophoris
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patavinus inventor faciebat Florentia.”2 It could equally mean that
this invention was not undertaken at the behest of his royal em-
ployer. Maffei did not quote the remark in his article, and we may
guess from that that he, unlike Cristofori himself, did not wish to em-
phasize the independence of the grand prince’s harpsichord maker.

In a certain sense, Cristofori’s dependence on his employer was
undeniable. Prince Ferdinando paid his salary, which allowed him
the luxury of developing his idea for the piano; in the end, producing
one model after another, he worked on the project for more than three
decades. Cristofori’s connection to the Medici court also provided him
with other important customers for his pianos, from Cardinal Ottoboni
in Rome to King João V of Portugal, and directly or indirectly with
the opportunity to have his pianos played and admired by renowned
musicians like Scarlatti and Farinelli. And, in the beginning at least,
Cristofori’s employment at the Medici court provided him with a
place to work. In Maffei’s notes we read that Cristofori began his ca-
reer in Florence in  working in a large, noisy room (most likely
the Uffizi’s Galleria dei Lavori) with more than a hundred other arti-
sans. He found that wearying and complained to the prince; by 
he seems to have worked at home, calling on cabinet makers, assis-
tants, and apprentices from time to time for help in completing his
instruments.3

Whatever Cristofori thought up, then, he had to be able to build
himself in his home workshop, with occasional help from a few oth-
ers, using the materials and tools available to an artisan of that day.
And if his claim to credit as the inventor of this new instrument was
to be credible, he had to design it so that he and other builders could
reproduce the plan and had to construct it so that far-flung owners
could keep their pianos in working order without his help. We cannot
appreciate the inventiveness of his concept without considering the
conditions of production and use under which he worked.

And what was the nature of that concept? Cristofori gave the mu-
sical world a keyboard instrument with a hammer action (see illustra-
tion) that varied the volume of sound — and that worked consistently.
The weight of the player’s finger on the piano key sent the hammer
flying free to strike the string with corresponding speed. The free flight
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Action of the  Cristofori piano in the Musical Instrument Museum,
Leipzig. Depressing the key raises the jack to push up the lip under 
the intermediate lever, the left end of which touches the hammer shank,
pivoted at the left. The lever pushes the hammer shank hard enough to
send the hammer flying to the string. As the key rises, the spring on the
jack (under the key) and the key’s motion combine to move the jack
sideways so that it misses (“escapes”) the lip’s return to rest. When the
key is released, the spring returns the jack to its position under the lip.
The check catches the hammer as it falls back from the string, releasing
it when the key is released. The right end of the key as it rises pushes 
up the damper from the string. (Reprinted from The New Grove Piano
[New York: Norton, ], courtesy of New Grove Dictionaries)

and gravity made the hammer bounce away from the string after strik-
ing it, as it needed to do to allow the string to keep vibrating (if the
leather facing of the hammer had simply pushed against the string, it
would have produced only a thud). With relatively little weight on
the key, the hammer flew relatively slowly and the resulting sound was
soft (piano); with a harder push, the hammer flew faster and the sound
was loud (forte). With practice and sensitivity, a performer could make
subtle gradations in volume, much as a singer or violinist could.

The harpsichord, as we learned in Chapter , is not equipped for
such nuances in volume. The clavichord, on the other hand, is sen-
sitive to touch. Pressing a key brings a brass strip (a tangent), set in
the end of the key, up against the strings, which makes them vibrate.
The speed of the contact allows gradations of loudness — or perhaps
we should say, of softness. The clavichord’s whispered elegance, in
fact, was suited almost exclusively to solo playing, or perhaps to ac-
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companying the softest singing. Cristofori’s piano, too, suffered from
softness, or so it was charged by the detractors cited by Maffei in his
article. But Maffei defended the instrument’s sound in the right set-
ting; with a small group of instruments, a single instrument, or a voice,
he wrote, or best of all by itself, “it succeeds perfectly.”

To reach this level of perfection, Cristofori had to overcome a se-
ries of design problems posed by his unique hammer action. The first,
mentioned above, was the problem of escapement: how could the
hammer be sent flying freely so that it did not stay up against the
string even if the player’s finger kept holding the key down? Cris-
tofori’s solution is shown here in an illustration. It is a complex ma-
chine, but it works cheerfully in repeating the movements consis-
tently many times a minute.

The free-flying hammer caused a second problem: it applied more
energy to the string than did a harpsichord plectrum. In order for the
string to resist being knocked out of tune, or even broken, it needed
to be under greater tension.4 Cristofori employed the same lengths of
strings that he used in harpsichords, but thicker strings to withstand
the greater tension. Heavier strings under higher tension added stress
on the instrument’s framing and bracing. Cristofori sidestepped this
difficulty in two ingenious ways that, because they were concealed,
came to light only a few years ago. First, he strengthened the case,
the box in which the instrument rested, by adding a heavy inner lin-
ing and by attaching a rail that held the outer ends of the strings
firmly to that strengthened case. With the assistance of a stout block
in front that held the tuning pins, the case became a formidable re-
sister of string tension.

The working of the soundboard was also threatened by the in-
creased tension of the strings. To make the instrument audible, the
strings’ vibrations were transmitted through a hardwood bridge glued
to the soundboard, which spread the vibrations across its expanse
and reproduced them. So much vibrating surface disturbed the air
enough that the sound could be heard even at a distance. But if the
soundboard were to take up any of the string tension, it could be dis-
torted and its function disturbed. So Cristofori did something that no
other piano maker has done, as far as we know: he mounted the sound-
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board on an inner wall, separated from the case wall by a spacer. In
that way, the soundboard’s vibrations were not hindered.5

The Shapes of Pianos to Come
 . 
Cristofori’s pianos were the size and shape of a harpsichord, though
their mechanism was radically different. In the decades after Cristo-
fori’s death in , other instrument builders made pianos, or piano-
like instruments, in radically different sizes and shapes, as well as
with mechanisms unlike Cristofori’s. Some were vertical instruments
reaching nearly nine feet from the floor. Others, called “square” pi-
anos but really rectangular, were the size and shape of clavichords,
with the strings strung diagonally in the case rather than perpendic-
ular to the keyboard. This proliferation of designs represented the
adaptation of several traditional keyboard designs — designs for in-
struments that were vastly different from each other in complexity,
price, the musical functions for which they were suitable, and the
kinds of people who bought and played them. In other words, although
the workshops of piano makers remained small, their clientele soon
diversified.

We might look back on these various early pianos and think we
see the shape of grands and uprights to come. The variety of shapes
that early pianos took can certainly remind us that in three centuries,
the piano has never found a single ideal or all-purpose shape, like
that of the violin or the sitar. Being less movable than most instru-
ments, having to fit a variety of locations, and being called on to play
a variety of roles, the piano has always needed to come in a variety of
shapes.

The earliest upright piano we know was made in  in the vil-
lage of Gagliano, near Florence, by Domenico del Mela, a priest who
was perhaps a friend of Cristofori’s.6 The piano has a somewhat odd-
looking case slightly over six and a half feet tall and sits on a stand
that lifts it another two and a quarter feet. The strings are hung slightly
diagonally, with the longest along the left side of the case. The in-
strument is about the size of a Cristofori piano, but its mechanism 
is not at all the same. It looks as if the flat surfaces of the hammers
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never had leather covering, and that would suggest that it made quite
a jangling sound. Instruments like these were also made in Germany
in the mid–eighteenth century; Christian Ernst Friederici of Gera
claimed to have built the earliest German uprights, which he called
“pyramid pianos” because of their symmetrical shape. But little is
known of the musical purposes for which they were designed or to
which they were put.

A more popular piano-like instrument in the German-speaking
lands — and one that came in both vertical and clavichord shapes
— was the pantalon. The pantalon took its name from an enormous
zither played with hand-held mallets by Pantaleon Hebenstreit, a
successful virtuoso in the early s. The mid-century pantalon was
a smaller instrument with a keyboard; it had small wooden hammers
with no covering and no dampers, although some makers devised
ways to damp the strings. The instrument was able to play all gra-
dations of loudness, but it had little expressive subtlety; nonethe-
less, many listeners found its undamped wash of sound bewitching.
One legacy of the pantalon to the piano was the use of tone-changing
stops, such as mutes that softened and “harp” stops that hardened
the sound.

The pantalon and the clavichord, both popular in Germany, in-
fluenced the invention of the square piano. In fact, a recent study 
by Michael Cole argues persuasively that what have been taken to 
be the earliest square pianos are misidentified pantalons.7 If Cole is
correct, the square piano was invented by Johannes Zumpe, a Ger-
man builder from Fürth, near Nuremberg, who came to London in the
s. He worked for the harpsichord maker Burkat Shudi until
, when he established his own shop in Princes Street, Hanover
Square, “at the sign of the Golden Guittar.” There he first made gui-
tars and other plucked-string instruments that were small, afford-
able, and favored by young ladies. By  he was making piano-
fortes that were also small, affordable, and appealing to upper-class
women.

Zumpe’s square pianos are so much like clavichords in layout,
size, and shape that we most naturally suppose that he founded the
design on the earlier instrument (see Figures  and ). But his pianos
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used a sturdier case and considerably heavier strings than those in
clavichords, and a much thicker bridge, necessary for the heavier
strings. His action, having no intermediate lever, may have been de-
rived not from Cristofori’s piano action, but from the very simple ac-
tion of a pantalon. The leather-covered hammers were hinged with
leather on a rail. Zumpe used hand stops to raise the dampers, and 
in about  introduced a harp or buff stop. Some other makers in
England borrowed more stops from the pantalon to alter the tone.

Pianos for Sale
  
If a square piano seems small and simple compared with a Cristo-
fori or an early-eighteenth-century upright, its clientele, initially, was
most exalted. The arrival of the young, musical Princess Charlotte in
September  from the small north German court of Mecklenburg-
Strelitz to become queen to George III has been called “the catalyst
that accelerated the pianoforte revolution in Britain.”8 Among the
German musicians who migrated to London in her wake was Johann
Christian Bach, who came in May  to compose opera, to establish
concert series, and soon to become the queen’s music master. From
Mecklenburg-Strelitz itself came instrument maker Gabriel Buntebart,
who joined in partnership with Zumpe by . Zumpe designed the
pianos; he and Buntebart made them; Bach composed for them,
played them (in one of the earliest recorded London public solo pi-
ano performances on June , ), and sold them.

The nature of the revolution was that the piano became, for the
first time, a popular instrument rather than a courtly curiosity. Both
Queen Charlotte and her brother had Zumpes (most likely acquired
through J. C. Bach and Buntebart). But it was not enough for Zumpe
to have the patronage of the queen and her brother; he used it to pro-
mote sales of his instruments. He did not often advertise, except by
listing his address on the front board over the keyboard of his instru-
ments. Like piano makers through the whole history of the instru-
ment, he instead relied heavily on the endorsement of players: J. C.
Bach and Charles Burney played that role for him. In  in Paris
Burney found that Bach had provided a Zumpe for Madame Brillon,
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the talented Parisian who was a friend of Boccherini and Benjamin
Franklin. Burney and “John” Bach also helped Diderot acquire a
Zumpe (at eighteen guineas) for his daughter in the early s.9

When Zumpe changed the location of his shop, however, he did
resort to advertising, inserting the following notice in the General
Advertiser (February , ):

Mr. Zumpe, the inventor of the Small Piano-Forte and Maker to
her Majesty and the Royal Family . . . begs leave to acquaint the
Nobility & Gentry, that he has just compleated a New Improve-
ment with different Pedals, that makes the Piano-forte perfect in
every degree, which hitherto it never was; and also prevents that
instrument from going out of order, which was always the case 
before.10

Note that second only to Zumpe’s claim to have invented the small
piano comes his claim to be the maker of choice for the royal fam-
ily. Also, note the clientele that he addresses: “the Nobility & Gen-
try.” Even at sixteen to eighteen guineas, about one-third the cost of
a good harpsichord, a square piano was a luxury item.11 But no mat-
ter how luxurious the item, Zumpe had created a new relationship
between maker and buyer when he started producing pianos in quan-
tity (no matter how small the quantity) and offering them on the open
market (no matter how elite the market). This is made clear by the
last line of Zumpe’s advertisement, in which he claims to have dis-
covered how to make pianos so that they do not go out of order. Evi-
dently the crucial factor that made Zumpe’s piano marketable was
not its low price, but the reliability of operation derived from its sim-
plicity of design. English nobles and gentlemen might be richer than
Medici princes, but they still had no Cristoforis on staff to repair and
regulate their pianos.

Zumpe clearly had a fashionable hit on his hands. As Charles
Burney wrote:

There was scarcely a house in the kingdom where a keyed in-
strument had ever had admission, but was supplied with one of
Zumpe’s piano-fortes for which there was nearly as much call in
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France as in England. In short he could not make them fast enough
to gratify the craving of the public. Pohlmann, whose instruments
were very inferior in tone, fabricated an almost infinite number for
such as Zumpe was unable to supply.

Yet, as Burney’s reference to Pohlmann suggests, the scale of produc-
tion with which Zumpe caused this sensation was not great; accord-
ing to Michael Cole, it was just over fifty pianos a year.12

In the s other craftsmen, many of them German immigrants,
set up shop in London in response to the growing demand for pianos.
In  another maker of German origin, John Behrent, placed an
advertisement in the Philadelphia papers that is probably the earli-
est known announcement of a piano made in America.

 , Joiner and Instrument Maker, living in Third-
street continued, in Campington, directly opposite Coates’ Burying-
ground, Has just finished for sale, an extraordinary fine instru-
ment, by the name of Piano Forte, of Mahogany, in the manner of
an harpsichord, with hammers, and several changes: He intends to
dispose of it on very reasonable terms; and being a master in such
sort of work, and a new beginner in this country, he requests all
lovers of music to favour him with their custom, and they shall not
only be honestly served, but their favours gratefully acknowl-
edged, by their humble servant, John Behrent.13

Back in London, the harpsichord maker John Broadwood sold his
first square piano in , his first grands in .14 By the end of the
eighteenth century, as its piano clientele expanded, the Broadwood
firm was dividing its account books into two categories: () the regu-
lar customers (no doubt the “Nobility and Gentry”) to whom the firm
regularly sold instruments and for whom it regularly tuned (tuning
provided a steady income for many makers when sales were slow);
and () the Chance Trade — people who walked into the showroom on
Great Pulteney Street.15 The Chance Trade probably included newly
middle-class parents and daughters eager to emulate a more refined
style of life.

Well into the nineteenth century, as pianos became affordable by
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members of the middle class, they remained out of reach for most
members of the working class — including many of the workers who
produced them. In England the price of a fine grand in the early
s was as much as £ (or four-fifths of a skilled workman’s an-
nual salary of £), that of a square about  guineas (£) to as much
as £. In New York in , a Steinway square sold for $, when
the annual wage of a skilled worker ranged from $ to $,, and
the yearly expenses for a workingman’s family of four were $.16

Often a music teacher would recommend a purchase (for  to 
 percent commission), a practice that Philadelphia piano maker
and importer Charles Taws denounced in newspapers in the s as
bribery.17 In spite of Taws’s protests, the practice of commissions and
discounts (up to  percent to a system of hand-picked agents in var-
ious cities and towns) continued in the trade, even until present times.
As the demand for pianos increased, makers worked hard to keep up
with orders. As James Shudi Broadwood (another son of John) wrote in
 to a wholesaler wanting his order filled, “Would to God we could
make them like muffins!”18

As piano makers did indeed begin to “make them like muffins,”
continuity of production became as important as scale and speed.
Cristofori’s piano production had died with him. Zumpe, after an am-
icable dissolution of his partnership with Buntebart, arranged for two
journeymen cabinetmakers from his home town, Frederick and Chris-
tian Schoene, to join his shop in the late s, and in  he turned
his business over to them and retired a wealthy man, listing himself
as “Gentleman.” But continuity was perhaps best assured by marry-
ing well, if not the former master’s widow or daughter, at least some-
one with a modest dowry and good health to provide many children
for carrying on the business. Perhaps the best example of marrying
well is John Broadwood, who with his marriage in  to Barbara
Shudi (the daughter of his employer, harpsichord maker Burkat Shudi),
gained a wife, a business partnership, and the beginning of a piano
dynasty that flourished through the nineteenth century. Johann An-
dreas Stein is remembered not only for his finely crafted pianos, but
also for the continuation and development of his tradition through pi-
anos built in Vienna by his son Mattheus Andreas and by his daughter
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Nannette Streicher, her husband Andreas, and their progeny. The
importance of family is also evident in the history of later piano firms
like Chickering & Sons and Steinway & Sons in the United States
and Bechstein in Germany. This family tradition was noted, though
in terms that ignored the crucial part played by daughters, in a com-
ment made by one member of the piano trade in : “Absence of
male issue has brought down many a fine business.”19

The Workshop
What kind of workshops and showrooms did builders like Zumpe
and Broadwood and Stein have? Many of the shops were small. Not
unlike modern-day makers of harpsichords and fortepianos, the mas-
ter craftsman usually used the same location for workshop, living
quarters (not only for his family but also often for his assistants), and
showroom (which in England was often in the dining room).20 Some
shared quarters with other craftsmen. A New York advertisement of
 (see Figure ) gives a rare illustration of such an arrangement: a
cabinetmaker shares his shop with organ builder John Sheybli, who
also claims to make “fortepianoes” and to have “one hammer spinnet”
for sale. Some makers established smaller showrooms visible through
display windows from the street or placed their instruments with mu-
sic dealers who sold a variety of goods. Others, like the Broadwoods,
expanded to nearby houses and to property in adjoining mews and
alleys. This crazy-quilt pattern of shops was true even in New York
for the Steinways before they built their first factory (in ).21

At first, the typical shop included the master craftsman, one or
more journeymen, and apprentices. Records of early piano workshops
are sketchy, but inventories of modest piano makers show that shops
had from two to at least six workbenches.22 The traditional seven-
year apprenticeship (wherein the master entered into a legal agree-
ment to provide food, clothing, lodging, some schooling, but no pay)
was often shortened to fewer years if observed at all, especially in
America.23 The goal of the apprentice was to work long enough to earn
the title and independence of the journeyman. The journeyman as-
pired to become a partner with his master or to establish his own shop.
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Many masters sought to prosper enough to live away from the shop
(even in a country estate), to invest in other enterprises like real es-
tate, and to acquire wealth and position so that they and their sons
could become “gentlemen” and highly respected members of their
community.

When shops were small, nearly everyone working in them eventu-
ally learned the entire “art, Trade & Mystery” of making pianos. The
master or the senior journeyman oversaw the more crucial tasks like
gluing and installing the soundboard or regulating the instrument.24

As the shop grew, some journeymen began to specialize in making
cases or doing other piece work. They often signed the piece they com-
pleted as a matter of pride and evidence of completion. Sometimes,
too, the shop books reveal who worked on what part; the early Stein-
way factory books, for instance, listed William Steinway as the belly-
man (soundboard installer), Henry Jr. as the finisher, and Charles as
the regulator. Sometimes part of the work was completed outside the
shop. Certainly brass work was purchased elsewhere, and possibly
some of the decorations on nameboards were completed by special-
ists who made similar designs for several makers. By  Chicker-
ing was obtaining his keyboards, wire, and iron frames from others.25

Each experienced worker had his own workbench and set of tools
(see Figure ). Although the shop owner often provided the bench,
each worker was required to provide his own tools, which he may
have mounted over his bench (see the Sheybli workshop illustration)
or stored and transported in a special chest designed with compart-
ments and drawers. At a time when a foreman’s annual earnings in
England were about one hundred pounds, the tools of a senior work-
man might be worth seventy pounds. Without tools, a journeyman had
no work or trade; they defined his livelihood and status as a crafts-
man. In the event that journeymen lost their tools in a shop or factory
fire, entire communities, including artisans from competing shops,
rallied to help the workers replace them.26 The journeymen devel-
oped such precision using their tools that they could produce nearly
uniform parts. And because their skills were transferable, the jour-
neymen were free to move from shop to shop, although some worked
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for the same employer for decades. Others, however, sometimes found
themselves out of work because of financial depressions, the sea-
sonal nature of the piano trade (busiest in late fall before Christmas),
and the influx of immigrant workers and unskilled novices willing 
to take lower pay.27

In New York during the s, several trades formed unions in an
attempt to force employers to pay a standard price for similar work.
The Journeymen Piano-Forte Makers formed a society that published
in  the New-York Book of Prices for Manufacturing Piano-Fortes
for “better regulating and equalizing their prices . . . to the mutual
advantage of both the Employer and the Employed.” In about 
pages, the journeymen described and priced almost every step in
making four kinds of pianos: two types of squares (plain and Ger-
man) and two upright or cabinet pianos. No grand pianos are priced,
which might suggest that few were being made. All men were required
to work by the piece, except those with functions like “Fly-Finishing,”
on which workers were not to work more than ten hours a day. The
journeymen were to furnish their own candlelight. No prices are given
for tuning and regulating; according to statistical wage data from
 to  about the Steinway workers, tuning and regulating were
higher paid than the other functions listed in the Book of Prices. The
highest Steinway pay went to foremen, clerks, and salesmen.28

As production increased, workers specialized further. Contem-
poraries of Conrad Graf in Vienna reported that in the s Graf ’s 
factory had organized the work into eight divisions. The Broadwood
factory, with three hundred to four hundred or more workers making
twenty-five hundred to three thousand instruments a year in the s
and s, was reported to have divided the manufacture of the pi-
ano into forty-two separate steps in , expanding to fifty-eight de-
partments by . A visitor to the Chickering factory in Boston re-
ported in  that the hundred workmen in the finishing department
divided the work into twenty different departments, each man always
doing the same task. “For example, the man who makes hammers
never does anything else,” for as many as thirty years. But even the
hammers were divided into four tasks: woodwork, hinges and joints,
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leathers, and fitting the hammers in place. “This minute subdivision
of labor secures, of course, the greatest possible uniformity and per-
fection.”29

Grand and Would-Be Grand Pianos
 . 
Cristofori called his invention neither “piano” nor “grand” but “harp-
sichord (cimbalo) . . . with soft and loud.” The term “grand piano” was
introduced in  in Robert Stodart’s application for an English pat-
ent for a combination piano-harpsichord.30 To call this instrument
“grand” was simply to distinguish it as “large” from Zumpe’s type of
little square. But Stodart did not invent what we may call the grand
piano. That had been done earlier in the s in both Germany and
London.

The process began as early as , with the German translation
of Maffei’s article about Cristofori. Gottfried Silbermann in Dresden
read the article and proceeded to copy the instrument described in
it. He finally succeeded to the point that, in  or so, King Freder-
ick the Great of Prussia bought a number of his instruments, and Jo-
hann Sebastian Bach not only played one at the Potsdam court but
later also signed his name as agent on the sale of a Silbermann piano
to Count Branitzky of Bia›ystok.31 Silbermann’s instruments were just
like Cristofori’s, and shared their quiet sound and other limitations.
As the piano became more popular, makers both in England and on
the Continent began to make adjustments to the harpsichord-shaped
piano to make it more adequate to new needs. The “grand” piano de-
veloped into an instrument that answered the acoustical demands 
of concert settings, the musical needs of professional musicians and
serious amateurs, and the social needs of the rich and powerful. By
the early nineteenth century the grand gave the word piano its ideal
(if not its ordinary) meaning. Smaller types of instruments, especially
squares, continued to account for a much greater share of production
and sales, but more and more they were designed to emulate the touch
and sound of grands.

Professional performance on the piano differed between London
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English grand action from a Broadwood piano, . As the key rises,
the hopper is pushed against a notch in the hammer shank, propelling
the hammer to the string. As the hopper rises, its projection slides 
along the set-off, which forces the hopper to pivot to the right, and its 
top moves to the right of the notch when the hammer falls back to the
check. The right end of the key pushes the damper off the string. When
the key is released, the spring brings the hopper back to its original po-
sition. (Reprinted from The New Grove Piano [New York: Norton, ],
courtesy of New Grove Dictionaries)

and Germany, public concerts counting for more in London and courtly
gatherings for more in Germany and Austria. Accordingly, the design
of grand pianos took different directions in the two areas, the English
makers pursuing above all greater power of sound and the Germans
greater fleetness and subtlety in the response of the instrument to the
player’s touch. The crucial demarcation in grand piano design during
the late eighteenth century, then, was the difference between the Eng-
lish and German actions, although there were also important differ-
ences in the design of the case, the stops, and other features.

The English designers gave their action a direct-blow design (see
illustration) instead of Cristofori’s intermediate lever. The action used
in the  Americus Backers grand in the Russell Collection at Ed-
inburgh University — the earliest surviving English grand — was modi-
fied somewhat in Robert Stodart’s patent of . That design, adopted
by John Broadwood when he began to make grands in , became
the standard in English and some French pianos for about one hun-
dred years.
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“Viennese” grand action, by Johann Andreas Stein, ca. . The 
hammer with its shank is pivoted in the fork-shaped Kapsel. The beak
is positioned under the projection on the escapement. As the key rises,
the beak’s position forces the hammer to pivot up to the string, and as 
it drops back, the beak catches on the front surface of the escapement.
When the key is released, the spring on the escapement allows the 
beak to return to its original position in the notch. The damper lifter,
mounted on the key, pushes the damper off the string as the key rises.
Later designs added a check to catch the hammer. (Reprinted from 
The New Grove Piano [New York: Norton, ], courtesy of New Grove
Dictionaries)

The English grands typically had two stops: a damper lifter and a
keyboard shift or una corda, worked by pedals attached to the front
legs of the instruments, the damper pedal on the right and the una
corda on the left. The damper stop had been introduced to the piano
by Gottfried Silbermann. It was taken up also by the pantalon mak-
ers, who, like Silbermann, used hand stops for the dampers. In both,
the stop raised all the dampers at once, so that the player could ob-
tain more resonance than was available by holding down individual
keys. The una corda stop had been introduced by Cristofori. His pi-
anos had a knob on the cheek of the keyboard by which the entire
keyboard could be moved sideways so that the hammers would strike
only one of the two strings for each note. This is sometimes thought
of as a “soft” stop, but sounding one rather than both of the strings
for a given note produces more difference in timbre than in volume.
In the  Backers piano and some Broadwoods, the two pedals give
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a distinctly pigeon-toed look. Later the pedals were attached to a
frame under the middle of the keyboard, which in the nineteenth cen-
tury often took the symbolic shape and name of a lyre. Today pedals
remain the conventional method of activating stops.

What became the Viennese rival to English grand piano design
emerged about the same time — the s — but probably in Augsburg,
not Vienna, in the workshop of Johann Andreas Stein. The case of 
a Stein piano is not so deep as an English one and makes the instru-
ment look more fragile, although it is not. The reason is simple: Stein’s
A-frame brace, combined with cross braces, kept his grands from
warping on their right cheek as English pianos were prone to do. For
stops, Stein and other German and Viennese makers preferred knee
levers, tucked inconspicuously under the front of the case below the
keyboard, to the English pedals. After , they switched to pedals,
and the stops on their pianos proliferated wildly. On some pianos, up-
rights as well as grands, we find up to seven pedals, including a buzz-
ing “bassoon” stop, a muting “moderator,” and a thumping and jin-
gling military stop (“Janissary”), along with the less ephemeral damper
lifter and una corda stop.32

More important, however, was the introduction of the Stein action,
which has come to be known as the Viennese grand action (see illus-
tration). This action was lighter, more responsive to the touch, and
therefore conducive to more subtlety of expression than the English
action. Later, however, it was made heavier, as pianos increased in
size and strings in girth.

In the long run (that is, by the beginning of the twentieth century),
piano manufacturers came to a fairly universal agreement that fa-
vored the English tradition over the Viennese in action design as well
as choice of stops. But in the meantime, the Viennese tradition of de-
sign produced the pianos for which the classic repertory of piano
music was composed: Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, and Schu-
mann were all most familiar with the light, responsive action of Ger-
man and Austrian pianos. One of the great challenges in studying 
the history of the piano, then, is to understand how the piano itself
evolved away from the instrument of the Viennese and German mas-
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Erard “double escapement” (or “repetition”) action, . The diagram
shows the key depressed, after the hammer has struck the string and
been caught by the check. The wippen, which joins the key and the in-
termediate lever, pushes the lever up as the key rises. That raises the
hopper (escapement) against the round projection under the hammer
shank, called the “knuckle,” propelling the hammer to the string. As 
the hopper pushes the knuckle, the spur is stopped against the escape-
ment button, forcing the hopper to pivot to its right, and the knuckle 
settles back on the repetition lever, pushing it down slightly. As the key
is released, the hopper moves left, and the spring makes the repetition
lever push the knuckle up so that the end of the hopper returns under 
it and the stroke can be repeated before the key is completely released
—hence the name “repetition action.” The key’s rising makes the left
end of the intermediate lever push down against the damper assembly,
which pulls the damper down from the string. (Reprinted from The 
New Grove Piano [New York: Norton, ], courtesy of New Grove 
Dictionaries)

ters at the very time that their music was becoming established as the
most prestigious body of piano music.

Both English and German grand pianos grew in range and size
even during the s, when Broadwood, reportedly at the urging of
Jan Ladislav Dussek, the darling of the London concert stage, began
to construct grands with a range of five octaves and a fifth. A few mak-
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ers in Vienna, Anton Walter among them, increased the range one
step beyond five octaves, to the G two octaves and a fifth above mid-
dle C. In that same decade Broadwood even made a six-octave grand
on special order, but only around  were many grands given that
six-octave, C to C, range. In Austria and Germany, the move to six
octaves tended to be from the F two octaves and a fifth below middle
C. Such a range was used by Beethoven in his later works and often
by Schubert.

The leading French maker, Sébastien Erard, who had begun build-
ing square pianos sometime around , made an experimental
seven-octave grand in the s; that became the standard range 
until about the s. But Erard’s greatest importance for the grand
stemmed from his design of a replacement for the English action. Pi-
anists had complained that the English action was stiff and could not
give rapid repetition. Erard patented in  what he called a “repe-
tition” or “double escapement” action (see illustration). With Erard’s
design, a virtuoso no longer needed to choose between the power of
the English action and the speed of the Viennese. And virtuosos, im-
pressing ever larger audiences with the wonders they could perform
on Erard pianos, were the ones who sealed the reputation of that ac-
tion. It was a long time, however, before Erard’s action — somewhat
improved by pianist and piano manufacturer Henri Herz in about
 — overcame resistance in every piano-manufacturing country to
become the standard grand piano action.

In the meantime, upright and square pianos were busy catching up
with the grands. One way to catch up was to make an upright piano as
big as a grand, capturing the advantages of its large soundboard, long
strings, and resulting full tone, but taking up much less floor space 
in a home than a grand. An example was the “upright grand Piano-
forte in the form of a bookcase” patented by William Stodart (Rob-
ert’s son) in . Stodart’s rectangular case (and those of similar pi-
anos by other English makers) had space above the shorter treble
strings for shelves to hold music, busts, or knick-knacks (see Figure
). The German and Austrian counterpart was the “giraffe,” so called
for its external resemblance to that marvelously unwieldy beast. Un-
like the English upright grands, these pianos had cases extending
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down to the floor, making for more stability with no loss of instrumen-
tal quality.

Turning a grand piano upright was not, however, going to put the
piano within the reach of people who could not afford a grand. The
enormous expansion of the piano market in the nineteenth century
depended on the creation of smaller pianos, and in  two experi-
ments in small vertical pianos were made in Germany and America.
The Ditanaklassis, a bit more than five feet high, was designed by
Matthias Müller, using an action modeled on Stein’s. Müller also had
the bright idea, seen in some earlier Viennese grands, of combining
two instruments in one case, with the keyboards facing each other,
and the hammers striking strings on either side of a single sound-
board. In the same year, John Isaac Hawkins, an English engineer in
Philadelphia, patented a “Portable Grand Piano,” which was vertical
and only fifty-four inches tall. Its unique action used a counterweight
to encourage the hammer to fall away from the string. Hawkins also
introduced metal bars as bracing behind the soundboard, an innova-
tion that had no immediate successors but that preceded by some
years the successful introduction of iron. 

In the second decade of the nineteenth century, the era of the
smaller upright began in earnest, with the “cottage piano” by Robert
Wornum of London heralding a recognition that the middle class
could now emulate the wealthy in the arts and own very good pianos
that would fit their more modest homes and budgets. Wornum’s im-
proved upright “tape-check” action in  has continued in modi-
fied form right to the present. But it did not solve problems of respon-
siveness and touch, and until recently the upright action has never
been very satisfactory. Wornum’s early cottage pianos were only forty-
one inches high, shorter than most modern uprights. To fit strings of a
length that would give a tone approaching the decent, he hung them
diagonally in his very short case.

Henri Pape of Paris attained even more miniaturization than Wor-
num. His “piano consoles” were only about thirty-six inches high, 
so they took up little floor space and hardly any room against a wall.
To achieve a tone that would be acceptable in the age of the grand
piano, Pape devised a scheme of “cross-stringing” in the late s.
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Here the longest bass strings ran diagonally from lower left to upper
right, while the shorter treble strings ran in the opposite direction,
and the longer ones crossed above the others. By this scheme Pape
not only squeezed longer strings into his tiny piano than he could have
otherwise, but he also arranged that the bridge for the lower strings
could be located where they would resonate more richly. The irony of
Pape’s innovation is that while he devised it to enable a small piano to
sound more like a big one, it was eventually adopted in grand piano
design as well, to make grand pianos sound even grander.

Meanwhile, the square piano continued its career. In  John
Geib, then still working in London, patented an action for the square
piano that contained the intermediate lever that made the actions of
Silbermann pianos so responsive; at last there was an escapement 
for square pianos. To keep up with grands, squares also grew bigger
and bigger, with wider keyboard ranges, heavier hammers, thicker
strings, and louder tone. These changes created problems in the
square that were solved only with the introduction of iron. But before
examining that development, let us return to the subject of how pi-
anos were produced.

The Factory
  
The Industrial Revolution was defined by new exploitations of energy
sources (especially steam power), raw materials, and machinery to
produce goods; new organization of work through the division of la-
bor and specialization of jobs; improved transportation and commu-
nication; and a general application of science to industry. Wealth and
power were redistributed; class and labor were redefined. A worker
changed from a “handicraft worker with tools” to “a machine opera-
tor subjected to factory discipline.” At times, in order to deal with
the new patterns of authority, the working class joined together in
unions for bargaining strength.33

Because the Broadwood company led the world in numbers of pi-
anos produced in the mid–nineteenth century and had its factory in
England (sometimes dubbed “the workshop of the world”), one might
expect it to have led in adopting new industrial methods. But the com-
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pany was slow to do so. In  George Dodd published an account
of a visit to the Broadwood factory at Horseferry Road, Westminster,
which the company had leased in . He described how the build-
ings and rooms were arranged in a way that reflected a logical system
for production. The crucial lumber piles were carefully aged and
dried in one area. In other portions of the factory, an impressive num-
ber of workrooms carefully divided by piano styles and functions re-
sembled cabinetmakers’ shops with stoves and fireplaces for warm-
ing glue. The keyboards were cut with a framed saw, the fretwork by 
a fret saw, and the planks with pit saws. All were hand operated (see
Figure ).34

Dodd summed up his visit with the observation that “the piano-
forte manufacture is one in which nothing but highly skilled manual
dexterity can make and adjust the numerous pieces of mechanism in-
volved in it; and those workmen who possess this skill are not likely 
to be supplanted by any automatic machinery.” When the Broadwood
factory burned down in  (the tools lost were valued between three
thousand and four thousand pounds), a new factory of the same design
was built in the same leased location. No modern machinery for wood-
working was added. With the abundance of skilled labor, the Broad-
wood family thought that their traditional (and conservative) craft-
based method would continue to serve them well in their production
of about twenty-five hundred pianos each year. But as one economic
historian pointed out, “even Broadwood’s elaborate division of labour
achieved an annual productivity of only seven pianos per man, no
higher than that of small firms.” Not until , when Broadwood built
a new factory in the East End, did it use machinery and adopt a pro-
duction-line system.35

In contrast, some American firms eagerly adopted many of the
principles of the Industrial Revolution. Jonas Chickering, a Boston
manufacturer who had begun as a humble apprentice in , built 
a piano factory in Boston in  with financial backing from John
Mackay, a wealthy shipping merchant. By the early s, Chicker-
ing had expanded to three other locations: two in nearby Lawrence,
where one made keyboards and the other — its machinery powered by
the Merrimac River — was devoted to seasoning, sawing, and planing
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lumber; the third was a veneering factory in Boston. The main factory
burned on December , , four years before the Broadwood fire.36

When he rebuilt, Chickering, unlike Broadwood, chose to cele-
brate the industrial changes. Visitors to the new factory were led first
to the shining new steam engine, “a marvel of graceful motion” that
provided power for the machines and heat for the entire building. In-
stead of cutting the rough lumber with pit saws, the workmen used
large new sawing and planing machines. They also used a steam-
powered jigsaw for cutting fretwork for music desks (see Figure ). A
steam-powered elevator (described by one writer as large enough to
hold a “comfortable-sized dinner party” with ease) carried from floor
to floor men, lumber, and work in progress.37 Other American piano
manufacturers, even smaller companies like Boardman & Gray in Al-
bany, New York, built factories using steam power and machines.38

Steinway & Sons, Chickering’s rival at the top of the piano-making
line, built a steam-powered factory in  (at what is now Park Ave-
nue between nd and rd in New York City), expanding in the s
to Astoria, New York, with a factory and company town and in 
to a factory in Hamburg, Germany. Eventually what became known
as the American System of manufacture was adopted by piano com-
panies around the world.

Did the new machinery and steam power obviate the need for
skilled workers? Not at all. The piano industry retained through the
years many jobs that required skilled human dexterity and judgment.
One writer observed as late as  that “the most complicated ma-
chine in the Steinway factory is the finished grand piano.” Yet in the
same publication, another writer described the Yamaha factory in
Hamamatsu, Japan, where robots carried pianos along an assembly
line to speed the production of several hundred thousand pianos
each year.39

The Iron Frame
 . 
It did not take a factory system of manufacture to bring iron into
piano frames. We have already seen that Hawkins tried iron braces in
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the frames of his tiny uprights in . The demand for ever-louder
sound in pianos of all sorts led to ever-increasing tension on strings.
Coupled with the inconvenience caused by the ease with which pianos
of the day went out of tune, this made evident the need for stronger
framing. Sooner or later, someone would think of making metal frames.
The power of the Industrial Revolution was that it shaped the atti-
tudes of those who decided whether or not to accept this innovation.
To build pianos with steam-powered tools was one thing; to put a cast-
iron frame at the center of the instrument, making the product itself a
modern if miniature factory of sound, rather than a fully hand-crafted
artwork in wood, was quite another. The debate over whether to accept
the change was lengthy and vigorous, with many feeling certain that
iron in the piano would ruin the tone.

Pianos of different shapes showed the strain of increased string
tension in different places. Squares tended to respond to the diago-
nal arrangement of the strings by warping upward at the right front
and left back corners, even with thicker boards on the bottom and 
a stout oaken spine.40 Grands tended to take on an alarming warp at
the right cheek, where the case curves inward. English and French
grands tended to warp more than German and Viennese ones, which
were mostly kept in good shape by their sturdy A-frame bracing.

Soon after Hawkins’s experiment with iron braces, other builders,
in England especially, tried other ways to provide efficient iron braces
for the grand. In , Broadwood attempted to run iron tension bars
from the pin block in front to the string plate, at the other end of the
strings, but he was unable to attach them securely.41 In , James
Thom and William Allen, employees of William Stodart in London,
took out a patent for a metal compensation frame. It was a system of
nine metal tubes bolted into the pin block and the string plate, and
its avowed function was to compensate for strings’ tendency to go out
of tune because of changes in the atmosphere. The tubes were made
of the same material as the strings below them, iron in the top and
brass in the lower bass, so that they would contract and expand with
temperature changes at the same rate as the strings. The only prob-
lem with this strategy was that pianos go out of tune not because of
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temperature changes but because of changes in humidity. The Thom-
Allen frame in fact functioned as a compression frame, resisting the
string tension.

Alpheus Babcock patented the one-piece metal frame in .
Babcock, a very talented Boston craftsman, received his patent on De-
cember , , to manufacture “the frame, to which the strings of
the piano forte are attached, of cast iron, wrought-iron, brass compo-
sition metal, or some other metal, or compound of metals, suitable to
this purpose.”42 The piano for which Babcock designed this frame
was a square, which was in fact the only kind of piano he ever made,
although the patent text claims that the patent applies to any piano
“now in use, or which has been, or can be invented.” It is hardly sur-
prising that an American inventor would have carried out the idea in
a square piano, because that was the type that dominated the Ameri-
can market at the time. But Babcock, after engaging in battles with
other manufacturers over the ownership of the idea in the early s,
went to work for Jonas Chickering from  until his death in .
Chickering, who had the business savvy that Babcock lacked and who
built pianos of every type, took up the iron frame and made a com-
mercial success of it, first in square pianos and then in grands, which
he became the first to build with iron frames in .43

The iron frame meant that string tension could be increased with
relative impunity: heavier strings, longer strings, strings of stronger
material — steel was still too expensive for piano strings until Henry
Bessemer invented his process in . But it was some time before
everyone came to use full iron frames. Technological history has many
examples of the lapse of time between innovation and success. An
invention that seems by hindsight to be inevitable and natural may
take decades or even centuries of debate or suppression before it
comes to general adoption. Cristofori’s piano is one case in point.
The iron frame is another. Henry Fowler Broadwood took the advice
of his scientist friend Dr. William Pole, who warned Broadwood to
steer clear of the iron frame lest he harm the tone and add to the
weight and cost of his pianos. Albert-Louis Blondel, who had di-
rected the Erard company since , said as late as  that the
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opinion against one-piece iron frames, long held by Erard, was
founded on perceptions of tone quality.44 By the time it became the
norm, the nature of the grand piano had been altered by still other
innovations.

The patent for the first cross-strung grand piano was given to Henry
Steinway, Jr., in . The idea of cross-stringing was developed, as
we have seen, by Henri Pape in the s as a device to allow small
uprights to emulate the rich sound of the grands of the period. To in-
troduce the idea into grand pianos was not to emulate any other kind
of piano, but to push the concert sound of the piano into new territory.
The Steinway sound that was going to set the industry standard was 
to be louder, richer, and more blended (less differentiated in timbre
across its range) than previous piano sounds. But that innovation in
sound was not achieved by cross-stringing alone. It was achieved
when Steinway brought cross-stringing together with a number of ear-
lier changes in piano design, all of them invented by other builders
and several of them pioneered on squares or uprights rather than
grands: Babcock’s one-piece iron frame, already patented by Chick-
ering for straight-stringing on grands; the split bridge, invented by
Broadwood about ; felt-covered hammers, pioneered by Henri
Pape around ; the agraffe, a method of securing strings at the 
tuning-pin end used by Erard in ; and the full present-day range
of seven octaves and a third, AAA-c5, already known in many pianos
for some time.

This was a cluster of innovations that supported one another, not 
a set of unrelated devices that served disparate purposes. Together
they produced a grand-piano sound that filled larger concert halls
than ever before and by the end of the nineteenth century was inspir-
ing new kinds of musical expression from composers and performers.
It also became the sound that the manufacturers of smaller pianos
needed to emulate. By the s, most European makers had discon-
tinued making squares, and American makers finally followed their
lead by the end of the century. Makers of uprights have persisted. In
fact, although the grand defined the ideal sound for all pianos, the up-
right has continued to dominate the market.
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Promoting the Piano
  
In the nineteenth century, there were those who felt that they could
produce pianos more quickly and more cheaply than the established
suppliers. In  Joseph Hale, a shrewd Yankee and energetic man-
ufacturer who had worked as a carpenter and run a successful pottery
business in Worcester, Massachusetts, came to New York to enter the
piano trade strictly out of commercial interest. In his forthright man-
ner, he accused the established makers of charging an extravagant
price for a piano with a fashionable name, and claimed that he wanted
to offer “to the middle and industrial classes a good instrument at a
cheap rate,” causing a democratic revolution that would “make a pi-
ano as easily procured as a cooking-stove or a sewing machine.”45

Hale bought piano cases, keys, actions, and other parts from spe-
cialists at low prices for cash and had pianos assembled in his large
New York factory. He was willing to put any name on the nameboard,
including names like “Stanley & Sons” that resembled those of lead-
ing makers. Needless to say, the established piano oligarchy opposed
his approach, charging Hale with cheap workmanship and with turn-
ing out instruments “like so much sausage-meat.” Hale ignored his
competitors’ charges and, with attention to “business, strict economy,
and cash purchases,” produced in  about seventy-two hundred
pianos, which he sold for about one-third the price of the established
pianos. Further, he rejected the agency system with its exclusive deal-
erships and sought markets in the expanding American West, where
dealers could have his instruments with their names stenciled on
them.46

Leading manufacturers like Steinway & Sons, who relied on family
name and prestige, elitist advertising, and the sponsoring of famous
performers on tour and in their own concert halls, were threatened 
by Hale’s challenge. Even within the Steinway family, the outspoken
and inventive eldest brother, Theodore, thought that his brother Wil-
liam was charging too much. In a letter to William, he wrote that in
Germany a Bechstein piano cost  marks retail, a Steinway 
marks wholesale. He insisted that they stop underwriting artists, use
Steinway Hall for a wareroom, and reduce dealer markup: “My boy, a
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piano is a piano, a little better or not does not make a difference with
people.” But, as one recent Steinway historian has written, William
chose class, not mass; he gambled instead on Americans’ “nagging
sense of cultural inadequacy.”47

Alfred Dolge, historian of the American piano trade and quite pos-
sibly a supplier of piano hammers and soundboards to Hale, wrote in
 that Hale had forever changed the piano industry in America,
opening up the market with commercial manufacturing and marketing
techniques, or as another writer put it, fighting in “a philosophical war
of high quality and refined art, or pretensions to it, against volume
production and popular taste.” As Dolge wrote, “the tremendous in-
crease of output, from , pianos in  to , in , was
only made possible through the educational, artistic and advertising
propaganda by makers of high-grade pianos on the one hand, and the
aggressive selling methods of the makers of commercial pianos on the
other.”48

W. W. Kimball of Chicago, one of Hale’s biggest clients, was a 
master at developing aggressive marketing methods and selling pi-
anos in the West. In  he began what became a very profitable
piano business by trading some Iowa land for four square pianos.
Like Hale, Kimball anticipated the needs of the pioneers, many of
them European immigrants with a long tradition of music making.
Like Hale, Kimball wanted to sell instruments (as an s Kimball
sales promotion stated) that were “within the reach of the farmer on
his prairie, the miner in his cabin, the fisherman in his hut, the culti-
vated mechanic in his neat cottage in the thriving town.” Both the
piano and its country cousin the reed organ were to provide the Kim-
ball customer “an influence which refines his home, educates his
children, and gladdens his daily life like a constant ray of sunshine
on his hearth.”49

Kimball offered his instruments through installment buying, as
did D. H. Baldwin, a Cincinnati dealer who also built a profitable and
lasting piano firm. Baldwin, taking his cue from the Singer Sewing
Machine Company, hired sewing machine salesmen in  to carry
out the installment plan with pianos. Salesmen were paid on commis-
sion, not salary. Buyers signed a contract with a salesman and paid a
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small down payment with terms for regular payments until the bill
was paid in full (usually one to three years). The title to the instru-
ment remained with the manufacturer until full payment. For some
hard-nosed dealers, a late payment could mean the purchaser’s loss 
of the instrument and all that had been invested in it. But more gen-
erous dealers considered this practice unscrupulous. As one New York
dealer wrote in , “a colored man is telling me of his experience,
where he has paid $ each on three separate organs, only to have
them taken away from him and his money forfeited because the pay-
ments were a few days in default. In five years’ experience we have
not a single transaction of that kind, and we have many times re-
funded money paid in excess of a low rental, taking back the instru-
ment, but always with the cheerful consent of the customer.” In the
s, the Baldwin Company urged dealers through its house maga-
zine to follow the collection system of automobile companies by re-
quiring large down payments and large monthly installments so that
the customer had a real equity in the purchase. Even the best of credit
risks suffered the “humiliation of repossession” when they failed to
keep up payments during the Depression in the s.50

The more aggressive dealers in the West were both jobbers (whole-
salers) and retailers. Some Kimball wholesalers would go on the road
with a full line, set up a sale in a promising town, and “after closing
out a number of instruments at good prices go around to some drug-
gist or furniture dealers” and persuade them to take the remaining
stock on consignment. The head of the Kimball wholesale depart-
ment, E. S. Conway from Wisconsin, set up a system of traveling sales-
men who, according to some in the trade, sometimes coerced good
agents into mortgaging themselves to the “Kimball System.” As an
editorial in an  New York publication charged, “The W. W. Kim-
ball system is to the music trade what the Standard Oil is to the oil
trade,” an accusation that might have seemed even more true once
Kimball began manufacturing its own pianos in . But W. W. Kim-
ball and others in the trade saw Conway as a natural-born salesman,
“fresh from the farm himself, with manure still on his heels,” more
like the successful salesman “who was willing to load a piano or
organ on a wagon, drive into the country, unload his piano or organ at
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some farm house, and play and demonstrate it in hope of making a
sale.”51

Mail-order firms also supplied modest homes with pianos. Some,
like Sears, Roebuck and Montgomery Ward, offered pianos and reed
organs along with bicycles, buggies, furniture, clothing, sewing ma-
chines, and many other goods. Although the  Sears catalog listed
four upright piano styles ranging in price from $ to $ (reed 
organs sold at $. to $, a “Stradivarius” violin at $., bicy-
cles as high as $., a three-piece Bedroom “Suit” at $.), the
 edition listed only one, the “New American Home” at $.,
or about one-fifth of the annual earnings of a non-farm worker in .
Guaranteed for twenty-five years, the  pianos were made “by 
the largest and most reputable makers of high grade instruments in
the country” of carefully selected hard rock maple, finished (not ve-
neered) in mahogany or fancy burl walnut “so cleverly made that it is
with difficulty that you can tell them from the natural wood.” The
tone was “full, round and powerful, at the same time sweet and melo-
dious.” Railroad freight costs for the -pound piano from Chicago
to Butte, Montana, were $. per  pounds; to Allentown, Penn-
sylvania, $. per  pounds. The  Montgomery Ward catalog
offered “Windsor” pianos with player action ($ or $) or with-
out the player action ($). Terms were $ to $ down with $
to $ a month, no interest.52

All these firms were caught up in building the consumer culture,
in which people sought fulfillment through buying. As citizens grew
more prosperous, they added to their purchases not only pianos but
also the emerging competition for their time and money: the bicycle,
phonograph, automobile, radio, and movies. Piano manufacturers and
dealers scrambled to respond and to stay afloat. For the household
without musical talent, the player piano offered musical enjoyment
without practice. “Easy to Play” read the Gulbransen advertisement
with the Gulbransen Baby pressing on the pedals, a trademark as fa-
mous as Nipper, the Victor dog. One writer suggests that in America,
where the piano had been a pastime primarily for females and for-
eigners, the player appealed directly to American-born men. Total
production of all types of pianos in America hit its peak in  with
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nearly , (player pianos made up about one-eighth of this
total). By , the balance had shifted: of the , pianos pro-
duced, nearly three-fifths (,) were players.53

Throughout this tremendous expansion of the market, the high-
grade piano manufacturers continued to produce and sell quality in-
struments. Chickering & Sons and Knabe managed to survive the 
financial crises of the s by joining in  the newly formed
American Piano Company, a corporation that marketed all kinds of
pianos, from concert instruments to mass-produced commercial ones.
Meanwhile, the Baldwin Piano Company began to produce high-grade
pianos that won prizes and found their place in wealthy homes. Among
high-end manufacturers elsewhere in the world, Broadwood in En-
gland lost its prominence, while Bechstein in Germany and Bösen-
dorfer in Austria produced some of the most prestigious pianos made.
Yamaha in Japan, having made uprights since , would produce
its first grand in .

Steinway & Sons grew during the s, even though pianos were
being “literally pushed from the parlor to the spare bedroom, the
basement or the garage.” Through a sustained campaign begun in
the nineteenth century, the company claimed association with im-
portant people of wealth and nobility. Their instruments continued to
be preferred by leading performers. They were made by “artisans,”
not assembly line workers. Steinway, along with its high-end piano
manufacturing colleagues, sought to convince the public that in the
fast-changing twentieth century, pianos provided a way to rear chil-
dren in the cultivated tradition. The company needed to be per-
suaded that tasteful advertising in popular magazines like the Satur-
day Evening Post would convey this message without putting them in
a class with patent medicines.54

Toward this end, by  the directors of Steinway & Sons hired
the respected Philadelphia advertising firm of N. W. Ayer & Son to
help them launch a national advertising campaign. The copy of these
ads always linked the name of Steinway with quality, creating “the
patina and panache of excellence and luxury.” The Ayer firm sought
a change from the earlier piano advertisements showing prosperous
factories and portraits of bearded proprietors (as Loesser wrote, the
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piano industry’s own version of the “Smith Brothers” of cough drop
fame), or “lovely ladies sitting at pianos in lovely drawing rooms.”
The new image would be the great pianists and composers who had
played Steinway pianos through the years. “The Instrument of the Im-
mortals,” young copywriter Raymond Rubicam called them in one 
of advertising’s most inspired phrases, which he linked with portraits
of great celebrities, in a national series of four-color advertisements
(see Figure ). For decades this tasteful, elevated campaign sealed
the association of Steinway with the revered themes of family, art,
music, and excellence. One satisfied customer writing to the Stein-
ways in  confirmed the success of the campaign. In telling of her
joy in playing her piano, she wrote, “God speaks through every
Steinway.”55

New Bottles for Old Wine
 . 
Although the workings of the conventional — or as some call it,
acoustic — piano have for the most part remained unchanged in the
twentieth century, its outward appearance has been reconceived at
times to make the most of new materials. High-impact plastics, for in-
stance, useful for car bodies and space travel, have allowed designers
to imagine new piano looks and shapes. The Schimmel see-through
piano is one example: in this design, the transparent plastic case al-
lows a clear view of all the innards, including the bobbing hammers
and dampers. The instrument was made to be set in a bar on the ocean
liner Queen Elizabeth II, and perhaps bar patrons, well along in the
evening, would find the motion fascinating. A more interesting shape
is represented by another Schimmel design, the “Pegasus” grand.
Imitating the weightlessness of flight, it stands partly on a clear plas-
tic support located under the soundboard. The lid, with its “hood or-
nament” depicting Pegasus, is raised not on a stick but by an electri-
cally controlled lift, which can be set at any angle. The “Pegasus” was
sold by mail order for $, (see Figure ).

While experiments in exterior design have been lavished on the
grand, innovation in mechanical design, such as there has been, has
focused on the upright. David Klavins of Bonn, Germany, designed
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an upright more than twelve feet tall, accommodating strings long
enough to give extremely fine tone without cross-stringing, as well 
as a soundboard large enough to create a rich sound. It is therefore
an experiment in sonority, at the expense of the usual concessions to
practicalities of space. A different experiment, by Darrell Fandrich
of Seattle, Washington, addresses a persistent problem in the design
of upright pianos: the standard upright action, based on Robert Wor-
num’s  “tape-check” action, is always harder for the pianist to
control than the action of a grand. Fandrich’s design is intended to
make an ordinary-sized upright feel like a grand piano instead of a
toy. The very fact that resourceful inventors continue to attack old
and unsolved problems in piano design gives reason to believe that
the piano is still playing a dynamic role in its culture.

Other manufacturers in the twentieth century have turned tech-
nology to the creation of radically new capabilities, such as sound
storage and reproduction. The first of these inventions to come into
its own was the player piano.

The Player Piano
 
Mechanical reproduction is achieved in the player piano by pneu-
matic action: the keys are activated by means of air admitted through
perforations in a roll of paper, thus dispensing with the pianist. The
original player piano betrayed the simplicity, to the technologist, of
the basic idea: a contrivance called a “piano player” was wheeled
into position in front of an ordinary piano so that a row of wooden
“fingers” projected over the keyboard. Inside this surreal device, a
punched paper roll operated by a handle activated the release of air
that set in motion the wooden fingers that struck the notes on the
keyboard. Small mechanical instruments of this type were on sale in
New York by the end of the s.

This is not the first time that someone has thought of using a
punched paper roll to drive a musical — or other — mechanism. Nei-
ther the aim nor the means were entirely new, and the prehistory of
what would later be called the pianola is a revealing one because it
exemplifies a trait that is little appreciated in orthodox musical his-
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tories: the fact that the engineering of musical instruments is highly 
integrated with the broader history of technology. The eighteenth-
century craze for automata elicited water organs — Mozart and Haydn
both composed pieces for them — in which a pattern of holes in a sheet
of paper was used to set the pegs on a rotating cylinder that operated
valves that released the air that sounded the pipes. This principle, de-
rived from the medieval Mechelen carillon, was used by the son of an
organ builder, Basile Bouchon, in an attempt to solve the problems 
of productivity in the silk industry in Lyons by means of automation
by applying the idea to the silk loom. When the technique was im-
proved by Jacques de Vaucanson, the master maker of automata, the
silk weavers responded to the threat of automation with riots, and
Vaucanson’s mechanism was abandoned; until in  a silk weaver
called Joseph Marie Jacquard put it together again with minor im-
provements, which included replacing paper with punched cards.
Again the workers threatened by automation rioted, and like the En-
glish Luddites smashed the new machines. In America, within years
of its application to the player piano, Herman Hollerith took the idea
of punched cards and added electrical sensors in order to tabulate
the results of the American census. This, in the twentieth century,
became the favored method for the insertion of data in mechanical
calculators and early electronic computers, which in subsequent
decades would have, in turn, a major impact on the piano.

The pianola evolved from the Jacquard loom by stages. In due
course a Frenchman named Peytre came up with a perforated paper
music roll for barrel organs, while in London, around , Clementi
made a “self-acting pianoforte” using a barrel-organ mechanism ac-
tivated by a powerful spring. The Paris piano maker Henri Pape 
experimented with the idea in the middle of the century; in , a
French patent was granted to J. B. Napoléon Fourneaux for a pneu-
matic piano called the Pianista — almost a good name, Arthur Loes-
ser remarks, but too human-sounding for a machine that was crank-
operated;56 a more effective model was produced by the German
company Welte in , and ten years later, an American engineer
named Edwin Scott Votey patented a version called the Pianola, which
became the generic term for the instrument. The instrument took off,
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encouraging conventional piano makers, big and small, to produce
player pianos of their own, which superseded Votey’s still fairly cum-
bersome mechanism. By now the mechanism was built into the body
of the piano, levers and pedals were added to control the tempo and
loudness, and a foot treadle was appended to drive the pneumatic
system. By careful use of the treadle and levers for tempo control, it
was possible to produce quite satisfactory “performances.” Further
improvements modified even this elementary dose of musicianship
by incorporating devices that could approximate the performing 
nuances of an artist, like tempo changes, crescendos, diminuendos,
and other dynamics. In time, the whole thing came to be powered by
electricity, and coin-operated pianolas were placed in amusement
centers and dance halls.

These instruments could reproduce a recorded performance with
a fair amount of accuracy, enough to be endorsed by leading pianists.
Piano rolls were made by figures as varied as Alfred Cortot, Claude
Debussy, Sergei Rachmaninoff, Artur Rubinstein, and, among popu-
lar artists, George Gershwin (many can now be heard on CD), and 
either sold or rented, anticipating the methods of the market for vid-
eos many decades later. In short, what started as little more than a
souped-up music box had been transformed into a real adjunct of
musical culture. In  a Texas newspaper described a new player
piano as a novelty that “enables the cook to furnish music for her
mistress’s guests using the same technique employed for grinding
coffee.”57 On the eve of World War I, a spokesman for the Perforated
Music Company claimed that “A man buys a player, and the first
month he plays ragtime. Then he goes rapidly through the comic op-
era, till he reaches Chaminade and MacDowell. Often he gets no fur-
ther than that, but an increasing percentage go on to the classics.”58

Two years after the war, as distinguished a figure as the doyen of En-
glish music critics, Ernest Newman, would write a little book in praise
of it.59 The truth is that the pianola served genuine musical desires:
it not only brought music to people and places without it, it also dis-
seminated music that was too difficult for the amateur and seldom
heard in the concert hall. It even attracted composers to experiment
in music that transcended the limitations of the human hand, includ-
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ing Stravinsky’s Etude for Pianola () and Paul Hindemith’s Toc-
cata for Mechanical Piano ().

The vogue for the pianola declined with the growth of radio, the
introduction of electrical recording, and the coming of the talkies. By
 it was no longer being made, but a special niche in twentieth-
century music is occupied by the figure of Conlon Nancarrow, who
was to devote himself almost entirely to elaborate works for player
pianos that are among the most teasing and delightful creations of
mid-century experimentalism. While the pianola may have encour-
aged musical appreciation, it did not turn people into pianists, or so
one might suppose. Gershwin, however, owed the pianola a particu-
lar debt. He was six years old — the year is  — when he stood on
Harlem’s th Street “outside a penny arcade listening to an auto-
matic piano leaping through Rubinstein’s Melody in F. The peculiar
jumps in the music held me rooted.”60 Six years later, when their par-
ents bought a piano, his brother Ira discovered that his younger sib-
ling could already play it: George had found a player piano “at the
home of a friend on Seventh Street” and used it to teach himself. 
Another half-dozen years, and he supplemented his income as the
youngest of piano pounders for Tin Pan Alley by making piano rolls
himself; he later made one of Rhapsody in Blue — which can now be
heard on CD married to a modern recording of the orchestral ac-
companiment. “I remember being particularly impressed by his left
hand,” writes Ira, hinting that his brother’s unusual way of learning
to play the piano may have had something to do with his distinctive
touch at the keyboard.61

The Digital Revolution
 . 
In the later twentieth century, sound storage and reproduction were
brought to the piano by new means: computer-driven player mecha-
nisms and the application of digital analysis to the sound of elec-
tronic keyboards.62 An early digital player was the “Piano-corder,”
which recorded digitally to a tape what the player played and could
be played back immediately. The digital signal was converted to an
analog signal sent to solenoids, which operated levers that worked
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the piano’s action. It was possible to play prerecorded tapes on this
machine. The onset of the compact disc has revolutionized this tech-
nique; now several brands of players can record directly from the pi-
anist’s performance to a CD. Yamaha was early off the mark with its
Disklavier, and the American companies PianoDisc and QRS/Piano-
mation have developed slightly less complete systems. In all three of
these, the signals from the CD (or floppy disk) trigger solenoid switches
that move the keys. Only the Yamaha has means to operate all three
pedals of a grand; the other two operate the damper pedal only. A dif-
ferent mode of player is the Gulbransen KS  Keyboard Con-
troller, which uses optical sensors instead of switches to record the
key position and the velocity of the stroke. It is said that this pro-
vides better control and reproduction, especially of volume. All these
systems contain  features, which provide a software interface
with a computer for recording and editing. (, or “Musical Instru-
ment Digital Interface,” is an industry-wide standard for software
and hardware that connects instruments to such digital implements
as computers.) In all four types, the owner is also given the option 
of playing prerecorded CDs, floppy disks, or computer-stored per-
formances.63

The electronic keyboard resembles a piano, but it is not a piano.
Nevertheless, recent incarnations of the instrument start from an ac-
tual piano in order to synthesize piano sound. Although in the s
and s engineers and others engaged in synthesizing instrumen-
tal sounds were successful at capturing the sound of some instru-
ments, synthesis of the piano sound proved elusive. Consequently,
some of the earliest electronic keyboards had a barely recognizable
piano sound. Other versions sidestepped the issue completely. Ya-
maha, for example, had an electronic grand, the CP-, which was an
acoustic piano complete with repetition action, strings, and damp-
ers, but no soundboard. Its extremely short strings ran across piezo-
electric pickups, which converted the vibrations into electronic sig-
nals to an amplifier. But an inferior piano with inferior tone, even
helped by the best amplifier, gives an inferior piano sound.

The CP- gave way in time to Yamaha’s Clavinova, which, like
most other keyboards, uses “sampled” sound. Basically, sampling re-
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quires recording the sound of some notes of a fine piano — ordinarily 
a grand — converting the signals to digital form, and editing them in
two ways: first, to produce all the pitches of an eighty-eight-key piano 
(for some keyboards, fewer than eighty-eight); and second, to simplify
within an acceptable range the complexities of the vibration patterns
by “sampling” those patterns on a computer at certain extremely small
time intervals.64 The resulting tone is hardly distinguishable from
that of a normal piano, even to a well-trained ear. The sampled tones
are encoded to a processor chip, and the software inside the instru-
ment produces the right sound for each note. The instruments usually
are programmed with a sustaining pedal.

Despite some characteristic faults of touch, tonal decay, and vol-
ume control, these electronic keyboards can make quite a satisfac-
tory substitution for a piano in a variety of music, including classi-
cal. Nevertheless, the point of discussing them here is not that they
produce piano sound; it is that they store piano sound. Someone must
strike a key on a piano to allow the sampling process to begin.

It is worth noticing, too, that electronic keyboards retain the tradi-
tional pattern of black and white keys. Their keyboards are indistin-
guishable in appearance from those used since the eighteenth century
in pianos and before that in harpsichords, clavichords, and organs.
That symbolic connection to the tradition is important. However dif-
ferent from a piano the inside of a keyboard might look, the outside
is familiar to anyone who has ever sidled up to a piano, except that
you have to plug it in, turn it on, and select the right voice, volume
level, and other tonal parameters. The persistence of keyboard design
represents savvy marketing on the part of the makers. But then, the
piano has been crossing musical boundaries like this throughout its
history.
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Three

s to s:
The Piano Revolution in 
the Age of Revolutions

uzio Clementi did it all. By the age of fourteen, 
in , he had been appointed to a position as a

church organist in Rome, his native city, and was
composing both keyboard and sacred vocal music.

At that point he was scooped up by a rich Englishman, Peter Beck-
ford, who paid Clementi’s father to let him bring the boy to his estate
in Dorset, where in addition to providing musical entertainment, 
Clementi spent long hours, for seven years, turning himself into a
keyboard virtuoso with unprecedented skills. Thereupon he set out
for London, where he made a name and fortune for himself as a per-
former and composer of keyboard music. He performed to sensational
effect in other European capitals as well, taught some of the greatest
pianists of the next generation, and created pedagogical works of last-
ing value for piano students, from beginners to the most advanced.
Investing his earnings in a piano-manufacturing and music-publish-
ing firm, he became a leader in building a piano-centered musical
culture, in England and across Europe, around a combination of En-
glish pianos and the music of his Viennese contemporaries, Haydn,
Mozart, and Beethoven. Four years older than Mozart, he was still
active in business, if no longer in performing or composing, after the
deaths of both Beethoven and Schubert.

Clementi’s musical life will be used here as a frame for telling the
story of the piano in what is now routinely called the Classical period.
The point of choosing this frame, however, is not simply that Clemen-
ti’s career touched all facets of piano life. It is more apt to claim that
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in this period he was more thoroughly and deeply involved than any
other single person in revolutionizing the musical culture of Europe
around the piano. He played all of his roles on one side of that pro-
cess, as a producer and marketer of music, performances, instruments,
instruction, and opinion. On the other side stood the public, which
played a complementary role in this cultural revolution by adapting
itself to new practices. The public’s side of the story will be told in 
a later part of this chapter, using as a focal point the work of Jane
Austen, a writer who represented musical life in Clementi’s time and
country from the perspective of the consumer. 

Clementi: Virtuoso and Businessman
 
But the two sides of the story are always coming together, as in the
case of Clementi’s virtuosity. He was a child prodigy in Rome, but
prodigious in his general musicianship and compositional talent
more than in his keyboard playing. By the time he had spent his seven
years practicing the harpsichord in the isolation of Dorset and was
making his name as a keyboard player in London, starting in , 
he was in his twenties, no longer a child. But during this period, key-
board and other instrumental virtuosos in London, as in other Euro-
pean capitals, were largely children, women, foreigners, and the blind
— in other words, musicians whose gifts could be touted as miracu-
lous. The Mozart children had been presented in this light when they
visited Paris and London in the mid-s: they were made to perform
musical tricks for the public, and they were subjected to tests of their
musical abilities by local authorities, who pronounced them freakish.
Likewise, the keyboard player Maria Theresia Paradis, though as the
daughter of the Hapsburg court secretary she came from privileged
circumstances, was presented as a freak — a performer who was young,
female, foreign, and blind—in her tours to Paris and London. The pub-
lic that paid to hear and gawk at these performers connected their pro-
digious musical abilities to something “alien” about them — their na-
tionality or youth or handicap — and thus enjoyed their playing without
wondering why they themselves, with a little more practice, couldn’t
produce the same results.
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Clementi’s virtuosity was of a different sort. He lacked freakish
characteristics (even his foreignness must have lost something after
those seven years in Dorset), and the only miracle he offered the pub-
lic was his miraculous industry. His specialty was to play passages 
in thirds, sixths, and octaves faster and more accurately than anyone
else could, and he had acquired that specialty by dint of practicing
eight hours a day for years, as he let everyone know. Even Mozart’s
dismissive assessment of Clementi backhandedly concedes the ef-
fects of Clementi’s assiduous practicing. In Vienna in , after com-
peting as the local keyboard champion against the visiting celebrity
Clementi before Emperor Joseph II, Mozart reported: “His forte is
passages in thirds. Other than that, he doesn’t have a kreutzer’s worth
of feeling or taste — in a word, a mere machine.”1 But Clementi was
able to exploit his brand of virtuosity precisely because it showed
what an ordinary mortal could achieve by hard work. Unlike Mozart,
who usually published the keyboard works he composed for amateurs
and left unpublished the virtuosic works he composed for himself,
Clementi published the works with which he himself created the great-
est sensations, such as his “octave lesson” and other solo sonatas in
Op. , in effect challenging the general run of keyboard players to
practice until they could play them. The result was that more than
fifty years later he could claim, in an article supplied anonymously by
his publicity operation to the English music journal The Harmonicon,
that his Op.  —

though it is now, from the immense progress which manual dex-
terity has made in the last sixty years, within the powers of even
second-rate performers — was, at the period of its production, the
despair of such pianists as J. C. Bach and Schroeter, who were
content to admire it, but declined the attempt to play what the lat-
ter professor declared could only be executed by its own com-
poser, or by that great performer of all wonders, and conqueror of
all difficulties, the Devil.2

Clementi’s virtuosity, in other words, had two faces: that displayed 
to the public in his own concert performances, and that marketed to
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amateurs playing at home. And if Mozart had no use for this double-
faced virtuosity, Beethoven among others did: an admirer of Clementi,
Beethoven followed his lead in publishing virtuosic piano sonatas for
the mass market.

Even though Clementi was no child prodigy, he took his virtuosity
on tour. In , on his first tour away from England, Clementi had
the English keyboard builder John Broadwood ship him a harpsichord
and a piano to perform on in Paris.3 This apparently innocent act
marks a noteworthy change in the marketing of virtuosity, as well as
of pianos. Earlier in the eighteenth century, when keyboard builders
like Cristofori sent instruments abroad to fill orders from royal patrons
like the king of Portugal, it was that patron who controlled the trans-
action. In the case of Clementi in Paris, though, the performer and
the builder appear to have engaged in a collaborative form of specu-
lation. Clementi evidently wanted to present his playing on the instru-
ments that he knew and liked best. Broadwood must have seen Cle-
menti’s tour as an opportunity to open a market for his instruments in
Paris, which lagged behind London in the manufacture of pianos. This
collaboration, forged in the late eighteenth century, marked a perma-
nent change in the landscape for both manufacturers and performers.
Ever since this shipment of instruments across the Channel, piano
makers and pianists have never stopped promoting each other.

Within ten years of shipping instruments to Clementi, Broad-
wood’s firm was producing on the order of five hundred pianos a year,
ten times the number produced by any other piano builder either in
London or elsewhere. If the firm was manufacturing pianos on an un-
precedented scale, the owners needed to think in unprecedented ways
about how to expand the market for pianos. In , for instance, the
Broadwood company sent a grand piano as a gift to Beethoven in Vi-
enna. Scholars have long wondered how Beethoven’s writing for pi-
ano changed as a result of his composing for this latest in English pi-
anos rather than for the Viennese pianos to which he was accustomed.
But it is also worth asking what the Broadwood company was up to
when it donated the instrument. Viennese piano builders were then
Broadwood’s chief rivals in the international market, and planting this
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English piano in the home of the most prestigious living Viennese
composer was in effect pushing Broadwood’s product right into the
heart of its competitors’ market.

Meanwhile Clementi himself had become engaged in the building
of pianos. In  he invested enough of his earnings from performing
on the piano, composing for the piano, and teaching the piano to be-
come a partner with John Longman in a company that made pianos
and published music, largely for the piano. He was said to have helped
design the pianos that bore his name. Starting in , he traveled to
the Continent no longer as a virtuoso performer but as a sales agent
for his own pianos and a scout for music that his company might pub-
lish. Even before then, Clementi pianos were being promoted in Ham-
burg by another virtuoso, Jan Ladislav Dussek, who moved there from
England in , had a Clementi piano sent to him, and performed on
it. Dussek was so impressive on this instrument that he soon found
himself asking the company to send a couple of pianos for him to sell
to some “Amateurs” who, having heard him, were “very anxious of
possessing a Like instrument.”4 However tiny the scale of promotion
was in this case, the story reveals the nature of the virtuoso’s power as
a promoter. When Dussek sold Clementi pianos to amateurs, just as
when Clementi published his own piano sonatas, he was playing to
the desire of those amateurs to emulate the public performance of the
virtuoso in the privacy of their own homes.

It was unusual for one businessman both to build pianos and to
publish music, as Clementi did. Other music publishers, for instance,
also published maps or art engravings or wallpaper; their products
were united by a common means of production. Piano building and
music publishing were two very different modes of production, but
each of the products could promote sales of the other. Clementi and
his partners were thinking not in terms of producing products for an
existing market, but about expanding the market in domestic music
making by providing a set of products that demanded each other. Cle-
menti himself ensured that the two lines of products together would
promote the piano as a fixture of musical life. Almost his first act on
behalf of the company, for instance, was to create the introductory
piano tutor, or method book, that it published in : Clementi’s In-
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troduction to the Art of Playing on the Piano Forte. Here he was, the
most famous virtuoso in England, later to compose the monumental
Gradus ad Parnassum for aspiring virtuosos, and he entered the piano
pedagogical market with a work for beginners. Evidently he was
thinking that a musical culture — and market — built around the piano
could grow only as the number of piano players multiplied.

Increasing the number of piano players meant teaching adults as
well as children, introducing to the instrument those who had never
learned to play any keyboard as well as converting those who had
grown up playing the harpsichord. Clementi was far from alone in
this field. The preface to one of the many keyboard methods pub-
lished in London at this time shows how an enterprising author
played on the desire of adults to keep up with the times, in this case
by offering them a shortcut:

This Book owes its Publication to an Accident. A Gentleman, hav-
ing a Music-Master to teach his Niece, had an Inclination (though
at an advanced Age) to acquire a few easy Tunes for his Amuse-
ment; he learned the Gamut, and attempted the First Lessons; but
found that neither his Sight, nor Recognition of the Notes, would
permit him to proceed. Unwilling to give up the Attempt, he got the
Song of the Dead of the Night, and transposed the Notes into capi-
tal Letters, by which he acquired that Tune, and three others in one
Month, God save the King, Logan O’Bucan, and Yeo, yeo, yeo! not
perfectly, nor sufficiently well to play in Company, but with suffi-
cient Melody to please himself; and from the First of the Attempt,
instead of attending to Sounds without Words or Meaning, he played
by the Words and Notes til he brought them to speak the Sense and
Melody of the Tune, and that with Pleasure to himself, from the
very First of the Attempt. This induced him to consider whether the
Public might not be benefited by this Accident.5

Clementi’s Introduction, far more ambitious than this, addressed to
young and old alike, furnishing no shortcuts, nevertheless offers the
same ideology of self-improvement. In fact, would-be buyers of the In-
troduction learn from the title page that they will be cultivating the
highest musical taste as they develop their skills at the piano; instead
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of acquiring “a few easy Tunes for [their] Amusement,” they are to be
taken through “Fifty fingered Lessons . . . by Composers of the first
rank, Ancient and Modern.” That doesn’t actually exclude “easy tunes”
for “amusement”: the lessons include arrangements of popular theater
songs of the day, like “Fal, lal, la” from Stephen Storace’s The Chero-
kee, and an unpretentious waltz by an aspiring young Viennese com-
poser of the day named Beethoven. But it also includes arrangements
of movements from the chamber music of Corelli and oratorios of Han-
del, along with keyboard pieces by Scarlatti, both J. S. and C. P. E.
Bach, and Mozart. The Introduction, in other words, shows piano stu-
dents the full range of musical experiences that the piano can open up
to them, from the classic to the popular and from orchestral and vocal
transcriptions to the natively pianistic. Contrast this idea of what it is
to learn the piano with the approach that harpsichord teachers had
long taken, an approach exemplified by François Couperin in his Art
de toucher le clavecin, published in : all the examples are his
own, and he promises to teach students “to succeed in executing my
pieces well.”

Couperin’s harpsichord method also provides a useful reference
point for considering how the concept of marketing in music publish-
ing had grown in less than a century. Couperin, as organist and harp-
sichord teacher to the French court, held as prestigious a position as
any European keyboard composer could have wanted in , yet his
method was available to the public only from his home in Paris and
the shop of the music dealer Henry Foucault, likewise in Paris; fur-
thermore, it went through only two editions, in  and . Clemen-
ti’s company, by contrast, put his Introduction through a dozen print-
ings and editions in England in the remaining three decades of the
author’s career; and during the eight years immediately following the
initial English publication, he himself traveled around Europe —
barely avoiding the worst fighting of the Napoleonic Wars — and made
arrangements with publishers in several countries, with results that
included the first of dozens of foreign editions of the Introduction.6

Nor was this the only piano method of its period circulated on such
a scale. Louis Adam’s Méthode de piano du Conservatoire of ,
similar in concept to Clementi’s Introduction, had a comparably wide
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distribution. Whereas the Clementi benefited internationally from its
author’s prestige as a performer and a marketing campaign that pro-
moted piano learning alongside piano buying, international sales of
the Adam were enhanced by the prestige of the newly founded Paris
Conservatory where Adam taught — the first national institution any-
where devoted to the production of pianists.

In publishing his own music, too, Clementi thought internation-
ally. Copyright laws in England had protected music since the early
eighteenth century, but not until the Berne Convention of  was
there to be any international copyright agreement protecting a com-
poser’s rights outside the country of copyright. After the conclusion
of the Napoleonic Wars in , therefore, Clementi became one of
the first composers to secure copyright in several of the biggest music-
buying markets by arranging for virtually simultaneous publication
of his piano works by his own company in London and by other pub-
lishers in Paris and Leipzig.7 Chopin, among other composers, later
followed exactly the same practice.

Simply publishing one’s music, however, was no guarantee that it
would sell. The next step was to get it publicized. For this purpose,
fortunately, there was just beginning to be a musical press — a num-
ber of journals devoted specifically to the promotion of musical cul-
ture and musical products. The most important journal of this kind 
at the very beginning of the nineteenth century was the Allgemeine
musikalische Zeitung, founded in  by Gottfried Christoph Här-
tel, the owner of the Leipzig music publishing house of Breitkopf &
Härtel. It will hardly surprise anyone to learn that Clementi’s music
generally earned rave reviews in the house journal of the publisher
who issued the German editions of that music. It can be disconcert-
ing, however, to learn that after the journal printed a review praising
a performance of a Clementi symphony, Breitkopf & Härtel sent Cle-
menti & Company a note thanking it for providing the “review . . . for
insertion into the musical journal we publish.”8 Even the crudest dis-
tinction between a press release and a review— between publicity and
disinterested evaluation — was not observed. We find here the begin-
nings of the ethical problem caused when the producers of cultural
products own the media entrusted to comment on them. The problem,
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as we know, has persisted and grown. The most powerful and long-
lived music journals have continued to be those owned by music
publishers, presumably because music publishers had a unique in-
centive to keep the public interested in their wares.

Given his commercially enterprising spirit, it may seem strange
that Clementi never founded his own music journal. But he might
well have felt that he didn’t need one. By the s several music
journals were being published in England, such as the Quarterly Mu-
sical Magazine and Review and the Harmonicon, and their pages
were filled with mostly positive reviews of Clementi company pub-
lications. A number of forces undoubtedly kept these journals in
Clementi’s “camp” — his status as the leading national figure in mu-
sic, his various collaborations with the editors of these journals in
the tightly knit London musical world, and the sheer quantity of ma-
terial his firm provided as grist for their reviewing mill. These forces
determined what was written in those journals about him, his own
compositions, and the publications of his firm just as surely as if he
had owned the journals himself, though perhaps in a more subtle
way. His influence over the press — the power that suppliers of cul-
tural products exert over the opinion expressed in cultural journals —
constitutes still another ethical problem bequeathed to society by 
the commercial arrangements of Clementi’s musical world.

The publication of reviews in journals should not be taken to mean
that customers were necessarily buying piano music in an open mar-
ket, any more than they always do so today. It is true that during the
eighteenth century, consumers in the larger European cities could in-
creasingly visit music shops to examine music publications. The shops,
however, and even the music lending libraries that served as an alter-
native, were generally storefronts of the publishers themselves, and
although they might carry some publications by other publishers, per-
haps especially foreign ones, the customer in those shops and lending
libraries may have had an experience more like shopping in a neigh-
borhood bakery than in a supermarket.

Furthermore, although music consumers might be guided by re-
views when they bought music from a shop or ordered it from a pub-
lisher’s catalog, in many cases they bought music about which they
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could know nothing. They subscribed to publication projects that
were announced in the press — an experience of paying for a product
not only before the reviews were in, but even before it existed. And
like members of mail-order book and record clubs in the twentieth
century, they subscribed to periodicals that consisted entirely of 
music to be performed at home. It would be hard to convey how im-
portant periodical publications were to musical life and commerce —
and no doubt especially to consumers like Jane Austen who lived 
in places where there were no music shops — at the end of the eigh-
teenth century and well into the nineteenth. Subscribers to a period-
ical received, once a month or at some regular interval, a piece or
collection of music chosen for them by the editors of the periodical.
The contents of these periodicals give a remarkable picture of the
printed music that great numbers of music lovers owned and per-
formed in their homes.9

Although there were periodicals of music for guitar or flute or
harp, the music appearing in periodicals was largely for the piano:
songs with piano accompaniment, opera selections with piano accom-
paniment, orchestral music arranged for piano, solo piano music, and
piano music with accompaniments for other instruments. The Vien-
nese periodical Pot Pourri für das Forte-Piano, published by Thad-
däus Weigl from  to , for example, was filled with Viennese
ballet music (some of it by Weigl himself ), transcribed for piano;
here is a musical product that we hardly associate with Beethoven’s
Vienna. One of the periodicals, the Piano-Forte Magazine of London,
which was published from  to , even came with vouchers, a
complete set of which was meant to be cashed in for a piano.

Music shops and lending libraries, music journals, and music pe-
riodicals allowed owners of pianos to keep up with everything that
was new and fashionable in their musical world from their own par-
lors. Musical publications also taught these same piano owners to
steep themselves in the music of the past and present that was bound
to endure through the ages. Here again Clementi was in the fore-
front, marketing the idea of musical classics at the piano. His Intro-
duction embodies the idea, revolutionary at the time, that music stu-
dents should form their technique from the very beginning on the
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music of “Composers of the first rank, Ancient and Modern.” He re-
lentlessly pursued Beethoven in Vienna for works to publish, hoping
for a share in the honor and profit of promoting him to the stature of 
a modern master. And in , at age seventy-eight, he found a new
way of marketing the immortality of masters living and dead when he
brought out the first of a series of “keepsake” albums called Apollo’s
Gift. The album contains, amid a varied collection of printed music,
a group of facsimiles of the musical handwriting of the greatest musi-
cal masters of the day — Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Weber, and Cle-
menti himself. These were short examples of their compositions in
their own hand, rather clumsily traced onto lithographic plates. At a
time when reverence for the musical handwriting of the masters was
a relatively new form of composer worship, Clementi was already en-
gaged in mass producing the necessary relics.

Turning the works of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven into a perma-
nent canon — into “classical music” — while they were still alive or
barely dead was an act of marketing, and Clementi played a leading
role in it. From a commercial point of view, it was a brilliant idea, 
allowing publishers — along with performers, teachers, and others — to
profit by the same works year after year and decade after decade, 
instead of constantly needing to find and risk their resources on new
material. According to D. W. Krummel, in fact, “the concept of the
musical monument, of permanent value to several generations of pur-
chasers, allowed for long-term investment, and probably lengthened
the life of publishing firms.”10 Clementi’s contribution to the idea,
characteristically, was to help bring it into the home — into piano in-
struction, onto the family piano music stand, and into the collection of
cultural relics that a respectable family could take pride in owning.

Clementi lived through the French Revolution and its interna-
tional aftermath, through the Industrial Revolution and its reordering
of economic and social life. His own career symbolizes, better than
that of any other musician of the period, a comparable revolution in
musical culture. It was like the French Revolution in that it involved
a transfer of cultural power from the old ruling class that had pre-
viously owned the opera houses, the orchestras, and even such ex-
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perimental keyboard instruments as the piano, to a widening, if still
small, circle of the population thinking of itself as “the people.” It
was comparable to the Industrial Revolution in that it involved new
means of producing and distributing cultural goods — pianos, printed
music, journals, systems of education and opinion — on a mass and
international scale. In this cultural revolution Clementi showed a
particular genius for understanding how apparently different systems
of production and marketing could be coordinated so that each pro-
moted and expanded the others: concert life and domestic music mak-
ing; piano manufacture and piano instruction; music publishing, mu-
sical journalism, and the musical canon. Instead of being called the
Father of the Pianoforte, as he was during his lifetime, he should per-
haps be known as the Father of the Entertainment Industry, because
the principle of tie-ins, of interrelated promotions on which today’s
entertainment industry depends, is fully realized in his enterprises.
The difference is that in his enterprises, during his lifetime, the whole
musical entertainment industry revolved around the piano.

Austen and the Domestic Life of the Piano
In the eighth chapter of Pride and Prejudice, Charles Bingley, having
marveled at how “very accomplished” all the young ladies of his day
are, is challenged by Mr. Darcy to define a higher standard of “ac-
complished” by which to take a woman’s measure. He responds:

A woman must have a thorough knowledge of music, singing, draw-
ing, dancing, and the modern languages, to deserve the word; and
besides all this, she must possess a certain something in her air
and manner of walking, the tone of her voice, her address and ex-
pressions, or the word will be but half deserved.

In a discussion being carried on largely by two men speaking in the
presence of women, it is striking how Bingley defines female accom-
plishments as a set of attributes for men to admire. Music is the first
of these attributes, a position it earns elsewhere in this and other
Austen novels, where young women are frequently called on to dem-
onstrate their accomplishment at the piano, either by playing solos 
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or by accompanying themselves as they sing. Their playing always
“places” them — defines their upbringing and their character — in the
eyes of men as well as of other women, and even in their own eyes.

The piano rose to prominence in late-eighteenth-century musical
life because playing it became a necessary accomplishment for a grow-
ing class of women. As Arthur Loesser writes, “the history of the pi-
anoforte and the history of the social status of women can be inter-
preted in terms of one another.”11 England led in the creation of the
new piano culture. It was the country where the largest number of pi-
anos was built and where the commerce in piano music was strongest
— even if the best composers for the piano were centered in Vienna —
because it had the most highly developed economy in the Western
world and therefore the economy with the largest number of families
able and willing to furnish their daughters with piano lessons. 

The daughters of the most prosperous classes, as Bingley’s sen-
tences imply, were educated under quite a different system from 
the sons, or from daughters of the less prosperous classes, and piano 
lessons formed just one element of that system. Bingley makes fe-
male education seem like something of a lark, but in fact what he de-
scribes is a remarkably demanding and expensive course of studies
to be lavished on a class of people who were expected to make no 
direct contribution through their own labor to the income of their
families. What’s more, when Bingley is finished with his account, Mr.
Darcy ups the ante by asserting that “to all this she must yet add
something more substantial, in the improvement of her mind by ex-
tensive reading.” In a world where literacy at any level was consid-
ered not a universal birthright but a skill to be acquired as needed
for position, profession, or religious practice, it marks a cultural rev-
olution that an English gentleman of  (the year Pride and Preju-
dice was completed) could expect any lady of his acquaintance not
just to be literate, but to be a serious reader.12 Piano playing should
be considered alongside this “extensive reading” and what Bingley
calls the “thorough knowledge . . . of modern languages” as part of
the remarkable program of literacy — broadly construed — that formed
the foundation of upper-class female education.

Of course, real-life piano players like Austen herself may have
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played the piano by ear sometimes; some of them may never have
learned to read notes very successfully, despite years of lessons, just
as some never got very adept at reading in French or spelling in En-
glish. But the system by which they were taught music — singing as
well as playing the keyboard — was very much a literacy of notes. It
was a literacy far more complex and difficult to master than that of
letters. It required years of lessons from a music master who taught
from method books and other printed or handwritten scores (Austen
herself copied out a great deal of borrowed music for her own use).
Some music masters visited their students’ homes to give the lessons;
others taught in boarding schools. Austen, the daughter of a clergy-
man, received instruction from within the clerical world, which had
been the source of most literate education since the Middle Ages: 
the assistant organist at Winchester Cathedral came to her home, the
rectory in nearby Steventon, to teach her the piano. He was doing so
when she was twenty and at work on Pride and Prejudice.13 It is hard
to imagine, furthermore, that the opportunity of learning to play the
piano was given in this period of history to many people who were
not highly literate in every sense. In chapter  of the novel, when
Lady Catherine De Bourgh invites Mrs. Collins to come to her house
every day and practice on the piano in her maid’s room, Austen is
letting us know how rich and pretentious Lady Catherine is, to have
such a well-educated, such a literate, maid.

An upper-class woman didn’t play the piano for money; in fact,
having so great a gift for music that it was marketable could be just
as much a problem for her as having none at all. The accomplishments
of upper-class women were designed to demonstrate to the world that
the men of their families didn’t need them to be gainfully employed.
After marrying and childbearing, according to Richard Leppert, “the
greatest challenge faced by females of the leisured classes was how
to be leisured.” It was a challenge, he says, that gave men and women
different experiences of time: “Time for the male was a developmen-
tal parameter lived socially. For women, time was non-developmen-
tal and lived familially.”14 A young woman might care about “devel-
opment” as she practiced the piano, and her teacher surely would,
but her family might care only that she kept at it.
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In a sense the most helpful thing Austen’s novels tell us about the
relationship between women and the piano comes in a passage of
Pride and Prejudice that is not about music at all. It comes in chapter
, when Lady Catherine says to Mrs. Collins: “I cannot bear the idea
of two young women travelling post by themselves. It is highly im-
proper. You must contrive to send somebody. I have the greatest dis-
like in the world to that sort of thing. — Young women should always
be properly guarded and attended, according to their situation in
life.” Being “properly guarded and attended” meant that women, es-
pecially young women, stayed home a great deal. In fact, throughout
Austen’s novels we see women mostly in the safety of a home, visit-
ing one another, sometimes attended by the men of their families; we
see the men only when the women see them, which is to say that we
hardly ever catch a glimpse of them producing the wealth on which
this family life depends. The family piano was a piece of furniture —
and in the course of the coming century it became an increasingly
heavy and immobile piece of furniture — at the center of a domestic
realm to which women were bound.

In England especially, the primary home of an upper-class family
was apt to be a country seat. During the proper season, the family mi-
grated to London or to Bath, where some or all could hear concerts
and operas. In London the women might visit Clementi’s music store
or Corri’s Musical Lounge and Apollo Circulating Libraries — along
with Broadwood’s or Clementi’s piano showroom — and acquire ar-
rangements for piano of the hit numbers from those concerts and op-
eras. The piano served as a means for women to keep their families
abreast of the latest in their musical culture, as well as to remind
them of old favorites. But it may have played a particularly important
role when the family had returned to its country house. From there
women could make frequent trips to the post office, where the latest
issue of a music periodical or music journal might await them.15 In
the long evenings at home, the piano was a means by which one
woman could provide songs and piano pieces for everyone else in the
house to enjoy, there being no concerts or operas to hear, or provide
music for a single couple or a whole party to dance to, there being no
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balls to attend. Playing the piano was an activity, a form of work, that
a young woman performed for her family’s recreation; it was not just
a way to fill her own time.

Austen’s novels are full of women performing for their families,
but the overriding activity in her fictional world is courtship. The 
female accomplishment of playing the piano, as Bingley’s account
makes clear, was understood by everyone as one way that a young
woman could catch the fancy of the right man. In this sense, Austen’s
fiction mirrors the real world of the era, and it is especially valuable
for reconstructing so vividly that most vulnerable stage in a young
upper-class woman’s life when she was poised between the control 
of her parents and that of the husband she was trying to win. During
this period, the young woman was simultaneously and continuously
under the scrutiny of both suitor and parents. The domestic piano,
although it was one of her means of seduction, was firmly planted in
the center of her parents’ house or some other home where members
of the older generation could supervise her seducing. In chapter 
of Pride and Prejudice, the piano at Lady Catherine’s house allows
Elizabeth Bennett, as she plays, to enter into conversation with Mr.
Darcy, whom we have been prepared to believe she is destined to
marry. They become so engaged in sparring with each other that she
neglects to keep playing, with the result that they are “interrupted 
by Lady Catherine, who called out to know what they were talking of.
Elizabeth immediately began playing again.”

For some young women, the role of the piano in courtship wholly
determined their relationship to the instrument. Elizabeth Bennett’s
sister Mary, for one, practiced without cease to compensate for being
less than beautiful. But others could put the piano to more private
purposes as well. In fact, privacy was itself an especially female do-
main, though not always an easy domain for women to secure to them-
selves. For Elizabeth (again in chapter ) “not a day went by with-
out a solitary walk, in which she might indulge in all the delight of
unpleasant recollections,” but elsewhere in the story those solitary
walks bring censure on her. Playing the piano was a safer and more
acceptable form of solitude, no doubt because it was less removed
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from supervision — a form of privacy without actual solitude. In chap-
ter  of Persuasion, for instance, we learn that Anne Elliott, the hero-
ine of the novel,

knew that when she played she was giving pleasure only to her-
self; but this was no new sensation: excepting one short period of
her life, she had never, since the age of fourteen, never since the
loss of her dear mother, known the happiness of being listened to,
or encouraged by any just appreciation or real taste. In music she
had been always used to feel alone in the world.

In this Anne resembles her creator. Jane Austen’s own life at the pi-
ano was described in a memoir by her niece, Caroline Austen:

Aunt Jane began her day with music — for which I conclude she
had a natural taste; as she thus kept it up — tho’ she had no one to
teach; was never induced (as I have heard) to play in company;
and none of her family cared much for it. I suppose, that she might
not trouble them, she chose her practising time before breakfast —
when she could have the room to herself — She practised regularly
every morning — She played very pretty tunes, I thought — and I
liked to stand by and listen to them.16

Because Austen’s fiction concentrates so exclusively on the piano
playing of women at the marriageable age, it is particularly precious
to have this testimony about the author herself at an age when mar-
riage had passed her by and to learn that the end of the courtship pe-
riod didn’t need to mean the end of a woman’s piano playing.

A Literary Excursus: Fictional Pianos
Precisely a century after Pride and Prejudice, Anton Chekhov, in the
short story “Ionych” (), revisited in his own terms the moment
when a young woman’s piano playing attracted a young man’s notice.
As in Austen’s novels, the setting is both domestic and rural, and 
the parents of the young woman, Yekaterina, are both encouraging
and policing. One difference is that in the century since Austen wrote,
pianos have become sturdier, the music for them has become more
strenuous, and young ladies have been allowed to expend more phys-
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ical energy in playing, so that the young doctor from the neighboring
village who is first encountering her in this scene can be seduced, as
no Austen hero could be, by the sight of her working up a sweat at
the piano:

“And now, Kitty, you play something,” said Mr. Turkin to his
daughter.

The lid of the grand piano was raised, the music books lying
there in readiness were opened, and Yekaterina sat down and struck
the keys with both hands; then she struck them again with all her
might, and again and again; her shoulders and bosom shuddered,
she went on striking the keys in the same place, and one could not
help feeling that she would go on hitting the keys till she had
driven them into the piano. The drawing-room filled with thunder;
everything thundered — the floor, the ceiling, the furniture. Yekate-
rina was playing a difficult passage, interesting just because it was
difficult, long and monotonous. Listening to it, Startsev imagined
rocks falling from the top of a high mountain, falling and falling,
and he wished they would stop falling quickly, while he found
Yekaterina, rosy with the exertion, strong and energetic, a lock 
of hair falling over her forehead, very attractive indeed. After a
winter spent in Dyalizh among peasants and patients, to be sitting
in a drawing-room looking at this young, exquisite, and probably
pure creature and listening to these noisy, tiresome, but none the
less cultivated sounds, was as pleasant as it was novel.

“Well, Kitty, you played as never before tonight,” said Mr. Tur-
kin with tears in his eyes after his daughter had finished, and he
quoted the words addressed to the Russian eighteenth-century
playwright Denis Fonvisin: “You can die now, Denis, you’ll never
write anything better!”

They all surrounded her, congratulated her, expressed their ad-
miration, assured her that they had not heard such music for a
long time, while she listened in silence, a faint smile playing on
her lips, and her whole figure expressed triumph.

“Wonderful! Excellent!”
“Excellent!” Startsev said too, giving in to the general enthusi-
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asm. “Where did you study music?” he asked Yekaterina. “At the
conservatoire?”

“No, I’m only just now trying to get into the conservatoire. For
the time being I’m taking lessons from Mrs. Zavlovsky.”

“Were you at the secondary school here?”
“Oh, no,” Mrs. Turkin replied for her, “we had tutors for her at

home. At a secondary school or at a boarding school there might
be bad influences. While a girl is growing, she must be under the
influence of her mother alone.”

“I’ll go to the conservatoire all the same,” said Yekaterina.17

The opportunity available to Yekaterina for going to the conserva-
tory and making a career of her piano playing is another difference
between Chekhov’s world and Austen’s. The piano promises to liber-
ate her professionally — as playing it liberates her physically — from
traditional notions of the feminine. But as the story unfolds, the in-
creased range of opportunities open to young women in Chekhov’s
day simply creates new opportunities for heartbreak on every side: Ye-
katerina rejects Startsev’s hand to go to conservatory, but then comes
home to live out a dreary spinsterhood as he, not far away, lives out a
dreary bachelorhood. Still another century later, in Elfriede Jelinek’s
The Piano Teacher (), the piano serves its traditional role as the
instrument of seduction for a woman who teaches piano at the Vienna
Conservatory, but at the same time becomes, in the hands of her
mother — an appalling descendent of those policing parents we find
in Austen and Chekhov — the means of imposing a life of cloistered
professionalism on the daughter; in turn the daughter can express
her frustration only through sexual acts destructive to her lover, her
mother, and herself.

In James Weldon Johnson’s novel The Autobiography of an Ex-
Colored Man (), the theme of the piano as an instrument of court-
ship is given two twists: the piano-playing protagonist, the light-
skinned child of a black mother and a white father, uses the piano as
a means of “passing” as well as of seducing, and this protagonist is
male. Here the mother doesn’t live long enough to supervise her son
when he reaches the age of courtship; instead she plays a role that
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we don’t find in Austen or Chekhov or Jelinek, but that many women
took on when their own days of playing to be noticed were over and
they settled into motherhood: she drew her child into a love of music
through her own playing. Johnson’s account of this process shows the
mother connected to both sides of a racially divided musical culture
— a position she passes on to her son. At the same time the narration,
by the son, has the same sentimentality as D. H. Lawrence’s narra-
tion of his mother’s playing in the poem “Piano.” Johnson writes:

Always on Sunday evenings she opened the little square piano 
and picked out hymns. I can recall now that whenever she played
hymns from the book her tempo was always decidedly largo. Some-
times on other evenings, when she was not sewing, she would play
simple accompaniments to some old Southern songs which she
sang. In these songs she was freer, because she played them by ear.
Those evenings on which she opened the little piano were the hap-
piest hours of my childhood. Whenever she started toward the in-
strument, I used to follow her with all the interest and irrepressible
joy that a pampered pet dog shows when a package is opened in
which he knows there is a sweet bit for him. I used to stand by her
side and often interrupt and annoy her by chiming in with strange
harmonies which I found on either the high keys of the treble or the
low keys of the bass.

Later in life the protagonist becomes a famous ragtime player in
New York. But when he meets and falls in love with a woman who is
“as white as a lily,” he — passing as white — serenades her with Cho-
pin. Then when he reveals his racial identity to her along with his
love for her, she takes fright and leaves him. But after a separation
they meet by chance, and it is over Chopin that they reunite:

Later in the evening she went to the piano and began to play very
softly, as if to herself, the opening bars of the Thirteenth Nocturne.
I felt that the psychic moment of my life had come, a moment
which, if lost, could never be called back; and, in as careless a
manner as I could assume, I sauntered over to the piano and stood
almost bending over her. She continued playing, but, in a voice
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that was almost a whisper, she called me by my Christian name
and said: “I love you, I love you, I love you.” I took her place at
the piano and played the Nocturne in a manner that silenced the
chatter of the company both in and out of the room, involuntarily
closing it with the major triad.18

He takes over the female role of pianist-seducer — quite literally here
by supplanting the woman he loves on the bench — only to turn it into
a role of male assertiveness (“silencing the chatter of the company”)
— and here Johnson is playing on the turn from “feminine” to “mas-
culine” character in the course of that Thirteenth Nocturne, the C
Minor Nocturne of Op. . At the same time, he gives himself over to
white music — the Chopin nocturne — at the very moment that he tri-
umphantly sees his blackness accepted by the white woman he loves.

Two nineteenth-century stories break out of Austen’s fixation on
the moment of courtship to explore the piano as a symbol of sexuality
in the lives of married women: Gustave Flaubert’s novel Madame 
Bovary () and Leo Tolstoy’s novella The Kreutzer Sonata ().19

In both works the husband, at the time of marriage, assumes the
parental role of supervising his wife’s virtue, and the piano becomes
a weapon by which she might assert her independence from that su-
pervision. For Emma Bovary the piano belongs, along with novels, to
the dream realm of romance to which she longs to escape from her
boring, provincial marriage. But when she persuades her husband 
to pay for her to take weekly piano lessons in the city, the piano is a
ruse: instead of meeting her piano teacher there, she meets her lover.
The pretense only sets off suspicions and therefore more supervision,
more deceits, debts, and in the end her suicide.

In The Kreutzer Sonata too the wife dies violently, but at the hands
of her jealous husband. This is another case of an unhappily married
woman who finds relief from her unhappiness in playing the piano,
but here the suspicious husband has arranged for her to play duets
with a violinist whom he has met and about whom he later reports, 
“I disliked him from the first glance. But curiously enough a strange
and fatal force led me not to repulse him, not to keep him away, but
on the contrary to invite him to the house.” The wife’s music making,
in other words, is in this case the husband’s insane device for leading
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his wife into a musical relationship that he can then imagine as an
affair, thereby driving himself into such a jealous rage that he kills
her. Along the way he attributes to the music that she and the violin-
ist play together a terrible power to awaken and unleash sexual feel-
ings: “Take that Kreutzer Sonata for instance, how can that first presto
be played in a drawing-room among ladies in low-necked dresses?”20

It is in effect the same seductive power that the parents in Austen’s
novels thought they could cultivate in their daughters through piano
lessons, without letting it get out of control; here, though, the hus-
band believes that music is so irresistibly seductive that to his mind
the mere idea of its seductiveness — without any proof of a seduction
— justifies an uncontrolled and fatal jealousy.21

In all this fiction the piano itself is an ordinary instrument, a mere
pawn in the play of human identities and relationships. In August
Wilson’s play The Piano Lesson (first performed in ), by contrast,
the piano itself is a remarkable creation, carved with a family’s his-
tory, full of spirits from the family’s past, controlling the family’s des-
tiny. But this remarkably imagined idea of a piano nevertheless con-
nects to the rest of this tradition of fictional pianos in that it, too, puts
the piano at the center of family tensions. Carved by a slave with his
family’s history, but at his owner’s order, the piano becomes not just a
possession but also a symbol of the family’s need for self-possession
after emancipation, when the former slave owners continue to own 
the piano: “Boy Charles . . . be talking about taking it out of Sutter’s
house. Say it was the story of our whole family and as long as Sutter
had it . . . he had us. Say we was still in slavery.”22 The struggle over
ownership of the piano costs one family member his life and leaves
the surviving members at odds over what to do with it: one plays it 
for a living and then leaves it, another wants to sell it and buy land
with the money, and Berniece, who has possession of it, wants to keep
it but not play it, until the moment comes when she needs to exorcise
the ghost of past struggles over the piano by playing it. In the end,
this story is more remarkable for its musical family than for its magi-
cal piano: every member of this family is in one way or another a
player of the piano, and the family piano is in one way or another an
obstacle to every member’s liberation. The Piano Lesson creates its
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family dynamic without resort to the usual fictional structure in which
not playing the piano — owning it and listening to others play — marks
some family members’ power over those who do play.

The Classical Repertory Revisited: 
Instruments, Players, and Styles
 . 
The piano sonatas and concertos of the Viennese masters — Haydn,
Mozart, and Beethoven — were created in the period when the piano
was undergoing its most rapid development in technology and pro-
duction and when a commensurate growth in the quantity and diver-
sity of published music for the instrument took place, as did a grad-
ual specialization of keyboard genres and styles for an expanding
market of consumers, both amateur and professional. What can we
learn about these familiar masterpieces of the s–s by exam-
ining them in the context of such far-reaching developments?

Publishers eager to accommodate the broadest possible spectrum
of keyboard players most often advertised their offerings as suitable
“for the Harpsichord or Piano Forte,” even for works that were unde-
niably written to exploit the idiomatic possibilities of the newer in-
strument. Although composers were themselves often complicit in
this marketing strategy, they also increasingly favored the piano for
its unique range of expressive and dynamic effects. Moreover, dis-
tinctive styles of playing and writing for the piano emerged in re-
sponse to marked differences in the mechanism and sound of Vien-
nese and German instruments versus English ones. And in Vienna
itself, the distinctive qualities of one builder’s instruments in com-
parison with another’s were appreciated as suitable for particular
kinds of players and styles.

Perhaps the most significant development in composition for the
piano, however, had to do with an increasing divergence of music
written for a predominantly female market of amateur players in do-
mestic settings from that meant for performance by professionals and
virtuosos in public and semi-private concerts. Just as in the gradual
and often blurred distinction between music written for harpsichord
and that for piano, one cannot draw clear lines separating these broad
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categories, as there is an overlapping of style and technical demands
within genres of each. But the piano concerto’s identification with
virtuosity and public performance eventually assured its status as a
vehicle for the male professional — most often the composer himself.
The piano sonata, on the other hand, had a more varied and chang-
ing profile: while associations of the solo and accompanied keyboard
sonata with domestic music making of female amateurs persisted
throughout the period, the works of Beethoven, Clementi, Dussek, and
others around the turn of the century promoted new directions and
expectations for performers within these genres as well.

“For the Harpsichord or Piano-forte”
Judging from the large outpouring of easy pieces and tutors pub-
lished for the beginning keyboard student, the question of whether
one sat at the harpsichord or the fortepiano seems hardly relevant. In
England and on the Continent, a flood of pastiche sonatas and simple
sonatinas, variation sets, and simplified arrangements of works origi-
nally intended for other media offered a growing market of consumers
the means to refine their earliest efforts on whatever keyboard instru-
ment was at hand. Instruction books, largely occupied with the de-
velopment of technical facility — hand position, fingering, and the like
— do not begin to address aspects of expression specific to the piano
until a decade after the turn of the century.23 By this time, as we shall
see, the idiomatic capabilities of the “new” instrument had been var-
iously exploited by Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, and others, who cap-
tured its expressive potential in increasingly precise notation. In the
course of that development, emerging genres and styles of piano mu-
sic were increasingly bound up with the particular instruments and
players they served.

Although Mozart used the term fortepiano only once in a score (for
the D Major “Coronation” Concerto, K. , of ), preferring in-
stead the generic cembalo, he seems to have written the vast majority
of his keyboard works with the piano in mind. Whereas one may en-
counter in his autographs entire movements without any dynamic
markings, it was Mozart’s habit to add these, along with many more
expressive details of articulation, in preparing his works for publica-
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Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Sonata, K. : Andante amoroso, mm. –

tion. Music intended for public consumption needed to be more “in-
structive” than that used for one’s own students or performances.
Thus we find as well more richly composed-out embellishments in
places where the improvising composer-performer would need to pro-
vide models for the anonymous consumer: varied returns of themes,
spontaneous-sounding lead-ins at anticipatory fermatas, embellished
repeats, and the like. Whereas the piano idiom is apparent rather
later in Haydn’s keyboard writing, we also find this increasingly spe-
cific notation in his works, especially those published after .

Mozart’s sensitivity to the fortepiano’s responsiveness in clean
damping, dynamic shading, singing line, and subtle articulations is
already evident in his earliest set of sonatas, composed in Munich in
. (See, for example, the Andante of the C Major Sonata, K. ,
mm. –; the Adagio of the F Major, K. , mm. –; and, espe-
cially, the Andante amoroso of the B-flat Major, K. , mm. –,
shown here.) The opening movement of the A Minor Sonata, K. ,
composed in Paris in , provides the only instance of pp and ff in-
dications in his keyboard sonatas (mm. –), but Mozart’s notation
of both intimate and symphonic uses of the piano extends far beyond
dynamic indications to embrace countless details of subtle nuances
in articulation and scoring.

Evidence of a shift from a harpsichord or clavichord idiom to one
that favors the piano is less decisive in Haydn’s keyboard output, but
in his sonatas of the s and s I will describe changes in style
that reflect his acquaintance with both Viennese and English pianos.
As for Beethoven, there can be no question of the intended instrument
for one whose response to a broad spectrum of Viennese and English
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pianos stretched their mechanical and expressive capabilities to the
limit. Even so, publishers of the first editions of his sonatas continued
to offer harpsichord as an option up to and including the C Minor
Sonata, Op.  (“Pathétique”), and even for later works. Apart from
the earlier Op.  “Sonates faciles,” considered by Czerny as “useful
for less accomplished players,” Beethoven’s keyboard works signal a
decided break from both harpsichord and music for dilettantes.

Even if the amateur at home may have ignored the idiomatic po-
tential of distinctive keyboard styles, the choice was not simply a
matter of harpsichord versus piano. Quite apart from the differences
between “squares” and “grands,” the particular qualities of pianos
made by individual builders called forth distinctive styles of writing
and playing suited to the particular strengths of each. The visitor 
Johann Schönfeld, for example, whose impressions of Vienna’s musi-
cians were published in , compared the pianos of four different
builders in that city alone: “The sound of Schanz’s pianos is not as
strong as Walter’s instruments, but it is just as clear and for the most
part, more pleasing. They also have a lighter action owing to their
shallower key dip, and the keys are not so wide . . . they are almost
copies of the Fortepiano made by the Augsburg artist, Stein.”24 Pro-
duction of the pianos by Johann Andreas Stein that Mozart came to
know in Augsburg continued in Vienna at the firm of Stein’s daugh-
ter, Nannette Streicher, whose instruments are also mentioned by our
reporter: “They do not have the strength of Walter’s, but in evenness
of sound, clarity, and a gentle sweetness that seems to float, they are
matchless. The sounds blend together; the action needs a light touch,
resilient fingers, and a sensitive heart.” Of particular interest in this
same commentary are the writer’s remarks about pianos in relation to
players of the day:

We seem to have two types of great pianists. One of these loves to
treat the ears to a powerful clamor. So they play with a full sound
and extraordinary speed; they practice the fastest scales and oc-
taves. All of this demands strength and composure . . . [and] a
fortepiano that will not snap. For this kind of virtuoso, we recom-
mend the Walter fortepiano. The other type of great pianist seeks
nourishment for the soul and loves not only clear but also soft,
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sweet playing. These pianists can choose no better instrument than
a Streicher, or the so-called Stein variety.

To find such a wealth of different instruments of distinctive charac-
ters in a single city is as remote from the experience of today’s play-
ers as the “Stein variety” is from the Steinway.

Haydn’s Keyboard Sonatas: Genre, Instruments, and Players
Accustomed as we are to public concerts devoted entirely to piano
sonatas, perhaps even those of a single composer, the notion of the
piano sonata as composed largely for pedagogical use and for pri-
vate, domestic music making — frequently with ad libitum accom-
paniments and often played on the harpsichord — is as foreign to us
as our performance practices would be to the eighteenth-century 
listener. The distinctively pianistic solo sonatas heard in recital to-
day emerged gradually in a variety of performance contexts, many of
which might not be considered “performances” in any modern sense.
Haydn’s output of keyboard sonatas over some forty years allows us
to trace that development across a range of instruments — clavichord,
harpsichord, and fortepianos of both Viennese and English makers.
Because publishers were eager to sell Haydn’s music to the broadest
possible market, they often advertised his keyboard works — even his
latest compositions — as suitable for either harpsichord or fortepiano.
Although the players of Haydn’s day were apparently content to put
his music on the rack of whichever of these was at hand, modern
scholars and performers have been attentive to the relationship of
notation to idiom in trying to sort out which instrument may be best
suited to the demands of a given piece. But how might consumers
and venues of performance be reflected in the styles of Haydn’s key-
board compositions?

Haydn spent his early years as a student and freelance composer
in the imperial city of Vienna before taking up his position with the
Esterházy family in . His earliest sonatas, most often called “di-
vertimenti” or “partitas,” all include a minuet as one of two, three, or
four short movements that are simple in texture and design, and full
of the triplet and trill figures and Alberti bass patterns typical of Vi-
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ennese keyboard style in the s and early s. László Somfai
has characterized such sonatas as “Liebhaber” sonatas, that is, grace-
ful and easy pieces meant for the fingers of students and music lovers
of modest accomplishment.25

Haydn’s sonatas of the late s and early s are more in-
dividual in expression, explore a greater range of keys, and exploit
more fully the keyboard idiom. The famous C Minor Sonata, Hob.
:, dates from this period, a time in which Haydn was experi-
menting with more serious and dramatic elements of the so-called
Sturm und Drang style in his quartets and symphonies as well. In the
more intimate domain of keyboard genres, we might speak instead of
the empfindsamer Styl — the sensitive style — associated with C. P. E.
Bach, whose works Haydn knew and admired. His dynamic indi-
cations imply that Haydn intended the C Minor Sonata for a touch-
sensitive instrument, perhaps the clavichord, as A. Peter Brown and
Somfai suggest. The amazing breadth and intensity of expression in
the outer movements of this work may make it seem to us an unlikely
candidate for this softest and most intimate of keyboard instruments,
but the clavichord was highly regarded for its unique expressive ca-
pabilities. And, as Brown reminds us, C. P. E. Bach used pianissimo
and fortissimo indications in his most famous and idiomatic piece for
the clavichord, the “Abschied vom Silbermannischen Clavier.” In
any case, it seems clear that the C Minor Sonata represents a depar-
ture from harpsichord writing. When he came to publish the work in
, nearly ten years after its composition, Haydn no doubt consid-
ered it suitable for the fortepiano, for by this time the newer instru-
ment was well known in Vienna. Even so, it’s worth noting that be-
fore  only two works published in Vienna offered fortepiano on
the title page as an alternative to the harpsichord, and both listed it
as the second choice.26

Apart from this anomalous C Minor Sonata, few of Haydn’s key-
board works before  have any dynamic markings, and there is
little reason to suppose that they were written with the fortepiano 
in mind.27 It is in the “Auenbrugger” sonatas (Hob. :–), pub-
lished in  with the addendum of the much earlier Hob. :
just discussed, that we find more signs of a piano idiom. Some schol-
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ars have regarded these sonatas as aimed at pleasing a wider public.
Our own judgment of the set may be colored somewhat by the famil-
iarity of both its opening work, the C Major Sonata, Hob. :, and
the D Major, Hob. :. There is certainly an exuberance and di-
rectness of rhythmic energy in many of the opening and closing move-
ments of this set, but the sonatas in C-sharp Minor, Hob. :, and
E-flat Major, Hob. :, demonstrate what Elaine Sisman has called
“the peculiar digressive style that gives to so much of Haydn’s piano
music the quality of informal speech.”28

The opening of Hob. : confirms this experience of Haydn’s
music as a spontaneous living in the moment, of feeling free to take
the roundabout way, to linger when it strikes one’s fancy, and to re-
turn to an earlier spot, now seen in a different light. Spontaneity of
gesture is a hallmark of Haydn’s style, and the fact of solo perform-
ance underscores the freedoms of whimsy and the fantastic, even
seeming forgetfulness. The range and rapid changes of dynamic effects
in this first movement, as well as in that of Hob. :, contribute to
such an impression, and point as well to the touch-sensitive capabil-
ity of the fortepiano. (Shown here, for example, are the opening move-
ments of Hob. :, mm. –, and Hob. :, mm. –.) In
this respect, Haydn may well have sought to address not simply a
wider public but also a growing preference for music that suited the
new instrument.

With the sonatas of the mid-s and s, we can speak of a
fully realized fortepiano style. These are also the years of the incred-
ible series of Haydn’s mature “accompanied Sonatas,” or piano trios,
as we call them. Unlike the solo sonatas, which Haydn composed
throughout his life, the trios divide rather remarkably into an early
group of twelve from the s, and a late group of twenty-eight, writ-
ten from  on. The term “accompanied Sonatas” is a fitting de-
scription of these works in Haydn’s oeuvre, because the piano domi-
nates as the leading and often self-sufficient voice — the genre itself
arose from the practice of adding accompanying violin or flute and
cello parts ad libitum. Indeed some of the Haydn sonatas we know as
solo works were published in their day with accompaniments added by
others — the Haydn enthusiast Charles Burney, for one. This practice
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Franz Joseph Haydn, Sonata, Hob. :: Moderato, mm. –

reminds us of the social nature of informal music making in the eigh-
teenth century, in which friends and family could become listeners
and players in turn, depending on the instruments and players at
hand.

Haydn’s accomplishments in this genre seem even more remark-
able when measured against J. P. Milchmeyer’s comments on the du-
bious virtues of accompanied sonatas in those days: “As for sonatas
with an accompanying part, they have the advantage that now and
then, after the solos, one can relax; also, since the attention of the lis-
tener is divided between two persons, a slight mistake is not as no-
ticeable as it is in pieces without accompaniment.”29 Few of Haydn’s
trios allow moments of relaxation for the pianist. The late works es-
pecially are brilliantly virtuosic, exploiting the full idiomatic range
of the instrument. They are also among the most harmonically adven-
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turous of his works in any genre, often reaching into remote keys via
enharmonic modulations. As such they are challenging essays for both
players and listeners.

Nearly fifty years ago, Arthur Loesser noted in Men, Women, and
Pianos the close association of keyboard instruments (excepting the
organ) with the feminine, most especially with young women of the
middle classes.30 The sociology and status of the keyboard sonata in
mid- to late-eighteenth-century Vienna was undoubtedly bound up
with women, largely amateurs, for whom music making in private
and semi-private venues was a suitable display of feminine accom-
plishment. The association of solo and accompanied sonatas with fe-
male keyboard players is suggested by the dedications of Haydn’s
works in these genres. In fact, apart from the “Esterházy” sonatas of
 — his first authorized publication, which he dedicated to his
prince — all the dedicatees of Haydn’s keyboard works were women.

Lest we think that dedications were simply honorific, there were
notable talents among the women to whom Haydn dedicated his key-
board works and others who are reported to have played them. Of the
sisters Katarina and Marianna Auenbrugger, Haydn wrote that “their
way of playing and genuine insight into music equals those of the
greatest masters.”31 In his Jahrbuch of , Schönfeld recalled Kat-
arina as “sometime ago one of the first female artists on the forte-
piano, an instrument which she played not only fluently but also with
good taste.”32 In addition to the Auenbrugger sisters, there were Bar-
bara Ployer, student of Mozart and dedicatee of Haydn’s F Minor Var-
iations (Hob. :, ); Maria Theresia Paradis, who performed
Haydn’s G Major Concerto in Paris; and Marianna Theresia Martines,
who noted in her autobiography that she began study with Haydn at
the age of seven. Reported to be a great favorite of Mozart, one who
played his duets with him on the fortepiano, Martines was the daugh-
ter of a papal ambassador and during the s presided over a lead-
ing music salon in Vienna on Sunday evenings.33 Magdalene von
Kurzböck, to whom Hob. : was dedicated upon its publication in
Vienna, was described as “the greatest lady pianist of the local musi-
cal world.”34 But the English pianist Therese Jansen, later Bartolozzi,
was perhaps the most distinguished among Haydn’s dedicatees. A
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successful piano teacher in London, Jansen was named, along with
John Field and Johann Cramer, as a favorite among Clementi’s stu-
dents.35 Haydn honored her with several trios in addition to the late
solo sonatas, Hob. : in C Major and : in E-flat Major. These
are works that exploit not only the technical abilities of the player but
also the new resources of sound offered by English pianos that Haydn
came to know during his visits to London in the s.

Although we do find such exceptional women playing concertos 
in public — Barbara Ployer, for example — most often they performed
before semi-private gatherings in the courtly chambers and music
salons of Viennese nobility, foreign diplomats, and well-connected
music lovers. Even here concertos might be heard; a Fräulein von
Hartenstein is reported to have played one of Haydn’s at a private
concert in Vienna.36 As we will see, some of Mozart’s early concertos
served similar functions in aristocratic households.

Rebecca Schröter and Maria Anna von Genzinger, along with the
Esterházy princesses and other titled women named in Haydn’s dedi-
cations, may have been more representative of the vast amateur mar-
ket served by solo and accompanied sonatas in the late eighteenth
century. Iconography of the period confirms the impression that “his-
torically correct” performances of solo sonatas and trios should fea-
ture women at the keyboard. The exceptional portraits of men at the
keyboard tend to be of composers and players of four-hand music 
(the famous picture of Mozart and his sister, for example). Apart from
their didactic use (as in Haydn’s “Il Maestro e lo scolare,” Hob.
a:), duets might provide a socially sanctioned opportunity for
courtship, especially if two bodies were to be seated at a five-octave
instrument.

There was surely a range of abilities and training among women
keyboard players of both upper and middle classes, and some of
Haydn’s sonatas are clearly more demanding than others. But Som-
fai’s designation of some of Haydn’s works as Damensonaten, or “La-
dies’ Sonatas” — to distinguish them from more demanding “Concert
Sonatas” — creates a somewhat false impression. It is historically mis-
leading to suggest that sonatas were gendered male and female, or
masculine and feminine, in style. As Brown points out, all sonatas
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were in some sense Damensonaten, just as they were intended for use
in the chamber rather than in public concerts.37

With this caveat in mind, a better distinction might be made be-
tween works that are more intimate and those more public in style.
The two late E-flat Major sonatas, Hob. : and , demonstrate
this difference nicely. They also represent Haydn’s approach to two
very different kinds of pianos, the Viennese and the English, and the
schools of playing associated with them. Although it can be assumed
that Haydn was acquainted with and responsive to the idiomatic pos-
sibilities of the fortepiano in the early s, we have no direct evi-
dence from the composer himself that he intended a given work for
this instrument until , when he wrote to his publisher Artaria
that he needed a Schanz piano in order to compose the trios Hob.
:–.38 In , Haydn urged this same instrument on his dear
friend Frau von Genzinger, for whom he was writing the E-flat Major
Sonata, Hob. :. Haydn advised her that the Adagio of this so-
nata is “rather difficult but full of feeling. It’s a pity, however, that
Your Grace has not one of Schantz’s [sic] fortepianos, for Your Grace
could then produce twice the effect.” He specifically noted the un-
usual lightness and pleasing action of the Schanz instrument.39 Re-
calling the comments of our reporter of , Haydn’s choice of the
Schanz piano for Genzinger suggests that this more sensitive instru-
ment suited her best.

During his London visits, Haydn encountered a very different in-
strument in the Broadwood piano. The “English” action was more re-
sistant to the touch than the Viennese and produced a much fuller
sound; the dampers were raised by pedals rather than knee levers,
and a shift pedal allowed the una corda effect, whereby the hammers
could be shifted to strike one, two, or all three strings. Only once does
Haydn suggest use of the damper pedal, indicating “open pedal” for
two of his boldest and most intriguing passages, from the opening
movement of the C Major Sonata, Hob. :. (The second of these
is shown in the example here: :/i, mm. –.) The pp marking
here might have suggested the shift pedal as well, whereas Viennese
instruments would offer the possibility of the moderator’s special 
effect. This device, unique to Viennese and German pianos, draws a
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Haydn, Sonata, Hob. :: Allegro, mm. –

piece of felt between the hammers and strings, producing a some-
what covered, very soft, ethereal timbre. Haydn also took advantage
of the English piano’s extended range: the high a''' in the finale of
this sonata is the only note in all his keyboard works that exceeds the
five-octave range typical of Viennese instruments in his day.

With these differences in mind, we might return to the two E-flat
Major sonatas. Although they share the same key and were written
within five years of each other, it’s hard to imagine a greater contrast
in style and idiomatic writing for the piano. Of the earlier work, Hob.
:, we learn that Frau von Genzinger was stymied by the cross-
ing of hands required in the Adagio; she writes to Haydn: “I am not
used to this, and thus find it hard to do, so please let me know how
this could be altered.” She doesn’t refer to the spots in the first move-
ment that also involve crossed hands, and in neither case is there any
evidence that Haydn obliged her request for revision. He did ac-
knowledge that the work was difficult, however, and referred in an-
other letter to Genzinger’s “beautiful hands and facility of execu-
tion.” Still, the technical demands of this work pale in comparison
with those of the later sonata.

Perhaps contributing to the graceful and intimate nature of the
earlier sonata is the fact that all three movements are in ¾ meter. The
finale is actually marked “Tempo di Minuet,” but the first movement
has a dancelike lilt as well. The minuet was the most noble of courtly
dances and a suitably refined topos for “Her Grace” — though in this
particular movement the dance takes some pretty untoward steps.
The Adagio, marked “cantabile,” is, as Haydn noted, “full of feeling,”
and shares an improvisatory leisure with the opening variation move-
ments of the D Major Sonata, Hob. :, and the C Major, Hob.
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:, both marked “con espressione.” Indeed, the contemporary
reviewer of Haydn’s D Major Sonata, Hob. :, might have equally
said of this Adagio that it is “so well suited to the instrument, the
composer proves to be like a skillful, tasteful singer when she repeats
her aria.”40 Such praise must have been gratifying to Haydn, because
eighteenth-century writers repeatedly urged composers of instrumen-
tal music to emulate the expressive capabilities of vocal music above
all else. This same reviewer astutely observed that such a movement
is “more difficult to perform than one initially believes, [demanding]
the utmost precision and much delicacy in performance.”41 The inti-
macy of precise and delicate expression characterizes the opening
movement as well, as does the playful wit of arrested gestures and re-
peating snippets that prepare and delay both the returning theme and
ultimate closure of the movement. Despite these humorous exaggera-
tions, there is a conversational quality here that perfectly suits music
for the chamber and evokes a sense of friends reluctant to give up an
amusing subject and one another’s company.

The markedly different profile of the “big” E-flat Major Sonata,
Hob. :, is obvious from the grand French-overture-style chords
of the opening to the rousing dash of the Presto finale’s close. This is
a fully theatrical work, public in style if not in performance venue,
and its fistfuls of notes don’t bring delicate hands to mind. Indeed,
this sonata has many earmarks of the London School of virtuoso play-
ing, whose chief exponents were Muzio Clementi, Johann Baptist
Cramer, and Jan Ladislav Dussek. All were celebrated pianists who
cultivated a public bravura style; in their often symphonic textures,
extremes in dynamics, and daunting technical demands, the “profes-
sional” sonatas of these composer-performers were closely linked with
the more robust sound and greater resonance of English instruments
made by the firms of Broadwood, Stodart, and Clementi himself.
Many of these features are present in Hob. :: in brilliant pas-
sagework covering the entire range of the instrument, scale figures in
parallel thirds, rumbling broken octaves, rapidly alternating hands,
and tutti orchestral textures. We have to believe that Therese Jansen
was a powerful player. But in addition to an exceptional pianist, it was
the English piano that called forth this remarkable work, as well as
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the tradition of playing that it promoted. And it is not surprising that
this is the sonata today’s students and teachers most often turn to
when they wish to present a Haydn work in concert.

Mozart’s Piano Concertos in Chamber and Concert Settings
In comparison with Haydn’s output of sixty-two solo sonatas, Mozart’s
contribution of eighteen to this genre seems surprisingly small in
number. For a composer-performer seeking the favor of potential pa-
trons, sonatas could provide entrée to fashionable circles of music
making. They could also serve as teaching pieces, eventually bring-
ing in extra income from publication. But for a composer known in
his day primarily as a keyboard virtuoso, the concerto was the genre
of choice for self-presentation in public performance. And it was for
Vienna, the city he saluted as “the land of the piano,” that Mozart
produced an astonishing series of concertos for this instrument.42

Although Mozart favored the piano concerto as a vehicle for his
own appearances, the venues and ensembles for concerto perform-
ance were flexible in eighteenth-century practice, and the soloist was
not always the composer himself. Several of his concertos, even from
the Vienna years, were written for specific women, and of these works
some were scored to allow for ad libitum ensembles suited to cham-
ber performance. Among works of the pre-Vienna years, the Con-
certo in F Major for three pianos, K.  (), was composed for
Countess Antonia Lodron and her daughters, with the third piano
part made easy enough for the younger’s abilities. (Mozart later tran-
scribed this work for performance on two pianos with his sister, Nan-
nerl.) Also modest in its technical demands is the C Major Concerto,
K. , written for the Countess Antonia Lützkow, and perhaps in-
tended for performance on two pianos.43 The Concerto in E-flat Major
for Two Pianos, K. , which Mozart composed in  and played
with his sister, is appropriately more demanding, putting both play-
ers on an equal footing in a dialogue that is both intimate and charm-
ingly competitive.44 The middle movements of three later concertos
written for women — K.  in E-flat Major and K.  in G Major 
for Barbara Ployer, and K.  in B-flat Major for Maria Theresia
Paradis — feature the finely nuanced style of Empfindsamkeit in inti-
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mate exchanges between the piano and orchestral voices. In regard
to these works, Robert Levin has suggested that Mozart “may have
wished to tailor his music to the personalities of the two women for
whom he composed them.”45

The public style of the E-flat Major Concerto, K.  (), is in a
different league, its theatrical flair and demanding passagework per-
haps inspired by the French virtuoso for whom it was written—a young
woman about whom little is known but her odd last name, “Jeune-
homme” (young man). Here the piano is the full and equal partner of
the orchestra in a range of styles that encompass conversational ban-
ter and brilliant display, opera seria recitative and aria, and an ele-
gant courtly minuet that interrupts the rollicking romp of the finale.
Among the few concertos published during Mozart’s lifetime, this
work is unusual in having two complete sets of original cadenzas for
the first and second movements and three sets of lead-in elaborations
for the last movement. Mozart most likely improvised at these mo-
ments in his own performances of K. , a work that he may have 
favored to showcase his own virtuosic talents. Although the com-
poser’s letters document only one such occasion — in  at an inn
in Munich — it is likely that he used K.  for his debut performance
before Vienna’s Tonkünstler-Societät in .46 Such an appearance
would call for the brilliant showing that this E-flat Major Concerto
could guarantee.

Once permanently installed in Vienna, Mozart wrote three new
concertos (K. /a in A Major; K. /a in F Major; and 
K. /b in C Major) for his own subscription concerts. In a letter
to his father, he described these works as sure to please both con-
noisseurs and less educated listeners: “a happy medium between what
is too easy and too difficult; they are very brilliant, pleasing to the
ear, and natural, without being vapid.”47 Perhaps Mozart meant to ad-
dress a wide market of consumers as well, for these were concertos
he published with ad libitum parts for the winds so as to allow per-
formances for piano with string quartet alone, or with oboes and
horns as well, or with full orchestra. Similarly versatile chamber scor-
ing is found in the Concerto in E-flat Major, K.  (), a work
commissioned by Barbara Ployer, and again in the “Coronation” con-
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certo, K.  in D Major (). The trumpets and timpani we are
used to hearing in the C Major Concerto of this group, K. , may
have figured in two public performances that Mozart gave of the work
in March , but they do not appear in a printed edition until An-
dré’s publication of .48

In addition to ad libitum scoring, Mozart’s carefully voiced figured
bass notation in the “Subscription Concertos” indicates a continuo
role for the piano — a practice that must have been normative in con-
certo performances of the day, where the pianist shared with the first
violinist the responsibility for keeping the ensemble together.49 This
practice alters somewhat our notion of the keyboard player as simply
soloist. The long-anticipated solo entrance, heard not as the piano’s
first utterance but as a dominant and distinctive voice that emerges
from the tutti group, marks a change of role to one of protagonist. First
among peers, the pianist may take a leading, an equal, or a subordi-
nate role in the changing contexts of solo and tutti passages.

The two concertos after K.  written early in  — those in B-
flat Major, K. , and D Major, K.  — Mozart called “grosse Con-
certe,” perhaps signaling a change to fully realized symphonic textures
as well as increasing technical demands on the pianist. Remarking
that these two were “bound to make the performer sweat,”50 Mozart
no doubt relished flexing his own muscles as a pianist much in de-
mand in Vienna. The full-bodied scoring and newly prominent role
of the winds in both concertos seem to call for the robust sound of a
grand fortepiano by Anton Walter, the instrument that Johann Schön-
feld would later report could be counted on “not to snap” under the
vigorous fingers of virtuosos. Indeed, one imagines that the qualities
of instruments he recounted had much to do with their uses (and
players) in private chambers and public concerts.

In the six concertos of –, Mozart’s best known concertos,
the voice of the opera composer is especially audible. Ranging from
such works as the C Major Concerto, K. , which echoes the pac-
ing and diction of buffo intrigues in Le nozze di Figaro, to the omi-
nous world of Don Giovanni, previewed in the opening movement of
the D Minor Concerto, K. , Mozart’s handling of both theatrical
and intimate gestures is wondrously matched to the versatile persona
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of the piano and its relation to the varying textures and timbres of or-
chestral voices. Whereas the opening movement of the A Major Con-
certo, K. , highlights the suave vocal capacity of the piano, that
of the C Major Concerto, K. , displays the instrument at its most
majestic in the confident march of fully “orchestrated” chords and
dazzling passagework. In each of the concertos of these years, Mo-
zart’s personal voice as composer and performer finds a natural and
versatile ally in the Viennese fortepiano, whose idiomatic and ex-
pressive range he explored with ever-fresh invention and balanced in
perfect partnership with the forces of his orchestra.

Many incomplete spots in the autographs of concertos from  on
show evidence of the haste of a busy man who expected to play his
own works, filling in such lacunae in performance. In addition to
sketchy patches in K. , , , and  (in which only the right-
hand part is given for the entire second movement as well as for ex-
tended passages of the first and last movements), we have original ca-
denzas for only the A Major Concerto, K. , and the B-flat Major, 
K. . Perhaps Mozart planned to publish these two, although only
K.  appeared in print — the first (and last) since K.  to be pub-
lished during his lifetime. He may have written out the cadenza to 
K.  for Barbara Ployer, who must have played the work because 
we have a highly decorated version of the second movement in her
hand.51 In any case, there would be no need for Mozart to write a ca-
denza for his own use, for improvisation would be expected at this
point.52

Unable to raise a sufficient number of subscribers to schedule
concerts of his own, Mozart played both of his last two concertos on
occasions that highlighted others, K.  in D Major (“Coronation,”
) at an unexpected court concert in Dresden during festivities
surrounding the coronation of Leopold II and K.  in B-flat Major
() at a benefit concert given in Vienna by the clarinetist Joseph
Beer.53  Of these, K.  seems especially remote from the virtuosic
demands of its predecessors, favoring instead a chamberlike inti-
macy and a leisurely dialogue among the participants. But even if
Mozart’s reputation in Vienna as a popular virtuoso had waned, the
legacy to future pianists of his achievements in the concerto genre
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remains unsurpassed, and much can be learned about that legacy by
studying his preferences in instruments, from his early enthusiasm
for the fortepianos of Johann Andreas Stein to his later affinity for
those of Anton Walter.

Beethoven’s Sonatas: Styles and Pianos
From the first of the Op.  sonatas, composed in  and dedicated to
Joseph Haydn, to the last, Op.  of –, dedicated to Archduke
Rudolf of Austria, Beethoven’s bold approach to the medium is audi-
ble in a continuous stream of works that reinvent the genre of the solo
keyboard sonata. In addition to his innovative formal procedures in
these works, his sonatas range more widely in key than those of
Haydn and Mozart; nearly one-third are in the minor mode, appropri-
ate for the often passionate and deeply serious affect of his musical
discourse in these works. His sonatas press both instrument and
player to extremes of tempo — both slow and fast — and to often ex-
plosive contrasts of texture and dynamics. Although isolated works,
such as the two sonatas of Op.  and the Sonata in G Major, Op. ,
are relatively simple and small in scale, the majority of Beethoven’s
sonatas are uncompromising in their demands for prodigious virtuos-
ity and stamina, and as such part company with the vast majority of
amateur players. For listeners, too, the unconventional and provoca-
tive gambits thrown down in the opening bars of so many of these
works announce challenges to be worked out in large-scale structures
of unprecedented length.

The continuous publication of Beethoven’s piano sonatas during
his lifetime nevertheless suggests a demand for such daunting key-
board music. Departing from the usual practice of offering sonatas 
in groups of six or three, Beethoven’s sonatas from Op.  on ap-
peared singly, often after prolonged gestation in sketches and revi-
sions. Equal numbers of men and women appear as dedicatees, the
majority being aristocratic patrons among Vienna’s nobility. Two of
his sonatas are known by their dedications, the “Waldstein” (Op. ),
written for Count Ferdinand von Waldstein of Bonn, and the “The-
rèse” (Op. ), for the Countess Therèse von Brunswick. But many
acquired nicknames that are suggestive of their reception by listen-
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ers and players: the “Moonlight” (Op. , no. ), the “Pastorale” (Op.
), the “Tempest” (Op. , no. ), the “Appassionata” (Op. ), and
the “Cuckoo” (Op. ).

Some inscriptions originate with the composer himself, as if to an-
nounce the novelty of his approach to the genre, as seen in the two
sonatas of Op. , each of which he labeled quasi una fantasia, and
in the descriptive labels for each movement of “Das Lebewohl” (Op.
a). Op.  came to be known as the “Funeral March,” after Bee-
thoven’s title for the slow movement, “Marcia funebre sulla morte
d’un Eroe,” which gained sufficient popularity to be issued indepen-
dently. If this work and the earlier Op. , which Beethoven titled
“Grande Sonate Pathétique,” strike us as incompatible with the op-
tion “pour le Clavecin ou Piano-Forte” printed on the title pages of
their first editions, it seems that traditional publishing practices died
hard. One would imagine that even harpsichords with swells — hardly
commonplace instruments — would seem inadequate for the demands
of these works. Beethoven’s own title for the “Grosse Sonate für das
Hammerklavier” (Op. ) certainly left no doubt as to the required
medium.

If the style and expressive range of Mozart’s piano music was per-
fectly suited to the five-octave instruments of Stein and Walter, Bee-
thoven’s compositions made ever increasing demands on a variety of
pianos, both Viennese and English. Although all the solo sonatas
composed through  stay within the FF–f''' range observed by
Mozart, the C Major Sonata, Op.  (“Waldstein”), of – requires
additional keys in the upper register to a''', and the Introduzione
movement of this same work strains at the lower limit, reaching for the
then generally unavailable low EE (m. ). The F Minor (“Appassion-
ata”) Sonata, Op. , of the following year extends the upper register
even further, requiring a full five-and-a-half octave range, from FF to
c''''. Exploiting the instrument’s registral extremes in strikingly
voiced spacings and timbres, and often in full-voiced chords of violent
dynamic contrasts, Beethoven’s orchestration of the piano in these
works breaks with that of his Viennese predecessors on nearly every
front. In the years that followed, Beethoven continued to push the re-
sources of his instruments to new extremes, culminating in the noto-
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riously difficult “Hammerklavier” Sonata, Op.  (–), the only
one of his sonatas to require a full six-and-a-half octave range, from
CC to f''''. In addition to their unique expressive range of timbre, ar-
ticulation, and dynamic nuance, period instruments can convey the
drama of Beethoven’s demands on the registral extremes of the forte-
piano in ways that cannot be adequately reproduced on the modern
piano.54

Various contemporary documents suggest that Beethoven was
pushing Viennese builders of pianos as well, and not only in terms of
extending the available notes on the keyboard. William S. Newman
has provided a valuable summary of evidence regarding Beethoven’s
response to the various pianos — fourteen, all told — that he played.
Some were sent as presents by famous foreign makers (Erard, Broad-
wood) and those lesser known (Vogel, Kirschbaum); others were sold
to him, offered for loan, or given to him by such Viennese makers as
Walter, Schanz, Streicher, and Graf. It appears that Beethoven was
rarely satisfied for long with many of these and was notoriously hard
on them, claiming that “it is my motto either to play on a good instru-
ment or not at all.”55

Beethoven’s own performances of his piano sonatas took place not
in public concerts but in chamber settings and private gatherings of
Vienna’s aristocracy, as was the case generally for this genre. For him
as for Mozart, concertos offered public exposure in his early years as
a performer in Vienna, and he may have played Mozart’s D Minor
Concerto, K. , at a concert in  to benefit Mozart’s widow. We
do know that he presented his Quintet for Piano and Winds, Op. , in
a public benefit concert in , as well as before the Tonkünstler-
Societät a year later. In any case, Beethoven’s reputation as a virtuoso
was sufficiently established to be recorded in Schönfeld’s  Jahr-
buch, where Beethoven is listed as “a musical genius . . . generally ad-
mired for his outstanding velocity and the great ease with which he
performs extraordinary difficulties.”56 Famous for his improvisations
in public concerts, Beethoven continued to improvise before private
gatherings of friends well after he discontinued public appearances in
. The report of one such occasion, at the home of Baroness von
Puthon in , states that “his playing was masterly and showed that
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he still knows how to handle his instrument with power, enthusiasm,
and love.”57

Many earlier accounts of Beethoven’s playing agree that his ap-
proach to the instrument, while impressively virtuosic in technique
and speed, was sometimes inconsistent and rough. The remarks of
Czerny, who studied with Beethoven as a boy, are especially reveal-
ing even if they were compiled many years later. With special praise
for his teacher’s improvisations, Czerny noted that Beethoven’s “per-
formance depended on his constantly varying frame of mind,” and
that “like his compositions, his playing was ahead of its time,”
whereas “Hummel’s sparkling, brilliant playing — well calculated to
the taste of the time — was bound to be more intelligible and appeal-
ing to the public at large.” He reports that Beethoven used “much
more pedal than is indicated in his works,” and that his “playing of
adagio and legato in the sustained style had an almost bewitching 
effect on everyone who heard it.”58 Although Beethoven adopted cer-
tain features characteristic of the London School of pianists, who
cultivated a more brilliant virtuosity and the robust sound associated
with English pianos of the day, he appears to have favored Viennese
pianos, especially those of Streicher. Even so, Beethoven urged this
builder to produce “instruments [that] do not wear out so quickly.”59

Aside from requiring sturdier instruments with more volume to
cope with his increasing deafness, Beethoven was especially respon-
sive to the special effects of pedaling. In  he requested a Walter
piano with an una corda device. Beethoven’s first indication of una
corda comes at the close of the Andante movement of his Piano Con-
certo in G Major, Op.  (–), where continuous trills rise from
pp to ff and sink back again in a graduated transition of volume ac-
companied by a magical change of color.60

Beethoven’s coloristic uses of the damper pedal are everywhere ev-
ident in the middle and late period works. The first movement of the
“Moonlight” sonata, Op. , no. , is marked “sempre pianissimo e
senza sordino,” implying not only that the dampers are raised through-
out, but that the moderator might be used as well. Although Bee-
thoven never specifically called for the moderator in his scores, the
dreamlike atmosphere of this “quasi una fantasia” welcomes its ef-
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fect. The dry percussive opening of the “Waldstein” sonata could not
be more different, but the extended pedal markings beneath bell-like
tones in its finale produce rare colors that are as uniquely idiomatic
on Viennese instruments as its pianissimo octave glissandi.

The Adagio movement from the Sonata in A-flat Major, Op. 
(–), is a telling record of Beethoven’s meticulous calculation of
expressive effects in the late sonatas. In bar five alone, one finds
eight written instructions, along with the dynamic signs, slurs, and
Bebung-like (trembling) repeated notes that have puzzled later inter-
preters. In addition to the una corda pedal crescendo here, Beetho-
ven’s use of the damper pedal creates effects that are impossible to
duplicate on modern instruments. The quick decay of sound after the
hammer strikes the string allows for clarity in the recitative and ar-
ioso passages, as the top voice sings through a pool of sustained tones.
By contrast, the passages without damper pedal speak more directly,
but in nuanced and varying inflections of non-legato and portamento
as well as in subtly distinguished registral colors. Dynamic changes
and fluctuations in tempo are similarly exacting in the remarkably
detailed notation of the opening bars especially. However deficient
his hearing, the acuity of Beethoven’s inner ear is everywhere evi-
dent here, as is his eagerness to communicate that fine-tuning to the
player.

Programmatic intentions motivated inscriptions of another sort in
what is arguably Beethoven’s most personal and autobiographical
work, the Sonata in E-flat Major, Op. a, “Das Lebewohl.” Dedi-
cated to his pupil, friend, and patron Archduke Rudolf of Austria,
the sonata’s three movements chart the composer’s affective response
to the farewell, absence, and return of Rudolf, who left Vienna before
the French occupation in the summer of . Although Beethoven
explicitly rejected the notion of Tonmalerei, or tone-painting, in ref-
erences to his “Pastoral” symphony, he anticipates in both of these
works the evocative and deliberately programmatic intentions of later
Romantic composers. Yet rigorous motivic development of materials
in extended sonata forms marks Op. a as rooted in the classical
style. That the expression of its unfolding plot is rooted just as cer-
tainly in the sounds of Beethoven’s most personal instrument is par-
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ticularly audible in the transition from the second movement’s “Ab-
wesenheit” to the finale’s “Wiedersehen.” Moving from poignantly
wandering chromaticism and diminished harmonies that elude satis-
factory resolution to ever darker regions of F minor and B-flat minor,
the cantabile theme temporarily gains more confident ground in F
major. At the close, memories of the work’s despondent opening fig-
ure are gradually released and transformed into anticipations of the
returning tonic key over an extended pedal. From this pianissimo
wash of color, the Vivacissimamente “Return” explodes in rushing ar-
peggios and scales that soar to the upper register of the piano. The
highest note of the work, e-flat'''', is reached just before the Poco
Andante coda, in which the main theme is extended in repeated
eager ascents as both hands participate in intimate greetings, and
again at the top of the concluding rush of arpeggios that puts a joyous
exclamation point on the scene.

Beethoven’s reluctance to be associated with “tone-painters” may
have stemmed from the rage for programmatic sonatas that relied on
explicit sound effects and heavily annotated scenic depictions. “Bat-
tle pieces” of the sort composed by Francis Kotzwara (“The Battle of
Prague,” ) were much in demand, spurring appropriately color-
ful additions to the piano’s resources in stops and pedals that ap-
proximated the sounds of bassoon, tambourine, triangle, and drum.
Such sonatas, largely addressed to an admiring amateur audience of
players and listeners, provided vivid (and noisy) retellings of the vic-
tories and defeats of famous generals, complete with bugle calls,
cannonades, cries of the wounded, and jubilant signals of victory —
all with detailed explanatory notes in the score.61 One can imagine
that Beethoven was eager to distance himself from such boilerplate
depictions in composing the deeply personal program of his “Lebe-
wohl” sonata. In any case, the demands of this work would have dis-
couraged all but the most gifted amateurs.

Who, then, were the players of such sonatas? We know that Clara
Schumann and Franz Liszt were later champions of Beethoven’s late
keyboard works, but apart from the composer himself and noted vir-
tuosos of the day, such as Carl Czerny and Ignaz Moscheles, who
among his contemporaries in Vienna supplied the demand for Bee-
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thoven sonatas that publishers competed to fill? One can only specu-
late about whether those who purchased his works were actually able
to play them. As early as , a reporter in Breslau noted that “piano-
forte players gladly venture upon Beethoven and spare neither time
nor pains to conquer his difficulties,” and another in Paris observed
that in addition to those “virtuosi who play only Haydn, Mozart, and
Beethoven, . . . in spite of the difficulties offered by their works there
are ‘quelquefois des Amateurs qui croient les jouer’ [sometimes am-
ateurs who believe they can play them].”62 Among Beethoven’s pa-
trons in Vienna, Prince Lichnowsky, dedicatee of the “Pathétique,”
Op. , is reported as “studying Beethoven’s works and playing them
more or less well”; one wonders what Archduke Rudolf would have
made of the “Hammerklavier.”63

Aside from sonatas inscribed to his male patrons, Beethoven fol-
lowed the custom of dedicating keyboard works to his students, a
practice that could both flatter a wealthy aristocrat and advertise one’s
status as a piano teacher with connections to the nobility.64 Among
these, the Baroness Dorothea von Ertmann (née Graumann), whom
Beethoven dubbed his “Caecilia,” had a special place as a devoted
performer of his works. Johann Reichardt, who recorded his impres-
sions of musical life during a visit to Vienna in the winter of –,
reported that “as she performed a great Beethoven sonata I was sur-
prised as almost never before. I have never seen such power and in-
nermost tenderness combined even in the greatest virtuosi.”65 Anton
Schindler noted that Ertmann gathered about her “a circle of true
music-lovers and made the greatest contribution generally among
the elite of society to the preservation and cultivation of the purest
taste. She was a conservatory all by herself. Without Frau von Ert-
mann, Beethoven’s piano music would have disappeared much ear-
lier from the repertory in Vienna. . . . [She] resisted the pressure of
the new direction in composition and playing of Hummel and his fol-
lowers.”66 If some bought Beethoven’s early sonatas because they
were the newest compositions of a much-vaunted virtuoso favored in
aristocratic households, in time an inner circle of cognoscenti pre-
served his later works from eclipse by more fashionable composers.
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Four

The Piano Lesson

he experience of learning the piano, or even of try-
ing to learn, stays with people all their lives. It affects

their posture and physical coordination, self-discipline
and self-confidence; their relations with parents, siblings,

and children; their capacity to learn from others and from their own
mistakes, to listen, read, process, and think, to speak, move, and act
— as well as play — in public. No matter how far they get in learning
the piano, the experience affects what happens in their minds and
bodies as they listen to Oscar Peterson or Alicia de Larrocha, and in
subtler ways as they sing, dance, or listen to music of any sort. Learn-
ing the piano gives people from every walk of life and from around
the world something in common to talk about. It even gives people
today some insight into the lives of Mozart or Liszt, the heroines of
Austen novels, or the subjects of Renoir paintings.

Not that everyone who tries to play the piano has the same experi-
ence. People become piano students at utterly different ages, with
vastly different abilities and ambitions, and they learn on particu-
lar pianos from teachers who use particular methods of teaching. In
some respects, students are apt to be acutely aware of how different
their own experience is from that of others: what piano student has
not wished to have been born with Mozart’s or Tatum’s gift? In gen-
eral, though, it is all too easy for pianists to assume that the terms
under which they learned the piano are universal. In fact none of the
institutions or rituals of learning the piano that we take for granted —
the figure of the piano teacher in her studio, the weekly piano lesson,
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the regimen of daily practice, the annual recital — are as fixed as they
seem. The way Mozart was taught to play the keyboard is in fact just
as remote and incomprehensible to us as is his genius.

Accordingly, this chapter on the experience of learning the piano
begins with a section that traces the evolution of piano teaching prac-
tices. The subject is as elusive as it is momentous. It is in the teacher’s
studio and the student’s practice room, more than anywhere else,
that the piano has shaped a musical culture, yet it is difficult to recon-
struct what went on in a piano lesson or practice session a century
or two ago. Perhaps the best we can do is to compare piano method
books from various times and places — books that tell at least what
someone thought should go on in a lesson or a practice session — and
deduce how the experience of taking piano may have changed from
one period to another.

Take the figure of the piano teacher, for instance. The term itself
bespeaks a degree of specialization that was unheard of in Mozart’s
day. Mozart’s father, the author of a famous method for playing the vi-
olin, taught him to play the keyboard along with many other musical
skills. How exceptional was that? In an important keyboard method
published when Mozart was an adult, Daniel Gottlob Türk’s Klavier-
schule (School of the keyboard) of , we read the following advice:
“If the student has progressed to the point where he can play without
interruption, then the teacher should accompany him on the violin
— for every keyboard teacher should be able to play this instrument 
adequately — or perhaps the flute.”1

Mozart was not unusual for his day in being taught keyboard by a
musician who was not a keyboard specialist, nor was he unique in
being taught by his father. But then, learning from his father meant
having his teacher constantly at his shoulder, rather than going for a
lesson once a week. In this, too, his experience was not exceptional.
Many eighteenth-century music masters called on their students every
day to give them lessons. But if lessons were so frequent, practicing
must have been different in some corresponding way. And it was.
François Couperin, in the early eighteenth century, advised teachers
that with children who were beginning at the harpsichord, he locked
the instrument at the end of lessons “so that in my absence they could
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not wreck in one moment what I have put in place with great care in
three quarters of an hour.”2

When Mozart had learned all that his father had to teach him —
and the two did not agree on when that point was reached — did he go
to a conservatory to complete his keyboard training? Hardly, because
there were no conservatories then for training professional keyboard
players. The history of piano training in conservatories — that is, the
evolution of the conservatory system of training that we know today
— is a story of its own and the subject of the second section of this
chapter.

Then, because the experience of learning the piano has usually
hinged on a relationship — sometimes difficult, sometimes loving, of-
ten intense — between student and teacher, the concluding section of
this chapter features a gallery of teachers and students. Teachers are
represented by a group portrait of the women who established piano
teaching as a livelihood for women in America and the portrait of one
master teacher, Theodor Leschetizky. There are two depictions of pi-
ano students who went on to become important musicians, Ruth Craw-
ford and Duke Ellington, and a memoir by a writer, Marina Tsve-
taeva, who gave up the piano when her mother’s death removed the
pressure on her to continue, but whose words — because she is one 
of the great writers of the twentieth century — turn her exceptional
childhood experience into a story of universal interest.

A History of Lessons and Practicing
 
Piano lessons were not invented when some enterprising harpsi-
chord teacher switched to the piano one day. Rather, they emerged
out of a twofold separation: learning to play keyboard became a dis-
tinct branch of learning music, and studying the piano became a 
distinct form of keyboard study. Taking piano, in other words, be-
came an activity in itself rather than a part of — and means to — a
broader achievement. And what about the invention of practicing?
Here, too, a distinction evolved: practicing stopped being a continu-
ation of the lesson and started having a function of its own.

These simple-sounding changes, which occurred in the early nine-
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teenth century, continue to affect the way piano is studied. And there
is nothing simple about them. Take the separation of piano study from
keyboard study in general. Keyboard methods from the very end of
the eighteenth century were advertised as usable at either the harp-
sichord or the piano, but right after the beginning of the nineteenth
century, they began to be advertised as solely for the piano. This shift
seems easy to explain: not only were harpsichords no longer being
made, but there were also hardly any still being played. Yet there is
more to this change. Before the piano, keyboard players and teachers
had assumed that a good keyboard technique would serve a player on
any keyboard. Method writers might have recommended starting on
the clavichord before moving to the harpsichord, for instance, but it
was understood that players would switch between one instrument
and another, adapting their general keyboard technique as needed.3

When the piano rose to prominence, however, teachers began to de-
velop a technique suitable for that instrument alone. In fact, one of
the earliest methods written exclusively for the piano, Johann Peter
Milchmeyer’s Die wahre Art das Pianoforte zu spielen (The correct
method of playing the pianoforte) of , compares a rounded finger
position that is good for the piano to various bad finger positions 
“to which the harpsichord and the clavichord often mislead one, but
which one can easily avoid at the piano.”4 Learning to play the piano
correctly, in other words, misfitted one to play anything else.

The instrument itself demanded a new and exclusive technique,
but students were also swayed by a new concept of what kind of play-
ing they were being prepared for. Keyboard playing had always been
a service activity; harpsichord players in particular, whether pro-
fessional or amateur, were routinely cast in an accompanying role,
whether to realize the basso continuo part in an orchestra or other
ensemble or to provide the sole accompaniment to a singer. Method
books designed for harpsichord players gave considerable space to
the skills needed for these services, especially harmony and counter-
point. Because these were also the skills of composition, it could 
be said that the art of composition was taught at the keyboard. In
these methods, solo pieces formed the introductory fare, whereas the
skills of accompanying, associated as they were with ensemble di-
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recting and composing, were treated as the ultimate goals of key-
board playing.

As soon as methods started to be written for the piano, however, the
tables were turned: the earliest piano methods are clearly aimed pri-
marily at preparing students to play solo piano music. The realities of
musical life didn’t change altogether: pianists, like harpsichordists
before them, spent a lot of their time at the keyboard accompanying.
But only for a brief time were pianists called on to realize basso con-
tinuo parts. Orchestral music, coincidentally, stopped requiring key-
board playing as a regular part of its texture at pretty much the same
time that the piano was replacing the harpsichord.5 In compensation,
piano solo repertory almost immediately assumed — and would al-
ways retain — a prestige that the solo harpsichord or clavichord lit-
erature never had. It is in this sense that learning the piano became
separated from learning music in general: playing solo music at the
piano wasn’t considered a way station on the route to composing or di-
recting an ensemble because it took on a cultural status equal to that
of composing or conducting. In Milchmeyer’s Correct Method of ,
almost immediately after piano students have learned to round their
fingers in that purely pianistic way, they are taught how to finger the
passages of parallel thirds, sixths, and octaves that they will need if
they are to conquer, for instance, those test pieces of pianistic virtu-
osity, the Op.  sonatas of Clementi. It seems crazy that this instruc-
tion in virtuosic technique is given in the second chapter of a work 
directed — according to its foreword — at “amateurs and beginners.”
But through this arrangement Milchmeyer suggests that what defines
a pianist, even an amateur or beginner, is the ambition, at least, to be-
come a virtuoso.

Few amateurs, however, would seriously have imagined themselves
in the public role of virtuoso. Further, the vast majority of beginners,
whatever they imagined, would have known that careers in public
performance were not open to them because most beginners at the
piano, in Milchmeyer’s day and later, were girls, and their parents
would not have dreamed of allowing them to pursue such a path. By
the end of the eighteenth century, then, many girls were expected 
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to devote their time to learning a form of musical display that origi-
nated and in some sense belonged in the public arena — where women
were only exceptionally found. They could of course become domes-
tic virtuosos, displaying their pianistic accomplishments at home to
their families, friends, and suitors. But as the nineteenth century rolled
on, the number of young women taking piano lessons, the degree of
virtuosity expected of them, and the amount of time and effort required
to meet this expectation rose out of all proportion to the credit they
could hope to win by performing to family and guests on their hum-
ble parlor pianos. What was going on?

Practicing was becoming a way of life. As late as , in the key-
board method that can be considered the last gasp of pedagogical
thought untouched by the piano revolution, Türk distinguished be-
tween the practice time advisable for those who are learning to play
for pleasure (a handful of hours per week) and the time necessary for
those wanting to make a career of the keyboard (three to four hours
per day, plus an hour’s lesson).6 During the nineteenth century, that
distinction all but disappeared. Piano methods of the period recom-
mend hours of daily practice to young women destined to be amateur
players. These students are given endless scales and studies to prac-
tice each day before they may begin work on musically interesting
pieces. Their practicing no longer simply reinforces — or undermines
— what they learned in their lessons; instead it turns them into their
own most important audience, because in their hours of daily prac-
ticing they are performing their domestic virtuosity, not even to fam-
ily or suitors, but endlessly to themselves. In the memorable title of
Grete Wehmeyer’s study of Carl Czerny — who was perhaps the most
prolific author of piano studies ever — practicing had become “soli-
tary confinement at the piano.”7

Playing a Machine, Being a Machine
The piano is a machine. Already when it was invented at the begin-
ning of the eighteenth century, it embodied a more complex mecha-
nism than any earlier stringed keyboard instrument. But it was not
until the nineteenth century (which was called the Machine Age even
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at the time) that the ideal of the machine was extended to the way the
piano was played — or more precisely, to the way people were taught
to play it. 

The new ideal is visible in a drawing called “Correct Position of the
Body,” which the Boston publishing firm of Oliver Ditson printed in
the front of several of its piano methods in the s and s (see
Figure ). In this drawing the human subject is dwarfed by the in-
strument: her body is barely as big as one leg of the piano — at a time
when the grandest of pianos was smaller and lighter than a modern
concert grand — and her tiny feet have no hope of reaching the pedals
or the floor. “Correctness” for her consists in making her body con-
form to the machine. She turns her hands into undifferentiated instru-
ments: the rounding of the fingers eliminates the differences in length
among them, and the straightness of the wrists gives the player the
means to apply a uniform pressure through the fingers. Nothing quite
like this hand position can be seen in representations of or instruc-
tions for keyboard playing before the nineteenth century; something
like it has been promoted as “correct” ever since. Likewise, her rigid
posture on a high stool may give her the best possible chance of keep-
ing her bearings in relation to the huge keyboard, but it also absorbs
her into the design of the machine. The piano controls her more than
she can possibly control it.

The idea of piano playing as a machinelike activity appeared in
piano methods from the very beginning of the nineteenth century. 
Jérôme-Joseph de Momigny, in his Première année de leçons de piano-
forte (First year of piano lessons) of –, already speaks of a law
of “economy of movement.”8 By , in a set of “Letters” that Carl
Czerny published to an imaginary young woman named Cecilia who
is learning the piano, the student is told to aspire to mechanistic
ideals of regularity, evenness, and exactness in every aspect of her
playing.

In music, nothing is worse than playing wrong notes.

Strike each key perpendicularly; that is, straight downwards, and
exactly in the middle.

The scales sound well only when they are played in every respect
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with the most exact equality. This equality is three-fold; namely —
First. Equality of strength. . . . Secondly. Equality in point of quick-
ness. . . . Thirdly and lastly. Equality in holding the notes down.

Into the error of accelerating the time, just such young and lively
persons as my dear Miss Cecilia are most apt to fall. . . . For the fin-
gers are little disobedient creatures, if they are not kept well-reined
in; and they are apt to run off like an unbroken colt as soon as they
have gained some degree of fluency.

The same exactitude with which you are obliged to observe the
notes, the marks of transposition, the fingering, and the time, you
must likewise employ with regard to the marks of expression.9

In the guise of describing what is universally “correct” in music,
Czerny prescribes a revolutionary musical aesthetic that is at the
same time a revolutionary method of child rearing. In the name of
perfect evenness — a value hardly mentioned in the musical aesthet-
ics of earlier eras — he requires his student to hold all notes out for
their entire written duration, a practice likewise unprecedented.10

What made his ideology of child rearing equally revolutionary, at
least for a work of musical pedagogy, was not its idea of subjecting
children, like “unbroken colts,” to strict discipline, but its mechani-
cal model of that discipline — the idea that a child could learn by
dint of endless repetition to produce something that was perfectly
uniform.

From this ideology sprang Czerny’s scheme of practicing. Every
day Miss Cecilia, at the tender age of twelve, was to practice three
hours: “only three hours, of which about half an hour shall be appro-
priated to the exercises, as much more to playing over the old pieces,
and the remaining time to the study of new compositions.”11 The ex-
ercises, which needed to be completed first, were to consist of scales
and études. It is no coincidence that this was the great age of étude
writing; the piano études of Cramer, Clementi, Chopin, and Czerny,
all written within a decade or two of Czerny’s Letters to a Young Lady,
are still cornerstones of piano teaching. Even the most musically
significant of these, the Chopin études, rest on the idea of repetition,
teaching the performer to maintain an even touch while carrying a
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given figuration through the most awkward dispositions and dramatic
transformations on the keyboard. The new pedagogy is revealed at its
baldest, however, in sets of evolving finger patterns designed to pro-
mote evenness of touch through sheer repetition; of these, Hummel’s
exercises were among the earliest, and a set called The Virtuoso Pia-
nist by an obscure French provincial teacher, Charles Louis Hanon,
have proved the most enduring.12

Machinelike uniformity was promoted in other ways as well. The
metronome, invented around  as a means of allowing a composer
to set the tempo for a work, was adopted by teachers of the piano 
and other instruments as a device for a very different purpose: teach-
ing students to hold a tempo for the duration of a piece or passage.
Some teachers, like Friedrich Wieck, encouraged the use of finger-
stretching exercises away from the keyboard to strengthen fingers;
others, like Johann Bernhard Logier, invented and promoted the use
of mechanical devices for the same purpose.13 In both cases, the idea
was to strengthen the supposedly weaker fingers to the level of the
stronger ones for a more even touch.

Czerny’s ideology did not represent the unanimous opinion of his
age. One who led the resistance to it was Robert Schumann, whose
hopes for a career as a virtuoso had been ruined by a hand injury per-
haps caused by his use of a finger-strengthening device. In oppo-
sition to Czerny’s approach, Schumann wrote Album for the Young
(), a set of poetic pieces for children to use in learning the pi-
ano, along with his “Rules for the Musical Home and Life.”14 These
publications, taken together, represent an ideology more old-fashioned
than Czerny’s in their return to the notion that learning the keyboard
should be a general education in musicianship. At the same time,
however, they are more progressive in their Romantic insistence that
children should not be drilled to become virtuosos so as to impress
adults, but should play music that would awaken their own, distinctly
childish imaginations. The Album for the Young, enormously success-
ful in itself, has inspired many other poetic children’s pieces for
piano by composers as great as Bartók and Prokofiev.

But Czerny’s ideology of piano pedagogy didn’t lose out to Schu-
mann’s. Rather, an endless jostling between the two ways of thinking
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can be found in the subsequent history of piano teaching. Czerny
proved to be far from the sternest of the drill sergeants. In some nine-
teenth-century method books, for example, the exercises — which
even in Czerny’s scheme occupied just the first sixth of the student’s
practice time — loom so large and burdensome that the few, short-
ened examples of real music (by, say, Mozart or Mendelssohn) are
presented as a mere concession to the student, described in the books
as “Rests from study,” “Recreations,” or “Amusements.”15 Yet jazz
piano teaching in the twentieth century characteristically represents,
like Schumann’s piano pedagogy in the nineteenth, a new form of
eighteenth-century attitudes, especially the attitude that learning the
keyboard should be as much about learning to compose, arrange, and
accompany as about learning to solo.

Girls, Boys, and Pianos
For the most part, in the two centuries since the characters in Pride
and Prejudice discoursed on the piano as a female accomplishment,
learning the piano has been like learning to cook: girls did it as a
matter of course, whereas the relatively few boys who did it got the
jobs and the glory. As a result, learning the piano has been a highly
gender-specific activity, but specific to each gender in a different
way. Czerny, at the very beginning of his Letters to a Young Lady, sets
out to justify piano playing as a female accomplishment, but keeps
acknowledging, seemingly against his will, that it is really a more
complex issue:

You know that pianoforte playing, though suitable to everyone, is
yet more particularly one of the most charming and honorable ac-
complishments for young ladies, and, indeed, for the female sex 
in general. By it we can command, not only for one’s self, but for
many others, a dignified and appropriate amusement; and, where
great progress has been made, we also ensure a degree of distinc-
tion in the world, which is as agreeable to the amateur as to the
professional artist.16

Without acknowledging that it exists, Czerny’s language sets out the
terms of a social problem: boys were trespassing into a female realm
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when they learned to play the piano at all (“though suitable to every-
one”), whereas girls were trespassing into a male realm when they
got too good at it (“where great progress has been made”).

The problem might be said to have begun for a boy when he
opened his method book for the first time and saw that the hands and
body illustrating the “Correct Positions” at the piano were a girl’s —
and this in a time before gender-neutral language, a time when mas-
culine pronouns and male examples were uniformly used to cover
both sexes. Exactly the same problem was created for him when
Czerny addressed his Letters . . . on the Art of Playing the Piano-Forte
to a young woman. For a girl, the problem might have come to a head
when “great progress has been made” and she was told by her teacher
and parents, seconded by an authority like Czerny, that being appre-
ciated as an amateur should be as agreeable to her as being applauded
as a professional. But it could come up much sooner, as early as she
noticed that the models of successful virtuosos placed before her were
all male — or for that matter that the word virtuoso had masculinity in
its root.

Some of this social difficulty might have been avoided if there had
been different systems of instruction for girls and boys, if piano play-
ing had been treated as two different activities. Girls might have
been taught to provide a “dignified and appropriate amusement” for
themselves and their families, boys to thunder away on the public
stage. But even in the mid–nineteenth century, when the social seg-
regation of the sexes was extreme — and was justified by the most 
extreme theories of gender difference — there was a remarkable over-
lap in the ways girls and boys were taught the piano and what they
achieved on it.

The evidence of this overlap lies in the method books that are ad-
dressed principally to girls — whether explicitly or through their il-
lustrations of “Correct Position” — and that proceed to provide the
volumes of exercises that would be totally unnecessary if the student
were being taught just to provide a little accompaniment for singing,
dancing, and other simple “amusement.” It lies in the concert pro-
grams of female seminaries, which show that the students regularly
performed the operatic fantasies and bravura variation sets of Thal-
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berg, Herz, Hünten, Gottschalk, and the other great virtuosos of the
day.17 Most tellingly, it lies in the complaints of teachers like Czerny
who, having taught young women the skills to play such things, pro-
test that before they are ready, they “have the presumption to attempt
Hummel’s concertos or Thalberg’s fantasias!”18 Girls learned the piano
in vastly greater numbers than boys, and many practiced ceaselessly;
whatever piano music boys could play, there were far more girls who
could and did play just as well.

This distribution of success drove Czerny’s complaint: like any
man occupying a position of authority in the piano profession, he re-
lied on artificial gender distinctions to maintain the power of men in
a field that otherwise would soon have been dominated by women. 
At the Paris Conservatory, for instance, separate piano competitions
were held for men and women throughout the nineteenth century,
with different assigned competition pieces each year. One year a
critic complained that the Kalkbrenner concerto, “which requires a
great deal of muscular power,” should have been given to the men
and the Chopin concerto, “in which grace dominates,” to the women,
instead of the other way around.19 But then, a work that was assigned
to the men one year might be assigned to the women the next. What
really mattered was that there should never be a direct comparison
between women and men students, because it was too risky to test
the belief that women couldn’t play like men.

Why, then, would the male teaching profession, eager to maintain
its own power, have taught the two sexes so similarly, given that it was
only going to block any comparison of the results the two achieved?
To some extent, it has to be assumed, girls who studied the piano
must have been inspired by the possibility of playing like the mas-
ters and must have plunged on in their practicing, long past the point
of being able to provide the “dignified and appropriate amusement”
that was expected of them. In many cases, parents of these girls must
have been happy for them to spend hours a day practicing ever more
challenging exercises and pieces, because doing so kept them fruit-
fully occupied, indoors and at a suitably feminine activity. But the
teachers, too, had their motive: there was much more money to be
made teaching girls than boys (because there were so many more girls
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to be taught) and much more remuneration for training virtuosos than
mere amusement-givers (because it took so many more lessons per
pupil). Girls, then, were taught to be virtuosos, even though their pi-
ano teachers might well have found it necessary, as Czerny did, to
warn female students that they were not ready — that they would never
be ready — to play pieces of the very sort that they had been trained
to play.

Even when girls and boys undertook the same course of study at
the piano, they did not necessarily have the same experience of prac-
ticing. For one thing, their bodies might well have responded differ-
ently, even when the demands made on them appeared to be the
same. The stiff posture that was portrayed as the “Correct Position”
in the manuals of the s was not so much a musical necessity as a
social ideal, one that could be inculcated during the hours spent at
the piano. But maintaining this posture for all those hours in the cor-
set that even a young girl at the time wore was not the same as main-
taining it in a boy’s less constricting clothes.

The size of the piano also affected boys and girls differently. In the
eighteenth century the piano had been no bigger than a harpsichord
and often smaller. At the beginning of the nineteenth century, though
— with pedals appearing at floor level, the keyboard expanding in both
directions, and passages in octaves appearing regularly in the newest
repertory — the piano suddenly became, for children who learned it,
a daunting daily reminder of how far they had to go to measure up in
the adult world. Children grow at different rates, and some grow into
the piano earlier than others, but many more girls than boys have felt
that they would never have the instrument — or the part of the reper-
tory created by big-handed men — within their reach. Since the in-
strument itself has been unyielding in size, the pianist’s seat has
been the principal means of helping children, or players of different
sizes generally, adapt to it. The piano stool that changes height when
spun appeared already at the end of the eighteenth century; it can be
considered an important landmark in the ergonomic design of furni-
ture. If anything, it is too well adapted to children, who have always
preferred twirling to practicing.

The same amount of practicing also represented different experi-
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ences for girls and boys in the early nineteenth century because for
girls, but not for boys, practicing might have been the most strenuous
exercise in their day. It was true until well into the nineteenth cen-
tury, as Arthur Loesser writes of the eighteenth, that “the more money
a family had, the less physical work its women were expected to per-
form, even in the home itself.”20 As the twentieth century approached,
piano practicing became increasingly strenuous for girls and boys
alike, as exercises and pieces increasingly tested what pianos built
with iron frames could withstand — remember Yekaterina in Che-
khov’s “Ionych” growing “rosy with the exertion” of performing in her
home. But by then young women were no longer being encouraged to
shun physical activity, so that even Yekaterina’s exertion at the piano
might not have represented the utmost physical effort in her life. The
late-nineteenth-century cult of physical education — gymnastics, cal-
isthenics, and sports — extended to women as well as men, and in 
a Spanish Jesuit educational reformer could recommend a regimen
of sports as healthier for girls than “the prolonged sessions at the
piano, so common in Spanish girls.”21

Thinking of the body as a machine led to attempts to improve its
design. In the s, surgeons began performing an operation on 
pianists in which they severed the tendons between the ring finger
and little finger so that the liberated ring finger would be equal in
movement to the others.22 Evidently mutilation for musical purposes
didn’t end with the castrati. Likewise, treating the body like a ma-
chine has made it break down like a machine. Ever since piano stu-
dents were first set to practicing the piano in machinelike ways, they
have been subject to pain and injury, whether they were girls or boys,
children or adults, small or large, and whatever their general state of
health or fitness. The physical problems have varied from one period
to another according to the demands being put on students by the
pedagogical systems, the muscle-strengthening devices and exercises,
and the performance pressures of the day; the remedies applied to
these problems have changed in response to new general theories
about the care of the body.

In the late nineteenth century, for instance, when gymnastics was
being touted as a cure-all, piano pedagogues devised systems of “hand
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gymnastics” to be performed before practicing, away from the piano,
in order to put the hands and fingers in “a state of perfect develop-
ment and training” and therefore avoid injury and its consequent
“vast waste of time.”23 In the early twentieth century, when psycho-
logical stress came to be considered a prime source of physical pain,
F. Matthias Alexander developed a training system for promoting
“mind-body unity,” and his Alexander Technique has since been
adapted to the particular needs of pianists as well as other perform-
ers.24 At the end of the twentieth century, “performing arts medi-
cine” has developed as a medical specialty parallel to sports med-
icine, in some cases adapting remedies similar to those developed
for injuries caused by repetitive-motion stress in sports and comput-
ing. In piano playing as in sports, the injured often deny their pain
and shun help because the cult of the virtuoso, like that of the ath-
lete, allows no room for the admission of weakness.25 Neither does it
allow room for questioning the system by which virtuosos are trained
or the need for virtuosos altogether.

The Conservatory and the Piano
.  
The idea of a conservatory where aspiring musicians devote years to
learning the skills necessary for a performing career is an old one;
such schools existed in sixteenth-century Italy to train singers. But it
was not until the nineteenth century that the modern conservatory
system took hold, a development that was closely related to the pub-
lic’s growing obsession with virtuoso pianists and the increasing
availability of pianos and piano music. Indeed, European conserva-
tories flourished because of the prevalence of the piano, which in
turn benefited from the enormous popularity of conservatories.

Conservatories in the Nineteenth Century
The Conservatoire National de Musique was the first modern conser-
vatory. Established in Paris in , it was formed by the merger of
the Ecole Royale de Chant and the Institut de Musique, neither of
which had included piano instruction in its curriculum. The original
mandate of the Conservatoire was to direct the music at the fêtes 
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nationales so crucial to revolutionary France. But as these occasions
lost their prominence, the school shifted its focus to musical instruc-
tion, creating a series of textbooks and instrumental methods that be-
came standard throughout France.26 An entirely state-subsidized in-
stitution, the Conservatoire was highly selective and attracted some of
France’s most prominent teachers and students.

Almost from the beginning, the piano asserted an important —
though not always welcome — role in the Conservatoire. Between 
and , director Luigi Cherubini limited the number of piano stu-
dents in an effort to stem the growing tide of virtuoso repertoire and
techniques.27 He did not succeed; piano classes remained central to
the school throughout the nineteenth century. 

Conservatories were founded in central Europe early in the cen-
tury — at Würzburg (), Prague (), Graz (), Vienna (),
and Innsbruck (), among others — but it was the establishment of
the Leipzig Conservatory in  that provided the catalyst for an 
explosion of such institutions in the German-speaking countries. 
Felix Mendelssohn, the first director of the conservatory, established 
a three-year curriculum that became the norm for German schools.
The curriculum balanced theory with practice: all students were ex-
pected to acquire a knowledge of music history and theory as well as
basic keyboard and singing skills, the goal being a well-rounded edu-
cation. Mendelssohn also created the system whereby three to six
students of similar advancement took instrumental lessons together.
The advantages of this system were twofold: students could learn
from their companions, and teachers could earn a higher hourly rate
while still keeping tuition costs low. This “conservatory system” of
teaching piano and other instruments remained the norm until around
the turn of the century, when American schools began to favor pri-
vate lessons.28

The Leipzig Conservatory inspired a host of conservatories that 
by the end of the century were “shooting out of the earth like mush-
rooms.”29 A list of only the most important and long-lived includes
the Stern Conservatory () and the Neue Akademie der Tonkunst
() in Berlin, the Dresden Conservatory (), the Stuttgart Con-
servatory (), the Königliche Musikschule in Munich (), the
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Berlin Hochschule für Musik (), the Weimar Orchesterschule
(), and the Hoch Conservatory in Frankfurt ().

The Leipzig model was phenomenally successful, allowing the
school to grow very large and attract students from around the world.
By , the proportion of foreign students at the Leipzig Conser-
vatory was . percent, with the majority of those coming from 
English-speaking countries.30 Between  and , conservatory
records show that , students from the United States and Canada
attended Mendelssohn’s school. Musical life in the United States was
profoundly influenced by the techniques, repertoire, and tastes ac-
quired at this and other German schools.

Some of these American students founded their own schools when
they returned to the United States. In fact, many conservatories were
launched in the years following the Civil War. Typical of these insti-
tutions was the Oberlin Conservatory, founded in . The first di-
rectors of this school were graduates of the Leipzig Conservatory and
frankly admitted using the German school as a model. Not only did
they adopt its administrative structure and basic curriculum, but they
also used the piano method by Leipzig professor Louis Plaidy and
the music theory text by E. F. Richter (in translation).31

Mendelssohn’s laudable goal had been to provide a balanced edu-
cational experience for all students, but after his death this ideal was
quickly lost.32 In practice, it turned out to be much easier to assess
performance skill than general knowledge. This tendency to focus on
performance was furthered by the lack of rigorous enforcement of
class attendance as well as the tradition of holding public “examina-
tions,” or year-end performances. These concerts, which reached a
total of twenty-one in , showcased the talents of the school’s best
performers and were reviewed in newspapers and music journals.
Small wonder that students neglected their academic work in order
to spend more time practicing in hope of being chosen to play or sing
in one of these prestigious events. In the second half of the nine-
teenth century, the Leipzig Conservatory and the schools modeled
after it became known as virtuoso factories, where, in the words of
Hugo Riemann, one could “stick a farm boy with straight fingers and
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healthy ears in one end, and after a year the finished composer or vir-
tuoso comes out at the other.”33

Piano Instruction in the Conservatories
In this system of instruction, the piano found a natural home. Not
only was it useful for every phase of classroom instruction in music
theory and history, but its solo literature also came to dominate the
instrumental classes. Under the influence of the touring virtuosos
and with the aid of the newly improved piano mechanism, piano stu-
dents had the means and inspiration to play an important role in the
burgeoning conservatory system. In many schools, the piano students
far outnumbered those in other areas. The question of what all these
pianists would do upon graduation was debated throughout the cen-
tury, especially as it became painfully obvious that a student trained
as a virtuoso soloist would not necessarily be a good accompanist or
teacher.34 In the conservatories themselves, the piano proved its use-
fulness not just as the leading object of study, but as the indispensa-
ble adjunct to all other studies.

Though the Leipzig Conservatory remained devoted to only the
most advanced students with professional potential, many schools
expanded their offerings to include lower-division classes for chil-
dren. These preparatory divisions served two functions: they pre-
pared less-advanced students for the entrance requirements of the
conservatory proper, and they offered classes for children who lived
in the city and were still attending school. Both the Dresden and Stutt-
gart conservatories had large preparatory divisions, and in fact the
students of the Dilettantenschule at the Stuttgart Conservatory out-
numbered the students in the Künstlerschule by ratios of two or three
to one throughout the nineteenth century. These lower divisions not
only swelled the number of piano students; they also reinforced the
notion of the piano as the quintessential instrument for amateur
music making in the home.

The role of female students in the conservatories was significant.
At many conservatories, they outnumbered their male counterparts.
Further, because women were not yet accepted as members of pro-
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fessional orchestras, piano and voice were the overwhelming fav-
orites of female students until the last decades of the century. A typ-
ical distribution of the student body is found in the records of the
Hoch Conservatory for –. During that year, there were 
female students and  males. Of the young women, seventy-three
studied piano, fifty-eight studied voice, while among the other seven
were two violinists, one organist, three students of counterpoint, and
a lone aspiring composer.35 In some respects conservatories might go
out of their way to accommodate their female students. The New
England Conservatory even offered them lodging in a dormitory — “a
safe and inviting home for Lady Pupils,” as an advertisement of 
described it. Conservatory faculties, however, were typically made
up almost exclusively of men.

All these students needed a piano and a place to practice. In Ger-
many, nineteenth-century conservatories did not provide practice fa-
cilities; students were responsible for their own pianos. Finding ap-
propriate lodgings and a good piano proved to be one of the principal
headaches of being a music student. The American piano student
Amy Fay was forced to change apartments in Berlin when her neigh-
bors lost patience with her practicing in the fall of . When she
studied in Weimar with Franz Liszt for a summer, she could not find
a piano “for love or money” and was forced to have one shipped from
Leipzig.36 City governments passed ordinances limiting the hours
when one could practice piano. In  a case came to court in Bam-
berg involving a young woman who played the same three pieces 
by an open window from : .. to : .. The neighbors called
the police and she was taken to court, where the judge found in favor
of the long-suffering residents. Testimony in the trial included ear-
witness accounts of her limited repertoire, her “awful” [ furchtbar]
playing, and the acoustical properties of the street where she lived.37

The origin of the practice room has not been fully explored. Though
there are occasional references to simultaneous practicing by nu-
merous students in the same room, this unproductive practice was
obsolete by the early nineteenth century. Individual practice rooms
seem to have appeared first in rural schools, where land and building
costs were somewhat lower. The  catalog of Dana’s Musical In-
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stitute in Warren, Ohio, calls special attention to this feature of the
facilities, leaving the reader with the impression that practice rooms
were still a novelty at this time:

Upon laying this catalogue aside, let it not be with the impression
that you have a knowledge of a “Conservatory of Music,” where
students rent a piano and practice to suit themselves, and take
one or two lessons a week; but a “Musical Institute,” consisting of
a building containing a large number of rooms, each furnished
with an instrument where students practice or study. . . . The stu-
dents of this school have    , the build-
ing being furnished with instruments enough to accommodate
about one hundred pupils. For every four students that enter the
school, it requires two new instruments, which are procured direct
from the manufactory. During the summer vacation all instru-
ments out of order are sent to the manufacturers for repairs, being
kept in tune during the school year by a competent workman.38

In the later nineteenth century, silent keyboards such as the Virgil
Practice Clavier made it possible for schools to provide a cheaper 
alternative to actual pianos and also to avoid the cost of individ-
ual practice rooms. By the late twentieth century, students’ dormi-
tory rooms at the Sibelius Academy in Helsinki came with pianos in
them. Undoubtedly all this piano practicing fueled the market for pi-
anos. Whether conservatories or their students provided the instru-
ments, makers enjoyed a constant demand so long as the piano re-
mained the most popular instrument for conservatory students.

Among the thousands of piano teachers at conservatories large and
small, the most famous were able to create what amounted to a pri-
vate studio within the conservatory. Teachers like Antoine-François
Marmontel at Paris, Theodor Leschetizky at Vienna, and Clara Schu-
mann at Frankfurt attracted students who had little interest in the
conservatory’s general curriculum but sought only to study with the
internationally famous teacher. This led to the common practice of
hiring assistant teachers who were well versed in the master teach-
er’s methods and who taught all but the most talented of new pupils
until they were ready to “graduate” to the master teacher. Schumann
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taught at the Hoch Conservatory from  to , and by the early
s the school had also hired her two daughters, Marie and Euge-
nie, as piano teachers. Nearly everyone who enrolled as a piano stu-
dent at this institution studied with one of the daughters for a few 
semesters before being admitted to the mother’s class. That these two
were merely teaching assistants is supported by the fact that they
both left when their mother retired.39 Not surprisingly, it was the
master teachers — operating virtually as independent teachers within
the conservatory — who produced the most distinguished students.
The fame of artists like Paderewski, Essipova, Gabrilowitsch, Schna-
bel, and Vengerova certainly added to the prestige of the Vienna
Conservatory, but their success was likely due more to their studies
with Leschetizky than to any classes they may have taken at the con-
servatory.

In addition to prominent master teachers, the conservatory system
spawned methods or schools of instruction, the most famous of which
was that of the Stuttgart Conservatory. The cofounders of this school,
Sigmund Lebert (–) and Ludwig Stark (–), created a
system of instruction that not only became the standard at their
school but also was used throughout Europe and America. This ex-
tremely successful method required students to hold the wrist and
arm absolutely still and rely exclusively on finger strength. Lebert
and Stark advocated learning a new piece by playing very slowly,
forte throughout, with high fingers. This method produced the initial
impression of finger strength and independence, but in the long run
it produced arm tension and stiffness in the joints, due to the in-
ability of the fingers alone to cope effectively with the heavy action 
of the modern piano. The resulting sound was harsh and discon-
nected, owing to the relentless vertical pounding of the fingers. Many
a pianist was ruined by this method, and after the death of both its
authors in , attendance at the conservatory declined precipi-
tously.40

Critics of the Conservatories
The popularity of the Stuttgart method illustrates the principal weak-
ness of the conservatories — a tendency to emphasize drill and uni-
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formity at the expense of imagination and individuality. The preva-
lent atmosphere at the conservatories was described by Fay in a let-
ter to her sister.

I don’t know that there is much to be told about conservatories 
of which you are not aware. The one in Stuttgart is considered 
the best; and there the pupils are put through a regular graded
method, beginning with learning to hold the hand, and with the
simplest five-finger exercises. There are certain things, studies,
etc., which all the scholars have to learn. That was also the case 
in Tausig’s conservatory. First we had to go through Cramer, then
through the Gradus ad Parnassum, then through Moscheles, then
Chopin, Henselt, Liszt and Rubinstein. I haven’t got farther 
than Chopin, myself, but when I went to Kullak I studied Czerny’s
School of Virtuosen a whole year, which is the book he “swears
by.” I’m going on with them this winter. It takes years to pass
through them all, but when you have finished them, you are an
artist. . . . However, I suppose it comes to the same thing in the end
if one studies Bach, Czerny, or Gradus, only you must keep at one
of them all the while. The grand thing is to have each of your five
fingers go “dum, dum,” an equal number of times, which is the
principle of all three!41

Dumb, dumb indeed. The mind-numbing repetition of this sort of
practicing produced generations of pianists whose fingers could sur-
mount incredible difficulties but whose hearts had been closed to the
beauties of music. The rigorous curricula that required all but the
most talented students to play exactly the same pieces in the same
order limited the standard repertoire and discouraged interest in new
music. Perhaps most damaging was the notion that completing a book
of exercises would make one an “artist.” 

Liszt, the preeminent virtuoso of the century, was vitally inter-
ested in the education of young pianists. As a young man he had
taught in the Geneva Conservatory for a year, but by his later years
he had become a strong opponent of the piano teaching that took
place in most conservatories. During his master classes in Weimar,
Liszt used the word “conservatory” as a pejorative to decry anything
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he considered rigid or unimaginative. He jestingly referred to the
students who briefly attended his classes between semesters at the
conservatories as Konservatoriumsvögel [conservatory birds]. On sev-
eral occasions he entertained his students with parodies of Clara
Schumann, Ignaz Moscheles, and other well-known conservatory teach-
ers. When a student played too mechanically during one master class,
Liszt suggested that she probably came from a very stiff conservatory
or from a little village this side of it. (Paradoxically, when another
student “emoted” too much, he said, “in Leipzig, or Frankfurt, or Co-
logne, or Berlin at the ‘great conservatories,’ there you will make a
success with that. One can say to you as to Ophelia: ‘get thee to a
nunnery,’ get thee to a conservatory.”) In his own teaching, Liszt con-
centrated exclusively on interpretation, believing that technical
training was the duty of the conservatories. Although he recognized
the value of technical discipline, he warned against the lack of art-
istry inherent in finger gymnastics.42

For the rest of the century, critics attacked the conservatory sys-
tem, echoing Liszt’s frustration with the rigidity and conservatism of
these institutions. Musicologist Hugo Riemann, who had firsthand
experience as both a student and a teacher in several conservatories,
provided a harrowing picture of the life of a piano teacher in :

Have you, dear reader, ever taken a look behind the scenes of a
conservatory? Do you know what it means to make music all day,
or even more to hear music all day? . . . Look at this well-preserved
man, who is in no condition to keep his chin from sinking to his
chest and whose eyelids close, even while a talented girl performs
one of the most beautiful spots of the Beethoven G-major concerto.
The poor thing is hearing the concerto perhaps for the thousandth
time and has already heard six concertos and about a dozen so-
natas today. He sat in the same seat at the piano four hours this
morning and another two this afternoon. The profession of music
teacher and especially of conservatory teacher is a strenuous and
quickly exhausting one.43

In his discussion of professional music training for the German
encyclopedia Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, Christoph Rich-
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ter refers to “The Age of the Conservatories” as a period that ended
in the early twentieth century. Since then, despite the continued
prominence of a handful of leading conservatories like the Juilliard
School, the trend has been toward more integrated musical educa-
tion. In Germany the hundreds of private conservatories have been
replaced by a system of state-financed Musikhochschulen with more
government control and uniformity of programs, as has always been
the case in France. In the United States, music departments in col-
leges and universities have become increasingly prominent in train-
ing professional musicians, aided by national governing bodies such
as the National Association of Schools of Music. A few nineteenth-
century conservatories have become affiliated with colleges and uni-
versities (Ithaca, Oberlin, and Cincinnati are examples), thereby main-
taining a connection to their past status as conservatories while adding
the cachet of a college education.

But the conservatories left a powerful mark on the world of the
piano. They trained countless piano students — most of them ama-
teurs but a few professionals — instilling in them and in subsequent
generations of students certain basic assumptions about the piano
and piano teaching that persist to the present day. First, these schools
inadvertently encouraged virtuosity as an end in itself, an idea that
was in line with concurrent trends in the piano repertoire. The virtu-
oso works of Liszt, Chopin, and their contemporaries necessitated
new methods of teaching the instrument, which in turn encouraged
the composition of works with even more demands for virtuoso tech-
nique. Second, they introduced a rigorous, systematic approach to
learning the instrument, which has continued to be the ideal for many
piano teachers. Perhaps more than any other instrument, the piano
has inspired analytical thinking about technique and pedagogy. Third,
they identified a large body of music as “standard repertoire” (works
that every pianist should know), thereby perpetuating the notion of a
musical canon. This canon, while incorporating many of the master-
works of Western music, has the drawback of limiting the spread of
new and unfamiliar works. Along with the canon has come the per-
ception of the great composer as a hero of almost religious stature.44

Finally, the conservatories supported the mystique of the piano as
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the unparalleled vehicle not only for virtuosity but also for home
music making, contributing to the growth in sales of pianos and pi-
ano music. Despite its weaknesses, the conservatory was inextricably
linked to the piano; in their intimate dance through the nineteenth
century, it is impossible to imagine one without the other.

A Gallery of Teachers and Students
The Female Piano Teacher in Antebellum America
  
In her  novel Amelia; or, A Young Lady’s Vicissitudes, the domes-
tic writer Eliza Leslie tells of a heroic young woman, who after suf-
fering the loss of her beloved adoptive mother, finds herself barred
from an inheritance by her late guardian’s greedy and unscrupulous
sister, cast out nearly penniless from her childhood home, and spurned
by her socially aspiring suitor who, while continuing to worship her
privately, disdains marrying a woman bereft of rank. Reduced to mak-
ing her way on her own, Amelia resolves to earn money by teaching
the piano.45

As the leading symbol of middle-class domestic life, the piano of-
fered antebellum women the ideal means for bringing in money with-
out surrendering their social standing. Under the mandate of sepa-
rate spheres, a middle-class woman who abandoned her domestic
role to work for a living placed her reputation at stake, laying herself
open to isolation and the threat of deepening poverty. But there was
little danger of rigid censure in taking on piano pupils. A woman’s
decision to teach music for pay mostly passed as a harmless adjust-
ment in prescribed social mores.

One reason piano teaching largely eluded middle-class guidelines
for female behavior is that women who taught the piano nearly al-
ways worked in a family setting, an arrangement which blurred the
distinction between genteel amateur music practice and the willful
pursuit of pecuniary gain. If a woman had a home of her own, she
might offer lessons without ever leaving her family parlor. Some teach-
ers visited their pupils’ homes, lending the enterprise an innocent air
of female social ritual. A single woman had the option of teaching in
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a surrogate family by becoming a governess with girls in her charge.
Many more found positions as piano instructors in female academies,
where the daily routine, for both faculty and students, normally fol-
lowed a family regimen.

Women who gave lessons on their own aimed for discretion in so-
liciting pupils, attentive to the prevailing standards of female de-
corum. Some forfeited modesty slightly by placing advertisements 
in their local newspapers, as often as not, withholding their names.
“-    , by a Lady,” read one
such notice, in a Philadelphia journal from .46 But most female
teachers preferred to seek pupils privately through networks of fam-
ily relations, neighbors, and friends. Elizabeth Lomax, a widow who
taught the harp and piano in the District of Columbia in the s,
drew her pupils from a circle of acquaintances that included her late
husband’s government connections. “Mr. Latham, a member of Con-
gress from California, called to see me today to ask if I would consent
to give his wife lessons on the harp,” she wrote in her diary in Sep-
tember . “I assented to his request,” she went on to say, as if in
bartering her talent for pay she were granting a social favor.47

Some women combined teaching with other musical employ-
ment appropriate to their sex, forming a genteel career out of music.
Churches often hired female organists, and many women who taught
the piano during the week found additional income on Sundays this
way. Some of the most successful female musicians came from promi-
nent musical families, having benefited early from parental encour-
agement and the support of other established musicians. Faustina
Hasse Hodges was the daughter of the musical director for Sydney
College, at Cambridge. In , at age eighteen, she followed her fa-
ther to New York, where he had taken a post as organist for Trinity
parish. She began teaching harp and piano at Emma Willard’s re-
nowned Troy Female Seminary, near Albany, in , and stayed there
three years, choosing eventually to teach on her own, while also as-
suming her father’s vocation as a church organist and choir director.
Miss Hodges remained single throughout her life and earned a re-
spectable living in music by teaching and performing, as well as com-
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posing parlor music and sacred songs.48 But women who followed a
similar path formed only a small minority among those who taught
the piano at some point in life. Most women looked on music teach-
ing as a temporary measure, not as a lifelong means of support.

One of the attractions young women found in taking a post at a 
female academy was the chance to enjoy a period of independence
away from home without putting their marital prospects at risk. Nearly
all women who taught the piano in female academies were single,
and many traveled great distances in order to teach. “I am about to
leave home for a sojourn in the Cherokee Nation,” a female sub-
scriber wrote to the editor of the New York Musical World and Times
in . “I go partly as a Teacher of Music in the native Female Acad-
emy.”49

Frequently, women turned to piano teaching following a financial
reverse in their families. “There is a young lady spending the winter
here that I am much pleased with,” a Connecticut woman confided in
a letter to a New York acquaintance. “She is the daughter of an En-
glish gentleman that failures and misfortunes have driven to Amer-
ica.” Once in this country, the young foreigner had staved off distress
by offering lessons on the piano. “She has as many scholars as she
can attend to,” her friend noted proudly, “and, as her manner of teach-
ing is much approved, I think she will probably continue a year in
this place.”50 Music teaching also offered a practical expedient to
widows and older women with families. A woman might take on pi-
ano pupils, for instance, to tide her family through difficult times if
her husband suddenly lost his income.

Women who studied the piano early in life seldom did so as prep-
aration to teach music for pay. Piano lessons were exceptionally 
expensive, and most parents well-off enough to afford them could
presume that their daughters would never have reason to work. If a
woman left home with no means of support, she might invest what
she had in learning to play, with the hope of eventually taking on
pupils and bringing in extra money that way. But in many more cases,
those who taught the piano simply put to good use a skill they had
acquired as an embellishment to their schooling in more prosperous
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times. Mrs. Lomax, the Washington widow, played the harp and gui-
tar as well as the piano years before she began to give lessons. She
was “all grace and accomplishments,” a source who had known her
in the s recalled.51

Since anyone able to attract a few pupils could decide to teach
music, there were female piano teachers at all levels of skill. Millie
Gray, a Virginia teacher, was obviously ill prepared for the job she
took on. “I felt very seriously the inconvenience of not hearing,” she
complained in her diary a year before purchasing her piano in order
to teach. “I think my deafness has increased very much lately.”52

Other female piano teachers were exceptionally talented. Girls who
attended the Pittsfield Seminary for Young Ladies in  were fortu-
nate in receiving their lessons from Eliza Hewitt and her daughter,
Sophia. Although Sophia was only twenty-four at the time, her cred-
its already included several years’ service as organist for Boston’s
much acclaimed Handel and Haydn Society, and a respectable fol-
lowing as a concert pianist.53 But whatever their grade of musical 
accomplishment, all female piano teachers negotiated the dominant
principles governing female middle-class social conduct.

As Eliza Leslie’s novel proceeds, Amelia never actually teaches
the piano. Instead, she is wed to a young military officer from a well-
to-do family and becomes the envy of all who have previously snubbed
her. At the next social gathering, ornamented in diamonds, she takes
her place at the keyboard and charms the company with her superior
skills. Amelia’s good fortune restores the boundary between genteel
amateur music practice and working for profit that sudden necessity
had briefly obscured, making clear Leslie’s view that the dignity a
woman preserves in teaching the piano still falls short of the honor
she gains by not working at all. The middle-class doctrine of sep-
arate spheres did not invite women to market their talents for pay,
but other contingencies frequently did. As piano teachers, countless
women in antebellum America made the best of opposing goals, earn-
ing an income through music while maintaining allegiance to an
ideal that promised lasting security and social standing.
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Master Teacher, Master Class: Theodor Leschetizky
 
In a golden age of piano virtuosos, Theodor Leschetizky (–)
— Teodor Leszetycki in Polish — was the virtuoso teacher of virtu-
osos. Himself a pupil of Beethoven’s student Carl Czerny, he moved
from Vienna to St. Petersburg, where he became head of the piano
department at the Conservatory in . Soon thereafter, however, 
in , he moved back to Vienna, where his villa became the head-
quarters of a piano-teaching operation, connected only nominally to
the Vienna Conservatory, that took in hundreds of promising piano
students and set them on the road to a career. Among these students
were some of the greatest performers of the day, including Anna Es-
sipova (one of a string of pupils whom Leschetizky married), Ignacy
Paderewski, Ignacy Friedman, and Artur Schnabel. Remarkably, none
of these musicians were musical factory products; all were distinc-
tive artists.

Leschetizky’s success as a teacher seems to have rested on contra-
dictions. On one hand, he claimed to have no method, and according
to Schnabel “he never spoke, at least I never heard him speak, of
technique.”54 Yet students from around the world flocked to Vienna to
learn “the Leschetizky method” from him. In fact several of the women
who served as “preparers” of new students for the master (teaching
them for their first year or so in the studio) issued books on the “Le-
schetizky method” bearing Leschetizky’s endorsement; one of these
was even filled with photographs of his hand playing various chords.55

Accounts suggest that he taught the high-finger technique that was
common in the period, yet what Paderewski and others claimed was
most important to him was a singing tone — something hardly to be ob-
tained from a high-finger technique.

In the end, Leschetizky’s success may have derived in large part
from his ability to size up students and help them develop their own
particular gifts. Paderewski and Schnabel, for instance, presented
utterly different challenges to him. Paderewski arrived at Lesche-
tizky’s door when he was twenty-four and already making a name as
a composer; Schnabel came to study when he was nine. Leschetizky
told Paderewski that it was too late to become a virtuoso because, al-
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though he had great musical gifts, he could not hope at his age to
teach his fingers the discipline they needed. (To his credit, Paderew-
ski took this verdict as a test, with the result that he later claimed, “I
really learned from Leschetizky how to work.”)56 Schnabel, on the
other hand, impressed Leschetizky as someone who would never be-
come a pianist — that is, a virtuoso — because he was too much of a
musician; he was allowed to develop very much on his own.

As important to Leschetizky’s students as their individual lessons,
apparently, was the experience of his regular master classes. The dif-
ferences between Paderewski’s and Schnabel’s accounts of those
classes raise more questions about the secrets of his teaching. To
some extent the differences might be explained by the fact that Pa-
derewski took part in the classes in the s and Schnabel in the
s; that Leschetizky, apparently out of consideration for Paderew-
ski’s late start, never asked him to perform in them, whereas Schna-
bel regularly did; or that Schnabel’s account forms part of a tribute
he wrote for Leschetizky’s eightieth birthday, while Paderewski was
writing decades after Leschetizky’s death. Paderewski’s account is as
follows:

Once a week there was a large gathering of his most advanced
pupils who enjoyed private lessons with him, and they played be-
fore all the students. It was really a kind of concert but was gener-
ally spoken of as the “class.” This “class” was greatly dreaded by
the pupils as the standard of playing was very high and Lesche-
tizky sat at the piano ready to pour out his wrath and fury upon
any pupil who failed to measure up to this high standard of his. He
showed no mercy. . . . He was kind, good and really very generous
at heart. But as a teacher he was implacable.57

And here is Schnabel’s:

All the students have to be there, and some guests are invited too:
patrons of the arts, critics, foreign artists just arrived in Vienna,
always an intellectually eminent audience. Several students per-
form. Leschetizky sits beside them at the second piano, on which
he himself always plays the orchestra part and corrects midway
through the piece, showing with the liveliest directness how the
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passage being criticized should sound, how it must sound. Each of
the students in attendance derives the greatest profit from this, as
he develops an ever more intense wish — an ever growing ambition
— to be able to feel it and play it the same way. Leschetizky is 
forever emphasizing that the student should not be capable of
playing anything at all, even the slightest finger-exercise, even the
stringing together of a few notes, without taste, expression, and
beautiful tone. Technique, special effects, passagework as a goal
in itself — it’s all to be spurned. So is training for any of that. Re-
spect for and joy in the work, in beautiful sound, from the first mo-
ment of studying a piece — that’s the path to which he introduces
one.58

In view of Leschetizky’s apparent gift for letting students develop
in their own ways, what is most puzzling about these accounts is not
their difference but their one point of agreement: that he was imperi-
ous in imposing his interpretive will on any student who performed
in his master class. More than a century later, the question of how
Leschetizky taught is far more complex and baffling than whether or
not he had a “method.”

Edward Kennedy “Duke” Ellington, Piano Student
 
Like many American families at the turn of the century, Duke Elling-
ton’s parents owned a piano. His father, James Edward, or “J. E.,”
played by ear such popular songs as “Smiles” and “It’s a Long Way
to Tipperary” as well as operatic arias. When friends gathered at his
home, J. E. would lead them in songs like “Sweet Adeline.” Appar-
ently he made up the arrangements, hummed the individual parts,
and conducted from the piano.59 Ellington’s mother, Daisy Kennedy
Ellington, had received some musical training and could read mu-
sic. She preferred “pretty things” like C. S. Morrison’s “Meditation”
() and pieces by Carrie Jacobs Bond. The four-year-old Edward
is said to have wept at his mother’s rendition of “The Rosary” by
Ethelbert Nevin. Daisy also liked to play hymns and even ragtime,
but she disapproved of the blues.
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Ellington’s first brush with formal music instruction came when he
was about seven years old. His mother decided it was time for piano
lessons after he hurt himself playing baseball. His teacher was Mari-
etta (Mrs. M. Harvey) Clinkscales, who introduced the boy to the ba-
sics of keyboard technique, hand position, and theory. It is not known
how far he advanced; he apparently missed more lessons than he
took. At one of Mrs. Clinkscales’s pupil recitals in a local church, he
was required to play the bass part while his teacher played the treble
because he was the one student who had not mastered his piece.

Starting around , years after his instruction from Mrs. Clink-
scales, Ellington took a growing interest in music. As a black high-
school student he could have pursued training at the Washington
Conservatory or with private teachers. But such instruction could not
help him learn what he wanted to play: ragtime, popular songs, and
dance music. The best way he could master these idioms was to lis-
ten carefully to other musicians, practice what he remembered, then
entertain at parties and dances for on-the-job experience. His later
accounts emphasize how he was dazzled by the musicians he heard:
“Those ragtime pianists sounded so good to me! And they looked so
good! Particularly when they flashed their left hands.” Occasionally
Ellington also acknowledged the work he did to learn their art: “I
could see that the ragtime pianists employed more affected fingering
than the concert pianists and that attracted me very much. I hit that
fingering very hard and somehow it seemed to come natural to me.”
A neighbor recalled how Ellington used to practice at night: “Two or
three hours of plunking the same chord or a few notes running away
from it got to be pretty wearisome.”60

As an aspiring popular pianist who spurned formal instruction and
made little use of written and recorded sources, Ellington had to de-
velop keen ears and a retentive memory. He later reported that he
learned to pick songs up quickly by ear when he accompanied con-
testants in talent shows, “not knowing in advance what song they had
chosen.”61 And he developed his skills by listening to other pianists:
“I used to spend nights listening to Doc Perry, Louis Brown, Louis
Thomas — they were the schooled musicians, they’d been to the con-
servatory. And I listened to the unschooled, to Lester Dishman, Sticky
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Mack. There was a fusion of the two right where I was standing, lean-
ing over the piano with both my ears twenty feet high.”62

Ellington admired Oliver “Doc” Perry, one of the most popular
black bandleaders in Washington. Besides being a “schooled” pi-
anist with a “soft . . . touch,” he could play the “classics,” read the
latest popular songs and show tunes from sheet music, and improvise
on almost anything. He in turn took an interest in the young Elling-
ton, and in time Ellington began visiting him at his home on U
Street, where the older man generously shared his knowledge. Later
Ellington recalled these sessions with gratitude: Perry “was absolutely
the most perfect combination of assets I could have encountered at
that time. He first taught me what I called a system of reading the
lead and recognizing the chords, so that I could have a choice in the
development of my ornamentation. He was my piano parent and noth-
ing was too good for me to try.”63 Ellington filled in for Perry at Wed-
nesday afternoon dances when the latter had to play for dinner at the
Ebbitt House, a fashionable downtown hotel. Perry helped Ellington
develop not just musical skills but also a professional attitude toward
performing. By the time he left high school in , Ellington had ab-
sorbed important lessons about music making, acquired a reputation
around Washington as a piano player, and begun to think of pursuing
music as a career.

How Ruth Crawford Became an “American Woman Pianist”
 

Almost before we realized it the native-born, and in some instances,
native-trained, pianist arose in our midst, and we discovered the
American woman pianist.

— Harriette Brower, 

In , when she was twelve years old, Ruth Crawford began taking
piano lessons at the School of Musical Art in Jacksonville, Florida;
she began giving them as well a mere five years later. The school’s di-
rector, Bertha Foster, had invested in her from the start. After Craw-
ford’s father died in , Foster waived her weekly $. fee for les-
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sons; in June , upon Crawford’s graduation from high school,
Foster admitted her to a ten-week music-teacher training course.

As an occupation, music teaching made good sense. The field’s
enormous growth offered new opportunities to women, who were work-
ing outside the home in greater numbers than ever before. Music 
as an “accomplishment” — for centuries a staple of conventional fe-
male education — sheltered women from any hint of impropriety as
they dealt with new economic realities. “Music teacher” — an um-
brella term that could cover the lady around the corner who gave les-
sons in her home to the teacher with her own studio — was one thing;
“musician” was another. When the census distinguished between
them, the distribution clarified the differences between private and
public space: the great majority of “musicians” out in the world, on
stage as performers, in print as composers, in jobs at conservatories,
were men. Female musicians clustered around the lower-status, lower-
paying rungs of the professional ladder. Part-time teachers, traveling
to pupils’ homes or receiving them in their own, had not moved so far
from the Victorian parlor. No matter. Women poured into a profession
whose supply and demand they controlled.64

In  Foster had assigned Crawford the best piano teacher in
her school, Madame Valborg Collett, a Norwegian émigré whose cre-
dentials included lessons with Agathe Backer-Grøndahl and study 
at the Leipzig Conservatory. She enters Crawford’s diary with Ruth’s
account of “My First Piano Lesson.”

October , : Well, we began about :, no :. We took
Loeschorn [sic] premiere, et thrashed him out till the poor fellow
was weary until I got it right, and she said, “Good, that’s it.” Hard
worked-for, but mighty delightful when you do get it! During the
thrashing, she said I played like a baby, that her pupils did not
play like babies, they played like little artists, which hurt my feel-
ings a bit. I am not saying I did not need & deserve this criticism:
I am only saying it hurt my feelings a bit, as I think it would any-
one’s. And I do not feel mad at her, at all.

Crawford turned her humiliation inward. “I remember I wished on
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the way home, that somehow I could lose consciousness — die or
something, to forget the responsibility of having to practise as Mme.
Collett had told me to.”

But other honesties surfaced in stories she wrote about her musi-
cal coming of age. Crawford renamed herself “Mary Marshall” and
Madame Collett, “Madame Zielinsky,” who was caricatured as the
epitome of a snobbish European musician. “From her height of for-
eign superiority” she pours a torrent of high-toned invective on the
head of poor little Miss Marshall: “You have no understanding! no
knowletch of piano-blaying! You blay like a baby! Ach!” The woman,
whom an adult Crawford would later call “much beloved and much-
feared,” shrank through narrative into a vaudeville routine.

Madame Collett replaced what she labeled “trash, bash, mush”
with such repertory as Mendelssohn’s “Songs without Words,” études
by Moscheles and Heller, an unidentified Beethoven sonata, Brahms
waltzes, and Chopin preludes, with his Variations Brillantes in B-flat
Major, Op. , serving as Crawford’s big showpiece. On June ,
, she played it at the annual recital of the School of Musical Art.

“Am scared of recital. . . . I do not know my piece very well,” Craw-
ford worried two days earlier. But at Duval Theater, decorated with
thousands of shasta daisies and filled with a “large and most enthusi-
astic audience,” success was hers: “Recital over. Everyone says I did
splendid. I did not tremble a bit but controlled myself. Almost forgot
the audience.” A few months later Crawford idealized the moment in
another story: “Mary forgot the audience — the lights — everything —
absorbed in putting her whole soul and heart into the music. Melody,
each note like a pearl, so perfect and so beautiful. The audience 
was entranced. It listened as one in a dream.” The more music em-
powered her in real life, the more Ruth Crawford polished herself 
in print, defining herself through musical performance and literary
composition.

Crawford was hardly alone. The “American woman pianist” was
coming into focus in the early twentieth century both through achieve-
ments of actual performers and the cultural discourse surrounding
them. Following the trail blazed by Teresa Carreño, pianists such as
Augusta Cottlow, Olga Samaroff, and Fanny Bloomfield-Zeisler be-
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came role models for the rank and file. Crawford’s mother, Clara, 
proclaimed Cottlow her ideal — a “beautiful finished American lady
artist, charming to watch . . . American trained. Nothing bohemian
about her . . . I would be proud to have you like her,” she told her
daughter.

Women like Clara and Ruth formed a national constituency for
magazines like Musical America and Etude, which poured out reams
of feature articles about and for women in music. This literature
touched on identity (the process of finding a “voice”), professional-
ization (the socioeconomic choice of occupation), and aesthetics (the
relationship between gender and musical performance or composi-
tion).

October , : “Etude came today,” Ruth Crawford wrote in 
her diary. “Read it all morning.” Like many other young aspiring fe-
male artists, she needed Etude to open a window into the world of
art. She became engrossed by the November  issue devoted to
“women’s work in music,” with articles by the noted composer Amy
Beach on “the girl who wants to compose,” the great singer Ernestine
Schumann-Heink on “the mother’s part in musical training of the
child,” the progressive educator Frances Clarke on “music as a vo-
cation for women,” and, for the young American woman pianist, an
unsigned article titled “Small Hands and Their Extraordinary Possi-
bilities.” When years later she laughed at a woman reading Etude in
New York, she was attempting to transcend the provincial feminine
in her past. “I didn’t know anybody outside of Squeehonk read that!”
she said.

Crawford slowly made her way into the musical life of Jackson-
ville. She played at the Woman’s Club, the YWCA, the Jacksonville
Tourist Club, and perhaps at the important Ladies Friday Musicale,
where Madame Collett “praised me up,” she wrote. At church lunches
for soldiers stationed at the port city during the war, Crawford was
“playing piano part time and helping to serve part time.”

In  Crawford took a decisive step to widen her musical hori-
zons. She arranged to leave for one year’s study with a famous pi-
anist. Europe was out of the question; Mrs. Crawford had read Amy
Fay’s Music Study in Germany. She disapproved of “how lessons were
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given over there. . . . Mrs. Taylor told me all big foreign musicians
are what we would call immoral. . . . No daughter of mine with my
consent would ever leave our shores for music.”

Instead, Crawford left for the shores of Lake Michigan to take the
one-year teacher’s certificate program offered by the American Con-
servatory of Music in Chicago. On September , , she boarded a
train for the thirty-six-hour ride north. The Florida Times-Union took
note of her departure the next day in a fancy alliteration: “Miss Ruth
Crawford will Perfect herself in Piano Studies under Pedagogue.”
How eagerly Clara Crawford anticipated her daughter’s triumphant
return. Then Crawford could list her conservatory certificate and “pu-
pil of” on her business cards and start her own piano studio as that
early-twentieth-century model of success and independence — the
American woman pianist.

Excerpts from “Mother and Music” ()
 ,    
But from the beginning I got nowhere with notes. A key you can
press, but a note? A key exists, here, right here, black or white, but
not the note, the note’s on the staff (on which one?). And besides
that, you hear a key — but not a note. The key exists; the note doesn’t.
And why have the note when the key is there? I didn’t understand
any of it until I had seen — atop a greeting card given me by Avgusta
Ivanovna as a Glückwunsch for mother — sitting atop the line of notes,
not notes — but little sparrows! Then I understood that notes live on
branches, each on its very own, and they jump from there down onto
keys, each to its very own. And then—it makes a sound. Some of them,
the ones that come late (like the little girl Katya out of Evening’s Re-
pose: a train waves goodbye as it’s leaving, and the tardy Katya and
her nurse — are crying . . . ) — the ones that come late, I mean, live up
above the branches, on some kind of aerial branches, but still they
too jump down (and not always on the right place, then it’s a mis-
take). When I stop playing, the notes go back to their branches, and
just like birds they sleep, and also like birds they never fall off. My
birds fell, nonetheless, twenty-five years later — even leapt off:
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All the notes leapt from the page,
All the secrets from my lips . . .

But even though I quickly started to read notes easily (better than
faces, where for oh, so long, I read only what was best!) — I could
never love them. Notes — got in my way: they kept me from seeing, or
kept me really from not-seeing the keyboard, they knocked me off
the melody, off of knowing, off the mystery, the way you’re knocked
off your feet — they knocked me off my hands, kept my hands from
knowing their own way, they crept in like an outsider, that “eternal
third-party in love” from my poem (that no one understood, because
of its simplicity, or my complexity) — and I never played as confi-
dently as when I played by heart. . . .

But the keyboard — I loved: for its blackness and its whiteness
(with the barest hint of yellow!), for its blackness so obvious, for its
whiteness (with the barest hint of yellow!) so secretly sorrowful; for
the wideness of some, and the narrowness (they’re offended!) of oth-
ers; for the fact that without moving it’s as though you’re on stairs, and
that the stairs — are in your hands! — and right from that stairway flow
frozen streams — frozen stairwells of streams along your spine — and
fire in your eyes — that very fire from the valley of Daghestan, right
out of my brother Andriusha’s anthology.

And because the whites, when you press them, are so obviously
gay, and the blacks — immediately sorrowful, truly — sorrowful, so re-
ally and truly that if I press — it’s as though I’m pressing on my eyes,
and tears will burst from them, right away.

And for the pressing itself: for the possibility, at the merest touch,
of beginning to drown right away, to drown without end, without hit-
ting bottom, as long as you don’t let up — and even when you do!

Because it looks still on top, but beneath the still it’s deep — as in
water, as in the River Oka, but stiller and deeper than the Oka; be-
cause beneath one’s hand — there’s a chasm, because that chasm is
right in your hands — because without even moving, you fall forever.

Because of the cunning of that keyboard stillness, ready to sound
at the slightest touch — and then swallow.

For the passion of pressing, for the terror of pressing: once pressed,
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to awaken it all. (Just what was felt, in , by every soldier on an
estate.)

And because it is — mourning: mother’s, in the black-and-white
stripes of that summer’s-end blouse, when after the telegram: “Grand-
father passed on in peace” — she herself appeared, tearstained but
still smiling, with the first word for me: “Musia, your grandfather
loved you a great deal.” . . .

As for musical ardor — it’s time it got said — I had none. The guilt
for that — or rather the cause of it — was my mother’s excessive dili-
gence, she who made demands on me not to my strength and ability,
but to the boundlessness, agelessness of a genuine inborn calling.
Demanding of me — herself ! Of me, a writer already — me, who was
never a musician. “Sit out your two hours’ worth — and be glad! Me?
— when I was four years old, they couldn’t drag me away from the
piano! ‘Noch ein wenig!’ [Just a little more!] If only once, just once,
you’d ask that of me!” I didn’t ask her — ever. I was honest, and none
of the predictable delight and praise from her could have forced me
to ask for what didn’t come by itself to my lips. (Mother tormented
me — with music.) But I was also honest about playing, played the two
set morning hours, the two evening hours, without cheating (before
music school, that is, before I was six!), not even turning too often to
look at the lifesaver clock (which, by the way, I understood not a whit
till I was ten — I might just as well have turned to look at The Death
of Caesar over the shelves holding music), but once it had sounded
the time — I rejoiced! I played the same in mother’s absence as when
she was there, played despite the blandishments of the German
woman who didn’t get on with mother, or of nurse with her bad heart
(“you’ve worn the child completely out!”) and even of the handy-man,
lighting a fire in the room: “Go on, Musenka, have a run!” — and even
sometimes of father himself, who would appear from his study, some-
what shyly: “Surely two hours have gone already? I’m certain I’ve
been listening to you at least three . . .” Poor papa! That was just it,
that he didn’t hear, not us, not our scales, not our Hanon or our gal-
lops, not mother’s runs or Valeriia’s (she sang) roulades. He didn’t
hear to such an extent that he didn’t even close the study door! Be-
cause when I wasn’t playing, my sister Asya played; and when Asya
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didn’t play, Valeriia picked things out; and then, drowning and flood-
ing us all — mother — all day and almost all night! But he knew one
tune only — from Aida — a keepsake from his first wife, a song bird
who had early been silenced. “You don’t even know how to sing ‘God
save the Tsar’!” — mother teased, reproachfully. “What do you mean I
can’t? I can! (Absolutely ready) God sa-a-a-ve . . . !” But it never got
as far as the “tsar,” for mother — her face no longer teasing, but sin-
cerely, grimacingly suffering — at once clasped her hands to her ears,
and father stopped. He had a strong voice.

Later, after her death, he often said to Asya: “What’s that Asya,
aren’t you hitting wrong notes?” — to clear his conscience, in mother’s
place.
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Five

s to s:
The Piano Calls the Tune

n , Charles Dickens visited the boomtown of the
American industrial revolution and was astonished by

a piano. In the textile mills of Lowell, Massachusetts, he
found that the work was done mostly by young, single women

who had been recruited from the farms of northern New England; that
in itself was different from the mills that Dickens had visited in En-
gland. But he was especially startled when he went to the company
boardinghouses where these women lived and discovered how they
spent their time after a gruelingly long workday.

Firstly, there is a joint-stock piano in a great many of the boarding-
houses. Secondly, nearly all these young ladies subscribe to cir-
culating libraries. Thirdly, they have got up among themselves a 
periodical called The Lowell Offering, “A repository of original
articles, written exclusively by females actively employed in the
mills.”1

Why might Dickens — and his readers — have been surprised to
learn of these activities? Playing the piano, reading books, and writ-
ing articles for publication belonged to the list of “accomplishments”
that people decades earlier, in Austen’s time, had considered appro-
priate for young women. But all three required a high degree of liter-
acy, an achievement that might have been expected from daughters
of wealthy Englishmen who were sent to boarding schools or for whom
tutors were hired, but it could hardly have been expected of farm-
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born factory girls. Dickens had a clear message for his middle- and
upper-class British readers: they shouldn’t feel that these accomplish-
ments were wasted on factory girls.

But why was Lowell’s workforce so well schooled? New England,
with its Calvinist heritage, had been an exceptionally literate place
for a long while. At the time of Dickens’s visit, however, the strong
support for universal public schooling there sprang as much from the
mentality of industrialization as from religious belief. Mill owners
had been persuaded that the best educated workers made the most
capable workers, and their workers, as a result, stood to profit from
believing the same.2 In the long run, that belief came to dominate the
industrial world, and piano manufacturers were among those who
capitalized on the combined spread of literacy and prosperity in the
working classes. In  an article in the Musical Times of London
noted a connection between the spread of literacy and the spread of
pianos among English coal miners. According to this report, the sec-
retary of the South Yorkshire Miners’ Association had testified to a
commission of inquiry that “Fifteen years ago it was scarcely possi-
ble to find a collier who could write his name and now every child he
had could read and write. A great number owned their own houses as
freeholders, and the system was on the increase. Some of them had
pianos and harmoniums, and even perambulators. He looked on the
piano as a cut above the perambulator.”3

Thinking Industrially
 
To some extent, then, the story of the piano in the middle of the nine-
teenth century is a continuation of its story during the previous era:
the part of society able to afford a piano and learn to play it kept ex-
panding, from the most privileged class to the middle class and, in-
creasingly, to the working class. Industrial-scale production of pi-
anos increased the social role of the piano by enlarging the numbers
and classes of people with access to the instrument. But industri-
alization was more than a means of production; it was also a way of
thinking systematically about scale, efficiency, organization, and con-
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trol in any operation. Above all, it was an inclination to embrace
many activities that had previously operated on their own into a sin-
gle system, operating under a single roof, subject to a central control.

The boardinghouses of Lowell, for instance, represented indus-
trial thinking just as surely as did the mills themselves. Young women
recruited from distant farms to work in the mills were cut off from
their families; the mill owners built the boardinghouses next to their
factories not just to provide housing for these women but also to reg-
ulate their lives and thereby maximize their performance at work. The
pianos that the owners placed in the boardinghouses, insofar as they
allowed the workers to restore their spirits under the company roof
and within the hours allotted by the company, belonged to the indus-
trialization of human life.

It was not only among factory workers that life in the mid–nine-
teenth century became industrialized in this broader sense. Even the
old notion of female accomplishments — which continued to include
piano playing — was turned into a system of education. In fact, the
pretension that education in these accomplishments could be ordered
and periodically reordered along rational lines, like the production
system of a factory, proved all too easy for Nikolai Gogol to mock in
the novel Dead Souls ():

Mrs. Manilov had received a good education. And one gets a good
education, as we know, in a boarding school. And in a boarding
school, as we know, three main subjects constitute the foundation
of human virtue: the French language, indispensable for a happy
family life; the pianoforte, to afford a husband agreeable moments;
and, finally, the managerial part proper: the crocheting of purses
and other surprises. However, various improvements and changes
in method occur, especially in our time; all this depends largely
on the good sense and ability of the boarding school’s headmistress.
In some boarding schools it even occurs that the pianoforte comes
first, then the French language, and only after that the managerial
part. And sometimes it also occurs that the managerial part, that
is, the crocheting of surprises, comes first, then the French lan-
guage, and only after that the pianoforte. Various methods occur.4
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Even in this caricature it is possible to sense how the cult of indus-
trial-style systems in the middle of the nineteenth century affected
everything about the piano, from the manufacture of the instruments
to their roles in people’s lives. Ironically, the industrial model seems
to have made its slowest progress in the piano factory (as Chapter 
relates). In the selling of their products, however, piano manufac-
turers were quick to seize on new systems of promotion that reached
people by the hundreds of thousands. The world’s fair, for instance —
a phenomenon of the mid–nineteenth century — became a stage on
which piano manufacturers competed with one another for prizes and
reputation. And although the American manufacturers Chickering and
Steinway profited most from the prizes and publicity that their inno-
vative pianos received at the midcentury expositions (especially the
Paris Exposition of ), these world’s fairs gave stature to the pi-
ano industry as a whole, making a huge public aware of the impor-
tance of piano manufacture to the national and international econo-
mies (see Figure ).

By this time, too, piano manufacturers were thinking systemati-
cally about another subject: their relationships with performers. These
relationships had proven mutually beneficial even when they were
informal and unsystematic, as they had been between Clementi and
the Broadwood company in  and between Dussek and the Cle-
menti company in . But in  the Pleyel company tried a new,
more focused strategy. It opened a concert hall in its Paris headquar-
ters so that the public could hear the great performers of the day per-
form on Pleyel pianos and then pick out a Pleyel for themselves in the
adjoining showroom. Soon Pleyel’s local rival, Erard, opened a com-
parable concert hall, and other ambitious piano makers around the
world followed suit.

The solo piano recital didn’t develop overnight in the setting of
the concert hall, but it is hard to imagine that it would have devel-
oped at all if these halls had never been opened for the express pur-
pose of promoting piano sales and if pianists had continued to per-
form always in theaters, churches, and other multipurpose spaces.
These public concerts in the manufacturers’ halls exerted an influ-
ence over the Parisian salons, those exclusive, music-filled parties of
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the rich, powerful, and artistic that are often contrasted with public
concerts in social and musical terms. Within a few years of the open-
ing of Pleyel Hall, nevertheless, the nascent concert system, with its
publicity machinery, provided the model for the most famous salon
performance in history: in  the Italian princess Christina Belgio-
joso took out a newspaper ad to invite the public to her Paris salon,
for a fee, to hear the “simultaneous concert of two talents whose ri-
valry is shaking the musical world right now, with the balance be-
tween Rome and Carthage to be decided: Messieurs Liszt and Thal-
berg will take turns at the piano.”5

Piano manufacturers had their “house” pianists (Pleyel had Kalk-
brenner, Erard had Liszt), but even they needed to go on the road 
to earn their fame and fortune. The tour itself then became a system.
Liszt, for example, became the first pianist to employ an agent, Gae-
tano Belloni, who for six years in the s served as his advance
man, business manager, and secretary on his concert tours across
Europe.6 But here, too, the piano manufacturers got into the act, tak-
ing over and systematizing the pianists’ tours in order to build the
market for their products. The American manufacturers competed
with one another by importing pianists from Europe and organizing
tours for them around the United States: Anton Rubinstein’s tour for
Steinway in  was answered by Hans von Bülow’s for Chickering
in . By the s, the train bearing Paderewski, his Steinway pi-
ano, and his staff of publicists, managers, technicians, and others
around the country, all paid for by Steinway, was a kind of concert-
giving factory in rolling stock.7

At midcentury, the industrial ideal of a system that embraces and
controls a whole field of activity was realized at least as perfectly by
music publishers. Whereas publishers in earlier periods had balanced
musical publications with other products — other printed items in the
case of Breitkopf & Härtel in the eighteenth century, other musical
products in the case of Clementi & Company in the early nineteenth
—now the larger publishers concentrated on music publications alone,
but in a systematic way. Their attempt can be seen during this period
in the organization not only of their catalogs but even of their music
stores. Here, from Dwight’s Journal of Music, is a description of the
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store that the publishing firm of Oliver Ditson opened in Boston in
:

There is no music, either in the form of sheet or book, published
in this country, that may not here be found, besides a large and
well-selected stock of foreign music. . . . The contents of the vari-
ous compartments are designated by tasteful “letters of gold”
above them. On the right we noticed, first “Instrumental Music,”
followed by “Foreign Music” and “Jobbing Music” — this last be-
ing conveniently assorted for supplies to other dealers. On the left,
“Vocal Music,” “Guitar Music” and “Music Books.” Of course
these general departments are sub-divided many times, in order
to establish a system, without strict adherence to which, a busi-
ness so multitudinous in its branches could not be carried on.

The building itself was designed for efficiency like a factory in 
Lowell:

The building is complete in every particular. Cochituate water 
is conveyed to every part of it; gas fixtures are arranged in every
room: speaking tubes extend to every floor from the first; goods are
conveyed through all six floors by means of a powerful wheel, and
a huge platform running in grooves, and the rooms being open on
two streets are amply provided with air and light.8

What can’t be detected from reading this description, but only
from looking through the major publishers’ catalogs of this period, is
how deeply this vast system depended on the piano.9 Original music
for solo piano was just the tip of the iceberg. The piano appeared in
many other categories that were just as large: songs with original or
transcribed piano accompaniments; part-songs and choral music, 
sacred and secular; dance music, transcribed from stage and dance
hall; opera scores and excerpts with the orchestral parts reduced for
piano; chamber music with piano; and music of every sort transcribed
for piano solo or duet. If we could look under almost any of the “let-
ters of gold” in the Ditson store, we would find music that required a
piano.

Indeed, the music publishing industry had been transformed in
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much the same way as had the rural economy of New England. The
farm girls who migrated to the New England mills during the mid–
nineteenth century created pressure on others to follow, because their
work at the mills, spinning and weaving, replaced similar tasks tradi-
tionally performed by women on farms.10 In the case of music pub-
lishing, the popularity of the piano during this period meant that
forms of music that did not use the piano fell out of practice. As a re-
sult, music that did not include a role for the piano became ever
more difficult for customers to find. Music periodicals and other do-
mestic music publications from America at the end of the eighteenth
century, for example, are full of hymns and other sacred music in
parts, evidently designed for a cappella performance, but by the mid-
dle of the nineteenth century almost all comparable publications in-
clude keyboard reductions of the vocal parts (playable on harmonium
or domestic organ as well as piano). In the earlier period, singers
may have used a keyboard or some other instrument to help them
learn individual parts, but it would have been difficult for anyone to
rehearse all the singers at once by playing everyone’s parts together.
The new scores with keyboard reduction made that practice easy,
and it has been standard ever since. Older methods of learning vocal
ensemble music went the way of the spinning wheel and at the same
time.

The opera industry in Italy — a scene in which the role of the pi-
ano might appear to have been very minor — also illustrates how the
spread of the piano transformed musical life. John Rosselli, the lead-
ing authority on Italian opera production in the nineteenth century,
writes that by the s the “initiative” in operatic theaters “had
slipped out of the hands of the impresarios. . . . Publishers decided
where operas were to be done, controlled casting, supplied set and
costume designs, and often directed the production.” The Italian mu-
sic publishers grew into their position of extraordinary power, he
says, “thanks in large part to the spread of the piano.”11 They tended
to publish opera scores and excerpts in piano-vocal format (that is,
with the orchestral accompaniments transcribed for piano) and some-
times also in arrangements for piano alone (whole operas without
words), but seldom in full orchestral score. And on the basis of their
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profits from the sales of these piano scores (which consequently pro-
vided composers like Verdi and Puccini with their basic income), a
couple of Italian publishers (Ricordi and Sonzogno) were able, by the
end of the century, to dictate which operas were to be performed, and
how, in theaters throughout Italy.

In short, the piano in this period took total control of the music in-
dustry. Not only did piano makers and music publishers make stag-
gering increases in output and sales, but the new kinds of products
they sold and the new systems of marketing they practiced, along
with the sheer numbers of new pianos and piano-music publications,
affected virtually all the ways people made music. Wherever music
was made in the Western world of the mid–nineteenth century, the
piano called the tune.

The Piano Tuner
In the eighteenth century, there were no keyboard tuners as such;
keyboard owners and players expected to tune their own instruments
or have someone on their premises who did it for them. But during
the nineteenth century, piano tuning gradually turned into a profes-
sion. The  edition of Gottlieb Graupner’s Rudiments of the Art 
of Playing on the Piano Forte ends with instructions for tuning the
instruments, as piano methods had always done and other keyboard
methods before them; but on the title page is a notice that at Graup-
ner’s Musical Ware House, where the Rudiments was on sale, the pub-
lic could also find “Piano Fortes Sold, Exchanged, Let & also tuned
in Town & Country at the Shortest Notice.” The piano tuner had be-
gun paying house calls. Now even the family piano needed a special-
ist from the piano industry just to stay in working condition.

Why did this profession suddenly become needed? A great part 
of the explanation lies with the development of the instrument itself.
As the tension of the strings increased, as the fundamentals of the
strings grew louder in relation to the upper harmonics, and as tuning
pins became trickier to fix in place, it became harder both to hear
whether strings were in tune and to achieve a result that would hold.
Tuning came to require years of training.

The existence of the profession of piano tuner was marked in En-
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gland by the publication in  of a textbook, The Tuner’s Guide. By
the s, the profession was sufficiently established that it began 
to be treated as an attractive opportunity for classes of workers with
disadvantages in the workplace. The Royal Normal College and Acad-
emy of Music for the Blind in England offered training in piano tun-
ing to the blind, as New England Conservatory did to women.

Because of the dominance of the piano in musical culture, even its
tuning affected musical life generally. Edward Quincy Norton pro-
duced an equal-tempered piano tuning by , partly in response to
the growing difficulty of hearing the upper harmonics of the strings
and therefore of achieving any mean-tempered system. This new sys-
tem of tuning pianos made a difference to the tuning of other instru-
ments, especially when they were used with the piano, and it created
an ideal medium for the creation of atonal and twelve-tone music.12

Music to Transport the Listener
The piano music of this period, from the masterpieces of Schubert,
Schumann, Chopin, and Liszt to the humblest transcription or ac-
companiment, relies heavily on the long-established capacity of the
piano to imitate the sounds of other musical instruments or singers.
By making listeners imagine that they are hearing something other
than the piano in front of them, it makes them half believe that they
are somewhere else. When a pianist uses a piano score of Verdi’s Rigo-
letto to accompany an opera singer in a rehearsal of “Caro nome,”
the piano gives her an idea of what it will eventually sound and feel
like when she sings the aria onstage with an orchestra. When concert-
goers hear a Liszt Hungarian Rhapsody, the piano lifts them out of
their seats and carries them off to a Budapest café, into the thrall of a
Gypsy violinist and cimbalom player. According to the dominant Ro-
mantic ideology of this period, musical masterpieces were expected
to perform a poetic act of taking listeners outside themselves — and
many masterpieces from this era retain that power.

At the same time, a more mundane form of transportation applied
to all the piano music of this period: pianos were to be found in ever
multiplying settings, and any one piano piece, of any sort, was likely
to be carried from concert hall to parlor to church to classroom and
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played on a different piano, to a different purpose and audience and
effect, in each setting. Any idea we may have of the setting that is
proper for a given piece of nineteenth-century piano music is chal-
lenged, if not belied, by what is known about performance practice at
the time and about the nature of the piano-filled musical world into
which that piece was born. The following survey of mid-nineteenth-
century music for piano is therefore not categorized by setting (“mu-
sic for the home,” “music for the concert hall”); it is more like a tour
of the “letters of gold” categories in Ditson’s store, designed to illus-
trate how this musical repertory allowed its listeners to hear a piano
and imagine other musical media and other settings, at the same time
as its performers changed the significance of a piece every time they
took it to a piano in a new setting.

Consider, for instance, the category of music performed in the
competition between Messieurs Thalberg and Liszt in . The con-
test between them in the Princess Belgiojoso’s salon was actually a
rematch: the terms and setting were different, but the same pieces
were played. Sigismond Thalberg had made a great effect earlier 
in the season with a concert in the hall of the Paris Conservatory, to
which Franz Liszt had replied by renting the Paris Opera house, a far
larger hall, and playing a concert there. At the Princess Belgiojoso’s,
both pianists repeated their great crowd pleasers from the earlier
concerts, Thalberg his Fantasy on Rossini’s Moses in Egypt and Liszt
his Divertissement on the cavatina “I tuoi frequenti palpiti” from Pa-
cini’s Niobe. Both were piano paraphrases, as they were sometimes
called, on favorite operatic melodies of the day. The two pianists were
competing with each other in their ability to make the piano compete
with the sonic glory of voices and orchestra in the opera house. In-
deed, in the first round, Liszt had played his “Niobe” in an opera
house; in effect he was transporting the opera back to its home, after
first stealing it away into a piano paraphrase.13 In fact, Liszt relished
direct comparisons with the musical media he was imitating. Once, 
it seems, he played his transcription of a movement from Berlioz’s
Symphonie fantastique immediately after an orchestral performance
of that movement, driving the audience wild.14

These face-offs, real or implied, with much larger musical ensem-
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bles in the spaces built for those larger ensembles were possible be-
cause Liszt and his contemporaries were playing much more power-
ful pianos than the one that a student had played in the concert hall
of the Paris Conservatory only a couple of decades earlier () — an
instrument that a critic complained “produces little effect in con-
certs; it is an instrument exclusively for salons.”15 But the devel-
opment of more powerful pianos went hand in hand with the de-
velopment, by pianists like Liszt and Thalberg, of techniques for
imitating at the piano the ever louder roar of orchestras, the ever
more passionate melody of opera, and the ever more colorful palette
of both orchestral and operatic composition in their day. Thalberg’s
most lasting achievement is a set of operatic arrangements designed
to teach pianists the “Art of Song Applied to the Piano,” that is, the
art of rendering a melody on the piano — and supporting it with ac-
companying figuration — so that it made the effect of great operatic
singing.16 Liszt specialized in capturing with his two hands the most
complex textures of an opera or a symphony, but he also emulated in
his transcriptions and his playing of them the single-minded, irresis-
tible force of the nineteenth-century orchestra or operatic cast at full
throttle.

Virtuosos like Liszt and Thalberg often held their operatic show-
stoppers back from publication, at least until they felt they had 
derived sufficient glory from them. But sooner or later these works,
which even in their composers’ hands migrated from concert hall to
opera house to salon, found their way to the practice room and parlor.
Thalberg’s Moses Fantasy, which in the mid-s caused listeners to
stand and crane their necks to see if the composer had more than two
hands, was handled triumphantly by fourteen-year-old Louise Matt-
mann at her Paris debut in ; that and other Thalberg opera fan-
tasies were played — in some version, if not necessarily the original
— at student recitals in American girls’ seminaries a decade later.17

These operatic paraphrases represent the virtuosic and creative
extreme of the nineteenth-century piano arrangement. At the other
extreme — humble and literal — lie the piano scores of operas, orato-
rios, concertos, and other genres, scores in which the orchestral parts
are transcribed for solo piano. Equally literal, but wholly for piano, are
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the ubiquitous four-hand transcriptions of every imaginable sort of
music. These transcriptions were to nineteenth-century culture what
recordings are to twentieth-century culture: they transported music
out of the concert hall or opera house or church, so that people could
get to hear it, repeat it, and come to know it. For countless musicians,
for instance, there were many more opportunities to play a Mozart or
Beethoven overture or symphony at home in a four-hand transcrip-
tion than there were to hear it played by an orchestra. The delights
for pianists in getting those works under their fingers are so great and
so obvious that four-hand transcriptions of that sort have continued
to be republished long after the prevalence of recordings and radio
has eliminated the apparent need for them.

But this republication has been extremely selective, leaving most
pianists today with no idea how relentlessly systematic the piano
transcription industry was in the nineteenth century. Not only was
“public” music for orchestra, choir, operatic ensembles, and dance
band routinely transcribed for piano, four hands — brought down in
scale so that it could be enjoyed in more private settings, presumably
— but so was music that was already intimate in scale and nature:
string quartets, piano quartets, solo songs (whole Schubert song cy-
cles arranged for piano, four hands!), and works for solo piano. Bee-
thoven’s Sonata in F Minor, Op. , in fact, derived its epithet “Ap-
passionata” from the title page of a four-hand transcription of the
work — and it was only one of several — published more than a decade
after his death. Modes of transcription like this one, so unfamiliar
today, raise the most acute questions about the act of transcription.
When a Beethoven symphony is transcribed for two players at a piano,
it is clear what is lost from the experience of hearing the orchestral
version in the concert hall, as well as what is gained by way of hands-
on knowledge and sociable pleasure. But when this particular Bee-
thoven piano sonata is shared by two players on the same bench, what
becomes of its tempestuous gestures, its supremely self-asserting
drama? Likewise, when we turn our attention to other common forms
of nineteenth-century piano transcription — the polka arranged for
nine pianos (a female seminary specialty), the beginner’s version of a
classic sonata or concerto (an act of canonization), the arrangement
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for left hand alone (a tour de force) — we may be able to supply an ap-
propriate occasion for every instance, but we can also detect that an
undiscriminating market impulse drove their production as a whole.

In nineteenth-century publishers’ catalogs, the piano arrangements
are so dominant that it can be hard to spot the listings of original pi-
ano music. But no one in that age of Romanticism doubted that origi-
nality was important. Indeed, the writing of piano sonatas largely
gave way to the writing of works with more original, or at least individ-
ual, titles — titles that suggested a particular mood or setting, dance or
other activity, or story. This kind of music makes its effect by evoca-
tion. Exactly what it evokes may not be expressible in words; whether
the title, however vague, has much bearing on the listener’s experi-
ence may not matter. But the music evokes something beyond itself
because it borrows from the languages of music beyond the piano. It
transports to the piano the styles, the timbres, the textures, and the
forms of song, opera, church music, folk music, music for dance bands
and for orchestras. In the great age of piano transcription, even orig-
inal music was a kind of transcription, but of musical genres, not of
specific melodies or works. In programmatic works like Schumann’s
Fantasy, Chopin’s ballades, or Liszt’s Années de pèlerinage, a complex
mixing and switching of generic references gives the work (or a move-
ment within the work) a narrative-like progression. And even in works
that assume the conventional titles and movement structures of an ear-
lier age — sonatas, piano trios and quartets, and concertos — making
sense of any movement is apt to depend on following the progression
of extra-pianistic evocations.

For an example of this mode of musical progression, consider the
Largo of Chopin’s Sonata in B Minor, Op.  (). It opens as an aus-
tere march in bare octaves, as if played by low brass. After two meas-
ures, the character of this march is transformed by a full chord, and a
surprising one, suggesting that the full orchestra has taken over; in
another two measures the passage is over. It has been less an intro-
duction than a transition, like a passage between scenes of an opera,
just long enough to allow one character to go offstage and another to
come on, the lighting to be changed, a new episode to begin. The new
scene in this case features the soprano, singing a sensuously mournful
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Frédéric Chopin, Sonata No. , Op.  (Paris, ): Largo, mm. –

melody from which we know at once of her longing for her lover. With
help from the march rhythms that continue to pulse in the bass and
the fluctuations of color that Chopin commands with his extraordi-
narily effective touches of the damper pedal, this melody sings as no
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transcription of an actual aria of Bellini or Meyerbeer could.18 From
the pianist’s fingers we sense the personality of a singer’s voice, the soli-
tary yearning of the character she is playing — a yearning only mag-
nified when the soprano is joined by a mezzo-soprano in the pianis-
simo fourth phrase of her song.

Everything about this music is typical of a Chopin piano nocturne,
here smuggled into a sonata: the slow, plaintive melody in the soprano
range, the march rhythm beneath, and now — the clincher — the en-
trance of the second voice in close harmony with the first. Before the
nocturne was a piano piece, it was a salon duet, itself evocative of op-
era, usually on the subject of love, often for two women’s voices with
piano.19 What distinguishes this Chopin nocturne from its vocal model
is that after one verse, the composer transports his listener elsewhere.
The song, and with it the scene, dissolves into a reverie in endless
triplet rhythm, drifting for so long that it seems as if the original song
has been left behind forever. It does return, though, through a more
convoluted march passage than the opening one, for a second verse.
This time the song is transformed into a barcarole — a boat song — be-
cause the original march accompaniment is replaced by a continua-
tion of the triplet rhythm from the reverie. It all stays within the realm
of the piano nocturne, however; in Chopin’s nocturnes, barcarole
rhythms are heard even more often than march rhythms. The singer,
in other words, returns to her love song, but its import is transformed
by her intervening musings.

The wonder of this movement is how complexly it evokes the mu-
sical world outside the piano: song melody and march rhythms mixed
together; a sonata movement that evokes a piano genre — the nocturne
— that itself evokes a song genre that evokes opera; a scene that dis-
solves into reverie and dissolves back into view; an undercurrent of
the march exchanged for that of a boat song. It would be absurd to
claim that there is anything typical about the complexity of reference
this piece makes; most mid-nineteenth-century piano music, although
it draws on the same menu of musical genres that Chopin uses here,
works far more simply.

But whether the piece was complex or simple, in Chopin’s day the
piano itself, as a medium for transporting listeners from one musical
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setting to another, added its own complexity to the listeners’ impres-
sions, for the simple reason that it was now found in such a variety of
settings. A listener in that period, hearing this Chopin Largo in a
concert hall, might have imagined the nocturnal scene that the music
evoked, including the feel of the sultry night air in which the char-
acter was pouring out her love plaint. The same listener, hearing it 
at home on a summer night, with the chirping of crickets filling the
stillnesses of the music — that is, mixing into the experience of the
music the kinds of actual sensation that the concert hall excludes —
might instead have imagined the perfumed air of the opera house in
which that imaginary scene was being enacted, or of the salon in which
the operatic enactment was being imagined. The richness of poetic
impressions that music like this was capable of stirring in its day —
and has been capable of stirring ever since — was created in part by
the very prosaic spread of pianos by the midcentury piano industry
to every imaginable site for musical listening.

Because it was so adept at creating poetic impressions, the piano
was the preferred instrument for accompanying songs. In the nine-
teenth century one of the main reasons people had pianos, or learned
to play them, was to accompany singing, their own and that of others.
In  the preface to a piano method published in Boston by Gott-
lieb Graupner urged customers to take up the piano with the argu-
ment that “of all instruments as yet known, the Piano Forte claims
precedence as an accompaniment to the human voice; and its use
has become so universal, that the education of a young lady is hardly
thought to be complete without it.”20 Today certain repertories of song
for solo voice and piano from this period — particularly the German
repertory of Schubert, Schumann, and their successors—stand in such
high esteem as concert music that it is hard to connect them with
music making in the parlor, or with the presumably simpler fare that
people sang and played there.

But the relationship of concert performance to domestic perform-
ance in that period was utterly different from what it is now. First,
song recitals hardly existed. Singers performed all the time in con-
certs; in fact, it was exceptional for pianists or other instrumentalists
or composers or concert societies to put on concerts without includ-
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ing singers on the program; but there were few concerts consisting
entirely of songs.21 What singers sang when they appeared in concerts
varied tremendously, but prominent in most programs were opera
arias and ensembles, usually with piano accompaniment, and if the
singers alternated those arias with songs written for voice with piano,
the songs themselves might well alternate between material we would
consider serious and that which we would deem sentimental—“Home,
Sweet Home” next to “Der Erlkönig.” Nor was there any simple dis-
tinction between what opera singers sang and what amateurs or stu-
dents sang on the concert stage. Acclaimed singers made many of
their appearances on concerts given by acclaimed pianists, and a fa-
mous pianist — whether Liszt, Chopin, or Rubinstein — was never too
proud to accompany a famous singer. There was little need for pro-
fessional accompanists until the twentieth century.

Not that a virtuoso pianist was needed to perform the accompani-
ments. Composers — whether Schubert or Schumann, Liszt or Chopin
— seldom made song accompaniments as technically challenging as
piano solos. But they did regularly ask of the piano something that
eighteenth-century composers almost never did in songs: that it play
a distinct role in dramatizing the song’s poetry. In nineteenth-century
songs, the piano part not only sets the song’s emotional tone; it then
may manage its emotional course, in part by projecting some aspect
of the action that the poem depicts: for example, the galloping of the
horse and the stops and starts of the spinning wheel in Schubert’s 
two famous early songs “Der Erlkönig” and “Gretchen am Spinnrade.”
The piano transports the listener into the scene that the words spec-
ify. But even in the song cycles of Schumann, famous for their rich
accompaniments and for long piano codas at the ends of songs, the pi-
ano parts show consideration as much for the singer as for the player:
a good part of the time, the accompaniment reassuringly doubles the
singer’s notes.

Why did composers restrict themselves in this way? In the first
place, because they were writing for publication, and song publica-
tions were aimed at all the places where there were pianos, espe-
cially homes. That meant that they were aimed at both professional
and amateur performers — although it should not be assumed that only
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amateurs performed in homes, or that only professionals performed 
in public. And there was another consideration, which modern per-
formance practice lets us forget: singers often accompanied them-
selves, and songwriters expected them to. They therefore reserved the
most complicated piano passages for the moments — like the Schu-
mann codas — when the singer-player was not doing two things at once.
Young ladies like those whose education Gottlieb Graupner was so
eager to complete were expected to be able to play to their own sing-
ing. What they sang and played depended on their accomplishment at
both skills. Given that many young ladies studied both voice and
piano for many years, it is not implausible to read in Goncharov’s novel
Oblomov () that the title character loses his heart to Olga Ilyin-
skaya when she sings him the aria “Casta diva” from Bellini’s Norma
— already a considerable feat for an amateur singer — accompanying
herself at the piano.

For that matter, the first performance of Schubert’s immense and
emotionally demanding song cycle Winterreise () was given by the
composer himself, singing to his own playing. That was a private per-
formance for friends, but another singer-composer, Carl Loewe, gave
public recitals of his songs — dramatic ballads — from the piano bench.
The size of the audience had to be limited to one or two hundred, but
compared with twentieth-century singer-pianists, who often rely on a
microphone even in small clubs, he was still reaching a remarkable
number of listeners.22

In the nineteenth century, then, songs were performed in as many
different settings as were piano solos. The mode of performance varied
— that is, the singer could double as pianist or have a separate pianist.
Furthermore, site and mode of performance did not altogether depend
on each other. Nineteenth-century listeners, as a result, had a bewil-
dering variety of performance experiences of song, due to the wide
availability of the piano and the widespread skill in playing it. We
can readily imagine the difference it made to their impressions of a
song whether they heard it sung in a parlor or a concert hall, but it is
harder for us to say what difference it made whether the performance
was a dialogue between a singer and a pianist or a soliloquy by a mu-
sician absorbed in singing and playing at once. Unlike nineteenth-
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century listeners, we hear Schubert songs performed only as a dia-
logue. Would it help us imagine their varied experience of the nine-
teenth-century repertory if we compared it with our own experience
of listening to contemporary songs, sung sometimes by a singer who
stands holding a microphone and sometimes by a miked singer sit-
ting at the keyboard?

The performance of dance music at the piano introduced another
option: to dance or not to dance. The piano may have been involved
only marginally in public dancing in this period — seldom playing in
performances of ballet or other stage dancing and taking at most a
background role in bands that played for social dancing. The main
site for the performance of dance music at the piano was undoubtedly
the home. Huge quantities of dance music for piano were published
for domestic use. Some consists of transcriptions of ballet scores, some
of music transcribed from the repertories of popular dance bands,
and some is original or derived from popular music of other kinds;
every operatic melody of the day seems to have been reworked into a
waltz or a quadrille. All of it would have transported listeners in their
imaginations from their parlors or salons to more public dance floors
of the ballroom and the stage. Dancing was very much a social spec-
tacle, an act of self-display, and the social dances of the time, no less
than the choreographed movements of ballet ensembles, were orga-
nized in patterns that required fairly large groups to realize. Dancing
in the parlor may have had its own pleasure, but even that derived
from transferring dance steps devised for a crowd to a more intimate
setting.

It is possible to be transported to a dance floor in one’s imagi-
nation without taking a step, and sometimes there is no way to tell
which pieces of dance music for the piano were intended — or used —
for dancing. One obvious test would be whether the phrases of the
music fit with the steps of the dance, but Chopin’s dance pieces for
piano — many waltzes, polonaises, and mazurkas, with a scattering of
other forms — often conform quite strictly to the dance patterns and
yet are quite regularly said to be “idealized” dance pieces: not for
dancing. The term “idealized” may simply be a way of saying that it
is music for the concert hall (where dancing was restricted to the
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mind’s body) rather than for the parlor (where anything went); but
how can we know? If any dance music was idealized, it was surely
the ballet music of the period, because the steps and groupings of a
waltz, say, as danced in a ballet were unlikely to have been quite like
those of a ballroom waltz. But that idealization raises still another
question about a Chopin waltz or any original dance music for piano:
how can we judge whether it was meant to evoke — or accompany —
the dancing of the ballet stage or the ballroom?

In any case, if the Chopin waltzes were equally suitable for con-
cert hall and parlor, most of the dance music published for piano 
in the nineteenth century was not so adaptable and therefore did 
not raise the same questions. Because this dance music presents it-
self in long sequences of short segments, many in the same meter and
phrase length and most in the same key or closely related ones, ready
for the pianist to repeat, skip, and rearrange at will, it is distinctly
more suitable for parlor dancing than for concert listening. Schu-
bert’s waltzes, rather than Chopin’s, represent this type. Some of this
music is even published with dance instructions in the score, so that
customers could practice at home those dances that they might find
themselves performing at a ball. People had many reasons for danc-
ing at home, and those who owned a piano had one overriding reason
for using it to accompany their dancing: a single person at a piano
could supply enough sound, harmony, and rhythmic oomph to send 
a single couple or a parlor full of dancers swirling.

The piano was also a means of transporting listeners back in time,
of helping them explore the music of the past. More precisely, the
piano was both vehicle and subject in the mid-nineteenth-century
evolution of historical consciousness about music. It was a vehicle in
that musicians who took an interest in music written for harpsichord
or other older stringed keyboard instruments usually performed it on
the piano. Those interested in reviving early music at this time fo-
cused on works, not instruments. It was exceptional for a harpsichord
to be brought back into service, as it was in a concert given by Ignaz
Moscheles in London in ; it was then only a few decades since
harpsichords had been discarded as obsolete. The piano became a
historical subject, rather than a vehicle, when pianists began to re-
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tain the piano music of the past, such as that of Haydn and Mozart,
as classics in their repertories, instead of discarding it as previous
generations had generally discarded the music of their predecessors.

Likewise, the piano became a historical subject when musicians
not only began to keep playing works by composers of the previous
generation, but also resolved to preserve and hand down the per-
formance style of those composers and their day. An early instance 
of this resolve was the attention that former Beethoven associates
like Anton Schindler and Carl Czerny gave, after his death, to describ-
ing the way that Beethoven had performed his own piano works.23

Here again, the focus was on works rather than on instruments, even
though piano design and construction had changed enormously in
the few decades between the time that Beethoven was performing
and the time that his followers were publishing their accounts of his
performances.

The piano was both vehicle and subject when musicians began
sweeping the music of the older keyboard instruments and that of the
piano together to create a single keyboard history, tradition, and reper-
tory, in which the earlier instruments figured as prototypes and the
piano as the historical culmination. This sort of historicism mani-
fested itself in the “warmup” role given to Bach and Mozart in con-
servatory training and conservatory piano programs. It was also a driv-
ing force behind such monumental publishing series as Le Trésor des
pianistes (–), which was started by the musician and publisher
Aristide Farrenc and completed by his widow, Louise Farrenc, a com-
poser and professor of piano at the Paris Conservatory, and which
covered keyboard music from the sixteenth century to the middle of
the nineteenth. These publications in turn provided inspiration and
material for piano concert series surveying the history of keyboard
music (Anton Rubinstein’s famous historical series, performed in the
s and s, occupied seven lengthy concerts), as well as for his-
toricist music by composers from Brahms and Saint-Saëns to Ravel.

In all these historical activities a novel excitement manifested it-
self: that of delving into the past with one’s hands at the keyboard. At
the same time, the characteristic nineteenth-century habit of con-
trolling by systematizing was in operation: works written for different
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instruments were combined in a single classification system, like the
pieces of music in Ditson’s store; they were played together on the same
instrument, the way separate trades were combined under the single
roof of a nineteenth-century factory; and the concept of “the history
of the piano” brought earlier histories under its flag, the way Western
powers in this period were bringing ancient civilizations in the rest
of the world under their imperial control.

The Workhorse of Musical Life

The pianoforte is the most important of all musical instruments: its
invention was to music what the invention of printing was to poetry.

— George Bernard Shaw, “The Religion of the Pianoforte”

The analogy that Shaw asks us to consider in “The Religion of the
Pianoforte” is between getting to know Shakespeare by reading his
texts (rather than seeing the plays in the theater) and getting to know
operas by playing and singing them at the piano (rather than seeing
them staged). In both cases, he goes on to argue, it is the experience
of reading through the text for oneself — an experience that saves it
from the travesties visited on even the greatest works by theatrical
producers — that brings it alive, allowing one to understand and feel
and remember it. When he calls the piano “the most important of 
all musical instruments,” then, he is not thinking about the impor-
tance of the piano in the performance of its own repertory, but about
its importance as a stand-in for an orchestra, in situations where no
orchestra is available, where individuals need to study a work for
themselves, and where the piano is valued for helping someone read
a musical text and imagine its sounds. By Shaw’s day, the piano had
transformed the way people learned music of all sorts, and he was
right to look behind the scenes, as it were, and notice what a differ-
ence it made that a piano was there.24

The piano made a difference literally behind the scenes, during
rehearsals. It is difficult to reconstruct how operas, ballets, oratorios,
orchestral works, masses, and other large-scale works were rehearsed
before the advent of the piano. The most telling evidence is of a neg-
ative kind: there is little sign that musicians made or used special
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scores just for rehearsal. That changed when the piano arrived, and
the appearance of printed rehearsal scores for piano in itself sug-
gests that new kinds of rehearsal practice developed. These scores
had the parts for all or some of the participating forces reduced to 
a form playable on the piano. With a “rehearsal-only” score of an un-
accompanied choral work, a pianist could help the singers to learn
their notes and to put them together; with a piano-vocal score of an
opera or oratorio, a pianist could give the singers an idea of how their
parts would fit with the orchestral part; and with a reduced score of a
concerto, a rehearsal pianist could provide the same service to an in-
strumental soloist.

In opera rehearsals the harpsichord seems to have been used,
sometimes in conjunction with bass or other instruments, since the
invention of opera at the beginning of the seventeenth century. But
the harpsichord played in the staged performance too, and its player
may have played pretty much the same notes in rehearsal as in per-
formance. By contrast, when the piano replaced the harpsichord, it
took no role in the performance, but stood in for the whole orchestra
during rehearsal. Even if no reduced score was available, pianists
were expected, at least from the beginning of the nineteenth century,
to play the essential parts of an orchestral score at sight. In fact, in
Adam’s important Méthode de piano of , instructions on the art
of reading a score at the piano appear at the end, exactly where the
instructions for basso-continuo realization would have been in a harp-
sichord method.25

What difference did it make to have a rehearsal instrument that
could substitute for the whole orchestra? Opera rehearsals with full
orchestra have always been extraordinarily expensive, and a great
many rehearsals with piano could be held for the price of a few or-
chestral ones; in that way all the elements of the production other
than the orchestra could be more generously rehearsed. It can be
imagined, for instance, that the elaborate staging for which the Paris
Opera was famous in the nineteenth century — its huge chorus di-
rected to move dramatically around the stage rather than stand in
place all the time — developed because the rehearsal pianist made 
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it affordable to have sufficient numbers of blocking rehearsals (see
Figure ).26

By contrast, ballet rehearsing stuck to a pre-piano tradition. Well
into the nineteenth century, ballet rehearsals were accompanied by
the violin at the Paris Opera, which set the pace in production meth-
ods as well as repertory for ballet companies across Europe. The
white-haired violinist who appears in many of Degas’s paintings of
ballet rehearsals was a real fixture there. Like the harpsichordist in
the opera rehearsals of previous centuries, the ballet violinist pre-
sumably played the same part, more or less, in rehearsal as in per-
formance. Because the violins had the predominant voice in the or-
chestra, and because the dancers needed to follow the music but did
not — like opera singers — need to pick notes out of the full orchestral
texture, they could learn their steps to the tune of a violin and then
move into orchestral rehearsal without confusion. But in the twen-
tieth century, that system broke down. Perhaps as ballet scores be-
came more rhythmically complicated, the violin was found incapable
of supplying what the dancers needed in rehearsal. Or perhaps main-
taining this anomalous practice in a musical system dominated by
the piano simply came to seem like spinning your own thread in a
world of factory-made textiles. In any case, Degas’s violinist was re-
placed by pianists specializing in ballet rehearsing. Today these pi-
anists develop a rhythmic rapport with dancers, the way choral and
opera and Broadway pianists develop a breath rapport with singers,
and in many cases that rapport helps keep ballet pianists in business
even now that the alternative — the tape recorder — costs a lot less per
rehearsal than they do.

In the music classroom, the piano has figured much as it has in the
rehearsal room. When the history and appreciation of music became
a classroom subject, the piano was there to illustrate it. A remark-
able early instance was the course of lectures on the history of music
that William Crotch gave as professor of music at Oxford University,
starting in ; these lectures were illustrated in part by the Music
Room orchestra, in part by Crotch himself at the piano. Furthermore,
he published three volumes of music examples from these lectures a
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few years later (), more than two decades before he published
the lectures themselves. The examples, or Specimens of Various Styles
of Music, as he called them, were therefore meant to serve an educa-
tional purpose of their own. “The intention of this Work,” he wrote in
his preface, “is to bring into one point of view Specimens (adapted
for keyed instruments) of the various Styles of Music, beginning with
the written music of the ancients, and the unwritten, or national, mu-
sic of many different countries; and proceeding through the works of
the most eminent masters of every age down to the present time.”27

If the main purpose of Crotch’s work was to instill in the public 
an awareness of the vast musical treasury of human history, a second-
ary purpose was to provide keyboard players with “good subjects for
practice, calculated for all stages of their progress.” Here was yet an-
other instance of the nineteenth-century inclination to comprehend
and systematize a whole world of music at the piano. Some corners of
that world lent themselves to translation to the piano more readily
than others. In transcribing traditional melodies of many cultures —
Irish songs, a “Hottentot tune” and a “Bedouin air” from Africa, melo-
dies of Asian and North American peoples — for the piano, all har-
monized in piano styles, Crotch introduced the dilemma that has 
bedeviled the study and appreciation of folk or traditional or “na-
tional” song ever since: how to transfer music from its cultural home
to another setting without denaturing it. The piano defines the prob-
lem: its fixed scale, its abrupt attack, its dying tone, and its need for
chords to bring a melody to life — all of which create difficulties even
when the piano represents the sounds of a modern Western orchestra
or vocal group — make for greater distortion still when it represents
the music of the distant past and distant cultures.

Yet the piano, with these shortcomings, is the instrument that
Western music educators chose in the nineteenth century for the all-
purpose representation of music to students and to the public. When
James Ivory turned E. M. Forster’s novel Howards End into a movie
in , he hit upon a brilliantly appropriate economy in transform-
ing Forster’s famous scene at a concert performance of Beethoven’s
Fifth Symphony into a scene at a public lecture in which the music 
is analyzed at the piano. By the beginning of the twentieth century,
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which is the time-setting of the novel, the piano had long been a fix-
ture in the music classroom as well as the public lecture on music.
Music history teachers expounded the Renaissance motet on it. And
music theory teachers built their curricula on keyboard repertory,
centering the study of counterpoint on the Bach keyboard fugues and
the study of analysis on the Beethoven piano sonatas. They could
demonstrate works like these at the piano, pull out strands and frag-
ments for inspection, and then reassemble them. Even in the twenti-
eth century, when recordings have transformed the teaching of music
in the classroom, the piano has kept its place there, in part because
it permits the teacher to perform musical dissections with ease.

If music history and theory teachers have been expected to know
how to play the piano, so have trained musicians in general. In the
 music encyclopedia of the Paris Conservatory, it is described as

practically indispensable to know how to play the piano, even if
one wants to learn any other instrument or devote oneself to vo-
cal studies. Having to read two staves, two clefs, and a number of
notes and chords simultaneously is an excellent means of achiev-
ing perfection in ear-training and sight-reading, it could even be
said in hearing integrally, for one hears music better when one
knows how to read it well.28

And what about composers? Louis Adam — to return to his Méth-
ode of  — encouraged piano students with the thought that “prac-
tically all the great composers developed their genius on the instru-
ment that you are cultivating.”29 That is an astonishing claim to have
made at a time when composers were still at work who had grown up
before the piano was widespread. Perhaps it should be read more 
as a prophecy that has been largely fulfilled, at least in the Western
classical tradition, or rather has become self-fulfilled, because piano
training was made an “indispensable” part of the education of com-
position students, as it was of other music students. Actual practice
by composers is another matter. The way the piano sounds and the
way its keys fall under the fingers have had an incalculable effect, for
better or worse, on the music that piano-reliant composers have cre-
ated for other instruments and for voices. Some composers use the
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piano all the time, some occasionally, and some hardly at all. Ravel
once scolded his English composition student for working in a Paris
hotel room with no piano, saying: “Without the piano one cannot in-
vent new harmonies.” But the student was Vaughan Williams, and
apparently he could.30 It is only the popular image of the composer
that requires a piano as a professional attribute. However composers
produce their music today or ever did, the nineteenth-century musi-
cal system continues to define their career for them as one more func-
tion within the imaginary factory of the piano.

Piano Playing in Nineteenth-Century French Visual Culture
 . 
Visual artists concerned with contemporary life often depicted the
subject of the woman at the piano as part of “everyday life” imagery 
in nineteenth-century French visual culture.31 The motif abounds in
nineteenth-century French popular prints that illustrated sheet mu-
sic, advertisements, novels, popular literature, and magazines — from
satirical journals like Le Charivari to conventional women’s maga-
zines like the Journal des demoiselles to the most prestigious “high
cultural” music publication, the Revue et gazette musicale. The image
was so pervasive that it became cliché: cartoonists lampooned piano-
playing women for their musical mediocrity, social climbing, and
erotic dalliances — themes that were echoed in textual sources rang-
ing from popular novels to physiologies (taxonomies of social types).
Subsequently, the woman at the piano became an increasingly popu-
lar theme in avant-garde painting (notably in the work of artists we
think of as Impressionists: Paul Cézanne, Edouard Manet, Edgar De-
gas, Gustave Caillebotte, Auguste Renoir). 

The feminine press promoted piano playing to its readers, prima-
rily in the form of fashion-plate images, sheet music for the piano, and
information about the music industry and musical culture in Paris.32

Achille Devéria’s fashion-plate drawing Prélude, for example, was in-
tended to be mass reproduced, to be consumed by a magazine-reading
audience of (presumably) middle-class, fashion- and culture-con-
scious, literate women (see Figure ).33 Published in the first issue 
of the Journal des femmes in May , Prélude conjures an idealized
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image of grace and sorority. Devéria represents two socially intimate
female figures at an upright piano, one seated, the other standing. His
image embraces the notion of the piano as a literal site of harmony.
The women are fancily dressed, engaged in a culturally and aestheti-
cally appropriate activity, and occupying a lovely domestic space.
The well-appointed interior is decorated with the requisite items: up-
right piano, framed artwork, generous curtains, vase of flowers. The
image suggests plenitude and ease, a model to be emulated, ideally to
be obtained, or at the very least, simply to be desired.

By contrast, many illustrators in the s depicted girls from the
lower echelons of the socioeconomic ladder as piano players. An un-
titled lithograph by Paul Gavarni published in Le Charivari, Septem-
ber , illustrates the perception that the piano was becoming de-
mocratized (see Figure ). The image functions as a visual corollary
to ideas voiced by social commentators, such as the Charivari col-
umnist who observed in : “As the piano has become an indis-
pensable piece of furniture, and that is found today in practically
every salon, in every attic apartment, and in every porter’s loge, man-
ufacturers see themselves as obligated to whip up these instruments
in such a manner that they will fit into the tiniest little corners.”34 The
lithograph visually confirms the perception that young women who
inhabit a decidedly un-middle-class world were playing the piano. In
the foreground of Gavarni’s image, the viewer apprehends an inele-
gantly dressed man standing over a stove, bellows in hand as he su-
pervises a heating kettle. In the hazy background, we discern a young
woman seated at a compact upright piano, the outlines of sheet music
visible as she plays, hands poised over the keyboard. The domestic
space represented here — a dark, cramped kitchen — marks a depar-
ture from the middle-class homes featured in the advertisement and
the fashion plate. The proliferation of images that depict both middle-
class and working-class women playing the piano confirmed the
widespread cultural belief that “the inevitable piano begins to pene-
trate everywhere.”35 And, indeed, in the decades following the French
Revolution—particularly during the economic boom years of the s
and s — the practice was no longer the exclusive province of the
upper classes.
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Piano playing also served as a social and sometimes sexual me-
diator. On one hand, it was regarded as an artistic accomplishment
(rather than a professional pursuit) that allowed young women to dis-
play themselves appropriately. Musical ability was perceived to en-
hance marriage prospects. In many cases, however, the piano facili-
tated not only romance but social mobility, for the talents of the young
woman were frequently employed to improve her status by marrying
well. In addition to providing a means for social climbing, piano play-
ing often allowed for contact between men and women. Many images
of women at the piano exploit the music lesson scenario as a court-
ship arena, to depict either innocent or erotic interaction. The novel-
ist Honoré de Balzac literalizes the idea of woman as an instrument
to be played by men: “Woman is a delicious instrument of pleasure,
but one must be familiar with the quivering cords; study the pose,
the timid keyboard, the changing and capricious fingering.”36

In a lithograph published in Le Charivari in , the caricaturist
and keen social observer Honoré Daumier employs the piano as a
site of seduction (see Figure ). Here, the male piano teacher’s body
language reveals decidedly nonmusical intentions as he leans sug-
gestively toward the young woman.37 In the background, an oblivious
chaperon attends to her needlepoint. The pianist’s physical comport-
ment suggests that she is engaged in her playing. A caption puts into
the teacher’s mouth lines containing solfège syllables that we are to
imagine him emphasizing to keep the chaperon from becoming sus-
picious: “If you only knew how pretty you are! pretend you’re playing
DOn’t talk. — You don’t like me SO — I hope you’ll always like MI.”38

The print invokes the long-standing stereotype that male music teach-
ers generally attempted to rob female pupils of their virtue.

A couple of decades later, avant-garde painters took up the theme
of the woman at the piano, borrowing motifs and attitudes from the
tradition of popular prints, but turning the theme to their own range
of expressive purposes. Cézanne painted his Young Girl at the Piano
(Overture to Tannhäuser) — the one surviving painting out of his three
treatments of the theme — around –.39 The painting (see Fig-
ure ), depicting two women in a somewhat cramped domestic space,
uses compositional conventions and a sardonic tone found in popular
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images. At the same time, the colors, patterns, composition, and angu-
larity of the figures emphasize a decidedly modernist pictorial agenda.
As a young woman dressed in white plays the upright piano, an older
woman sits, focused on her needlework and, presumably, listening to
her daughter play. Although she looks like a chaperon from the tradi-
tion of popular lithographs, in this case there is no threat of seduc-
tion; the male gaze is held by the viewer (and the painter) outside the
picture space.40   Cézanne casts his unmarried sister as trapped by fam-
ily life and literally anchored by the piano.

The title implies that she is playing a transcription of the Overture
to Tannhäuser: domesticated Wagner. It is quite possible that ama-
teur pianists such as Cézanne’s sister would have played a transcrip-
tion from the Tannhäuser score in the late s. The opera famously
bombed in Paris in . As early as , however, the music and art
critic Champfleury commented that “the Overture to Tannhäuser was
already known in Paris to those who heard it in a one franc concert
between a polka and a quadrille, insofar as it allowed for delightful
conversations between coulissiers [stagehands] and the girls.”41 His
reference to a one-franc concert suggests that one piece of Wagner’s
music at least was reaching a popular audience in Paris even before
it reached the stage of the elite Opéra. Cézanne’s painting testifies to
another path of popularization: domesticated Wagner was democra-
tized Wagner.

Another painter who depicted the woman at the piano within his
own family was Manet. His wife Suzanne was a pianist whose playing
was admired by the painters and music lovers Edgar Degas and Henri
Fantin-Latour and so respected by the composer Emmanuel Chabrier
that he dedicated his  Impromptu for piano to her.42 Apparently,
too, Suzanne played Wagner on the piano for Charles Baudelaire as
he lay on his deathbed.43 Manet’s friends were effusive in their praise
for Suzanne’s playing: Fantin wrote rhapsodic letters about Madame
Manet’s performance of Schumann and Beethoven, while Degas ex-
pressed his appreciation for the Manets’ musical evenings in paint. In
the late s, Degas painted a dual portrait that amounts to a dou-
ble homage to musical amateurism: Suzanne at the piano, Manet as
listener. Degas offered the painting to Manet, with disastrous results.
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As Degas reported to the picture dealer Ambroise Vollard, Manet
was so displeased with the portrayal of Suzanne that he reacted by
cutting off the right side of the picture. Upon seeing the disfigured
canvas, Degas removed it and departed abruptly, “without even say-
ing goodbye.”44

Later that year, in a gesture that seems equally competitive and
proprietary, Manet undertook his own version of his wife at the piano.
Thus, his Madame Manet at the Piano () acts as a corrective to
the earlier conception in that it compensates for the cut-off right side
of Degas’s double portrait. This time Manet excises his own body from
the scene and focuses exclusively on his wife playing the piano (see
Figure ). This work asserts that his status as a listening amateur is
a given — literally built into the painter-sitter and husband-wife rela-
tionship. This small work, painted of his wife, for his wife, was inti-
mate in every regard: subject, scale, function. It was noncommercial
in intent, a testament of Manet’s love for his wife, for it was exhibited
only once, in , and remained in her possession until her death in
. The painting remained Manet’s only treatment of the theme.

Other painters of the period, however, created piano pictures for
public exhibition. Degas submitted his Madame Camus au piano
() to the Salon of , where it was rejected by the conservative
exhibition jury. In this work the sitter is turned away from the piano
facing the viewer, one arm reaching out behind her to touch the key-
board, so that the piano functions as an attribute of Madame Camus’s
identity, rather than as a site of activity; in this sense the work ad-
heres to the conventions of portraiture, not the subgenre of the woman
at the piano. At the second Impressionist Exhibition in  two
painters, Gustave Caillebotte and Auguste Renoir, showed piano pic-
tures. Whereas Renoir’s painting Femme au piano () depicts the
more typical theme, Caillebotte’s work, Jeune homme jouant du pi-
ano, presents his brother Martial playing a grand piano in a domestic
interior. Caillebotte’s painting was received especially well by the
critics because of the perceived seriousness of his male player.

In his essay on the works in the  exhibition, Edmond Duranty
noted — and celebrated — dramatic changes registering in the artistic
production of his contemporaries.45 Duranty advocated that artists
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dispense with “formulaic” approaches (such as emulating past tradi-
tions) and instead depict figures in the contexts of their everyday
lives, bathed in the light of the contemporary moment, in the context
of real surroundings that “indicate [their] financial position, class,
and profession. The individual will be at a piano, examining a sam-
ple of cotton in an office, or waiting in the wings for the moment to 
go on stage, or ironing on a makeshift table.”46 Duranty’s admonition
must have resonated with painters: his words fit neatly with the pic-
tures in the  exhibition, and artists continued to follow his criti-
cal directive.

Renoir, however, was the most prolific painter of the woman at the
piano theme in nineteenth–century French painting. His devotion to
this subject throughout his career suggests that it served his artistic
ambitions extremely well. The most intriguing of his treatments of
the subject is the series of six paintings he produced in  that de-
pict the same scene — a pair of adolescent girls at an upright piano —
with slight pictorial, compositional, and narrative variations.47 Renoir
gave one of these paintings to Caillebotte in friendship; another, how-
ever, was the object of a state purchase — the first of Renoir’s career
and the only direct purchase from the artist as opposed to works that
would later be bequeathed to the state’s collection.48 The work —
probably the last of the six in the series (see Figure ) — was pur-
chased “off the rack” in Renoir’s studio by Henri Roujon, minister of
fine arts.49

Renoir’s serial treatment of the six Jeunes filles au piano paintings
varies in color, tonality, surface, and composition. Each painting de-
picts a seated young blonde woman as she touches the keys of an up-
right piano with her right hand and grasps sheet music with her left,
as if she has just turned the page or is about to do so. A brunette com-
panion stands at her side and leans inward in a gesture that bespeaks
casual intimacy (compare the poses in Devéria’s Prélude). Both girls
consistently focus on the sheet music, their partially open mouths sug-
gesting either song or rapt attention. 

Renoir’s serial practice resembles the project of his friend and 
Impressionist compatriot Monet, who painted and exhibited at least
twenty multiples of the Grainstacks of –.50 Whereas Monet fo-
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cuses on the chromatic and tonal variations germane to the study and
representation of landscape, Renoir brings the changeable pictorial
weather indoors and domesticates it within the fictional confines of
the bourgeois salon. Renoir’s translation of the serial form from land-
scape to figural painting reveals an ambitious artistic agenda that was
at once pictorially innovative and commercially savvy.

Musicality within the work is expressed at the level of the paint-
er’s chromatic, compositional, and iconographic choices. The pastoral
harmony of color reinforces that of theme: soft greens, peaches, and
pinks permeate the domestic space and envelop the girls. Renoir
wishes to saturate our visual, aural, and physical senses, and the ve-
hicle for this multifaceted sensory experience is the jeunes filles: one
produces sound from the instrument; the other leans over her, both
as participant in the musical act and as audience.

Most of Renoir’s piano pictures were intended for consumption by
a diverse public. Apparently at Renoir’s request, the fine arts min-
ister permitted the recently acquired Jeunes filles au piano to be in-
cluded in the May  Renoir exhibition at the Durand-Ruel gal-
lery. Because the Musée du Luxembourg (France’s official museum
of contemporary art) was closed for reorganization until late in the
year, the state’s picture was displayed at a commercial gallery before
it was displayed for the public in the noncommercial, official space
of the contemporary art museum. Thus, the presence of the state’s ver-
sion within the commercial space of the gallery lent authority to Re-
noir’s and his dealer’s enterprise. The work effectively was guaran-
teed heightened publicity and a high-profile spot in the Parisian art
world. Indeed, the moment this last picture in the Jeunes filles au
piano series was publicly displayed in the museum, the painting, the
painter — and, arguably, the subject matter — garnered the high-profile
stamp of official artistic legitimacy.

While the state purchase in  represents the highest public
achievement an artist could hope for, Renoir continued to paint the
“woman at the piano” for private purposes. In , for example, he
returned to the motif for his portrait of Yvonne and Christine Lerolle,
the daughters of Henri Lerolle, a friend of Renoir who was a fellow
painter, collector, and musical amateur (see Figure ).51 The por-
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trait was initiated at Renoir’s behest, and the Lerolle family did not
buy the painting, though they did acquire some preparatory drawings
of the work. The painting remained in the artist’s possession until his
death. Whereas the sisterly pair in the  series are models who
perform a fictional role in the studio, Yvonne and Christine Lerolle
are depicted within the confines of their home. Seated at a grand pi-
ano and framed by Degas paintings (jockeys and horses; dancers) that
hang on the wall, the Lerolle sisters occupy “real” time and space as
opposed to the domestic fictions proposed by the  series.

The  Lerolle portrait, however, bears direct pictorial and com-
positional links to the  series. In both works the piano-playing
figure and the companion figure wear similar garb and share similar
gestures. The Lerolles are clearly in their late teens or early twenties,
whereas the jeunes filles of the  series are clearly in early adoles-
cence. It is as if, in Renoir’s pictorial imagination, those young girls
matured into Yvonne and Christine: they pinned up their hair and
graduated to a grand piano. 

Although other major Impressionist-era artists depicted the sub-
ject, Renoir’s approach to it was sustained across twenty-three years.
The  series reveals the depth of his engagement; by treating the
woman at the piano subject as a series and by targeting the pictures
to several different audiences, Renoir united his artistic ambitions
with his commercial success. With the Lerolle portrait he reclaimed
the subject for the private sphere, expressing his friendship for the
sitters in an intimate representation of their domestic life. And the
French state, in its purchase of Jeunes filles au piano, endorsed Re-
noir’s pastoral vision of late-nineteenth-century femininity whether it
represents fact or fiction, reality or myth. In the process the woman
at the piano, originally the subject of fashion plates and caricatures,
was elevated to a level commensurate with the most exalted subjects
of the French visual tradition, and the place of feminine, domestic
musical culture in nineteenth-century French history was secured.
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Six

The Concert and the Virtuoso

s to the gentlemen who turn over the leaves for the
pianists at St James’s Hall, is there a great virtuoso
with whom they are not familiar? What exciting tales
they could tell of their breathless efforts to follow

incredibly swift prestos; and what pleasant reminiscences they must
enjoy of delicious naps stolen in the midst of dreamy adagios with 
a nice long repeat included within one open folio. For they sleep,
these men: I have seen one of them do it at the elbow of a great
artist, and have forgotten the music in contemplating the unfath-
omable satiety of the slumberer, and in speculating on the chances
of his waking up in time for the volte subito. The eyes did not fail to
open punctually; and their expression, unmistakeably that of the
sleeper awakened, relieved me of the last doubt as to whether he
had not been ecstatically drinking in the music with his eyes shut.
What are Liszt’s experiences compared to those of a man so prodi-
giously blasé that not Madame Schumann herself can fix his atten-
tion for the brief space of two pages?

— George Bernard Shaw, in Dramatic Review, April , 

The Piano in the Concert Hall
 
What were piano concerts or “recitals” like in the past? It is difficult
to know exactly, because histories of keyboard instruments and mu-
sic do not always describe these performances, and it remains tempt-
ing to assume that such musical events were “variations upon a theme”
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of late-twentieth-century performing practice — that is, variants of
the contemporary piano recital that audiences so often hear today.
But the history of piano concerts is much richer than a simple ex-
trapolation from today’s concert practices suggests. Although varying
traditions developed within different national boundaries, the piano
evolved the same set of performing roles — supportive, collaborative,
competitive, and solo — wherever it was heard in public.

Present-day notions of the concert presume the existence of a con-
cert repertory. But much of the music played in public on the piano,
for much of its history, was not specifically for concerts, or even spe-
cifically for the piano. Instead, the piano acquired — along with its
ever expanding usefulness to everyday musical life — an indispensa-
ble “imparting” role in communicating to new audiences vast reper-
tories beyond its own. As the conveyer of other repertories for more
than two centuries, the piano gained vitality and prestige. Indeed, it
is the decline of this role that threatens the piano’s relevance today.

The role of audiences was also surely of paramount importance in
defining past concerts, perhaps even more so than the potential mon-
etary or societal reward for the performer. Concert audiences are an
unusual community, one created solely for the experience of listen-
ing to music — earlier performances in homes and at court didn’t re-
quire a willingness to sit with strangers for such a singular purpose.
Moreover, audiences did more than just enjoy the music; they were
active listening participants. The French verb assister (which implies
testimony to an event) captures this meaning better than does the
English attend. Such “assisting” participants were a feature of Re-
naissance academies in Italy, the sixteenth- and seventeenth-century
collegia musica of the German-speaking lands, and the tavern con-
certs of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century England, where the story
of the piano in the concert hall begins.

Finally, a “concert” is about the space in which the performance
occurs. According to Thurston Dart, musical acoustics may be essen-
tially categorized as “resonant,” “room,” or “outdoor.” A single com-
poser might compose differently for the acoustics of a highly reso-
nant cathedral, the “completely ‘dead’ surroundings” of a theatrical
“room,” or an open-air setting.1 In order to understand the changes
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in piano music and in concert programming for the piano, we need to
appreciate not only the ways the instrument itself developed but also
how and why halls were designed for public performances of music.

London
Our debt to the musical life of the United Kingdom is great. The idea
of “public pub” concerts (publicly advertised concerts in taverns) may
at first seem unremarkable or unrefined, but the sharing of musical
events outside the sphere of one’s own intellectual or artistic fellow
travelers was novel and important. For a variety of reasons, London
manifested a restless, flourishing public concert life by the late sev-
enteenth century, and roots of the “canons” of musical repertories —
so crucial to the success of the piano in the eighteenth and nine-
teenth centuries — may be traced nearly this far back.2

Differences between the performance practice in London tavern
concerts and those associated with some of Schubert’s lieder in Vi-
enna more than a hundred years later are less striking if we keep in
mind Dart’s distinctions concerning the exigencies of live music. Be-
cause the early piano and its forerunners were plainly instruments
designed for “rooms,” this is precisely where we find the child Mo-
zart and Johann Christian Bach, the “London” son of J. S. Bach, per-
forming in the s. In  the Public Advertiser in London an-
nounced a “concert” by the Mozart children at the Swan and Hoope
Tavern, mentioning in particular the harpsichord, four-hand playing,
and Papa Mozart’s famous trick of placing a handkerchief so that his
children could not see their hands as they played (betraying at an
early date a “circus” role associated with keyboard playing).3 J. C.
Bach had appeared the year before in a “Great Room” appropriated
from a church, but his use of a pianoforte cannot be documented un-
til .

Bach’s concerts (in conjunction with Karl Friedrich Abel) gained
an enthusiastic public large enough within the decade to justify the
construction of “greater rooms.” These rooms, the elegant Hanover
Square Rooms, were opened in  and remained the site of the se-
ries until Bach’s death in ; later Haydn was to write his “London
Symphonies” expressly for these rooms, and the great touring key-
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board virtuosos of the next century would perform in them. This hall
joined a number of other concert halls, referred to as “rooms,” “tav-
erns,” or the like, in London and elsewhere in the country. After the
Hanover Square Rooms, the most important music hall was “Mr. John-
ston’s Great Room” in Dublin, built as early as .4

Although such rooms were clearly aimed at select segments of 
society, more resonant London spaces — accommodating larger and
more diverse audiences — provide us with another arresting image of
the future circus role of the piano in concert. In  — three decades
before the construction of the Hanover Square Rooms — an enormous
rotunda was opened at the Public Pleasure Gardens of Lord Rane-
lagh, in what is today Chelsea. Here, where Handel had premiered
some of his organ concertos, the child Mozart played both the organ
and — more surprisingly, given the size of the space — the harpsichord.
Whatever the frailties of this instrument in such an arena, a glimmer
of the piano’s future roles in the service of mass public amusements
is unmistakable.

A Zumpe square piano (the piano that was available for perform-
ance in London in the late s) would have sounded even feebler
in such a space than a harpsichord. But in the s and s, En-
glish makers like Broadwood made great strides in the design of grand
pianos: the increased stability and reliability, along with the extended
ranges, of the Broadwood grands appealed greatly to the (mostly for-
eign) keyboard virtuosos of the London Pianoforte School and made
it possible for them to challenge seriously the violin’s supremacy as
solo instrument.5 Nevertheless, these pianists, having secured the en-
viable role of performing “alone” before their listeners, in fact ap-
peared on the concert platform playing almost exclusively concertos
and chamber works for varying media (including voice); in England
as elsewhere until , solo works were more often heard in the
home.6

Vienna
In Vienna, public concert life evolved in its own peculiar and (at
least in terms of piano playing) slower fashion. The less-young Mozart
(“mature” being plainly inadequate here) made his third trip to Vi-
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enna in the early s and settled there, playing to small groups in
the interior rooms of the aristocracy. In  alone, he performed four-
teen times at the mansions of the Esterházy and Galitzin families, but
Mozart had learned from his travels in England and elsewhere: the
following year he set up a series of six public concerts in a converted
flour warehouse.7 If the ambiance of these concerts did not quite match
that of the Bach-Abel concerts in the stylish Hanover Square Rooms,
Mozart’s paying public (for once) was more than adequate, and from
subsequent “subscription” concerts flowed his extraordinary series 
of piano concertos, without which our keyboard repertories would be
profoundly different, perhaps unthinkable.

That Mozart had to cart a pianoforte around to his performances in
 indicates that the instrument had yet to be fully accepted in Vi-
enna, despite the fact that the best pianos by then were the English
and the Viennese.8 That he looked to converted buildings for what he
hoped would be fruitful future concerts indicates that Vienna had yet
to provide for the kind of public musical life that London had long
enjoyed. Life for a keyboard musician in Vienna was precarious at
best. The third largest city in Europe (after London and Paris), Vi-
enna had become a center of empire only recently, in the eighteenth
century; its society remained unstable well into the next. Vienna’s pop-
ulation declined precipitously after the occupations of  and ,
and the general economic recovery, though swift, was not well under
way until the s.9 The structures of musical life developed fitfully:
Charles Burney claimed that in  there were no music shops at all
in the city; Carlo Artaria began to publish music there in  only
as a sideline.10

Moreover, the social life of the city, especially after the Congress
of –, revolved around the theater (musical as well as spoken),
and it is unlikely that more than a handful of concert events during
this period could have challenged its predominance in everyday life.
As Beethoven withdrew from public life, lamenting the decreasing
interest in his music, Schubert struggled to make ends meet by writ-
ing (among much else) music intended for the theater. With Paga-
nini’s appearances in , a concert instrumental repertory — albeit
one whose flashiness Beethoven and Schubert disdained — was finally
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enshrined. Vienna’s own keyboard players, among them Mozart’s pu-
pil Johann Hummel as well as Carl Czerny, Sigismond Thalberg, and
Ignaz Moscheles, were thereby presented with a new and startling set
of challenges.

But concert opportunities for pianists were not plentiful: apart from
official court, church, or theater appointments — and possibilities of
performing in private settings — serious musicians were left mostly to
their own devices. The complexities of procuring rooms for any kind
of public musical performance at the time were formidable: concert
halls as such did not yet serve the public as in London or, for that mat-
ter, in smaller cities like Leipzig, where the Gewandhaus — an en-
tirely satisfactory facility to nineteenth- and twentieth-century under-
standings of a recital hall—had been completed in . Until the two
halls of the Musikverein were opened in Vienna in , those of the
Redoutensaal in the Hofburg (the Hapsburg palace) were the princi-
pal alternatives: the larger of these was essentially an opera house
dating from the seventeenth century and refurbished in , whereas
the smaller was used more often as a ballroom.11 The imperial the-
aters were expensive, booked far in advance, and often too large; even
if they could be reserved, it was usually difficult to assemble enough
musicians not already engaged elsewhere to mount the expected pro-
gram of mixed orchestral and chamber works.12

The showrooms of individual piano manufacturers — which were
highly successful venues in England, France, and the United States
— appear not to have been such important performance spaces in 
Vienna, although makers of pianos were plentiful.13 The principal
manufacturers like Stein, Graf, Bösendorfer, and Streicher made their
showrooms available to not-yet-established artists at no charge, but
much of this music making in the first part of the century in Vienna
appears to have suffered from a lack of adequate publicity and jour-
nal attention. Traces of it survive, however: a notice in the Viennese
press in  offering piano and violin instruction suggested that the
instructor’s professional and personal credentials might be examined
at the Stein showrooms.14

To make matters worse, self-managed concert endeavors (generally
called “benefit concerts,” or “charity concerts” when the proceeds
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were dedicated to charitable causes) presumed a degree of instru-
mental virtuosity and showmanship, a condition that didn’t suit every
pianist or composer who might want to put on a concert. Schubert, for
instance, lived long enough to hear his music performed at some of
the evening concerts of the Vienna Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde,
but these performances transpired in rooms “more like a musical sa-
lon than a public concert.”15 One solution, in the absence of virtuosity,
was noted by the critic Eduard Hanslick: a performance of Czerny’s
arrangement of the overture to Rossini’s Semiramis for eight pianos
and sixteen “upper-class” hands.16 On the other hand, the Viennese
public warmly welcomed the virtuosity of the nineteen-year-old Fréd-
éric Chopin when he gave two concerts in the imperial Kärntnerthor
theater in . His success, however, depended not so much on his
playing as on a familiar program format that made use of mixed ac-
companimental and orchestral forces and included such light original
fare by the composer as the Variations on “Là ci darem” and the
“Rondo à la krakowiak”; ballets were featured in the second halves of
both concerts.17 This success, however, hardly foretells the course of
Chopin’s future, which was soon to unfold on very different terms in
the very different musical world of Paris.

Paris
During the revolutionary decades, the concert life of Paris was cha-
otic at best. Even the city’s most distinguished and long-lived series,
the Concert Spirituel (where in  Mlle Le Chantre had played a
sonata and other works on that novelty, the “clavecin piano-forte”),
succumbed to the turmoil after . Yet musical life, though severely
affected and in some cases stunted, hobbled along.18 In , in the
midst of the Revolution, the Paris Affiches, annonces et avis divers an-
nounced an orchestral concert for the National Circus in the inner
courtyard of the Palais Royal, where a young woman was to “perform
a pianoforte concerto”; a ball was to follow the concert.19 A few years
later the violinist Pierre Baillot, who was to found the first public
chamber music concerts in Paris, drew attention to the piano’s place
in a changing concert scene that disturbed him: “The epidemic of
musicoragicomania is spreading. . . . Every tiny circle has turned into
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a concert society, every table into a piano, every woman into a musi-
cian. . . . A quarter of an hour is ample time to hear three Gluck op-
eras, a few Italian finales, a few ponts-neufs, potpourris, romances,
and a grand sonata by Steibelt may be thrown in.”20 If the piano in
Paris in the s had not yet replaced the violin as the preferred solo
instrument (as was the case in London), it had obviously made sub-
stantial gains.

By , the critic François-Joseph Fétis was complaining in his
new music journal that the piano was displacing orchestral and cham-
ber music.21 By this he did not mean that the solo piano concert had
yet arrived. He belonged to a long line of critics who believed that
concert programming, because it “offers no plot interest like a trag-
edy, a comedy, or a tableau,” relied on sheer variety to attract audi-
ences: “A concert including only vocal numbers might just be toler-
ated if there is artful variety, but if only symphonies or concertos are
heard, such uniformity would only create total boredom.”22 The par-
ticular formula that Chopin availed himself of in Vienna, however —
“alternating symphonic excerpts, solo concertos requiring brilliant
virtuoso feats, and vocal excerpts from operas” — was no longer uni-
formly followed in Paris after about .23 Instead of appearing mainly
as the solo instrument in a concerto, the piano was beginning to be
heard in ever-changing roles that might keep it occupied — or might
keep more than one piano occupied — almost incessantly throughout
a concert.

In a benefit concert for a poor family in , Liszt performed among
other works a rather bizarre version of Beethoven’s “Moonlight” So-
nata: the first movement was presented in an orchestral version by one
M. Girard, and Liszt performed the final two movements at the pi-
ano.24 And in performances of piano concertos, the orchestral part
might be taken—“imparted”—by one or two pianos. A review of a con-
certo performance given in  explained this practice as an im-
provement over orchestral performance, on the grounds that orches-
tras seldom rehearsed the parts sufficiently.25 A second piano might
be used within the orchestra, as John Field did in his Fifth Piano
Concerto “to sharpen the edge of the orchestral tone.”26 Or a concerto
for more than one piano might be played, like J. S. Bach’s concerto 
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for three keyboard instruments, which was performed by Ferdinand
Hiller, Liszt, and Chopin at a concert that Hiller put on in March .

Concerts that featured such concerto performances also included
all sorts of chamber music in which the piano participated with other
instruments and with singers. In his autobiography, the American
George F. Root recalled a performance at the Paris rooms of Henri
Herz in  that would be surprising to our contemporary notions of
concert making: “Madame Viardot [the great singer Pauline Viardot-
García] played a difficult waltz by Chopin, to which had been added,
in a most musicianly manner, a melody which she sang. It was a curi-
ous and wonderful performance.”27 A group of pianos might be played
together, with one or two players per piano, as in Vienna. When Cho-
pin arrived in Paris in , the reigning pianist of the moment, Fried-
rich Kalkbrenner, struck a deal with him by which Chopin could 
perform his own Piano Concerto in F Minor and his “Là ci darem”
variations if on the same program he assisted in Kalkbrenner’s Grande
Polonaise for six pianos, twelve hands.28 Yet in the midst of such multi-
player works that included piano, there was also increasing room on
concert programs for piano solos.

That piano solos — modest pieces like the waltzes of Chopin as
well as the overwhelming opera fantasies of Thalberg and Liszt —
were able to hold their own within such mixed programs is partly a
tribute to the improvements that were being made to the strength and
sonority of French pianos (especially in the singing middle ranges).
Such major French manufacturers as Erard and Pleyel had learned a
great deal from the British trade during their extended “sabbaticals”
in London during the Revolution. Returning to Paris, Erard reopened
his factory in  and Pleyel opened his in ; both eventually
turned out pianos that virtuosos preferred to any English or Viennese
instruments. For virtuosos — refugees like John Field from the Lon-
don School and Chopin from Poland, stars like Herz, Liszt, Thalberg,
and Clara Wieck from all across the continent — Paris was the place
to make a name in the s and s, the center of European mu-
sical life from which reputations and repertories radiated to the rest
of the Western world.

Whereas in Vienna during the first half of the nineteenth century
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a keyboard player made his or her way primarily in the salons and
private concert rooms of the upper classes (or, on an occasion of great
luck, in one of the grand theaters), in Paris a greater range of fa-
cilities became available earlier on. Not that facilities in themselves
made the route to success for a pianist any less arduous. On her first
visit to Paris in , Clara Wieck (later Clara Schumann) faced the
quandary of how to move up as a performer from the rooms of the
privileged classes to those of the manufacturers, and then (if pos-
sible) to one of the grand theaters. “In Paris,” according to Nancy
Reich’s description, “it was customary to play at soirées in the lavish
homes of aristocrats or wealthy music lovers, await a newspaper men-
tion, and then, at the right moment, schedule a public concert.”29

But by then several rooms had at least been constructed in Paris ex-
pressly for public concerts, whereas a decade earlier the pianist
Ignaz Moscheles had resorted to arranging public performances in an
opera house, the Salle Favart, after having duly made the rounds of
other rooms.30

Not the least important of the new rooms was the elegant concert
hall of the Paris Conservatory, opened in , which owed its exis-
tence in no small measure to public enthusiasm over the institution’s
first student concerts. Statutes of the revolutionary government re-
quired regular public performances by students from , and in
the following year student “exercises” began at the Odéon, then moved
to the theater of the Société Olympique before returning to the Con-
servatoire. A significant degree of continuity was attained in these
concerts by , and from then until  the public student con-
certs of the Paris Conservatory constituted the most serious and sta-
ble series of concerts since the demise of the Concert Spirituel.31 By
, however, a correspondent from the Allgemeine musikalische
Zeitung (among others) had noted that the hall of the “Exercise” con-
certs (the “Old Hall” of the Conservatoire, rue Bergère since ),
which accommodated at most three hundred, would no longer do.32

Hence  saw the opening of the “new” hall of the “old” Conserva-
toire, where an extraordinary series of concerts under the direction of
the violinist and conductor François Habeneck unfolded from .
Habeneck, though resolutely opposed to engaging foreign “stars” as
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soloists, allowed Kalkbrenner (inspector at the conservatory) to play
his own concertos and over the years engaged some twenty-two pi-
anists to play with his orchestra, among them Mendelssohn, Franck,
and — for his two final programs of the eighth season — Liszt (playing
a concerto by Weber) and Chopin (performing his own Introduction
and Polonaise).33

More significant for the development of piano-centered concerts,
perhaps, was the inauguration by leading Parisian piano manufactur-
ers of their own rooms for public performances: smaller than the hall
of the Conservatoire, these concert halls, attached to the manufactur-
ers’ factories and showrooms, quickly counted among the more desir-
able places for keyboard players to be heard in Paris. Pleyel’s hall
was opened in  with a long concert of varying media, featuring
most centrally Kalkbrenner in another of his piano concertos; Fétis,
by now more sanguine about the piano (perhaps because of the var-
ied repertory), praised the instrument, the concerto, and the event.
Pleyel opened a second hall in , and within a few years the two
halls featured as many as two hundred concerts in a season.34 Henri
Herz, a pianist who like Clementi doubled as a piano manufacturer,
followed suit with a slightly larger concert hall. This hall occasion-
ally welcomed orchestras, but for the most part, like those of Erard,
Pleyel, and other piano makers, it was used primarily for chamber
music concerts featuring pianists, singers accompanied by pianists,
and other instrumentalists in conjunction with pianists. In concert
spaces built and run by piano manufacturers, the piano could never
have been pushed offstage for very long.

The Solo Recital
In –, while on tour away from his Parisian home base in such
cities as Milan, Rome, and Vienna, Liszt hit upon the plan of reducing
the number and prominence of assisting musicians in his concerts; 
on occasion he went so far as to play a concert entirely by himself.
Liszt’s strategy may be explained in part as a self-protective device, 
a response to the strains of enlisting and working with different musi-
cal collaborators wherever his tours took him. The term recital began
to be applied to solo piano performances very soon after, although at
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first it was used to describe the pianist’s performance of a single 
work rather than the entire concert; notices for a concert by Liszt 
in London’s Hanover Square Rooms on June , , announce that 
“M. Liszt will give . . . Recitals on the pianoforte” and that he will
“give a recital of one of his great fantasies.” As the practice of giving
solo concerts was taken up by other pianists — by Charles Hallé in
London in the s, for example — the term recital began to be ap-
plied to the event as a whole, at first in English, later in French and
other languages.35

The solo recital was not instituted without resistance, however.
Audiences nearly everywhere were accustomed to an established 
format, to a certain kind of “show.” Sterndale Bennett had warned
Clara Schumann of this in : “In England, they must always have
so many expensive singers at concerts that they will not always give 
Pianistes as much as they deserve.”36 Pianists risked failure, in other
words, if they were not willing to perpetuate a system from which
they could usually expect to derive little profit for themselves. In the
end, it was not until the s that Clara Schumann felt secure
enough to attempt what Liszt had tried — also in the face of resistance
— more than thirty years before: to break free of the perpetual gaggle
of assisting artists and perform by herself.

The rise of the solo recital coincided with a general recentering 
of concert programming away from the fashionably new toward the
classic. By the late nineteenth century, the formulas of the classical
piano recital as we know it today were all being explored, from the 
single-composer program (all Beethoven sonatas, say, or all Chopin
in various genres) to the conservatory model (a roughly chronological
program proceeding from Bach preludes and fugues to a Beethoven
sonata through works of Chopin or Liszt or Schumann to whatever
counted as new).37 In the collected reviews of music critics of the day
like Eduard Hanslick in Vienna and George Bernard Shaw in Lon-
don, these formulas can be seen emerging. But the older model of the
mixed program with assisting artists can also be seen persisting and
blending with the new. Shaw, for instance, accepted grudgingly a per-
formance of the Brahms B-flat Concerto on three instruments (one
solo, two for the orchestral parts) at “Messrs. Broadwood’s rooms.”
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“The ensemble of the three Broadwood grands was not so dreadful 
as might have been expected, and the pretty finales pleased every-
body,” he wrote. But the continued vitality of the multiple-piano tra-
dition drove Shaw to a “frenzy of exasperation” — as it would many
listeners today — when it touched a classic of the solo piano reper-
tory, the Mozart C Minor Fantasy:

Imagine my feelings when Madame Backer-Grøndahl, instead of
playing this fantasia (which she would have done beautifully), set
Madame Haas to play it, and then sat down beside her and struck
up “an original part for a second piano,” in which every interpola-
tion was an impertinence and every addition a blemish. Shocked
and pained as everyone who knew and loved the fantasia must
have been, there was a certain grim ironic interest in the fact that
the man who has had the unspeakable presumption to offer us his
improvements on Mozart is the infinitesimal Grieg.38

New York and Beyond
The alacrity with which repertories and performance practices were
transferred from London, Paris, and Vienna to the New World is as-
tounding. Of the first great wave of touring pianists to come to the
United States (in the s), Louis Moreau Gottschalk — returning to
America after years in Europe — and Sigismond Thalberg won the
largest share of public recognition, certainly in New York. Their pro-
grams resembled those popular across Europe at the time, a miscel-
lany of operatic solos and duets, occasional overtures and concertos,
and various solo works for piano or violin. The American pianist Wil-
liam Mason made a somewhat less sensational impact than Gott-
schalk or Thalberg, perhaps because he promoted more serious concert
fare than they did — solo repertory by Beethoven, Chopin, Schumann,
and Schubert.39 Only a handful of New York programs between 
and , however, resembled solo piano “recitals”; the first re-
corded of these was offered by “Mr. Morgan” in January . The fol-
lowing year Thalberg performed a series of solo matinee concerts, but
he included selections on the organ as well.40 Carl Wolfsohn’s con-
certs perhaps more closely resembled a recital series. Wolfsohn, who
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had arrived in , performed all of the Beethoven piano sonatas in
Philadelphia in . He repeated the series in New York twice at
Steinway Hall, then played the entire works of Schumann and Chopin
for audiences in New York before removing to Chicago in . Later
he planned a series of historical concerts numbering about one hun-
dred, but carried out only a few of them.41

Steinway Hall opened in New York in , but the hall built by
the firm of George Steck (like Henry Steinway a German immigrant)
had preceded it by two years. In  the sons of Jonas Chickering
built a formidable hall on Fifth Avenue with a capacity of two thou-
sand. Here performed the pianists Hans von Bülow, Rafael Joseffy,
and Vladimir de Pachmann, and even orchestras like the Boston Sym-
phony. In Boston and Chicago the company maintained small rooms,
comparable in capacity to the concert rooms of Pleyel and Erard in
Paris, but Chickering Hall in New York was an early example of the
larger kind of hall constructed worldwide since the third quarter of
the nineteenth century to accommodate larger audiences and per-
forming ensembles. In  Alfred Dolge noticed that “the erection
of concert halls by piano manufacturers is entirely due to the influ-
ence of the virtuosos.”42 The (European) virtuosos kept coming, and
the Americans continued to build halls for them. Von Bülow premiered
Tchaikovsky’s First Piano Concerto during a Chickering-sponsored
visit to Boston. American piano manufacturers also brought Anton Ru-
binstein, Teresa Carreño, Anna Essipova (Leschetizky’s student and
wife), Ignacy Paderewski, Leopold Godowsky, and many others. The
piano firm of William Knabe, one of the most prestigious in the coun-
try, brought Tchaikovsky himself to New York for the opening of Car-
negie Hall in , as well as to its home city of Baltimore, not as a
pianist but as a conductor and composer.

The Chicago piano maker Kimball, by contrast, engaged Fannie
Bloomfield Zeisler, a pianist whose family had settled in Chicago
when she was five, to inaugurate its hall there in . And the en-
lightened Chicago publisher Clayton Summy, following the tradition
of European piano builders, provided a recital hall (and publicity)
free of charge to aspiring artists from the s.43 American pianists
like Bloomfield Zeisler, following the examples of Gottschalk and 
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William Mason and Amy Fay, continued to go to Europe for ad-
vanced training, in part because of a relative lack of organized con-
servatory-level training in the United States, but also because most
of the successful models for aspiring pianists in the New World were
European. Even early in the twentieth century, when some of the
most successful performers on the international circuit, like Godow-
sky, had settled in the United States as piano teachers and when a
few American pianists, like Bloomfield Zeisler, had established them-
selves on the European performing circuit, American piano students
by the thousands continued to flock to Europe for study and for con-
cert debuts to launch their careers. Civic pride might lead institu-
tions and companies in places like Chicago to promote the talents of
“their own,” but they could not break the prestige of international
exchange that had dominated the business of piano concerts since
the days when the German-born and German-educated Johann Chris-
tian Bach, fresh from triumphs as a performer and composer in Italy,
introduced the piano to audiences in London.

Twentieth-Century Settings
During the twentieth century, the trend of building halls “bigger and
better” has continued, creating the kind of settings presaged in Mo-
zart’s childhood appearance at the Ranelagh Pleasure Gardens in
London, an exterior interiority aptly described by Michael Forsyth:
“Nearly all North American auditoria built between  and 
were based on a philosophy that few would agree with today, which
likened the ideal concert hall to the outdoor music pavilion.” Cele-
brated alternatives exist, to be sure, but such renowned public spaces
as Severance Hall (), the home of the Cleveland Orchestra, and
teaching facilities such as the Music Hall at Indiana University ()
were designed with precisely this “outdoors” sound in mind.44 In the
design of these huge halls no particular accommodation was made to
the needs of the piano, despite the prominence of that instrument in
the concert life for which they were built, nor was the design of the
piano adapted in any serious way for the halls.

But in certain concert halls built in the middle of the century, ac-
commodations of both sorts can be found. In the asymmetrically fan-
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shaped concert halls of the Finnish architect Alvar Aalto, and even
in his one design for an opera house (Essen, ), more space and
seating is provided on the “keyboard side” of the hall — the side from
which the audience can see the pianist’s hands on the keyboard —
than on the opposite side. It is the piano that accommodated the ar-
chitect, however, in the first of many “centralized” concert halls, the
Philharmonie () in Berlin. Here the centering of the stage made
peculiar acoustic demands on the piano, whose lid would have cut
off sound to listeners sitting “behind” the stage. The solution was to
create a multidirectional “butterfly” lid for the piano.45

At the end of the twentieth century, rooms for piano performance
remain; indeed they have proliferated in number and kind, but the
place of the piano in them is unclear. The architectural metaphor of
the outdoors, for instance, has been exchanged for the reality of the
sheds and shells of public parks and music festivals around the world.
But the adaptiveness that has been shown in the creation of spaces
for piano performance has not been matched in programming ideas
or in the attitudes of audiences, with the result that the place of the
piano in such spaces is unclear. It is most secure in the prevailing
“Pops” or “Prom” format of concerts in Boston, London, and vir-
tually everywhere else: piano with orchestra, soon after the overture.
In concerts of contemporary music, the piano is least secure. In rooms
that have been designed expressly for the performance of that music
(like the Espace de Projection at , the musical institute of the
Pompidou Center in Paris), what has long been the most basic divi-
sion of concert hall space — a stage for the performers and seating
throughout the rest of the room for the auditors — is apt to be lacking.
A piano is often lacking in such a room as well. It may even look out
of place there. Yet paradoxically, it may be the one object whose pres-
ence can still persuade us to think of that room as a concert hall. A
similar absence of stage and seating marks what may be the most im-
portant kind of performance room to be created in the twentieth cen-
tury: the broadcast or recording studio. In settings like these, where
the traditional interplay of room, instrument, player, audience, and
sounds is overthrown, what does it take to bring all into accord?
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Cultural Contradiction, Idolatry, 
and the Piano Virtuoso: Franz Liszt
 
Audience fascination with virtuoso performers at concerts and solo
recitals in the nineteenth century closely paralleled, and even ex-
ceeded, that accorded popular music performers today. Niccolò Pa-
ganini on the violin and Franz Liszt on the piano set the standard:
praised and damned, worshipped and ridiculed, both claimed a pub-
lic attention that bordered on fetishism, a phenomenon in which an
object or person becomes a locus of displaced desire. This intense
public interest in these and other virtuosos was fed by the bourgeois
social and cultural revolution swirling around them — a revolution in
which the performers took an active, though at times contradictory,
role.

During the middle decades of the century throughout most of West-
ern Europe, especially the industrial north, the economy and the so-
cial fabric increasingly reflected bourgeois interest and control. At the
same time, this newly triumphant middle class was self-consciously —
and obsessively — working to define the parameters of its own identity
on an ideological base defined by various conceptions of individual-
ity. (“The nineteenth century was intensely preoccupied with the
self, to the point of neurosis.”)46 But the broad terms that were to de-
fine bourgeois virtuoso superstars like Liszt represented both a hyper-
bolic form of bourgeois culture and, paradoxically, an alien, perhaps
alienated, opposite. Stated simply, Liszt and Liszt’s music represented
an aesthetic correlative of the emerging middle class (although he was
much the darling of the aristocracy as well), and also its radical oppo-
site, however difficult it was then and now to pin down precisely what
this opposite was. Not least, the cultural confusion about virtuoso per-
formers hinged on debates about the nature of Art and the Artist
(both newly spelled, literally or figuratively, in upper case) in the first
age of the bottom line — debates that remain unsettled to this day
(note the level of raw politics in the U.S. Congress over funding of the
National Endowments for the Arts and Humanities).47

Liszt performed during a period when aesthetics as a field of philo-
sophical inquiry was first defined and, so far as music is concerned,
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widely discussed in journals published throughout Western Europe.
No small matter: for the first time in Western history, the cultural peck-
ing order of the arts was rearranged so that music, formerly judged
lesser than the textual and visual arts, was considered preeminent.
Music was the sonorous sign of inner life, and inner life was the sign
of the bourgeois subject, the much heralded, newly invented, and
highly idealized “individual.” 

Liszt himself was a focus of attention for a variety of reasons. His
technical facility on the piano was by myriad accounts staggering;
his artistic sensibility, to say the least, provoked in most audiences 
a strong reaction either pro or con. In his music and performance
alike, Liszt encapsulated concerns about music and the social role of
art. Specifically, Liszt — and others like him — helped to focus con-
cern over the complicated, perhaps contradictory relationship of mu-
sic to artistic practice on one hand and (mere) entertainment on the
other. Bourgeois identity, gradually consolidated first against the en-
trenched aristocracy and later against what came to be understood as
the working class, was distinctly anxious about popular appeal: pop-
ularity was politically suspect, due to a cultural fear of “the mob”;
popularity likewise was culturally suspect to the extent that mass ap-
peal risked blurring the lines between those values that defined and
divided the social classes.

Liszt’s virtuoso career was very brief in relation to his long life
(–); it lasted just over a decade from about  to , end-
ing when he was only thirty-five. But these were years of such vola-
tility in matters aesthetic and political — between the revolutions of
 and  in France, class struggles that were organized around
the future of the bourgeoisie — that the effect that he and others like
him created continued unabated even after his death. Liszt set the
stage for the contradictions of cultural modernity; he enacted these
contradictions in his compositions and his life (ranging from indulg-
ing in public love affairs, some with married women, to taking minor
holy orders; from a life at the edge of secular propriety, and some-
times well beyond its boundaries, to espousing devout religiosity
during the later nineteenth century’s most rampant period of social
Darwinism and religious indifference). Most of all, he enacted these
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contradictions in his performances, manner, mannerisms, and per-
sonal “style.”

Liszt, who effectively invented the solo recital, understood its per-
sonal and political stakes. In  he writes from Italy to Princess
Christina Belgiojoso: “I have ventured to give [in Rome] a series of
concerts all by myself, affecting the Louis XIV. style, and saying cava-
lierly to the public, ‘The concert is — myself.’ ” In one telescoped ut-
terance, Liszt concatenates Art with self, and brags of personal agency
at the very heart of middle-class identity (ironically by invoking the
words of Europe’s aristocratic archetype). More to the point, Liszt
makes clear that he comprehended performance as a form of highly
personal communication (in which he literally “recites” on the pi-
ano), precisely mirroring the fundamentals of bourgeois subjectivity.
In the same letter, he struggles to name the recital as “musical solilo-
quies (I do not know what other name to give to this invention of
mine).”48

To be sure, a significant quantity of the truly staggering amount 
of piano music by Liszt occupies a middle ground between original
composition and what we might call cover versions, for example, his
numerous arrangements—better, fantasies—on popular operatic arias,
or his more straightforward piano transcriptions of Beethoven sym-
phonies. Liszt’s “covers,” which by definition are not truly original,
nonetheless provided him with a perfect opportunity to mark his sin-
gularity by other means. Put simply, he made these well-known mu-
sical nuggets his own, either by “expanding” an opera tune into a
kind of rhapsodic symphony of solo instrumental embroidery, or, con-
versely, by “reducing” a composition for a full orchestra to a solo that
strikingly preserved the texture and general effects of the original.
Music publisher Pietro Mechetti noted that “many passages in his
works suggest that one of his immediate objects seems to be to turn
the piano as much as possible into an orchestra.”49 This same im-
pression is acknowledged by Ernest Legouvé, in the Revue et gazette
musicale in : “Liszt’s whole career has been a challenge hurled
at the word impossible.” Legouvé registers his own disbelief that Liszt
had announced a performance at the Opéra: how could he hope to
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“transport the thin and puny sounds of a single instrument into that
vast space, into the hall still resounding with the overwhelming ef-
fects of the Huguenots and accustomed to the whole gamut of dra-
matic emotions, and which even the most powerful tones of the hu-
man voice can barely manage to fill”? Legouvé need not have worried.
The performance included a concerto, during which Liszt “victori-
ously dominated” the orchestra.50

Modernity as Looking
The nineteenth century marks the establishment of one of moder-
nity’s defining principles: it was the age of the visual, the time when
we acquired our “common sense” that a picture is worth a thousand
words, and that seeing is believing.51 The exponential increase in the
availability of images during the nineteenth century — in both black
and white and color — is difficult to comprehend from the standpoint
of our own image-dominated place in history. Suffice to say that the
impact of images came to define the entire culture, shaping identity
itself in ways that could not have been imagined only a couple of gen-
erations earlier. Images, available through cheap reproductive tech-
nologies from color lithography to photography, spawned the rapid
growth of the advertising industry and the publication of hundreds of
popular magazines and newspapers. Images did not so much satisfy a
craving as whet an appetite that to this day remains insatiable, and
to such a degree that sight quickly gained precedence over the other
human senses as the principal means of knowing.52

The sight of music has always been central to music’s social func-
tions and meanings.53 But sight’s relation to musical semiotics was
cemented in the course of the nineteenth century with the full-bore
development of absolute music, that is, instrumental music — from
solo sonatas to symphonies and concertos — without the “explana-
tory” narrative of song literature, opera, and oratorio, or of textual pro-
grams that accompanied some other forms of instrumental music and
guided musical reception. More than ever before, performers’ bodies,
in the act of realizing music, also helped to transliterate musical
sound into musical meaning by means of the sight — and sometimes
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spectacle — of their gestures, facial expressions, and general physi-
cality. Liszt, who cultivated and exploited a “look,” is the premier
performer in this sense. 

Liszt was heard; Liszt — as he himself clearly recognized — was
also very much “looked at.” Liszt’s playing, like Paganini’s, fueled by
technique that seemed metaphorically or even literally demonic, was
matched by visually dramatic physical movements, of which both
performers were fully conscious. The most prestigious form of visual
representation at the time, however, the formal portrait, by definition
did not permit visual reference to the dramatic physicality that marked
Liszt’s playing. Indeed, among the many oil paintings of Liszt, few ac-
tually show him at the piano, and those that do preserve portraiture’s
generic decorum by representing him as a kind of dreamer in quiet, if
privately passionate, reverie at his instrument.

The best known portrait of Liszt, by Josef Danhauser, shows him
seated at a Graf piano (see Figure ). However idealized, the 
painting captures in aestheticized form the flavor of Liszt’s impact on
his audiences. Marie d’Agoult, Liszt’s longtime lover, is seated liter-
ally at his feet, with her back to the viewer. Opposite her, in a chair
and smoking a cigar, is George Sand. The women are represented 
as emotionally undone by their response to the music. Sand’s gentle-
manly top hat lies on the floor, as if tossed aside in distraction. Al-
though she is cross-dressed, her face is that of a woman in thrall, as
if Liszt’s playing has remade her into a “typical” woman. Overcome
by the music, Sand employs her right hand to press closed the covers
of a book held by Alexandre Dumas père: heart overwhelms mind,
reason surrenders to feeling.

Marie d’Agoult’s hat, with its fulsome black veil, also lies on its
side, as if put down in a hurry as she arranged herself for Liszt’s per-
formance; her gloves and handkerchief lie atop the piano, in a small
heap, as though hastily discarded. The hat’s removal bares Marie’s
back and allows us to see her hair, in long, loose curls: cascading
hair was a then-standard visual metaphor for women’s sexuality.54 In
other words, Marie, as well as Sand, serve as overdetermined meta-
phors for awakened desire. In nineteenth-century novels, the situa-
tion is commonly reversed: “Hair down, face illuminated by candles,
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eyes vacant, the female pianist was depicted as a prey to male de-
sire.”55 Not the least source of excitement for audiences with male
virtuosos resides in the fact that their performances often contradict,
or at least challenge, the increasingly rigid boundaries organizing
male and female subjectivity defined by gender difference. Perform-
ers like Liszt excited their audiences by staging a violation of a cul-
tural taboo.

Danhauser’s Liszt stares intently at the looming, oversized bust of
Beethoven on the piano, looking up at the sculpture as if playing 
for a god, and oblivious — so it is made to appear — of the effect of 
his playing. Paganini and Rossini, standing just behind him, appear
transfixed, both staring straight ahead, Rossini with his arm support-
ing the ailing Paganini, whose own arms are absented from his vio-
lin, as though he were silenced by a still greater master. The French
writers, Dumas and Victor Hugo, both hold books, but the activity
appropriate to their craft, reading, is interrupted: Liszt, as it were,
overtakes them. Danhauser, leaving little to chance, equates Liszt
with Beethoven himself and, equally significant, Lord Byron, Roman-
ticism’s ideal of the heroic (read masculine) artist, via the portrait-
within-the-portrait on the wall at the rear center.

Enthusiasm
Emma Siegmund (–) gave this account of an  concert in
Hamburg:

Pale and fragile like an adolescent, features stamped with great
nobility, he gives the impression of a spirit whose wings have al-
ready knocked often at death’s doors, but one that is destined to go
on vibrating for some time before its swansong. There is nothing
terrestrial in the playing of this artist; I thought I saw open up be-
fore me the whole of infinite space.56

Similar was the recollection of Kurd von Schlözer (–) of Liszt
performing in Göttingen the same year: “With it all you had to see
him at the piano! Everything he did on the keys was mirrored in his
features, flashed in his eyes and electrified all his movements. . . . It
was divine!”57 These two typical reactions to Liszt in performance
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specifically recognize his physical body as a text to be read. As a re-
sult, the music produced was doubly scripted, not only as a sonoric
event defined by formal musical processes but also as a spectacle:
the language of the soul, speaking through the language of the body.
Trouble is, both “languages” are subject to ambiguity, paradox, con-
tradiction, and — inevitably — depend for their meaning on a compli-
cated cultural hermeneutics.

In many ways, music and the emotional life it sanctioned were 
a release for nineteenth-century audiences, who had become con-
strained by strict social codes. As Richard Sennett points out, the Ro-
mantic artist played an increasingly compensatory role in the eyes of
his audience, as a “person who really can express himself and be free.
Spontaneous expression is idealized in ordinary life but [only] real-
ized in the domain of art.”58 Musicians literally played out, visually
and with sound, the exotic, sensual, and dramatic fantasies of those
seated before them, as it were, the return of the repressed. And art-
ists of the period captured the spectacle of “Those Who Are Carried
Away” (the title of a Gustave Doré caricature of ): soberly dressed
people at operas and concerts surrendering to irrational enthusiasm,
to extreme emotional release, to desire. 

As Friedrich Schlegel, the early-Romantic aesthetician, revealed,
“The consciousness of the infinite in the individual is the feeling 
of the sublime. This is present completely unrefined in the individ-
ual. And this feeling of the sublime is enthusiasm.”59 By the prevailing
terms of Romantic aesthetics, music was the ideal site of the sublime
precisely because, as an abstract, immeasurable art, it exceeded then-
emerging tendencies to measure (and hence ultimately control) every-
thing. Art, in other words, was an imagined (only imagined) refuge
from capitalism’s impact on culture generally, the prevailing “ration-
alism” that we now recognize in the bar graph and the annual report.
Nevertheless, the virtuoso, a kind of superman who performed music
in ways exceeding the capacity of ordinary musicians, ironically em-
bodied a defining principle of the Bourgeois Ideal: Individualism —
but at a cost and as a threat.

The virtuoso was a troublesome paradox: he was the literal em-
bodiment of extreme individuality, but one that ran risk of exceed-
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ing the demands of bourgeois decorum, reserve, and respectability.
Put differently, the extreme individuality of the virtuoso might as
easily be read as the self-serving and solipsistic excesses of the old
aristocracy — except that virtuosos were performing for money in a
new market economy of the arts (as opposed to aristocratic forms of
private patronage): they were putting on a show that respectable peo-
ple paid money to watch. For some — those carried away — the sub-
lime was experienced vicariously; others were convinced that they
were simply being taken to the cleaners. Either way, the virtuoso’s
performance at once realized art while staging personal identity as a
spectacle.

No general agreement prevailed regarding the spectacle of Liszt.
A critic for The Musical World, writing at length about a Liszt recital
in , opens with a comment that alludes to vision and looking,
and also with deep irony removes the art of music itself from criti-
cal judgment: “Viewed, then, as a display of pianoforte-playing, and
putting music out of the question, it was little short of a miracle.” In
the body of the review, Liszt is presented as a false musician who
leads listeners astray, with a distinct moral imperative underscored
by reference to uncontrolled sensuality and illicit sexuality: “The feel-
ing he excites is what we should call animal astonishment.” Liszt’s
playing is “wonderful and exquisite,” but lays “snares for the affec-
tions of the musically-unwary. He is prostituting his great powers to
the worst of ends. He is playing the wanton with a noble and beauti-
ful art, and stirring up a passion for error in those who have appetite
enough to prove all things, but lack discernment to hold fast by that
which is good.”60 Liszt, in other words, is a threat to female virtue, a
topic that I shall revisit later.

Yet in the same journal a few years later, Liszt’s effect on the audi-
ence, though perhaps still more profound, is found wholly elevating.
His recital performance is equated with the rising of the sun, no less;
he is described as gradually enlightening his audience from the open-
ing bars of the first warm-up piece. Liszt’s “rays” at first reach barely
above the horizon, but by the heart of the program his star reaches 
its noontime zenith. His “exertions” are defined as “outpourings of
mind” and, in a second breath, named a universalistic “mind of man!”
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Liszt is equated with the conquering military leader who produces “a
revolution of feelings in our breast”; that is, his performance effec-
tively bridges the increasingly troublesome dualism of mind and body,
the bugaboo of modernity that constitutes at its core the paradox of
identity. Liszt, a secular god, reforms the listener into an ideal. The
listener, attending the performance for mere pleasure and amusement,
is taken over by him. He “breaks us up to the very core of our soul,
and up-harrows the very subsoil and fundaments of our mind.” Liszt,
in other words, makes us (once again, or perhaps for the first time) truly
human. The language is both fully informed by the dark language of
possession, whereby the New Man is in fact Liszt’s puppet, and pro-
vided a distinctly positive spin: “Our feelings have been unripped,
torn, and decomposed as it were; but it is not disorganization which
follows, but reconstruction, regeneration!”61

In other accounts from the same period, Liszt is not only deemed a
natural wonder, in language borrowed directly from early Romanti-
cism’s love affair with untamed nature, among the most common sites
for experiencing the sublime (“the Niagara of thundering harmonies”),
but also a creature of prehistory and myth (“the Polyphemus of the
pianoforte”), and even of the extraterrestrial (“the Aurora Borealis of
musical effulgence”).62 Liszt is established as the Nietzschean Super-
man avant la lettre. Yet the hero’s impact on his adroit viewers is
replicated in his own being. Heinrich Adami, in , noted that “of
all his listeners he is himself perhaps the most carried away.”63

Active-Passive
During the nineteenth century, musical performance space became
increasingly disciplined. As virtuoso display (aural and visual) reigned
on stage, listening became more its opposite — in Peter Gay’s words,
a “worshipful silence.”64 Social standing was demonstrated by emo-
tional restraint; for bourgeois men in particular, listening meant show-
ing no reaction. To behave differently, according to Richard Sennett,
invited rebuke:

To sneer at people who showed their emotions at a play or concert
became de rigueur by the mid-th Century. Restraint of emotion
in the theater became a way for middle-class audiences to mark the
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line between themselves and the working class. A “respectable”
audience by the ’s was an audience that could control its feel-
ings through silence; the old spontaneity was called “primitive.”65

Not the least contributor to the discipline of quiescent listening was
fear: “To not show any reaction, to cover up your feelings, means you
are invulnerable, immune to being gauche. In its dark aspect, as a
mark of self-doubt, silence was a correlative of th Century ethol-
ogy.”66 An audience’s ability to achieve the ideal of physical impas-
sivity was challenged by the fact that some seating commonly included
backless benches or unpadded wood chairs; standing at recitals also
occurred.67 Thereby discomfort was raised to a principle of meta-
phoric honor, as part and parcel of disciplined attention, in stark con-
trast to the spectacle of frenetic physical heroics on the raised stage.
But however completely the ethic of silence gradually defined con-
cert behavior during the nineteenth century, sanctioned release from
this self-discipline came in the form of wild applause when the mu-
sic stopped. The audience could reward itself for its focused concen-
tration — the work of attentive listening — by releasing energy in the
earned “leisure” of adulation.

Still, compensation was available in the form of transference,
whether by witnessing virtuosos or listening to the music they per-
formed. Not surprisingly, such virtuosity became codified in the con-
certo, nothing if not the metaphor of the isolated and individualized
hero against the collective identity of the orchestra, itself led by a
titan with whom one sometimes worked in concert, at other times
seemingly against. The height of this struggle occurs during the ca-
denza, when the soloist momentarily and triumphantly breaks free
from the orchestra in a moment that metaphorically acknowledges
the victory of steady hard work. While the exhausted (orchestral)
masses/minions catch their collective breath, the hero marches on,
his energies at full force.

Looking at Liszt
Like no other musician before him, except perhaps Beethoven, Liszt
was the subject of a staggering number of images from the time he was
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a child prodigy, within a decade or so of his birth in , to his death
(and after) in . These images employed all the major visual media
of the nineteenth century: photography, oil painting, oil miniature,
pastel, drawing (in pencil, charcoal, and colored chalk), watercolor,
silhouette, wood engraving, steel plate engraving, lithography, sculp-
ture, relief (especially medallions of bronze and marble), plaster
casting (life and death masks, hand casts), and caricature.68 In an
age obsessed with the visual, Liszt’s body was an object of almost
fetishized fascination, whether in a form that idealized him as an
artistic genius or mocked him as a freak of nature or tasteless circus
performer. The Liszt iconography runs the gamut from elaborate sin-
gle and group oil portraits, unique objects, to multicopy lithographs
(widely available, eminently affordable, yet — to use modern parlance
— suitable for framing), to cheaply produced ephemera appearing in
magazines. By nineteenth-century standards, “Liszt” was very visi-
ble for a very long time throughout Eastern and Western Europe.
This fact helps underscore the degree to which Liszt — and other vir-
tuoso musicians — served as cultural barometers: they outline the so-
cial construction of Art and the Artist, and the degree to which both
were constituted by crossing the boundary protecting bourgeois
identity.

Liszt was more than a man or a performer; he was also a psycho-
logical projection created by his audience — “ordinary”-bourgeois and
aristocratic publics, and published critics alike. Liszt was a consumer
product in the early history of modern consumption, and he was much
consumed, thereby convincingly demonstrating virtuosity’s cultural
utility. And true to the necessity of capitalist production driven by
the requirements of the consumer economy, he repeatedly reinvented
himself — and was by others reinvented — throughout his long profes-
sional life. And this reinvention received its public due: Liszt the
virtuoso, the composer, and indeed the man, for decades was contin-
ually reevaluated in musical journals in an exercise that represents
the aesthetic correlative of new-model product reviews in Consumer
Reports.

Further, much of the nineteenth century’s cultural imagery was
extreme. Demonic — even satanic — iconography was fairly standard
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fare for Liszt, as earlier was true for Paganini, and was often linked
to his sexual impact on women. Via demonism the artist is linked to
irrationality and superstition, a kind of pre-Enlightenment survival.
But such pigeonholing is not quite so neat, not least because virtu-
osos like Liszt were also recognized as resolutely modern to the degree
that they served as an aesthetic correlative to the industrial age.

Working Stiff
The virtuoso, despite his strangeness, was nonetheless firmly anchored
to the paradigms governing bourgeois systems of knowledge. Schu-
mann, writing about Liszt’s études, clarifies as much: “One ought also
to see their composer play them; for just as the sight of any virtuosity
elevates and strengthens, so much more does the immediate sight of
the composer himself, struggling with his instrument, taming it, mak-
ing it obey.”69 Schumann smartly defines musical virtuosity as oppo-
site of what we might expect.

Open display — performance bravura — was often regarded by mu-
sic critics as an appeal to popular (read vulgar) taste, reflecting the
establishment of the high-low distinction between Art and popular
culture. Thus in the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung (August , )
Liszt’s playing is described as “astonishing rather than satisfying,
[and] more deified by the mob than received with the quieter, more
contemplative applause of connoisseurs.”70 But Schumann recognized
the other side of virtuosity’s coin: namely, that it was a hyperbolic
manifestation of the self-disciplining bourgeois. The performer wrests
the chaos of infinite sonoric possibility into the shape he demands —
and the result of such work is the Work. Not for nothing is the étude
the perfect metaphor for the complicated links between nineteenth-
century Romanticism and the governing precept of industrial capi-
talism, defined by what Max Weber famously named the Protestant
work ethic. Frenetic performers, and equally frenetic conductors and
their disciplined orchestras, constituted via sight the aesthetic trans-
formation of human mass labor, and via sound the aesthetic manifes-
tation of the results of work: namely, artistic production. 

Liszt’s own highly physical conducting style, in an age when men
were expected to behave always with decorum, also drew attention —
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whether awe or contempt. But it also underlined the bourgeois ideal
of industry’s ceaseless energy. And as with Liszt’s piano playing, his
body visually “read out” the music’s semiotics to the audience, as en-
thusiastically noted in the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung in ,
again using the image of the sun.

He possesses the chief gift of the genuine conductor, that of being
able to cause the spirit of a work to be illuminated in its full splen-
dour. . . . The joys and sorrows of the music are shown by his mo-
bile features, which reflect everything he is feeling: and his eyes,
which flash with great energy, would inspire any orchestra to un-
accustomed activity. Liszt is the soul of music personified. He ra-
diates as brightly as the sun, and whoever comes into proximity
with him feels warmed and illumined.71

Inspiration and Business
In  Ignaz Moscheles, fellow piano virtuoso, composer, and con-
ductor, confided in his journal that Liszt’s “tossing about of his hands,
which he seems to think a mark of inspiration, I still regard as an ec-
centricity, although it is no doubt remarkable that he accomplishes
the most perilous leaps with scarcely a single mishap.”72 Two points
are worth teasing from this remark: First, Liszt’s entire body reads the
music to the audience at the same time as his fingers, so to speak, 
realize the notes. Liszt’s “inspiration,” more than aurally evident, is
available in two complementary ways, one sonoric, the other visual,
which together overdetermine the preferred reading of the perfor-
mance. Second, Moscheles suggests that Liszt’s gestures are not spon-
taneous (as Mendelssohn had once read them) but self-conscious,
well rehearsed, and altogether very much part and parcel of the artis-
tic business. Art and commodity sneak a less than hidden embrace.

Liszt’s bodily movements are visually recorded almost exclusively
in caricatures — as was the case for many other nineteenth-century
piano virtuosos. Liszt’s public career coincided with the very begin-
nings of photography, and was well in advance of motion picture tech-
nology. The sole technological means by which to capture his physi-
cal freneticism was this then-dominant form of pictorial exaggeration.
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That is, the exaggeration of his performance style was captured by a
parallel hyperbolic form of visual representation. Among the most
striking is János Jankó’s eight-frame caricature (see Figure ) from
 of a Liszt performance that provides an explanation (originally
in Hungarian) for each of the pianist’s gestures:

[] Liszt appears, his cassock tempering the arrogance of his smile.
— Thunderous applause

[] Opening chords. He turns his head to be certain of his audi-
ence . . .

[] closes his eyes and seems to play for himself alone
[] Pianissimo: Saint Francis of Assisi speaking to the birds. His

face is radiant.
[] Hamlet-like broodings, Faustian despair. The keys exhale sighs.
[] Reminiscences: Chopin, George Sand, tender youth, moonlight,

and love.
[] Dante: the Inferno; the damned and the piano tremble. Feverish

agitation. The hurricane breaks down the gates of Hell. Boom!
[] He played just for us — while trifling with us. Applause, shouts

and hurrahs!73

The text implies that Liszt is well aware of how he is manipulating
his audience. First, the caricatures take aim at precisely what is vi-
sually commanding about Liszt: the extreme range of movement ac-
corded his body in front of an audience whose own movements are
confined by the social decorum increasingly associated with public
performances. Second, the textual commentary, deeply ironic, pre-
sents a jumble of association and mixed metaphor, as though Liszt’s
performance and physical presence together derationalize his audi-
ence’s response to the music. History is set in turmoil, chronology dis-
established in favor of free association: Saint Francis, Dante, Hamlet,
Faust, Chopin, and George Sand occupy the same terrain and chronol-
ogy, and these figures are linked in free association to youth, love,
sighs, thunderstorm, and moonlight. The center does not hold; ra-
tional gravity gives way to sensual chaos: the reverie, the decentered
dream, the Rorschach blot. The experience of decentering is made vis-
ible in the body of the artist-pianist (who performs in every respect),
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and decentering is experienced by an audience out of control — it is
experiencing the “mystical ecstasy” of Liszt’s s concerts.74

Often Liszt’s reviewers read the performance situation differently;
in keeping with Romantic idealist sensibilities, many presumed Liszt’s
artistic integrity and his sincerity, while agreeing with Liszt’s critics
that his effect on the audience was profound:

But the joy which seizes possession of Liszt, inspiring him to ever
greater enthusiasm, reveals that this way of playing, far from strain-
ing for empty effect, is but the expression of his innermost being
and of the sentiment that dominates him. . . . I am convinced that
at the moment he sits down at the piano he has forgotten the audi-
ence packed closely around him and is so preoccupied with his
performance that he no longer has eyes or ears for anything be-
sides. It is this that marks out the genuine artist, and those who
maintain that at his concerts Liszt performs for his public alone,
and not for himself as well, have never understood or apprehended
him!75

Heinrich Adami, who wrote these words about an  perfor-
mance in Vienna, introduces two key components of Romantic artis-
tic authenticity: domination of the artist by the art he brings to life —
replicating the terms of spiritual possession—and sincerity. Yet Adami
recognizes that authenticity, dependent on these two qualities, can-
not be objectively determined. The artist’s claim to authenticity is
willed onto the artist by the auditor-believer. Nonetheless, a crucial
component of modernity is anchored in Romantic authenticity. See-
ing is believing.

Later in the same review, Adami comments on Liszt’s physical
stamina and his apparent exhaustion, which together both under-
score the critic’s point and raise Liszt’s artistic credentials by allud-
ing to his suffering. Liszt’s own Fantasy, Réminiscences des “Puri-
tains” (S. ), after Bellini’s I Puritani, is, to quote Adami,

performed with a power and stamina that would have been a source
of astonishment in any other player, but not in Liszt who, when
carried away by his own inspiration, appears to forget all physical
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suffering and not to notice any weariness until the final chord has
died away beneath his hands. Experience has long since shown
that artists never play better than in an agitated, ailing condition,
and thus it seemed to me and many others that never had we
heard Liszt play better than he did on this occasion!

The editor of the Edinburgh Review, Henry Reeve, left what has
become a famous account of an  Liszt performance in Paris. Al-
though it is impossible to know the precise accuracy of Reeve’s mem-
oir, what matters most is the evident expectation that both Liszt him-
self and his audience will experience an emotional release triggered
by Liszt’s playing.

As the closing strains began [from one of the Venetian boat songs
in Mendelssohn’s Songs without Words], I saw Liszt’s countenance
assume that agony of expression, mingled with radiant smiles of
joy, which I never saw in any other human face, except in the
paintings of our Saviour by some of the early masters; his hands
rushed over the keys, the floor on which I sat shook like a wire,
and the whole audience were wrapped in sound, when the hand
and frame of the artist gave way; he fainted in the arms of the
friend who was turning over [the pages] for him, and we bore him
out in a strong fit of hysterics. The effect of this scene was really
dreadful. The whole room sat breathless with fear, till Hiller came
forward and announced that Liszt was already restored to con-
sciousness and was comparatively well again.76

Liszt transfixes his audience, while Reeve deifies him. Liszt’s
playing seemingly embraces the entire audience and virtually rav-
ishes them with its physical prowess. Thus captivated, the onlookers
experience — and to a degree witness — a musical and physical climax
that shakes the room, followed by an equally dramatic physical col-
lapse and loss of consciousness. This total decentering of the self be-
fore an audience is described in explicitly postcoital terms: Reeve
ends his account by remarking that both he and his female compan-
ion “trembled like poplar leaves,” held as they were in Liszt’s thrall.
In the instant of his collapse, the hyperphallic pianist-artist is liter-
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ally transformed into his extreme opposite, the fainting woman who
nonetheless conveniently revives to become hysterical.77 The insta-
bility of assigned gender norms in Liszt’s condition — hysteria in the
nineteenth century named a psychosexual condition ascribed to
women — defines no small part of Reeve’s fascination. Libidinal audi-
ence excitement was stimulated by male virtuosos, who publicly leapt
back and forth across the increasingly higher walls of gender bound-
aries under construction during this period.

Identification with the Machine
Romantic artistic identity depends on bridging cultural gaps, on es-
tablishing a relation between opposites and holding them in produc-
tive tension. Thus the rationalized mechanization of the new Industrial
Age, of which the piano itself was a perfect example, is connected to
its extreme opposite, the freewheeling, seemingly unpredictable, im-
proviser-composer virtuoso.78 Whereas the movements of the steam
engine’s pistons and the factory gears driven by these engines are
fully planned, the pianist performing on the machinery of the piano,
itself the direct result of factory production, apparently escapes the
instrumental rationality of the Machine Age. At the same time, the
staggering numbers of performances (of increasingly difficult pieces)
given by virtuosos like Liszt do exaggerated honor to the bourgeois
work ethic on which the Industrial Age depended for its success, the
effect increased proportionally by the cultural value assigned to the
difficulty of the music played. Virtuoso performance constituted an
aesthetic transformation of bourgeois male heroics. In the course of
Liszt’s most active years as a virtuoso performer (–), he gave
more than one thousand performances, one concert every three days
on average.79

Not only does the history of piano design, manufacture, and distri-
bution in the nineteenth century serve as a perfect metaphor of capi-
talist economic principles in operation; the piano itself has been an
agent of capitalism’s political, economic, and ideological success.
Robert Winter has pointed out that “the nineteenth-century piano
was a self-sufficient, all-conquering machine. . . . On no other instru-
ment except the organ (where issues of portability and repertoire lim-
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ited the possibilities) could one person impose his or her will more
completely on the music.”80 Winter’s point may be pushed further: the
virtuoso pianist was himself likened to a machine, and thereby ren-
dered at once superhuman and not human at all. Just as the techni-
cal “rationality” of machines remained outside the scope of common
knowledge, much like the computer or the automobile engine today,
so also was the virtuosic capacity of performers like Liszt beyond the
scope of ordinary understanding. The mystery of machines, and of vir-
tuosos performing on a musical machine, fed from contemporaneous
fascinations with and anxieties over the brave new industrial world.
The saving grace of musicians in this respect was that they demon-
strated a magical ability to out-machine the machinery. Music in gen-
eral, and the performances of piano virtuosos in particular, served 
as an aesthetic analog to economic, political, technological, and cul-
tural modernity. Indeed, Liszt experienced the most direct interface of
his own playing with the archetypal sign of modernity, the railroad.
His account, from , is in a letter written from Milan:

A gentleman preoccupied with the progress being made by indus-
trialism, and struck by the advantage there would be in having
oneself transported from Milan to Venice in six hours, gave me for
a theme: La strada di ferro [the railway]. A theme like this I saw
no way of dealing with other than by an uninterrupted series of
glissandi from the top of the piano to the bottom; and, fearing to
break my wrists in this contest of speed with a locomotive, I has-
tened to open the final note.81

A French engraving of pianist Sigismond Thalberg produced
around the time of his triumphant arrival in Paris (where he was soon
to be locked in direct competition with Liszt) assigns the performer
eight arms with forty digits that, judging from his placid visage, ap-
pear to work independently and dependably, in perfect synchroniza-
tion.82 The pianist’s right arms appear to rotate like a sprocket, bring-
ing each of its multiple hands into use at a predetermined point, 
a musical machine par excellence. And following basic principles 
of industrial planning, there is a parts supply in the form of spare 
left and right arms kept in Thalberg’s pockets. In fact, during a per-
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formance, very little of Thalberg’s body moved, apart from his hands,
thereby producing a quite uncanny visual effect, very much the op-
posite of Liszt.83

In a satiric magazine illustration published in Paris in , the
year Liszt died at seventy-four, the composer-performer’s musical
prowess is directly and unambiguously linked to sexual potency, evi-
dent not only in the hyperphallic ceremonial “sword of honor” slung
from his waist, but also in his eight arms and multiple long fingers.
These not coincidentally equate him with the insect world and res-
onate with another popular image of the time, the sexually rapacious
Medusa. 

Liszt’s hands were prominently featured in the many paintings
and prints of him produced throughout his life. His hands were also
the subject of a marble sculpture and several times were cast in plas-
ter.84 Not least, they generated quite a bit of prose. Anne Hampton
Brewster wrote about them at length, framed by a question asked of
her by Liszt himself: “What can you make of my hand?” Brewster
then projects onto his hand the confirmation of his biography and her
own emotional transference:

The palm is covered with rays, betraying that his life has been an
agitated, eventful one, full of passion and emotion, [here Brewster
defined the singular Artist Genius] — but the philosophic and ma-
terial noeuds, or knots, on the Apollo and Mercury fingers, the
logic and will on that wonderful long thumb, which extends be-
yond the middle joint of the fore-finger, shows how this remarkable
man has been able to conquer instincts and govern temperament
[and here she first acknowledges more than a hint of sexual ex-
citement, only to underscore the degree to which Liszt himself has
conquered his instincts]. According to palmistry, this self-control
is shown in the palm lines, which are a little defaced. [A respect-
able lady, Brewster firmly relocates Liszt as the bourgeois gentle-
man, self-disciplined and self-controlled, and a hard worker to
boot:] Serious, severe work, and study of a high and noble charac-
ter, have effaced the impressions of a stormy youth, and placed
him in an old age on a lofty plane where he enjoys serenity and
peace.85
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And so continues the discussion, finger by finger, even knuckle by
knuckle. Brewster finds the fingers “remarkable”; she discovers in
one the sign of “ambition,” in another “iron,” and in still another
“great renown” — adapting the then common practices of physiognomy
and phrenology, which assessed character and mental capacity based
on measurements of the face and skull, respectively, to a reading of
the hands.

The Virtuoso as Embattled Hero: The Recovery of Masculinity
The analogy of virtuoso pianists to machines is tempered by an op-
posing metaphor of extreme individualism constructed on a foun-
dation of the hero. In  for example, Liszt was called by a critic
“this musical Byron,” and virtuoso pianists and their concerts were
commonly linked, respectively, to warriors and warfare.86 No less a
critic than Robert Schumann was caught up in this metaphor:

And how Liszt went at the piece, with a strength and grandeur as
if it concerned a battlefield manoeuvre. . . . At this moment he
seemed, indeed, that field commander to whom, in outward ap-
pearance, at least, we have previously compared him [Napoléon],
and the applause was mighty enough to have been a Vive l’Em-
pereur! 87

In perfect keeping with these military associations, Wilhelm Fried-
rich IV of Prussia awarded Liszt the Ordre pour le Mérite, a military
distinction “normally gained on the field of battle.”88 The accompa-
nying increase in masculinity is likewise anchored by the Hungarian
Sword of Honor, given Liszt in  when he was twenty-eight. For 
a time thereafter the sword became part of his performance attire, 
although it cut both ways, notably in Paris, where great hilarity was
had at Liszt’s expense in the press.89

At times, this military imagery strayed into allusions to a form of
masculinity linked to violence, where audience admiration is tinged
with fear. In  a writer in The Musical World referred to Liszt sar-
castically as “the most violent and vigorous of improvisators [sic], [who]
murders, it is well known, every piano he touches. He is decorated
with various crosses and swords for this kind of prowess.”90
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Liszt’s playing overwhelmed the commonplace associations and
uncertainties revolving around the piano and masculinity. During the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, musical instruments were com-
monly appropriated to one or the other gender, and keyboard instru-
ments were commonly, if not universally, deemed feminine.91 The as-
sociation of music in general with femininity and the assignment of
masculine or feminine traits to specific instruments underscore not
only the uneasiness about music’s role in the promotion of masculin-
ity but also the extremely uncertain ground on which masculinity it-
self was built during this period.92

Just as writers often noted Paganini’s breaking of violin strings,
and his amazing ability to continue without hesitation or mistake 
on the remaining strings, so also they noted Liszt’s breaking of piano
strings and shattering of the instrument’s hammers, while lamenting
the inability of the modern piano to stand up to his assault. After hear-
ing Liszt perform in , Friedrich Wieck, father of Clara Wieck
Schumann, wrote:

Who could describe his appearance as a concert artist? After he
had destroyed Thalberg’s Erhard [Erard piano] in the first piece,
he played the Fantasie on a Conrad Graff [Graf], broke two middle
strings, went and fetched the second Graff from the corner, and
played his Etude. After he broke two strings again, he played it
once more, but not before he had loudly proclaimed to the audi-
ence that he had not succeeded, and would play it again.93

Liszt commonly performed on more than one piano in his recitals,
switching instruments between pieces. The practice was a response
to the physical instability of the instruments of the time. Virtuosos
typically broke piano strings and destroyed hammers, especially when
performing on pre-iron wooden frame instruments, which in general
were more lightly built than the full-iron frame models.94 Liszt’s bro-
ken pianos bear an obvious similarity to the purposeful smashing 
of electric guitars that accompanied s concerts of The Who, Jimi
Hendrix, and others, preceded in performance by the prominent use
of these instruments as visual metaphors of the phallus.
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Heinrich Heine, commenting sarcastically on Liszt’s playing, re-
marked that “the keys seemed to bleed,” which resonates with com-
ments by a reviewer of a concert given by Liszt at Darmstadt in 
who likened Liszt’s fingers to “ten steel hammers.”95 And Moritz Gott-
lieb Saphir, who admired Liszt’s performances in Vienna, lavishes
praise on him by transposing the piano into a woman whom the pi-
anist seduces with a fervor that conflates with the imagery of rape:

Liszt . . . is an amiable fiend who treats his mistress — the piano —
now tenderly, now tyrannically, devours her with kisses, lacerates
her with lustful bites, embraces her, caresses her, sulks with her,
scolds her, rebukes her, grabs her by the hair, clasps her then all
the more delicately, more affectionately, more passionately, more
flamingly, more meltingly. . . . After the concert Liszt stands there
like a victor on a battlefield. . . . Daunted pianos lie around him;
torn strings wave like flags of truce; frightened instruments flee
into distant corners; the listeners look at each other as after a cat-
aclysm of nature that has just passed by. . . . And he stands there
leaning melancholically on his chair, smiling strangely, like an ex-
clamation point after the outbreak of general admiration. Thus is
Franz Liszt.96

This tale of sexual violation dovetails with widespread — indeed
clichéd — accounts of Liszt’s famous effect on women, especially at
the height of what Heine sarcastically named “Lisztomania,” by which
he meant mass hysteria surrounding Liszt in the s. General male
resentment is little disguised in these accounts and satires. Women
sought cuttings of his hair; as Henry F. Chorley reported in his musi-
cal memoirs, “dear, sentimental German girls wore bracelets made 
of the pianoforte strings which he broke in his frenzy!”; and some 
females “even carried glass phials about their persons into which
they poured his coffee dregs. Others collected his cigar butts, which
they hid in their cleavages.”97 Liszt’s student Anne Hampton Brew-
ster, writing in Dwight’s Journal of Music in , claimed that aris-
tocratic women “used to steal Liszt’s gloves, cut them up into strips,
and with the cherry-stones they took from his plate after a supper or
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dinner, make necklaces and armlets, which they would wear on their
handsome throats and arms with more pride and exultation than they
did their family diamonds.”98

In these instances, all pretense to bourgeois decorum is over-
whelmed, overcome by emotion that spills beyond the concert hall.
Men who admired Liszt found in him a mirror of their idealized selves:
extreme accomplishment, individual — indeed unique — talent, and
more problematically, worship by women. Women responded to attri-
butes that they were rather less likely to find in their men: the quali-
ties just mentioned, but also more. These included especially an ar-
tistic temperament, demonstrated in sound and spectacle, and marked
by emotions otherwise culturally suppressed, the same emotions that
the other arts — poetry, novels, paintings, and the like — commonly de-
scribed and often lionized.

In Closing
Recall Schopenhauer on the question of musical affect: “The inex-
pressible inner essence of all music, by virtue of which it flows past
us so utterly comprehensible and yet so inexplicable, like a familiar
but eternally distant paradise, is rooted in the fact that it reproduces
all the movements of our innermost being but quite divorced from
phenomenal life and remote from its misery.”99

What Schopenhauer acknowledges is that the “condition” of mu-
sic is less an aspiration of art and more a desire for an embodied hap-
piness that resides only in the imagination. Schopenhauer’s notion 
of “the inexpressible inner essence of all music” involves the decen-
tering of the self, a letting go of mind. But it also requires joining 
a social group — an audience — that is disciplined and immobilized.
Desire is cultivated, but it is simultaneously transferred onto the spec-
tacle of the Other; a projection of the self is cast into and onto the
sight and sound of the performer, especially the virtuoso, who enacts
the desires imagined — and stage manages them as well. As Robert
Schumann correctly understood: “If Liszt played behind a screen, a
great deal of poetry would be lost.”100

The virtuoso anchored a broad range of paradoxical, often contra-
dictory meanings: artist and businessman; inspired superhuman and
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machine; utterly sincere in character and calculatingly manipula-
tive; authentic and fake; masculine and feminine; Byronic hero pos-
sessing militaristic stamina and strength, but ironically in the body
of a pale, thin, and sometimes fainting aesthete. These polarities not
only define people’s obsessive fascination with the virtuoso in the
nineteenth century but also mark the virtuoso at the epicenter of the
cultural and social issues that characterize modernity itself.
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Seven

s to s: 
The World’s the Limit

he s to the s were the heyday of the piano
in Western musical culture. By  production of pi-

anos had grown to about , instruments a year in the
four leading piano-producing nations — in order, Britain, the

United States, France, and Germany. From then the number increased
relentlessly, until by  it had reached almost , a year in
those four countries alone.1 Given that pianos are long-lasting prod-
ucts, this growth represents an astonishingly steady rise in the number
of first-time buyers during this fifty-year period. The music business
in general — music publishing, concert giving, and music education
— prospered alongside the piano industry.

Expanding Markets
 
Production in a capitalist system expands in order to survive, and the
enormous expansion of world piano production from the s to 
the s indicates that the piano industry did not simply rely on the
growth of its existing market — the European and American middle
class — but found scope for expansion in new directions: social, geo-
graphical, and institutional. Social expansion meant marketing pi-
anos (and the culture of the piano) to the working classes, such as
those Yorkshire coal miners who as of the s were said to be buy-
ing pianos along with perambulators. Geographical expansion meant
selling pianos throughout the world and building a system to trans-
port, sell, and service them there, not just packing an occasional in-
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strument from England off to India, as had been done in the eigh-
teenth century. And institutional expansion meant that pianos were
installed and played as never before in places of work, business, and
leisure, in churches and schools — even in hospitals, asylums, and
prisons.

Each of these expansions was facilitated by conditions of the times.
It became possible to sell pianos to working-class families because
in this period of unprecedented prosperity workers, especially urban
workers, had far more purchasing power than did their predecessors.
It became possible to sell pianos around the world because Western
imperialism in its all-encompassing phase was leaving barely a piece
of the non-Western world unclaimed; anywhere in that world, the ad-
ministrators, soldiers, business people, and missionaries of the occu-
pying power were sure to want pianos for their own use, and the pres-
ence of pianos in their lives influenced the people whose country they
occupied. In the Western countries the institutions of civil society
became home to pianos because the working day was being regulated
to produce regular periods of leisure for workers to enjoy in public
spaces, and because institutions of confinement were now being ex-
pected to reform and educate those consigned to them.

But piano manufacturers (along with those in related businesses)
also had to adapt their marketing to take advantage of these condi-
tions. Manufacturers produced significantly cheaper pianos and of-
fered monthly payment schemes, putting pianos within the reach of
working-class buyers.2 Western musicians created musical textbooks,
for use with a piano or other keyboard instrument, to teach the West-
ern musical system to non-Western schoolchildren, and soon West-
ern conservatories were training piano students from non-Western
countries. In addition, music publishers poured out piano and piano-
vocal scores designed to be used not in the concert hall or the home
but in the school, the church, the synagogue, the place of business,
and — by the first decades of the twentieth century — the movie the-
ater. In fact, the piano itself was redesigned for the movie theater,
tricked out with devices to provide special effects. In their marketing
strategies, in other words, the piano-related industries took account
of differences in class, in geography, and in the places where music
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was made. The world seemed to be the limit for their products, so long
as they learned what it took to cross the world’s boundaries.

For their customers, however, the situation was more complicated.
To a working-class family in Europe or the Americas, owning a piano
might seem to represent a step into middle-class respectability; but if
many working-class families owned pianos, was that advantage ex-
tended or diluted? Could respectability include everyone, or could one
group of people claim to be respectable only if another group was not?

The more places the piano went, the more it tested the nature,
value, and durability of cultural identities. The piano was used in this
period to promote middle-class Western music and cultural values
among people who were not middle class or not Western — and to de-
mote their own musics and cultures. Does that mean that it served 
to reduce the world’s cultural diversity? Yes, but at the same time the
piano was used by people who were not middle class, not Western, or
not white to adapt their own musical traditions for survival in the
modern world. Did that mean that these groups were defining them-
selves culturally by means of the piano? Again, the question can-
not be answered simply. As soon as these groups devised new piano
styles, the groups they defined themselves against started appropri-
ating those styles as their own: white middle-class Americans and 
Europeans, for example, began learning to play and dance the rags of
African-Americans and the tangos of working-class Argentinians.

The roles of the piano in this period raise questions of cultural
identity that have not lost their urgency a century later. And the pi-
ano music of this era that retains the most power is that in which a
cross-fertilization of cultural identities plays a large part: concert mu-
sic from the Western centers of power that enshrines a longing for
other places and times, and popular music of the Americas so cos-
mopolitan, so sophisticated, that it has since become classic.

Social Aspirations
Probably the most famous African-American pianist in this period,
the ex-slave known as “Blind Tom” (Thomas Greene Wiggins, or Be-
thune, to use the name of his former masters), is not in fact represen-
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tative of the way the piano was now extending its social reach. He
was more of a throwback to the eighteenth century, the age of piano
prodigies like Maria Theresia Paradis, whose genius was likewise as-
sociated with her blindness and other attributes that set her apart from
most of the people who paid to hear her. Blind Tom was unusual in
having had access to a piano while a slave, but the piano can hardly
be said to have lifted him out of servitude, let alone to have repre-
sented much advance in his social status: for almost a half century
after Emancipation, his genius continued to be exploited by the white
family that had once owned him.3

For a picture of the people of this period to whom owning a piano
and playing it represented a real social achievement, it would be
better to return to Duke Ellington’s parents, whose musical lives are
sketched in the portrait of their famous son as a piano student (see
Chapter ). Within the community of African-Americans in their city
— a whole community that was denied the social status of the white
middle class by virtue of race — J. E. and Daisy Ellington belonged to
the most socially ambitious sector, as we can tell from the musical
repertory they played on their piano (hymns and ragtime to sentimen-
tal songs and opera). J. E. Ellington’s work defined him and his fam-
ily as belonging to the working class, but it was precisely among lit-
erate and advancing working-class families like the Ellingtons — no
matter what their race — that the piano was making the greatest in-
roads at the turn of the century.

Both Ellingtons were literate; in fact, it continued to be almost a
cultural law — unsupported by any musical necessity — that the piano
belonged to the literate class of society. But in musical literacy they
differed: J. E. played the piano by ear, whereas Daisy played from
notes. Each of these skills, a considerable achievement to acquire,
enables a person to perform complex music. Yet there was then and
continues to be a difference between them in social prestige. Note
reading, associated as it is with expensive lessons, classical music,
and verbal literacy, was and is considered the higher-class method,
especially among those living in the border between poverty and
prosperity. Daisy Ellington, who herself most clearly embodied the 
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social aspirations of her family in the musical realm, was the one
who decided that her son Edward should have piano lessons; but
Mrs. Clinkscales’s teaching was not the primary means by which he
eventually realized those aspirations.

A couple of decades earlier, in the little Southern town of Tex-
arkana rather than the nation’s capital, Scott Joplin’s study of the pi-
ano represented similar familial social dreams. He, too, learned from
various sources and by various methods, although in his case the for-
mal lessons in classical music seem to have been a more serious part
of the mix. Those lessons are said to have been given to him by a
German immigrant musician and scholar named Julius Weiss. From
the mid–nineteenth century to the mid-twentieth, German immigrant
musicians — many of them products of the biggest conservatory sys-
tem in the world — played an immeasurable role in the musical (and
especially pianistic) development of the Americas; and conversely
music (and especially the piano) provided them with the means to
advance their social ambitions in their new home. But although Ger-
mans were the immigrants most likely to come to the New World al-
ready equipped to make their livelihood from the piano, members 
of other immigrant groups were apt to develop relationships with 
the piano once they arrived. The fifty years around the turn of the cen-
tury was a period of unprecedented global displacement of popula-
tions, and it is no coincidence that between  and  the most
booming markets for pianos were in countries like the United States,
Australia, and Argentina, which were absorbing the largest numbers
of European immigrants.

What the piano meant to these immigrants was as complex — and
variable — as what it meant to them to be immigrants. An immigrant’s
ethnic identity was in effect a negotiating position within an evolving
new identity, and the piano could be a tool in that negotiation. Many
European immigrants to the New World came with musical traditions
and abilities that had no connection to the piano; the piano repre-
sented their aspirations to be successful in their new land. But be-
cause it was itself a part of European culture, the piano could also
remind them of the land they left behind; and that identification with
their past could in turn help them find their place in their new home.
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In Mount Allegro (), Jerre Mangione’s lightly fictionalized account
of growing up as the child of Sicilian immigrants in Rochester, New
York, the family player piano is a symbol of American modernity and
American opportunity — his family, like the Ellingtons, belong to the
most aspiring part of their community — but it is nevertheless used 
to maintain emotional bonds with the old country. He grew up, he
writes, in

the neurotic years following the First World War when Sicilian
parents considered it a social disgrace if there was not a player pi-
ano in the house with a complete set of Verdi operas to pump out on
it, and a piano teacher making weekly trips to instruct the children.
. . . For my relatives it was the miracle invention of the twentieth
century. It gave them a medium for reviving their musical memo-
ries of Italy and it was a perfect excuse for forcing a musical edu-
cation on all their children, something that only the rich had been
able to afford in Sicily.4

According to Nicholas Tawa’s study of musical acculturation among
ethnic Americans in this period, Mangione’s family was unusual in
giving piano lessons to sons as well as daughters. Among immigrants
to the United States from a variety of European countries, sons were
more likely to be taught the violin and daughters the piano, and 
for remarkably consistent reasons: the violin was both a more likely
source of livelihood for a son and a more “authentic” instrument for
expressing the music of their native land, whereas a daughter who
played the piano was helping her family cross a boundary that was
both national and social. Tawa quotes a Jewish mother from Poland
who told her daughter: “In America, to be a gentlewoman, I hear, you
must know how to play the piano. So you go take lessons.”5 And when
Mangione explains why his relatives considered it appropriate to
give piano lessons to a daughter, you would think they had been
reading Jane Austen:

It was fine if you could afford piano lessons for her; that was some-
thing of a luxury but it made sense, for a girl who knew some mu-
sic was bound to be more simpatica than a girl who did not and, of
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course, everyone knew that when a man wanted to marry he tried
to choose a girl who was simpatica.6

Mangione’s claim that the player piano gave his relatives “a me-
dium for reviving their musical memories of Italy” bears examining.
The piano rolls that he specifies as representing their ethnic self-
respect are “a complete set of Verdi operas.” If the Mangiones ar-
rived in America knowing more than a few Verdi arias, among other
songs of all sorts in Italian or dialect, they would have been ahead 
of most of their compatriots, and they probably were: having Verdi on
their piano stand was very likely not so much their way of keeping up
with the Rossis as of keeping ahead of them. But whatever piano
rolls of Italian music they owned and pumped out, “reviving their
musical memories of Italy” did not have to mean simply replaying, in
this modern form, music they knew from the old country. In fact, that
country had to be reinvented to be remembered, and the reinvention
was apt to include a discovery of cultural monuments like Verdi who
defined a nation the Mangiones had had little consciousness of when
they lived in it (note that he refers to his family as Sicilians, but their
musical memories are of a place called Italy). The immigrants’ piano,
whether or not it came with a player mechanism, was the “miracle
invention” that could turn unremembered songs into “musical mem-
ories,” just as it could turn remembered songs into something suit-
ably modern.

The Steinway grand in the concert hall could have a similar effect
when Paderewski played Chopin on it in cities like Chicago and Mil-
waukee, places where his audiences typically included hundreds or
even thousands of Polish immigrants. The fact that many of those im-
migrants had never heard a piano, let alone Chopin, before they left
Poland did not stop his concertgoers from “reviving their musical
memories” of Poland. He made them want their children to learn to
play Chopin. Furthermore, the presence of non-Poles in the audience
was a crucial part of the effect. It was the lionizing of Paderewski
within American culture as a whole that made him such a source of
pride to Polish immigrants. And that pride in America’s recognition
of Polish culture meant that through Paderewski’s piano playing,
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Polish immigrants and their children not only could have memories
of a musical Poland that they didn’t remember; they could also turn
their Polishness into a way of feeling at home in America.

The aspiration of new classes of people to join in the culture of the
piano prompted conflicting responses from those already in posses-
sion of that culture. The music industry, which possessed the product
itself and was driven to sell it on the widest possible scale, promoted
the spread of pianos as if it were a form of democratization. “Every
American Citizen,” ran an ad by Droop’s Music House of Washing-
ton, D.C., in , “should have a piano in his home: years ago, this
was a luxury; now it is almost a necessity.”7 And as in Clementi’s
day, when method books offered shortcuts to learning the piano, the
music industry now offered a radically simpler way to make music on
the piano: the player piano. To that industry, the difficulty of learning
the piano was simply an obstacle to sales, whether to rich or poor,
black or white, immigrant or native, and the technology of the player
piano could obliterate that obstacle, eliminating even the choice be-
tween learning to read notes and learning to play by ear.

But the music education profession, another of the possessors of
piano culture, saw a different opportunity. Although interest in the
piano may have risen across all social classes in considerable part
because the piano industry had found ways to dumb down piano play-
ing, music educators believed that they could capitalize on the inter-
est without yielding to the dumbing-down. For many — from the or-
ganizers of school music programs to George Bernard Shaw, in his
campaigns for “Music for the People” as a newspaper music critic in
the s — this meant not only teaching people of every class how to
listen to music and how to make it for themselves; it also meant teach-
ing them that the music they learned to love and to make should be
the highest-class music, Western classical music — and by implica-
tion that they should forget about other kinds.

Behind the campaigns of these music educators lay motives not
free of contradictions: a genuinely democratic commitment to extend-
ing the blessings of musical culture to all people and a no less gen-
uine fear that in a society where the same means of music making
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— notably the piano — were becoming available to all people, bad 
musical influences were apt to spread from the lower classes to the
upper if good ones were not spread from the upper classes down. The
virulence of response to the fashion of ragtime by the guardians of
musical culture in the United States — Edward MacDowell, professor
of music at Columbia and the most famous composer in America, de-
scribed it as “nigger whorehouse music”— can hardly be explained
without considering that this was the first important repertory of 
African-American music written and published for the piano and
therefore the first that could be played by great numbers of respec-
table white girls on their parlor pianos.8

If music educators were made nervous by the prospect of newcom-
ers to the piano who lacked a knowledge of the classics, a final group
of traditional possessors of piano culture — the rich — were made ner-
vous by the idea that people of classes, races, and origins other than
their own had pianos at all. The piano, which had once distinguished
the rich from everyone else, and then the rich and the middle class
from the laboring class, now belonged to almost everyone. The great
virtuosos, who once had graced the salons of the rich and famous,
were now playing to crowds of thousands. How, then, could the rich
still derive any social distinction from the piano? One answer was to
lavish money on its decoration, so that a rich family’s piano looked
altogether different from anyone else’s piano. It was in this period that
the most prestigious piano makers created art-case departments, hir-
ing distinguished artists—Kate Faulkner at Broadwood, Thomas Dew-
ing at Steinway — to fulfill commissions from the rich and powerful
for unique piano cases incorporating expensive materials, elaborate
carving, and ambitious paintings (see Figure ).9

But as soon as the rich and powerful tried to make their pianos
distinctive, the rest set about emulating them. Fancifully decorated
pianos began to appear on the Broadway stage, in nightclubs, in the
Hollywood revue, and eventually in Liberace’s Las Vegas act. These
pianos were typically white, reversing — or mocking — the sober black
of the concert-hall piano. The mockery was double-edged, because
through these stage pianos, ordinary people could fantasize about
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living the life of the rich at the same time that they could snicker at
the pretension of that life. But in a photograph taken in  of the
Lewiston Orphéon, a chorus of French-Canadian immigrant men in a
Maine mill town, we can see the same kind of piano embodying a dif-
ferent spirit (see Figure ). Standing around that piano, dressed in
their tuxedos, the men in the photograph — mostly workers in shoe and
textile mills by day — are not emulating anyone else’s life so much as
they are asserting the richness of their own, a richness compounded
of their French and Roman Catholic musical heritage, their com-
munal solidarity, and their increasing prosperity. In show business,
the decorated piano became a way of playing with, not worshipping,
the idea of wealth; in a factory town it embodied a cultural dignity
achieved, not just aspired to, by immigrant workers. But if it served
those purposes, it evidently could no longer serve as a social marker
for the rich themselves. And so, although the grand piano continues
to represent “class” in advertising and popular culture, piano mak-
ers’ art-case departments have long since gone out of business.

Negotiations over social class are as plainly written into the piano
music of this period as into the cases of its pianos. It is ironic, for in-
stance, to find that in an era when music educators were busy teach-
ing high-art music to the masses (and calling that process Music for
the People), composers of high-art music were busy making their com-
positions out of folk music, domestic or foreign (the Music of the Peo-
ple). To be fair, composers had been doing this for a century already.
But the nature of the negotiation was changing. Edvard Grieg, for in-
stance, had given his Piano Concerto, premiered in , a Norwe-
gian identity by introducing into the finale a theme that might have
been borrowed from the Norwegian Hardanger fiddle tradition. In a
work calculated to put Norway on the high-cultural map, it is under-
standable that he would have created a theme that was just Norwe-
gian enough to be noticed and would have presented it — like any
other kind of theme — so as to display the full resources of the piano
and of its tuxedoed performer to urbane audiences in Norway or any-
where in Europe. The concerto did what it was calculated to do and
has remained hugely successful.
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Three decades later, however, Grieg made free arrangements for
solo piano of seventeen authentic Hardanger fiddle tunes that had
been carefully transcribed by a violinist of his acquaintance, publish-
ing them in  as his Slåtter, Op. . By then his purpose was con-
siderably different. He had the transcriptions themselves published
separately, and in his preface to his arrangements he made allow-
ance for the difficulty that concertgoers might have in appreciating
music of a character so different from what they were used to. “Those
who can appreciate such music,” he wrote, “will be delighted at the
originality, the blending of fine, soft gracefulness with sturdy almost
uncouth power and untamed wildness as regards melody and more
particularly rhythm, contained in them.”10 To say that the national
character of Norway, or any country, came from the “uncouth power
and untamed wildness” of its rural folk was by then cliché. To ap-
propriate folk music from that folk, tame it into concert music, and
hand it to urban audiences in that form was also a long-established
practice.

Grieg went on to write that his purpose was “to raise these works of
the people to an artistic level, by giving them what I might call a style
of musical concord, or bringing them under a system of harmony.” But
the “style of musical concord” he adopted here admits of neither vir-
tuosity nor much charm. Instead of surrendering the fiddle tunes to
the figurations most comfortable on the piano and the sonorities most
resonant on it, he engages in a tug-of-war between what suits the folk
fiddle and what suits the modern piano. In the beginning of the piece
called “Gangar” (see example), he gives the pianist’s right hand the
awkward task of playing both the ornamented melody and the drone
on the A below it, creating dissonances of considerably less “con-
cord” on the piano than are produced on the Hardanger fiddle. At the
same time, even the left-hand part stays in the fiddle range, eschew-
ing the resonance of the piano’s lower strings. Gradually those lower
strings are brought into play: the variety of sonority within the piece —
a concession to the resources of the modern instrument — is evidently
needed to “raise these works of the people to an artistic level.” Yet
this is never an easy marriage between fiddle and piano. As a result,
the Slåtter, received unenthusiastically when Grieg premiered them,
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Opening of “Gangar (efter ‘Möllargutten’)” (Step dance, from the reper-
tory of “the Miller”), from Edvard Grieg, Slåtter (Norwegian peasant
dances), Op.  (Leipzig, ).

have continued to be only a specialist’s pleasure.11 Most urban con-
certgoers don’t like to be shown how awkward it is to enshrine the
“wildness” of their country cousins.

What Grieg did for and to the fiddle music of his rural compa-
triots, W. C. Handy did for and to the blues of his fellow African-
Americans a few years later. His first publication, in , was a
piano piece he called “The Memphis Blues,” derived from a band
piece, “Mr. Crump,” that he had composed for a political campaign.
Three decades later, in his autobiography, Father of the Blues, Handy
described how he had drawn on the practices of less-educated blues
musicians to create this piece (and in the process explained and
qualified the title of his book).

The melody of Mr. Crump was mine throughout. On the other hand,
the twelve-bar, three-line form of the first and last strains, with its
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three-chord basic harmonic structure (tonic, subdominant, domi-
nant seventh) was that already used by Negro roustabouts, honky-
tonk piano players, wanderers and others of their underprivileged
but undaunted class from Missouri to the Gulf, and had become 
a common medium through which any such individual might ex-
press his personal feelings in a sort of musical soliloquy. My part in
their history was to introduce this, the “blues” form to the general
public, as the medium for my own feelings and my own musical
ideas. And the transitional flat thirds and sevenths in my melody,
by which I was attempting to suggest the typical slurs of the Negro
voice, were what have since become known as “blue notes.”12

In that final strain of “The Memphis Blues” (see example), the
“transitional flat thirds” that Handy describes are the C-sharps; the
“sevenths” are the A-flats. But the piano can’t “slur” pitches like a
singer; that is, it can’t shade a pitch between the notes of two adja-
cent keys, so Handy worries obsessively at how to make the piano
“suggest” what it can’t do. Melodically, he tries slurring the C-sharp
into the D over and over in different rhythmic positions (as in the
passage for left hand, marked legato); elsewhere he “suggests” the
unplayable pitch through the harmonic dissonance created by posing
the C-sharp in the right hand against a left-hand chord that includes
the D (every time the C-sharp is played in the first four measures of
the example). At almost exactly the same date, Béla Bartók was us-
ing exactly the same technique (in his music it is sometimes called
the Bartók Chord) for exactly the same purpose, in piano arrange-
ments of eastern European folk music.

In  LeRoi Jones (later Amiri Baraka) was to write, in Blues
People, his cultural history of “negro music in white America”: “W. C.
Handy, with the publication of his various ‘blues compositions,’ in-
vented it for a great many Americans and also showed that there was
some money to be made from it. . . . There was even what could be
called a ‘blues craze’ (of which Handy’s compositions were an impor-
tant part) just after the ragtime craze went on the skids. But the
music that resulted from this craze had little, if anything, to do with
legitimate blues.”13 Whenever musicians from a respectable class
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Final strain of W. C. Handy, “Memphis Blues” (New York, ).

decide to take up the musical language of a disadvantaged class and
“suggest” its distinctive character in their own musical medium,
there is room for a charge like Baraka’s that the “legitimacy” of the
original is being lost. Grieg himself wrote, when he first saw the tran-
scriptions of the Hardanger fiddle tunes: “At the moment it seems to
me that it would be a sin to arrange the dance tunes for piano. But
that sin I probably will commit sooner or later. It is too tempting.”14

Grieg, Handy, and others in their position knew that they missed
something and destroyed something by transferring such music to that
medium of respectability, the piano. Handy had learned about musi-
cal respectability as a child when he had brought home a guitar that
he had saved up the money to buy, only to be told by his parents — a
preacher and a preacher’s wife — “Whatever possessed you to bring 
a sinful thing like that into our Christian home?” That was how he
had become a pianist.15
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The tunes played by Hardanger fiddlers or the blues of “Negro
roustabouts, honky-tonk piano players, wanderers and others” are
called “legitimate,” “authentic,” or “pure” by people on the outside
— people of another class — who nevertheless want to connect them-
selves to that music, want to claim it as part of their cultural roots. In
order to do that, they need to have it conveyed to them and their class
somehow, for their enjoyment, inspection, and possession. In the
days of Grieg, Handy, and Bartók, that meant that “sooner or later,”
and with whatever loss in musical character, it had to be arranged for
the piano. What allowed Baraka to take his stand against such ar-
rangements, or inventions, was not a new level of consciousness about
musical appropriation. It was the appearance of a new means of con-
veyance, a new technology that was less musically distorting, per-
haps, but no less deracinating than the piano: the recording.

In a sense, Grieg’s fiddle arrangements and Handy’s piano blues
represented nothing more than an extension across social boundaries
of the mid-nineteenth-century practice of committing music of every
medium to piano arrangement. And although it is possible to object
that the piano was sometimes an unsuitable medium of transmission
or to accuse a higher social class of using it to make an unearned
profit, musical and monetary, from the music of a lower class, it is hard
to ignore the vitality and richness that music in this period derived
from the endless musical crossings of social boundaries, a process
that had the piano at its hub. For one thing, the movement did not all
go in one direction. While Debussy was invoking the ragtime craze
in his suites of concert piano pieces, Joplin was breaking into the
market for elite dance music with his elegant waltzes and two-steps.
And while Ives was making the sturdy hymn and march tunes of his
youth the themes of his avant-garde sonatas and songs, Gershwin was
bringing the harmonic sophistication of the concert music of his day
to the songs of Tin Pan Alley. The cross-fertilization of musical styles
in this period makes audible the social fluidity of the age; it is the
fruit of the massive migrations across social and geographical bound-
aries that had previously kept people and their music segregated. In
this sense Irving Berlin’s “I Love a Piano,” the work of a Russian can-
tor’s son whose parents, fleeing anti-Semitism, brought him to New
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York when he was five, can be heard as an immigrant’s hymn to the
social openness of America, where he could be equally content stop-
ping “right beside an Upright, Or a high-toned Baby Grand.”

Throughout the twentieth century, in fact, the Americas proved to
be the most fertile breeding ground for developments in popular mu-
sic because musics and musicians could more easily cross paths and
learn from one another there than in the Old World. As early as ,
a cartoon in the Brazilian magazine A Vida Fluminense put its finger
on the crucial difference in musical conditions, by way of mocking the
practices of amateur singers in Italy, Germany, France, and Brazil
(shown in Figure  are the frames depicting singing in Italy and Bra-
zil). The crucial contrast is not that the Brazilian dilettante sings to a
guitar, while the Europeans sing to the piano or without instruments
at all; whatever attitude to the guitar is being expressed here, it is not
that of W. C. Handy’s parents. No, the crucial detail in the picture of
the Brazilian singer is the piano that he shuns in order to accompany
himself on the guitar, a piano that nevertheless stands at the ready,
music on its stand. It is a picture of a culture in which the same mu-
sician is allowed to move around among different instruments, each
with its own social history and class associations.

In the first decades of the twentieth century, the Brazilian pianist-
composer Ernesto Nazareth produced a body of piano music that rep-
resented just such a crossing of social boundaries, drawing on music
from Chopin to the popular Brazilian dance, the maxixe, and influ-
encing both popular and concert music in turn. His many “Brazilian
tangos” are to Brazilians what Joplin’s rags are to Americans, both
their popular and their classical music. Earlier composers had al-
ready used the generic title “Brazilian tango,” which in itself reveals
that the tango originated outside Brazil, but Brazilians from Villa-
Lobos to the present have claimed that it is Nazareth’s tangos that
truly express the character of Brazil and especially the urbanity of Rio
de Janeiro. Listening to the opening of Nazareth’s famous “Odeon”
(see example), it is hard to avoid the impression that its distinctive
character comes from a certain marriage of the popular and the clas-
sic: the opening phrase, consisting of nothing but a rhythmicized
bass line punctuated by chords, could be the lead-in to a tango by a
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First page of Ernesto Nazareth, “Odeon: Tango brasileiro” (Rio de
Janeiro, ca. ).

popular dance band; the classical touch is the sly extension of that
texture into further phrases, so that the lead-in becomes the main
theme of the dance. Even the title “Odeon” points to a meeting place
of the classes of Rio society. Although Nazareth occasionally per-
formed piano recitals in exclusive social clubs and concert halls, he
made his living for many years accompanying silent films at the Cin-
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ema Odeon in Rio. And it was there, listening to Nazareth and an or-
chestra that included Villa-Lobos expound Brazilian popular styles
as background music to movies, that Darius Milhaud made his dis-
covery of those styles, which he later took back to France and intro-
duced, in his own transmutations, to concert audiences in Europe
and the rest of the world.16

Piano Imperialism
The English soldiers and businessmen who brought pianos to India
in the s and the German physician who brought one to Japan in
the s had no idea what they were starting. They wanted to be
able to keep music, as they knew it, in their lives while they were liv-
ing on the other side of the world. They weren’t thinking about inter-
esting Indians or Japanese in the piano or its music. They couldn’t
have imagined that by the end of the nineteenth century their suc-
cessors — soldiers, government officials, missionaries, businessmen,
and educators from all of the most powerful Western nations — would
have established a dominating presence there and throughout the
globe. And they certainly didn’t suspect that one of the spoils of that
imperialism would be supplies of ebony and ivory for piano manufac-
turers. By  people in the non-Western world who earlier had no
reason to be interested in the piano had been given reasons by the
force of Western imperialism.

But not everyone in India or Japan or any other non-Western land
had heard a piano or taken an interest in it by . Nor did every-
one who heard one respond alike. In every country where the piano
was introduced, there was some combination of hostility to it as alien
and attraction to it as modern. For that matter, individuals had their
own mixtures of responses, which must have reflected in some ways
their feelings about Westernization in general. In Satyajit Ray’s 
film The Home and the World (Ghare-Baire, based on a novel of Ta-
gore), the struggle within an upper-class Bengali family in  over
whether to cultivate the piano or the traditional Indian instruments
reflects, on the level of private life and personal identity, the terms of
the family’s conflict over whether to adapt to British rule or fight
against it.
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Between resisting the piano and embracing it — which is to say,
between holding fast to native musical tradition and rejecting it — lay
the path of musical accommodation. The accommodation sometimes
involved an attempt at conciliation between the piano and a native
keyed or stringed instrument. In Burma, for instance, the piano, in-
troduced in the royal court in the late nineteenth century, was at first
tuned to the scale of the royal Burmese xylophone, the pattala, and
when used to perform courtly music was played with two fingers in 
a manner much like the pattala’s two-mallet technique. In the early
twentieth century, the piano accompanied Burmese silent films; later
it was used in movie soundtracks; today it is a naturalized Burmese
instrument playing both the court repertory (a nationalized repertory,
now that the royal house no longer rules) and popular pieces, and its
use in films keeps it associated with Western technology.17

In Iran, early in the twentieth century, musicians in the Persian
classical tradition under the leadership of Ali-Naqi Vaziri effected a
mutual accommodation between the piano and their own seventy-
two-string dulcimer, the santour, retuning the piano like the santour
while rebuilding the santour along the lines of the piano. They also
adapted playing techniques from each to the other. All these accom-
modations served the politically charged purpose of modernizing 
the Persian tradition so that it could survive in a changing world. As
Steven Whiting describes this situation, the piano exerted its influ-
ence in Iran even where it wasn’t played, because the comparison to
the piano boosted the prestige of the santour over that of the softer
Persian lutes as the classical repertory began to be performed in
larger, more public places.18

It would be impossible in this book to tell the history that the piano
created in every country touched by Western imperialism in the nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries. What follows instead is a case
history of a single country, Japan, that turned to the piano in the s
— right at the beginning of the period under consideration in this
chapter — and has since developed an important role in the world 
history of the piano. This case study raises many of the issues that
could be raised about other countries in the same period, yet it tells
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of experiences and attitudes that are by no means typical of other 
countries.

Government by Piano: 
An Early History of the Piano in Japan
 
In , in the face of debilitating Western imperialist pressures, the
government of the Meiji Emperor sent to the West a historic embassy
of nearly fifty officials and as many students headed by Prince Iwa-
kura Tomomi.19 The original purpose of the so-called Iwakura Em-
bassy was to negotiate revisions of the unequal treaties that Japan
had concluded at gunpoint with the Western powers. But after its first
stop in the United States, its members realized that this was an im-
possible goal. In fact, it became clear that Japan’s liberation from
these treaties depended on how “civilized” it could become in the
eyes of the West.

For the remainder of its tour, therefore, the mission refocused its
attention on unlocking the secret of the West’s wealth and power so
that Japan might one day make them its own. It was during this pil-
grimage that modern Japan’s founding fathers discovered the useful-
ness of the piano not only in demonstrating a country’s cultural ac-
complishment for diplomatic gains, but also in molding a people to
suit domestic political agendas.

The Piano for Japan
In the United States, members of the Iwakura Embassy were treated
to formal receptions and banquets, at which, to the dismay of the Jap-
anese, American dignitaries were accompanied by their wives, daugh-
ters, and nieces. Once they had eaten and heard speeches, moreover,
the men and women invariably took to the floor in each other’s arms
and danced the evening away to what the Japanese at the time called
“Western strings,” that is, the piano. Even in proverbially staid Salt
Lake City, “folks facilely shed solemnity” and treated their visitors
to music and dancing until the wee hours.20

When they visited American grammar schools, the Japanese found
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the same instrument put to more seemly use: it accompanied the
pupils’ singing. Singing taught boys and girls to “worship God and
respect proper relationships among people”; it “stimulated the mind
and cultivated the disposition, like the musical training at the Impe-
rial Court of China’s Golden Age.”21 These children were to grow up
and become patriots who loved family, community, and country. For
this noble mission, the piano seemed an essential ingredient.

The Iwakura Embassy was not the first to introduce the piano to
Japan. The oldest extant piano in Japan, a square pianoforte made by
William Rolfe of London, was brought there in  by a German phy-
sician, Philipp Franz von Siebold.22 But it was the Iwakura Embassy
that helped the piano gain official recognition as the musical instru-
ment of the new age. Having been entertained royally at the world’s
best concert halls and opera houses, the embassy’s members became
personal patrons of Western music in Japan. Nagai Shigeko, for exam-
ple, a girl who went to the United States with the embassy, studied at
Vassar College and, upon returning home, became one of the first pi-
ano teachers in the country.

After more than twenty months abroad, the Iwakura Embassy re-
turned to Japan in September . Having seen the West’s coloni-
zation of the Middle East and Asia, the embassy was determined to
marshal the country’s resources toward industrialization. Struggle,
sometimes armed, ensued. But amid conflicts over modernization,
the sights and sounds of culture and national civility persevered.

In , the protocol department of the Imperial Household Min-
istry became the first in the country to train civilian musicians in
Western music.23 The students were court musicians who entertained
foreign dignitaries. But finding pianos proved difficult when no more
than a dozen were owned by Japanese. In the court’s studio, the musi-
cians practiced on the piano the government had bought from the Bel-
gian consulate general. At home, they practiced on a keyboard drawn
on cardboard. And practice they did, for the honor of the country.

Western Scale, Japanese Soul
In , the year after the court musicians began their study of West-
ern music, the government founded the Tokyo Normal School for
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Women. A teachers’ college, the Tokyo Women’s Normal had schools
for children attached to it. The government recognized the need to
teach music at such an institution and bought the school a piano
even before providing one for the protocol department of the Imper-
ial Court. But the piano came without the kind of music that would
advance the noble goal of improving students’ health, cultivating
their moral sensibility, and stirring patriotic fervor. The school at first
drafted court musicians to supply just such music, but they wrote
songs in modes best sung with traditional accompaniment.

The person slated to fill the gap was Luther W. Mason, an Ameri-
can who came to Japan as an employee of the ministry of education.
A native of Maine, Mason studied at the Boston Conservatory of Mu-
sic and made his name in America teaching and writing about music
education in the schools. His sojourn in Japan was arranged by Izawa
Shūji, a Japanese student whom he had befriended in Boston and
who, upon his return to Japan, became the president of the Tokyo
Normal School (for men). The collaboration between Mason and Izawa
laid the foundation for school music programs.24

For personal use Mason took to Japan a piano, two organs, and 
a violin. In addition, he ordered for his school in Tokyo ten pianos,
four violins, two violas, two cellos, two double basses, one clarinet, one
flute, and many books of, and about, music. He also sent for parts 
to a reed organ, which he used to teach a Japanese technician how to
build the instrument.25 He was to be at once composer, arranger, mu-
sicologist, music teacher and performer at large (like a band teacher
at an American high school), piano tuner, and piano builder.

Officially, Mason was the chief instructor at the newly established
Ongaku Torishirabe-gakari, the education ministry’s music department
or school that later became the Tokyo School of Music and, eventu-
ally, today’s Tokyo University of Music. Here he trained the school’s
first class of about thirty future teachers and performers of Western
music. The primary qualification for application to the school was a
prior musical background. Age and gender were not considered. Partly
because of this rule, the majority of the students were women from
former samurai families or of equivalent standing.26

Mason’s success as a teacher of applied music there, and later
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also at the Tokyo Women’s Normal, may be seen from the perspective
of Edward Morse, who taught zoology at the Tokyo Imperial Univer-
sity. Some two years before Mason arrived in Japan, Morse heard a
concert that the teachers from the Tokyo Women’s Normal and Kin-
dergarten also attended. The instruments were the usual assortment:
two koto, a shō, and a flute. An old man played the shō, which, to
Morse’s ear, “had an extraordinary sound.” While a young man sang,
the shō kept up “an accompaniment in one or two tones sounding not
unlike a bagpipe.” The music was “by no means unpleasant,” and
yet “the question constantly arose, ‘Is this music in our sense of the
word?’” Its merits escaped Morse.27

In , two years after Mason began teaching at the Tokyo Women’s
Normal, Morse attended a public exhibition of Mason’s classes. He
discovered then that “the Japanese could be taught to sing in our
way.” There was piano playing, too, and “a little boy of five years,
scarcely large enough to reach the keys, played some simple thing 
on the piano with remarkable skill.” The boy also wrote music on a
blackboard as Mason played it on the violin, prompting the teacher
to call him “a Japanese Mozart!”28

Mason’s work as a composer and arranger resulted in a textbook of
songs titled Shōgaku shōkashū (Songs for primary schools).29 Most of
the thirty-three songs collected in this volume were famous tunes from
various parts of the world, to which Japanese words were set. Others
were simple, short exercises in the diatonic scale. Although Mason
was the book’s chief creator, only one of his songs was included.30

Many of the songs in the book praised the natural beauty of Japan
— Mount Fuji, the River Sumida, cherry blossoms, autumn leaves —
in the same vein as “America the Beautiful.” Others taught the car-
dinal virtues, especially filial piety, in the Confucian mold. In fact,
Mason’s sole compositional contribution, “Gorin no uta” (The song 
of five proper human relationships), took its subject straight from a
Confucian text.31 Still others exalted loyalty to the emperor and love
of country over love between parent and child or man and woman.
These are precisely the kind of moral sentiments that the Meiji gov-
ernment wanted to foster in its people through school songs.

The Japanese “translation” of “The Blue Bells of Scotland” epito-
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mized the convergence of the Japanese soul and the Western scale.
Here are some of the lyrics of the Scottish folk song:

Oh where, tell me where, is your Highland laddie gone?
He’s gone wi’ streaming banners where noble deeds are done
And it’s oh, in my heart I wish him safe at home.

Note how this Scottish love song was turned into a litany of Imperial
loyalism in the Japanese version, “The Beautiful”:

Where are my beautiful sons?
My beautiful eldest son
Took a bow and left, spirited,
To be in front of the Emperor.
Where are my beautiful sons?
My beautiful middle son
Took a sword and left, spirited,
To be by the side of the Emperor.
Where are my beautiful sons?
My beautiful youngest son
Took a shield and left, spirited,
To be behind the Emperor.32

The Japanese mother who surrendered her three sons to the emperor
did not utter a word of complaint that they might not return home.
The Meiji government later selected a verse from the same book for
Japan’s national anthem, “Kimigayo” (Your Majesty’s reign). Set to
an original tune, the anthem proclaimed that the imperial reign “will
last thousands of years until pebbles grow into a rock and gather
moss.”33

Judging from “The Song of Five Proper Human Relationships,”
Mason was not an inspired composer. And although he was a versa-
tile performer, he does not seem to have been a virtuoso on any in-
strument. In the school’s concerts, he played the piano, organ, and
violin for choirs but left solo piano performances to his teaching as-
sistants, such as Nagai Shigeko, the Vassar graduate. Mason never-
theless made one lasting and unmistakable impression on Japanese
piano education: he introduced to the Japanese the piano exercise
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book written by the German composer Ferdinand Beyer (–).
Known simply as Beyer, it remains the standard exercise book for
piano study in Japan.

Scherzo at the Rokumeikan
The Rokumeikan, or Deer Cry Pavilion, was a semi-official social club
built in Tokyo in  and used by the men and women of Japan’s
charmed circles to entertain foreign visitors as well as themselves.
Until its closing in , it offered performances of serious music.
But its main attractions were nightly cocktail parties, bazaars, masked
balls, and amorous encounters. These events showcased prominent
Japanese in morning coats and Victorian full skirts in hot pursuit of
what the Iwakura Embassy had glimpsed as the elegant pastime of
Europe’s and America’s high societies (see Figure ). Under the
glittering surface, the whole affair was the desperate attempt of For-
eign Minister Inoue Kaoru to persuade Western powers to revise the
unequal treaties with Japan.

Contrary to the minister’s hope, extravagance at the Rokumeikan
gained neither admiration abroad nor public approval at home. Yet it
offered one more avenue through which the piano could enter Jap-
anese society: amusement. Dances required music and, at the Roku-
meikan, the piano rose to the occasion, especially during the weekly
dance lessons. Anna Lohr, the pavilion’s German artist-in-residence
and the music teacher to the Japanese navy’s band, not only made
music on the piano, but also gave dance lessons. Some days she
pounded out the polka, waltz, and mazurka; other days, the quadrille
and lancers.34

These steps and tunes were not without followers outside the Ro-
kumeikan, despite the notoriety and contempt that they earned as a
means to attain foreign policy goals. While schoolchildren learned
Western-scale songs so upright and patriotic, grownups acquired a
taste in Western entertainment that may have been decadent in form
but was patriotic still in claim. In , even before the Rokumeikan
lightheadedness was over, the visiting French cartoonist Georges Bi-
got published a drawing (see Figure ) that shows the piano assum-
ing a role in a more “respectable” scene of courtship: a daughter sings
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to her own piano accompaniment as her father peers down upon her
hands and her prospective husband sits at attention behind her.35

Koeber, Junker, and Company
In the summer of , the history of the piano in Japan turned over
a new leaf with the arrival of Raphael Gustav von Koeber as a pro-
fessor of philosophy at the Tokyo Imperial University. Koeber, then
forty-five, had been born in Russia and distinguished himself as a
piano student of Nicholas Rubinstein at the Moscow Conservatory.
But instead of becoming a concert artist, he entered the German aca-
demic world after studying literature and philosophy at the universi-
ties of Jena and Heidelberg. His career in Germany included teach-
ing the history of music and aesthetics at the Karlsruhe School of
Music.36

Koeber was unquestionably the most cultivated European to ac-
cept employment by the Japanese government. It is little wonder, then,
that he had a profound influence on a whole generation of educated
Japanese. More significantly for this study, music and piano beck-
oned Koeber again once he was settled in Tokyo. He gave the first of
his known public performances ten months after arriving in Tokyo.
By the end of the same year, Koeber had become the most sought-
after artist in town. In , he was made an instructor in piano at
the Tokyo School of Music.

One of Koeber’s most generous gifts to Japan’s musical world was
Gluck’s opera Orfeo, which the Tokyo School of Music produced in
. This was the first time an entire Western opera had been per-
formed in Japan, and Koeber at the piano played the one-person or-
chestra from start to finish.37 The production was also memorable be-
cause it launched the career of Shibata Tamaki, who sang the part 
of Euridice. Later, as Tamaki Miura, she became the first Japanese to
sing the title role in Madama Butterfly, opposite Caruso, at the Metro-
politan Opera House.38

For more than ten years, Koeber, collaborating with August Junker,
a violinist and conductor who came to be known as “the father of 
orchestral music” in Japan,39 premiered for Japanese audiences a
number of works by European masters from the Baroque to the Ro-
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mantic periods. The most celebrated was Koeber’s performance of
Mendelssohn’s Piano Concerto in G Minor, accompanied by the To-
kyo School’s symphony orchestra under Junker’s direction.40 Accord-
ing to a local newspaper, “the concert compared favorably with those
in Berlin or London.”41

The Piano and Japan’s Coming of Age
Around this time, the Japanese made a quantum leap in other areas
of Western music as well. It had not been the custom, for example, for
performers to play works in their entirety or according to the original
scores. Short pieces, such as sonatinas, escaped cuts, but longer so-
natas and concertos were usually reduced to one movement. In Koe-
ber’s day, by contrast, this practice declined quickly.42

Programming was another area of change. The standard practice
had been cafeteria-style performances of different instruments and
genres of performing arts from all over the world. In one concert, an
audience might hear vocal music from lieder to a nagauta (long song),
instruments from solo violin and solo piano to Chinese harps, Japa-
nese noh and kyōgen, duets of viola and zither, and, if performers
could be found, a piano trio or a string quartet. During Koeber’s and
Junker’s time, Western music began to fill entire programs, although
at times Western and Japanese music still shared the stage.

About the same time, the Japanese perspective on piano literature
also shifted toward works that required new levels of technical virtu-
osity. When Japanese musicians first started studying the piano, their
public performances commonly included pieces straight out of ex-
ercise books by Beyer, Czerny, or Clementi. Two popular exceptions
were Weber’s “Aufforderung zum Tanz” (Invitation to the dance) and
Mendelssohn’s “Rondo capriccioso.” In the first decade of the twen-
tieth century, however, many attempted advanced concert works, such
as Beethoven sonatas, Schubert impromptus, and Chopin ballades.43

Finally, there was an exponential increase in the number of music
students, graduates, and performers as more Japanese studying abroad
returned home to teach and as better-trained European artists found
employment at Japanese music schools. The majority played instru-
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ments other than the piano, usually the violin, which was more af-
fordable and more pleasing to Japanese ears. Still, with assistance
from visiting Europeans, Japanese pianists and other instrumental-
ists were able to fill concert programs.

Not all the changes at the turn of the century can be attributed to
particular individuals. These changes were part and parcel of the his-
tory of Japan’s effort to reclaim its national autonomy. The cherished
goal of the Iwakura Embassy, to abrogate the unequal treaties with
the West, began to be achieved on the eve of the Sino-Japanese War
of –, when England agreed in principle. After the Japanese
military victory against Russia a decade later, all the powers con-
curred. The growth of Western music in Japan coincided with its be-
coming a fully sovereign nation again.

The Japanese did not gain international standing by military prow-
ess alone. Japanese manufacture of keyboard instruments took off in
the first decade of the twentieth century. Companies such as Yamaha,
Nishikawa, and Matsumoto competed not only with one another but
against foreign firms as well. Yamaha pianos were awarded honorary
grand prizes at world expositions in St. Louis and Seattle in  and
, respectively.44 Even so, it was primarily Japan’s military might,
not cultural accomplishments, that won it the recognition of the West.

The Piano and Japan’s New Middle Class
Although Western music became more established in some quarters
of Japan in the early twentieth century, pianos still belonged in gen-
eral to public arenas such as government offices, schools, churches,
theaters, concert halls, hotels, and department stores. Even in these
places, one did not always find a piano. According to an unofficial
count of , most large primary schools in Tokyo owned a grand pi-
ano. Of the three hundred middle schools in the entire country, how-
ever, only forty could boast such good fortune.45 Outside Tokyo, it was
unrealistic to expect to see even an upright at a primary school.

In the early twentieth century, however, private ownership of pi-
anos expanded beyond the elite of the early Meiji period. Although
the upper class held on to its advantages, a new middle class was born
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with bureaucrats, professionals, and entrepreneurs at its core. This
new group was both interested in Western culture and capable of
purchasing pianos.

Some literary works of the time captured the sounds of the piano
from these quarters. The great writer Natsume Sōseki (–) is
of special interest. He created many characters at the center of the
rising middle class: government officials, university men — professors,
researchers, students — businessmen, journalists, urban landlords,
along with their sons and daughters who did not toil for a living. They
paid attention to Western music because they were the educated Jap-
anese of the new century. Natsume’s novels, taken in chronological
order, register the steadily increasing place of the piano in the life of
this class, as well as the toll it took on members of this class to adjust
to the cultural change that the piano represented.

In his first novel, I Am a Cat, published in the daily Asahi from
January  to August , the characters play and discuss the vi-
olin, but not the piano. In Nowaki (An autumn storm), written five
months later, Natsume introduced the piano into his fiction. A stu-
dent goes to hear a concert of Western music that includes a piano
trio, a violin and piano sonata by Beethoven (he at least recognizes
the composer’s name), and an adagio by . . . but then the student—who
is very much a stand-in for the author himself — looks out the window
and becomes lost in the sight of the birds that seem to dance to the
music.

In the same year, Natsume depicted a female character who, having
been brought up in Kyoto, cannot keep pace with the fast-changing
world of Tokyo. On a rainy day, she listens to the koto a neighbor
plays at home and remembers “the Kyoto of spring, of rain, of koto.
Koto . . . becomes Kyoto. I love koto.” Her regrets intensify: “I wish I
had learned to play the piano. I wish I had kept up my English.” She
knows that “the world I have known will not last much longer.”46

A year later, in , Natsume created a strikingly modern woman,
Mineko, in Sanshirō. Mineko is well educated for a young woman of
the day. She speaks English, dresses smartly, and mingles freely with
men. Most important, she goes to concerts and plays the piano. She
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captivates Sanshirō, a university student from the provinces, but mar-
ries a man in a frock coat and a silk hat. Sanshirō thereupon becomes
interested in a friend of Mineko’s who also plans to take piano lessons.

For Natsume’s mostly female characters, piano playing was only 
a polite accomplishment, as it had long been for Western women. In
Japan, though, it joined a somewhat different list of female accom-
plishments: performing the tea ceremony, arranging flowers, painting
with watercolors, and cooking.47 If Natsume tried to give the piano 
a deeper meaning for his characters, he lacked both the love of mu-
sic and the expertise in it to succeed. Still, he insisted on putting pi-
anos in his novels as though his writing would be incomplete without
them.

Six months after publishing Sanshirō, Natsume paid a price for
endowing one of his most alluring female characters with a piano. He
was forced, “at long, nagging last,” to buy a piano for his daughters.
His wife announced that, to pay for it, she planned to use the royalty
of four hundred yen from the first two thousand copies of the novel.
He “agreed willy-nilly,” wondering “how children can possibly ap-
preciate playing the piano.” On the day the piano arrived, Natsume’s
house “went upside down”; he did not write a single line of his next
novel that day.48

The Limit of the Piano’s Reach
World War I left a clear mark on the Japanese piano market. As soon
as the war broke out, Western countries ceased to export pianos to Ja-
pan and other Asian countries. Japanese piano makers responded by
increasing production to claim the domestic market and the markets
in China, Korea, and Australia. The momentum continued even after
the war, when imports from the West resumed. But the domestic mar-
ket failed to expand, partly because pianos remained prohibitively
expensive. In the early s, a new domestically produced upright
piano cost six to eight times the average monthly income of a middle-
class worker.49

Although installment payments may have eased the pain of piano
buyers, one problem persisted: urban Japanese houses were not built
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to accommodate pianos. Pianos were as much a punishment to soft
tatami-matted floors as dirt floors would be to them. But a room with
a wood floor, more fitting to a piano, was a luxury that ordinary city
dwellers could ill afford; it required other exotic and expensive house-
hold items like chairs, tables, desks, and carpets. Besides, a Western-
style room did not serve multiple purposes—dining room, family room,
even bedroom — the way a tatami room did. A room that could house
a piano had to be an addition to the usual Japanese living space.

Against this background, in the early s, urban residents were
presented with an architectural dream: “the cultural house.” It was 
to be a five-hundred-square-foot structure that had a Western-style
room, complete with a piano. Developers translated the dream into
“cultural villages” in Tokyo’s suburbs. These houses were not cheap.
Their buyer-occupants were university graduates with incomes far
above average. Some of them no doubt bought a piano.50 But both 
cultural houses and pianos remained beyond the reach of most Jap-
anese.

In addition, schools never became an unfailing market for pianos
nationwide. Obviously, the economic boom in Japan during World
War I benefited schools in some parts of the country. In , for ex-
ample, the prosperous city of Osaka boasted sixty-one pianos among
more than  primary schools and kindergartens, and the city ex-
pected all those schools to have a piano in a few years. Five years
later, though, the northernmost prefecture of Aomori could claim only
seven pianos among all its educational institutions, from primary to
normal schools.51

As the nationalist zeal of both the government and the people
abated after Japan’s victory against Russia in , pressure eased
on schools to bear the musical flags of national pride. Besides, pi-
anos were not absolute necessities at schools so long as teachers had
organs to help them teach patriotic songs to children. Although sta-
tistics are unavailable, probably few Japanese schools lacked an
organ in those days. In other words, the limited educational role as-
signed to the piano by the government also restricted its reach in
pre–World War I Japan.
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Japanese Women and the Piano
According to Natsume Sōseki, Koeber believed that there was but
one true musician in Japan: Kōda Nobu (–). Kōda was the
first graduate of the Tokyo School of Music, and in  she became
the first student of music sent abroad by the government. Kōda stud-
ied first at the New England Conservatory of Music, then continued
her training in Vienna, where she studied piano, violin, viola, voice
(lieder), harmony, and composition. Her teachers included violinist
Joseph Hellmesberger (–).

Upon returning to Japan six years later, Kōda became a full pro-
fessor at the Tokyo School of Music, where she taught classes and
gave public performances. Her repertories included not only Euro-
pean music for piano, violin, viola, and voice but also music for tra-
ditional Japanese instruments, which she had learned to play as a
child. One year, a music magazine voted her the most popular Japa-
nese female musician.52

Less phenomenal perhaps but proficient still were Koeber’s and
Kōda’s own students, including Tachibana Itoe, Kanbe Aya, Kuno
Hisa, and Ogura Sue. Like Kōda, many of these women studied in Eu-
rope as well as Japan. The best became professors of piano at the To-
kyo School of Music. Tachibana attained the highest professional rank
of chokuninkan, the emperor’s personal appointee at a government
school. She and Kōda were also named to the venerable Japanese
Academy of the Arts. Kuno Hisa’s life ended tragically in Germany
with her suicide. Ogura Sue, who attended the Hochschule für Musik
in Berlin until the outbreak of World War I, gave a debut recital in
New York to critical acclaim and taught piano at a conservatory in
Chicago. In male-dominated Japanese society, these women’s accom-
plishments were eye opening.

Below these stellar achievers was a layer of competent female
piano players. Almost every year since its founding, the Tokyo School
of Music had graduated more female piano majors than men. By ,
the last year of the Meiji Emperor’s reign, the ratio of women to men
who had played the piano in a concert during their school years or
after graduation was nearly three to two.53
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The Meiji government’s objective in training women in the piano
was to foster piano-playing schoolteachers, not professional perform-
ers. In addition to accepting the piano as a vocation for women, the
government advanced an educational philosophy that embraced it 
as a nonprofessional, middle-class value. Watanabe Tatsukiyo, the
president of the Tokyo School of Music, believed that women should
stay home and “hold the fort.” Yet he knew that women, especially
urban homemakers, could develop psychological problems from be-
ing in a house all day. So Watanabe prescribed piano to these women
in much the same way that psychiatrists might prescribe medication
to depressed patients. “Music will cheer up women who stay home,”
he said. He also advised women to learn to play the piano so that
they could enliven Japanese parties, which, in his opinion, were “too
stiff and formal.”54 It was this type of semi-official encouragement
that colored Natsume Sōseki’s female characters’ interests and helps
explain the popularity of the piano among middle-class men and
women.

The achievements of the female pianists of pre–World War I Japan
is a significant lesson in women’s empowerment. They played a vital
role in their government’s policy to make the country sufficiently rich
and strong to survive Western imperialism. They carried not only the
burden of the incipient art but also, it seemed, the fate of the national
community of the Japanese. No matter how begrudging men were in
recognizing these artists’ accomplishments, what counted in the end
was not their gender but their work that was believed to contribute to
the survival of Japan.

The Piano Institutionalized
 
By the end of the nineteenth century, pianos could be found not just in
people’s homes and in musical institutions, but almost anywhere that
people gathered. Places of business, educational and religious insti-
tutions, and residential institutions (such as hospitals, orphanages,
nursing homes, asylums, and prisons) were providing music to a large
public in situations where only the privileged might earlier have had
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it. Pianists began to make their livings accompanying the activities of
daily life and providing solace to those who were judged unfit for or-
dinary life. The piano became institutionalized in the institutions of
civil society.

A simple change at the music store represents one side of this
shift. In music stores at the beginning of the nineteenth century, pa-
trons were sometimes provided with pianos on which they could try
out the music they were being offered. In the early twentieth century,
there was still apt to be a piano in the store for trying music, but now
the store might also provide a “song plugger,” a pianist who would
demonstrate the songs and other items that were for sale. Song plug-
ging represented a new stage in the promotion of music; department
stores as well as music stores provided pianists and pianos to pro-
mote sales of sheet music, and in New York the song pluggers who
worked in piano cubicles in the music stores of Tin Pan Alley by day
would move to the theater district by night, to plug the same songs in
theatrical revues and the intermissions of movie showings. Song plug-
ging represented a new form of livelihood for musicians; George Gersh-
win was making a living at it when he was fifteen. And it represented
a step into what Craig Roell has described as an age of musical con-
sumerism; instead of having to work a new song out for themselves
on the piano, patrons could now have it realized for them before they
bought it.55

Pianos increasingly turned up in workplaces and commercial spaces
of all sorts, where they served purposes other than selling music. In
artists’ studios, it had long been a practice to have music performed
to help sitters and models stay composed and relaxed as they held
their poses; in the course of the nineteenth century the piano became
the medium of choice for that music, not just in painters’ and sculp-
tors’ studios, but in photographers’ as well. Early in the history of film-
making, music was played on the set, in the words of the director Abel
Gance, “not only to give the mood, but to keep everyone quiet.” The
actress Lillian Gish, however, felt that “the music was fine, of course,
when I wasn’t trying to concentrate on a scene.” The music was pro-
vided by anything from a single piano to the thirty-piece Palm Court
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orchestra used during the shooting of Cecil B. DeMille’s Ten Com-
mandments ().56

Shopping was being turned into a form of entertainment in the late
nineteenth century. The department store, an invention of that age,
not only concentrated a huge variety of wares in a single commercial
enterprise, but it invited the customer to pass a good part of her day at
that single site. Music in the store — usually relying on the piano or
organ that the management kept in a central location — helped make
it attractive to spend that time there and helped make buying seem
like a luxury that more and more of the population could afford to
enjoy. In a smaller, specialized enterprise there might be a piano in
the showroom or waiting room, to entertain customers or to allow them
to while away their own time. 

Because travel can seem like an endless stay in a waiting room,
pianos were placed in the lounges of steamships and in other kinds
of conveyances. Captain Scott’s ship carried a player piano to Ant-
arctica; the dirigible Hindenburg carried a piano specially made of
aluminum for lightness. In each case tedium turned out not to be the
problem, and the piano couldn’t help. It did on the Titanic, though,
where those left behind by the lifeboats at least had musical accom-
paniment during their last hours on the ship. 

Eating in a restaurant — like shopping, a luxury that was being 
extended socially — was already something of an entertainment, espe-
cially for anyone who was saved from cooking and serving at home by
it, and it was doubly entertaining when the establishment installed
a piano, to be played alone or with other instruments and song. In
still other places that served food and drink, the defining business was
entertainment, and here — in music halls, dance halls, cabarets, café
concerts, and saloons — a piano was the basic musical equipment, to
which other instruments might be added, for accompanying singing
and dancing of all sorts.

Music and drink had always been companions of prostitution, but
in the late nineteenth century prostitution was moving more and more
from establishments where the “typical visit” was “usually short,
quiet, and veiled in secrecy,” in the words of Timothy J. Gilfoyle, to
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places of public entertainment where “the sex of the brothel was avail-
able, but so were the intoxication and camaraderie of the saloon and
the entertainment of the theater.” Pianos provided much of the music
for that scene, contributing to a reorganization of prostitution in which
“proprietors at once gained greater control over the workplace of the
prostitute and created a more profitable form of commercial sex.”57

Another extension of the factory model, it seems.
The roles of the piano in religious institutions have in large part

been defined by the similarities and differences between the piano
and the pipe organ, the traditional instrument of worship in Western
Christianity. Because the piano could substitute for the organ in pre-
luding, postluding, and hymn accompanying, it was used in churches
too remote or too poor to have an organ. When the Mormon commu-
nity made its trek to Utah in the s, for instance, its members en-
dured the considerable difficulty of dragging a piano (and a melodeon)
across the continent in order to keep their faith alive with music. But
the piano could also give worship a character different from what the
organ gave it. In James Baldwin’s Go Tell It on the Mountain (),
the group ecstasy that the Harlem congregation reaches as Brother
Elisha leads them in song from the piano would seem quite different
if he were playing a pipe organ instead. And as gospel music has de-
veloped in African-American churches, the piano and the electronic
organ have come to be played together, taking distinct musical roles.

D. H. Lawrence’s poem “Piano” reminds us that Sunday evenings
were set aside in many Christian homes for “hymns in the cozy par-
lour, the tinkling piano our guide.” By the end of the nineteenth 
century, instrument manufacturers were offering small organs for the
home as well as harmoniums and other domestic keyboard instru-
ments that would recall the sound of the organ better than the piano
did — and that therefore might prejudice their owners to use them
more for hymn singing than, say, dancing. But countless families like
the Lawrences might dance to their adaptable pianos on Saturday
night without supposing for an instant that its “tinkling” was less
than a suitable “guide” for their hymn singing on Sunday evening.

In schools as in church, the piano served in good measure as a
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guide to singing, at least through the nineteenth century. From the
beginning of that century, private seminaries for girls regularly of-
fered piano lessons to their students, but in public schools from En-
gland and America to Japan, it took most of the nineteenth century just
to establish the moral and intellectual need for instruction in music,
the best method to teach children singing and sight-singing, and the
best selection of songs for them to sing. By the latter part of the cen-
tury, the training of music teachers for the schools was beginning 
to include piano instruction, so that the teachers could accompany
singing groups as well as give examples in music appreciation classes.
But teaching students to sing particular songs was also a form of 
appreciation — a way of teaching them to revere the values expressed
in the songs. Wherever schools were creatures of the government,
school songs became an exercise in nationalism, whether the songs
were patriotic or “folk.” And the teacher’s piano supplied not only
the notes to be sung but also an arranger’s idea of the character of the
students’ national music.58

Since the nineteenth century, pianos have been placed in mental-
health facilities, or lunatic asylums, as they were known then. Pianos
there have been played to calm patients, to get through to them, to
aid in a cure, or simply to fill their time. There may be a piano in any
institution of confinement, any institution devoted to children or adults
with special needs. It may be used to help them overcome their ail-
ment and handicaps, to help them come to terms with their condi-
tion, to bring their minds, bodies, and spirits alive. It may be used to
create social bonds among children with no parents, aged adults who
have survived their spouses and even their children, people of all
ages whose disabilities cut them off from some kinds of social inter-
action. In the vast, cold hall of a prison (see Figure ) where thou-
sands of inmates sit in rows to hear a concert — or did before canned
entertainment made prison officials forget what a difference live mu-
sic can make — the piano turns the prison fleetingly into a home; the
sound of the piano has always been the sound of home. Even where it
is not intended to, a piano in an institution of confinement can pro-
vide a reminder, a link, a passport to the outside world; in the s
an inmate in a British prison taught himself to play on the chapel pi-
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ano, and on being released he got a job as pianist on a cruise ship.59

Whatever the problem is that the institution was founded to deal with,
the piano is there to contribute to the cure. But to recognize that is to
recognize that putting a piano in an institution of confinement is sim-
ply treating the residents as human beings. We all use music as a cure
for what ails us.
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Eight

Hollywood’s Embattled Icon

Preview: Silent Movies with Piano
 
s Kurt Weill once said, the silent movie needed mu-
sic the way dry cereal needs cream. Unable to pro-
vide it by mechanical means, the cinema gave the
piano a great boost, at least as long as the screen was

mute. We know that piano improvisation on popular tunes accom-
panied projection from the debut of the Lumière Cinématographe in
Paris in  onward (at the London debut it was a harmonium), and
that the use of the phonograph to provide music was also an intermit-
tent early practice (technically unsatisfactory, but people kept trying).
In the music halls and the large purpose-built cinemas that began to
appear in the years before World War I, there were bands and even
whole orchestras ready to provide lavish accompaniments, but as film
shows spread rapidly, it was pianists for whom there was greatest de-
mand. One account reports that in Britain in  cinemas were said
to employ half the members of the musicians’ union, which had dou-
bled the size of its prewar membership, and four years later, they
provided more than three-quarters of paid musical employment.1 The
music publishers benefited from a corresponding increase in demand
for sheet music.

From the outset, music did more than mask the sound of the pro-
jector — it helped to tame the uncanny nature of the new invention,
the unsettling magic that was part of its original attraction, and in due
course it became another way of setting the scene.2 At first there was lit-
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tle attempt to match the music to the image. Kurt London’s book on
film music dating from  describes the early accompanists: their
repertory remained a matter of complete indifference, they played
anything they liked.3 Such indifference could only pass “unnoticed”
as long as the music had to answer to no more than the short, discon-
nected scenes that made up the early film show. But as film began to
evolve its narrative capacities, finding music to correspond to the
moods and scenes placed new demands on accompanying musicians
to help make the dramatic shape of these films more intelligible, and
indeed, as pianists became more adept at reading the screen, they de-
veloped a repertoire of techniques that not only assisted in concentrat-
ing the audience’s attention but helped to tell them where they were 
in the flow of the drama. Prestigious productions would commission
arrangers to provide appropriate scores, but the majority of accompa-
nists would have to rely on a kind of folk wisdom that quickly grew up
to cope, in which tremolos expressed passion, pounding chords sig-
nified menace, and different stock pieces were linked by tricks of rapid
modulation and improvised chords.

We might speculate for a moment on the way that silent cinema
might have stimulated the rebirth of the art of musical improvisation
— an art still very much alive in the age of the great Romantic virtu-
osos, and which was being reborn in the quite separate context of the
emergence of jazz. But in a world where the commercialization of mu-
sic hall and vaudeville had already produced the standardization of
popular music according to the dictates of the publisher, such a pos-
sibility is hardly expectable. It was in the same decade as the inven-
tion of cinema that a newspaper columnist dubbed the street in New
York where the publishers gravitated with the name Tin Pan Alley. A
significant part of their business after the turn of the century came
from the sale of sheet music for picture house pianists, and by  a
small industry had began to supply special cue sheets to go with the
latest releases: an Irish melody for an Irish story, sentimental ballads
for Florence Turner films, marches for war pictures, and so forth.

According to an account by one of those involved in the business,
“The piano players who received the Ennis system of Vitagraph Mu-
sic Cues probably felt after a while that there were only a limited
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number of musical compositions in the world and that Remick and
his fellow publishers had the exclusive rights to these compositions,”
adding that “We showed our class by injecting at times the classical
and standard numbers — a few of them, anyhow.”4 The system quickly
spread, institutionalizing what was already an established informal
practice that now perpetrated an authorized classification of music
according to the crudest possible categories. A manual for the movie
pianist published by one of the leading music publishers, Schirmer,
in , had a quick reference index with fifty-three categories, from
Aeroplane to Western. Under “Sinister” we find only the Coriolan
Overture by Beethoven. Under “Religioso,” Handel’s “Largo,” “The
Old Hundredth” by Bourgeois, “Onward Christian Soldiers” by Sul-
livan, and the unaccredited hymn “Lead Kindly Light.” Under “Sad-
ness” are fourteen pieces by such composers as Beethoven, Chopin,
Grieg, Anton Rubinstein, Tchaikovsky, and Massenet.

The use of classics was favored by cinema managers because it
helped avoid the risk of copyright infringement at a time when its en-
forcement was becoming stronger. There were those who argued that
it also helped increase the musical sophistication of a growing au-
dience, but cultural critics demur. In the view of T. W. Adorno, for
example, music in this situation develops a liability to decompose
into a series of aural tidbits, highlights, and icons, and the result is a
process of fetishization that detaches the music from any meaningful
context. The effect reaches far beyond the cinema: it creates a way of
hearing that insists on associating music forever with pictures, whether
appropriate or not, reducing it to a kind of mnemonic of the image. It
is indicative that the cue-sheet system introduced by Vitagraph was
devised by a press agent. Music, in other words, was not regarded as
an aesthetically integral part of the viewing of a film but as a sales
device.

As such, of course, it works both ways, and after the coming of the
talkies, when music became integrated into the production process,
there are countless cases of films functioning as advertisements for
pieces of music that become best-sellers as a result, from regular pop
tunes to the classics. The opportunities that cinema provides here
range from the specially composed theme tune to the unplanned re-
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sult of a choice of soundtrack music. It is a critical question, however,
what kind of shifts and realignments of cultural meaning are pro-
duced when a Mozart piano concerto, for example, becomes a best-
seller and acquires a new nickname as a result of an arbitrary associ-
ation with a tale of elopement by a tightrope walker and a soldier in
nineteenth-century Sweden (Elvira Madigan, directed by Bo Wider-
berg, ). If this is precisely the kind of dislocation of meaning, or
dissociated transference of affect, said to typify the culture of post-
modernism, then there is also the case of the Paul Newman and Rob-
ert Redford gangster movie a few years later (The Sting, directed by
George Roy Hill, ) that sparked a revival of Scott Joplin’s rag-
time that lodged itself in industry legend; according to a senior mu-
sic industry executive speaking in , the ragtime craze the film
awakened was in large part responsible for the great upsurge in pi-
ano sales in the s.5

The Piano at War
 

On a snug evening I shall watch her fingers,
Cleverly ringed, declining to clever pink,
Beg glory from the willing keys. Old hungers
Will break their coffins, rise to eat and thank.
And music, warily, like the golden rose
That sometimes after sunset warms the west,
Will warm that room, persuasively suffuse
That room and me, rejuvenate a past.
But suddenly, across my climbing fever
Of proud delight — a multiplying cry.
A cry of bitter dead men who will never
Attend a gentle maker of musical joy.
Then my thawed eye will go again to ice.
And stone will shove the softness from my face.

— Gwendolyn Brooks, “Piano after War”

“After war,” the piano was ruined. By , the year Brooks’s poem
was first published, the devastation of two world wars had severely
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shaken twentieth-century civilization: entrenched empires had fallen,
genocide of unprecedented proportions had been committed, and new
weapons of mass destruction had annihilated entire cities. Amid such
monumental events, the piano might seem like an insignificant and
irrelevant piece of musical furniture, but in the course of these up-
heavals, and in their aftermath, the instrument came to represent
something much greater than itself. It had become a nostalgic sym-
bol of the Western cultural traditions threatened, damaged, or even
destroyed in these battles. Brooks’s sonnet invokes a number of these
nostalgic connotations surrounding the piano: its capacity to convey
tradition and trigger memory (“rejuvenate a past”), its power to elicit
emotional response and feeling (“old hungers”), and its association
with femininity (“her fingers, cleverly ringed”). But the impact of war
and suffering has disabled the piano’s musical powers. Where the pi-
anist could once “beg glory from the willing keys,” and the listener
could unguardedly allow feverish musical feeling to work its charms,
that “proud delight” is now suddenly interrupted. War — which threat-
ens tradition and traumatizes memory — here becomes a catalyst for
a cold, hard despair supplanting nostalgic warmth. The piano’s mu-
sical spell had become tentative (“warily . . . will warm that room”)
and is finally rendered impotent for the grieving listener.6

The piano was not only a symbol of culture, it was a symptom of
cultural change. Seeing a piano, one imagined classical music, in-
spired artistic creativity, bourgeois domesticity, noble aristocracy,
the grand spectacle of public performance, and the intimacy of pri-
vate expression. Seeing a ruined and wrecked piano, one could infer
the destruction and loss of those threatened attributes; one could
imagine humanity, culture, and art facing the aftermath of war, or Eu-
rocentric civilization struggling, and failing, to maintain cherished
ideals in the face of senseless savagery. The piano thus became a
nostalgic representation of a vulnerable — and perhaps redeemable —
past.

Cinema, the most popular and persuasive of all twentieth-century
art forms, appreciates the communicative power of this widely recog-
nized cultural icon. In film, such images can relay multivalent con-
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notative meanings to provide context, tell stories, and invoke myths
in a single passing glance. During and after the s, the image 
of the destroyed piano became a recurrent cinematic icon — in both
Hollywood and foreign films — to represent a wide range of nostalgic
ideals associated with the cultural life of a previous era.

In this light we see why it was useful, perhaps necessary, for the
makers of the blockbuster hit Titanic () to show a ruined and
broken piano in the ship’s submerged stateroom. As an underwater
camera scans the interior of the sunken ship near the beginning of the
film, it travels alongside the skeletal remains of a decaying, water-
logged grand piano. This brief image is a crucial component in the
broader symbolism of the doomed ocean liner, which sank on its
maiden voyage in : both ship and piano signify past glory, opu-
lence, elegance, and “the good life” gone awry.

But where the Titanic’s tragic fate invokes a morality tale on the
dangers of hubristic technology, this image of the silenced piano is
infused with a nostalgic sense of humanity. In that same stateroom,
the two protagonists discover their deep physical and emotional yearn-
ings for each other — to the soundtrack accompaniment of a solo pi-
ano. Their coming-of-age story is set in stark opposition to the de-
mands of society and propriety, and the piano is a significant musical
component in this struggle to love. Although the young lovers win
their battle against the inflexible demands of family and class, their
fate, like the piano’s, is sealed by the larger, uncontainable struggle
between civilization/ship and nature/ocean.

In Jane Campion’s  film The Piano, the instrument again en-
dures the conflicts of primordial nature versus European civilization
and romantic love versus familial duty; it is first abandoned on a 
deserted beachhead, later attacked and dismembered, and finally
drowned in the course of its “psychological” battles. Here the piano
echoes a woman’s inner life, and thus signifies, by the climax of the
film, the apparent silencing of her emotions and desires. Although
one might imagine that the jettisoned piano sinking in the sea pro-
vides narrative closure on issues of colonialism, female repression,
and sexual frustration, in fact another piano takes its place in the
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story’s somewhat bourgeois dénouement. Campion’s piano-themed
story of vulnerability in battle has been tempered with a form of re-
demption.

In Titanic, The Piano, and countless other Hollywood and foreign
films, the piano, an emblem of the “Romantic” — that is, both the his-
torical era and the emotion — accompanies and enacts narratives of
idealized love and unattainable desire. These eroticized, often nos-
talgic associations are the mainstay of the piano’s repertoire as a cin-
ematic icon. An object of the warm and cozy past, the piano appears
frequently as a safe sanctuary of love, but one threatened or doomed
as change looms in the future. Add to this notion the political expe-
diencies of a culture at war, and these associations take on a loaded
significance: the piano becomes an embattled Romantic icon, threat-
ened just as love (humanity), freedom (desire), tradition (history), and
democracy (or whatever applicable political ideal) come under attack.

Such embattled pianos are sites of explosive tensions, or waiting
traps, or even musical coffins. In Schindler’s List (), a few clatter-
ing tones from an upright piano murderously betray the Jews hiding
within to attacking Nazi soldiers. In The English Patient (), a
toppled grand piano in a ruined Italian villa has been mined by invad-
ing Germans, set to explode if certain keys are touched. In Saving
Private Ryan (), an American soldier is wounded by sniper fire
as he tries to rescue a young child (the hope for the future); he col-
lapses onto an abandoned upright piano amid the rubble of the bom-
barded French village (which, like the ruined piano, is part of a Eu-
ropean past now destroyed).

Perhaps no cinematic portrayal captures these two motifs (the sanc-
tuary of love, the battleground of conflict) as perfectly as that most fa-
mous Hollywood piano scene of all (see Figure ), Sam (Dooley Wil-
son) playing “As Time Goes By” for estranged lovers Rick and Ilsa
in Casablanca (). Humphrey Bogart and Ingrid Bergman enact
their cinematic affair “with” the piano in two distinct senses: the in-
strument accompanies, as an indispensable soundtrack device, their
inopportune Parisian romance with an appropriately nostalgic song
(much as piano music does in the Titanic seduction scene), and it pro-
vides an important plot device as the hiding place for the valuable
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“letters of transit” that enable Ilsa and her husband to begin a new
life together in America. Sam’s upright piano is even more secure than
Rick’s office safe, for it protects through its apparently innocent aura
of culture — a quality regarded as sacrosanct even (or perhaps partic-
ularly) by the German “bad guys” of the story.

The Classics Politicized
As the representative solo instrument of nineteenth-century Roman-
ticism, the piano of Beethoven, Chopin, Liszt, and Brahms was a sym-
bol for the practices and ideals of that era, including the “high art”
tradition of “classical” music and the various musical, social, and
philosophical attitudes surrounding it. With World War I and the ad-
vent of the modernist aesthetic, tastes and trends in culture — includ-
ing musical culture — began to change significantly, and the emblem-
atic Romantic piano weathered these shifting winds with difficulty.
Arthur Loesser writes of this period, “Skepticism of the piano went
with skepticism of the way of life that had nurtured it. The low point
of both was reached in , the year of the bank failures and of 
Hitler’s rise. The idol had been tottering for a quarter of a century;
now it fell from its little pedestal, its halo shattered.”7 Significantly,
Loesser invokes probably the single most important — and usually
overlooked — factor for the piano’s eventual ruin: its connection to
world politics.

In the cinema of the s and early s, the piano was still a
symbol of antebellum elegance; during this period, Hollywood musi-
cals frequently employed the instrument for its innocent and classy
connotations of refined, “cultured” entertainment. King of Jazz (),
Universal Studios’ first feature-length all-Technicolor musical, pre-
sented an elaborate setting for George Gershwin’s Rhapsody in Blue
— five pianists “play” an immense grand piano keyboard while Paul
Whiteman’s orchestra accompanies from beneath the raised lid (see
Figure ). The classic  musical Flying Down to Rio introduced
the soon immortalized dance team of Fred Astaire and Ginger Rog-
ers, featuring the pair dancing atop seven white grand pianos. Per-
haps the most famous and extravagant of such production numbers 
is Busby Berkeley’s grand piano “ballet” in Gold Diggers of 1935, in
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which fifty-six smiling beauties play fifty-six gently spinning white
pianos choreographed in curving and symmetrical formations, and a
solo dancer twirls atop the piano lids in a billowing white dress that
seems to defy gravity. (White-piano dance routines receive a spoof-
ing in the  musical Pennies from Heaven, when Bernadette Pe-
ters’s grammar school class erupts into a tap-dance routine on their
grand-piano desktops.)

The emotional impact of classical music, particularly the late
German Romanticism that had so heavily influenced film scores of
classic Hollywood composers in the s and s, was now also
pressed into service to stimulate patriotic feeling. Political systems
of all persuasions embraced high culture artifacts like classical mu-
sic as being among the war’s lofty causes, while cinematic produc-
tions harnessed the classics — and the piano — to remind war-weary
audiences of the moral justifications for battle.

In his book on British film music, John Huntley considers a num-
ber of productions in the s that utilized classical music “to bring
the best to as many people as possible to cheer them on to better
times.” The work of Britain’s Council for the Encouragement of Mu-
sic and the Arts was portrayed in the  short C.E.M.A., the final
sequence of which features Tchaikovsky’s B-flat Minor Piano Concerto
accompanying views of a canteen audience and a munitions factory
in production. Battle for Music () depicts the wartime struggles
of the London Philharmonic Orchestra, with pianists Eileen Joyce and
Benno Moiseiwitsch performing at a benefit after German bombings
destroy the orchestra’s instruments and concert hall. Listen to Britain
(), described by Huntley as “the music of a people at war,” in-
cludes a sequence at the National Gallery in which Myra Hess, later
knighted for her morale-inspiring concerts through the Blitz, per-
forms a Mozart piano concerto.8 (Hess may also have been the inspi-
ration for the opening scene of Love Story in , starring Margaret
Lockwood as a concert pianist whose recital at the National Gallery
features, symbolically enough, Chopin’s “Revolutionary” Etude.)

In Hollywood, too, concert pianists dedicated themselves to the
war effort via the movies. José Iturbi appeared as himself in a half
dozen MGM musicals during the s; the first of these was Thou-
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sands Cheer (), in which he conducts a multinational chorus in
the “United Nations” march by Dmitri Shostakovich. In Follow the
Boys (), Artur Rubinstein does his part for the soldiers overseas,
joining such show-business stars as Marlene Dietrich, Orson Welles,
W. C. Fields, the Andrews Sisters, and Sophie Tucker to provide “real
living entertainment” for the boys away from home. Rubinstein per-
forms Franz Liszt’s famous “Liebestraum,” while superimposed be-
hind him is a spinning globe and images of soldiers, nurses, and other
service members listening appreciatively amid their duties.

The Germans had their own version of the patriotic musical vari-
ety film. Wunschkonzert (Request concert, ) was based on a pop-
ular Sunday afternoon radio show broadcasting favorite songs, an-
nouncements of births, and dedications to loved ones. Like Follow
the Boys, the film enacts a broadcast show that unites the front to the
homeland through music. In addition to popular singing acts and
Eugen Jochum conducting Mozart’s “Marriage of Figaro” Overture,
Wunschkonzert also portrays a young German soldier playing Bee-
thoven’s music on the piano at his home. After he is killed in a heroic
effort to save his fellow soldiers, his mother requests that her son’s
favorite song be played once more on the broadcast, as she weeps
near the now vacant piano. 

As Nazi Germany continued its political and ideological conquests
during the early s, the music of German composers (Wagner in
particular) became associated with the extremes of German national-
ism. Even today, the notion of German, and thus politicized, classi-
cal music still informs certain film narratives, and the piano is often
called upon to represent the combative carrier of these still potent
associations. In The English Patient, a grand piano has been rigged
with Nazi explosives, but Juliette Binoche’s character plays a portion
of J. S. Bach’s  “Goldberg Variations” without setting them off; warned
of the danger, she jokes weakly that if the Germans placed the bomb,
playing Bach should be safe. This same “loaded” power could be
transferred to another sort of war, but Mozart’s music serves as only a
temporary talisman to fend off Indian attack in the  western The
Unforgiven. When the tribe plays its preparatory flute war dance,
which they believe will make them bulletproof, Burt Lancaster’s char-
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acter vows to “give them some magic of our own!” The matriarch of
the family (Lillian Gish) races through the opening of the C Minor
Fantasia on a grand piano stationed outdoors, but the spell soon fades,
and in a striking scene Indian warriors attack the piano with spears
and tomahawks, shattering it to pieces as they themselves are shot
down.

Piano concertos proved to be a favorite “politicized” musical genre
in s Hollywood features. Perhaps the image of the piano soloist
pitted against orchestra and conductor lends something of a battle
mystique to these works; in the hands of evil culprits, however, they
could prove fatal. Above Suspicion is a  spy story from MGM set
in Germany and Austria, with Joan Crawford and Fred MacMurray as
Anglo-American newlyweds who spend their honeymoon in  do-
ing an undercover search for a missing British agent. One dramatic
climax occurs at a Salzburg concert hall: a shot fired during a loud
timpani attack in Liszt’s E-flat Major Concerto kills a high-ranking
Nazi official in charge of the Dachau concentration camp. Pure Holly-
wood invention, this dramatic piano moment is absent from the origi-
nal  novel by Helen MacInnes, but given the accumulated my-
thology of the piano as a politicized “weapon,” its iconic derivation
seems clear.

In the hands of the good guys, however, the concerto could end in
(usually romantic) victory. In Rhapsody (), John Ericson plays a
G.I. who is also a concert pianist, studying in Munich and doing 
musical battle with a dashing Italian violin virtuoso for the love of
Elizabeth Taylor’s character. Hollywood frequently revised literary
portrayals to fit the image of the conquering pianist-hero. Rhapsody’s
Hollywood script, based on the  novel Maurice Guest by Aus-
tralian writer Ethel Florence Lindesay Richardson (who published
under the name Henry Handel Richardson), altered the story’s end-
ing to ensure a victory for the pianist-protagonist. Instead of his sui-
cide as in the novel, the film closes with his triumphant performance
of Rachmaninoff ’s Second Piano Concerto, a musical metaphor for
his conquest over the obstacles to love.

Song of Russia, yet another  production from MGM, features
Tchaikovsky’s B-flat Minor Concerto as the music of Allied heroism,
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accompanying a story of Russian resistance against invading Nazis.
Robert Taylor plays an American symphony conductor who visits the
Soviet Union and falls in love with, and marries, Nadya Stepanova
(Susan Peters), a young peasant woman who is somewhat paradoxi-
cally a talented concert pianist as well as a model Communist farm
maid. (“It is a privilege to drive the tractor,” she asserts solemnly.)
When the Blitzkrieg descends, she fights valiantly alongside her coun-
trymen, and a fair amount of melodramatic plot is thus generated for
the Tchaikovsky background. In an early version of the script, Nadya
is fatally injured and dies in her husband’s arms, whereupon he re-
turns to America to conduct “her” concerto for the Russian war relief
effort. In a later version, they both flee to America, where they battle
together for peace via the signifying concerto.

Because MGM had made two anti-Soviet comedies (Ninotchka and
Comrade X) before the war, Franklin Delano Roosevelt himself en-
couraged this pro-Soviet portrayal to strengthen American sentiment
toward the Communist allies.9 Song of Russia’s political sympathies
are clear, and the film even includes a rousing speech by Stalin.
Soon after its premiere, Motion Picture Herald printed a cable attrib-
uted to Soviet composer Aram Khachaturian: “I must say I liked the
film,” he writes. “There was a certain noble and idyllic quality about
it that spoke for the warm feeling that is drawing the American and
Russian people together. . . . Music helps to promote friendship among
nations. Song of Russia is a tribute to the cultural collaboration of
the American and Russian people.”10 In one of the fickle twists of
politics, this same film was later cited by the infamous House Un-
American Activities Committee as evidence of pro-Communist sym-
pathies in the Hollywood film industry.

Chopin Drafted!
Like classical music and piano concertos, the stories of the great pi-
anists’ lives were also subjected to particular political applications
during and after the s. The historical moment required mythic
heroes to represent patriotism and determination, and the virtuoso
concert pianist was often drafted for this cause. Musical history was
easily revised — not to mention invented — by movie scriptwriters to
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apply certain already highly mythologized struggles of these pianist-
heroes to the particular revolution at hand. From a musicological
perspective, classic Hollywood pianist films are historical travesties
that perpetuate misconceptions about these artists’ lives and creativ-
ity, but as political propaganda they deserve close critical examina-
tion for their impact on the image of the embattled piano.

The most consistently politicized pianist-hero in film has undoubt-
edly been Chopin, and A Song to Remember of  was the Holly-
wood hit that catapulted him, his music, and the myth of his patriotic
passion into the American imagination. Portrayed as a Polish revolu-
tionary who harnesses his musical talents to help battle the czarist
forces controlling his homeland, Chopin provided for American view-
ers of the s an allegorical figure of resistance to Nazi aggression
in the overrun nations of Europe, and a model of selfless sacrifice in
the cause of freedom.

Cornel Wilde plays the role of Chopin, bringing to the character a
masculine, almost athletic personification at odds with the usual no-
tion of Chopin as weakly or effeminate. As depicted in the film, Cho-
pin’s brief life was torn between fierce loyalty to his rebellious coun-
try and romantic submission to a controversial aristocratic woman,
George Sand (Merle Oberon); out of this struggle between patriotism
and love came Chopin’s inspired music. (American viewers at the
time may have felt particularly ambivalent about the figure of Ma-
dame Sand, who connotes aristocracy or perhaps even Vichy France.)

A third major player in A Song to Remember is Chopin’s early
teacher, Professor Elsner (Paul Muni), an aged mentor and father fig-
ure who provides the moral weight of the story, encouraging and sus-
taining Chopin’s patriotic fervor. When a young, teary-eyed Chopin
pounds the piano angrily because czarist soldiers are taking Polish
political prisoners to Siberia, Elsner understands the boy’s senti-
ments, exhorting him to remember that “Music and freedom are like
one! They both belong to the world. A real artist wants freedom in
every country.”

Later, Chopin’s father is upset about his son’s attending secret rev-
olutionary meetings. “Hands like Frédéric’s were not meant to carry
guns!” he insists. “The best way for him to serve his people would be
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to become great in his own profession!” (The notion of war service
through music is a theme frequently invoked with regard to other
cinematic pianist-heroes as well.) In another scene, Chopin joins the
underground revolutionary Polish patriots, who listen to a Russian
rebel expounding the familiar American ideals of “life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness” — not an anachronism in , when the
United States and the Soviet Union were still allies. “You want those
rights,” he preaches. “So do my people! We have that one hope in
common. Yet they tell us that the Polish people and the Russian peo-
ple are enemies!” When Chopin must flee Poland after a patriotic
outburst (“I do not play for czarist butchers!”), his boat slips across 
a foggy river, an image perhaps reminiscent of Emanuel Gottlieb
Leutze’s famous painting, George Washington Crossing the Delaware.

As Chopin falls under the feminine temptations of George Sand
and her luxurious aristocratic life, he gradually forgets his patriotic
cause and composes “trivial” music (mazurkas and waltzes) instead of
finishing his great patriotic polonaise (the so-called “Heroic” Polo-
naise in A-flat Major, Op. ). But Elsner recalls the prodigal son to 
patriotic duty: “Genius is a rare gift! So many ordinary people seem 
to be robbed to make one such man. And the man worthy of the gift
should draw closer to those people as he becomes more great, fight
harder for them with that same genius!” When Chopin determines 
to play a concert tour across Europe to raise money for his country’s
rebellion, Sand tries to dissuade him on account of his health, but 
the pianist-hero’s bravery and selfless patriotism win out. The famous
blood-on-the-keys scene highlights his strenuous concert tour and
marks his ultimate sacrifice for the cause of freedom.

At Chopin’s deathbed, Elsner intones, “It is not merely music Cho-
pin composed. It is music with a meaning for the world.” How inter-
national that world actually was can be appreciated when one learns
that the script for A Song to Remember was originally written by
Ernst Marischka for the  German film Abschiedswalzer (Farewell
waltz), starring Wolfgang Liebeneiner in the role of Chopin. Thanks
to the success of A Song to Remember, Marischka’s script was even
nominated for an Academy Award in  for best writing in an orig-
inal story. Abschiedswalzer relates the story of Chopin’s life up to the
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early s, when he rose to fame as a Parisian virtuoso. Like A Song
to Remember, it is set against the backdrop of Poland’s anti-czarist
uprising, but its portrayal of political strife seems intended more to
mirror the romantic discord in Chopin’s personal life. Unlike Song,
in which an anti-czarist remark drives Chopin from Poland, in Ab-
schiedswalzer it is girlfriend Constantia’s pretended betrayal — en-
couraged by revolutionary friends who want to spare Chopin the dan-
gers of the impending rebellion — that precipitates his flight to Paris.

As Abschiedswalzer tells it, Chopin’s Paris debut turns out to be
the same day as the Polish uprising. His performance of the passion-
ate A Minor Etude (Op. , no. ) calls forth images of the struggle
of courageous Polish freedom fighters, the retreat of the Cossacks,
and the fluttering of the victorious Polish flag. Significantly, Abschieds-
walzer was among those biographical films favored by the Nazi re-
gime for its ideological and nationalistic connotations. In it, Chopin
proclaims, “Ich liebe mein Vaterland mehr als mein Leben!” (I love
my Fatherland more than my life!), and Elsner, his German teacher,
declares, “Dein Reich ist die Musik!” Of the movie, the National-
Socialist Courier exulted, “All deserve a leaf of the laurel wreath
crowning this masterwork, which represents a highpoint of German
film production — the fame of which is carried forth into the world si-
multaneously with the glory of Chopin.”11 Where Song glorifies Cho-
pin’s death in its tragically heroic ending, Abschiedswalzer leaves off
romantically, with Chopin and Sand departing for Mallorca while Con-
stantia and Professor Elsner return to Poland, “having given Chopin
to the world.”

Not long after the end of World War II, the Poles themselves pro-
duced yet another ideology-laden telling of the Chopin story. M›odość
Chopina (Chopin’s youth) is a  film starring Czes›aw Wollejko in
the title role. Like Abschiedswalzer, this film covers the composer’s
early years amid the revolutionary movements in Europe, but it adds
a heavy dose of Communist ideology: Chopin is portrayed as “the
great revolutionary musician of the Polish people,” a resolute patriot
firmly on the side of the oppressed against (in this case) the power of
the Polish aristocracy, the church, and right-wing reactionaries. Even
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Chopin’s music gets a Marxist spin: composing “for the people and
from the music of the people . . . Chopin absorbs with joyous delight
the folk-songs and village songs sung to him by the maid Suska, and
from these musical inspirations his creativity blossoms.”12 (His muse
is now appropriately unaristocratic, as befits a Socialist hero.)

In America, the box-office success of A Song to Remember ensured
that Chopin’s “Heroic” Polonaise became a lucrative musical com-
modity. Sales of the recording by José Iturbi (who played on the film’s
soundtrack) reached a record one million copies, and Lawrence Mor-
ton, discussing in a  article the “unprecedented” interest in
Chopin generated by this popular film, noted that “a West Los Ange-
les shop reported as many requests for Chopin as there had been for
the Andrews Sisters’ ‘Rum and Coca-Cola,’ ” and that bobby-soxers
“listen to the A-flat Polonaise as enthusiastically as they listen to
‘Laura.’”13 The same music generated a million-selling “Chopin’s Po-
lonaise” for bandleader Carmen Cavallaro. In addition, “Till the End
of Time,” a love song based on the polonaise theme, spent nineteen
weeks on the  Your Hit Parade and proved a hit for Perry Como
and other crooners of the era. “Mark my words,” Elsner remarks to
the piano manufacturer and music publisher Pleyel in A Song to Re-
member, “sooner or later they’re going to steal those melodies!”

Making pop music out of the polonaise cleverly tapped into the
reservoir of politicized connotation and wartime nostalgia that was
generated by the piece. “Till the End of Time” was so popular, in fact,
that Hollywood made a movie out of it in . The love story of 
a lonely war widow (Dorothy McGuire) and a young, cocky ex-G.I.
(Guy Madison), Till the End of Time utilizes the reconstituted Chopin
theme as soundtrack music to accompany their romance, but it also
admits the polonaise’s militaristic connections immediately after the
opening credits, when the theme segues into the U.S. Marines anthem.
In the final scene (a standard Hollywood run-into-each-others’-arms
moment), the tune returns, full volume, to connote the victory of love
over postwar disaffection and the romantic conquest of the again-heroic
ex-soldier.

The allegorized Chopin, along with Ignacy Jan Paderewski, the
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acclaimed Polish pianist who had devoted himself to his country’s
cause for decades, provided the probable models for yet another 
Polish pianist-cum-patriot of the movies. The  British film Dan-
gerous Moonlight concerns a pianist-fighter (à la Chopin) who plays
for Poland (à la Paderewski) and believes that there is “no art not
worth fighting for.” He is accompanied by his devoted, at times self-
centered, wife and muse (à la Sand), who loses him to the resistance
effort but then rouses him from a shellshocked stupor after his sui-
cide crash into an enemy plane. Like Chopin in A Song to Remember,
Stefan Radetzky (Anton Walbrook) is valued for his musical talents
over his patriotic desire to fight; he is sent on a safe mission far from
the embattled homeland. Like Paderewski, he serves his country mu-
sically, in exile, on a three-month American concert tour to support
the Polish war relief effort. Stefan offers thanks “for what the people
of your country have been doing for the people of mine. I speak for
them when I say that we are very grateful.” When his audience de-
mands an encore, he announces, “I’ll play one more piece: the last
music to come out of free Warsaw. The music that taught the world
that Poland was still alive. And tonight it still is!” (He plays not the
“Heroic” Polonaise but Chopin’s equally famous “Military” Polonaise
in A Major, Op. , no. .)

Just as A Song to Remember helped sell the “Heroic” Polonaise to
an eager public, Dangerous Moonlight introduced Richard Addin-
sell’s immensely popular “Warsaw Concerto.” Such lucrative busi-
ness around Chopin- and Paderewski-type virtuosos proved profit-
able for another Polish virtuoso wannabe, Wladziu Valentino Liberace.
Throughout his early career in the s, Liberace, the self-styled
“Chopin of TV,” repeatedly invoked the dubious tale that Paderewski
himself (“a friend of my mother’s”) had encouraged him as a child.
Liberace also made frequent references to his Polish ancestry (from
his mother’s side of the family). In liner notes to a recording of the
“Warsaw Concerto,” he declares, “I would like to dedicate to my Pol-
ish mother and to all Polish people the composition that expresses
the wonderful faith, hope, and great courage of these peace-loving peo-
ple during the merciless bombing of their capital city during World
War II.”14
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Broken Heroes
Not all pianists achieved glorious patriotic victories, or survived the
war unscathed. The pianist traumatized or injured by military con-
flict is yet another Hollywood metaphor for the brave soldier-hero (or,
in the case of Song of Russia, heroine) who endures, but also suffers,
the consequences of war.

In the  British thriller The Night Has Eyes, James Mason plays
a reclusive, mysterious former pianist shellshocked by the Spanish
Civil War. “I gave up music for war,” his character explains bitterly.
“I had an idiotic notion that civilization was worth fighting for — that
nothing that really mattered, not even music, could exist under slav-
ery.” Mason’s character is tormented by psychotic murderous im-
pulses, but a determined and attractive young schoolteacher (Joyce
Howard) cures him with her love. 

Blinded virtuosos struggled against their handicaps in two post-
war films. Musik i Mörker (, available with English subtitles as
Night Is My Future), an early work by famed Swedish director Ing-
mar Bergman, tells a poignant story of tragedy redeemed by love. After
a handsome young soldier (played by Birger Malmsten) is blinded by
a firing range accident, he is depressed and suicidal (performing Cho-
pin’s anguished D Minor Prelude, for example), until a young woman
helps him find new hope to conquer his disability. And even if the 
pianist in Hollywood’s Night Song () is not blinded through war
service per se (instead, it is the consequence of a drunk driver smash-
ing through a cafe window), his handicap still serves to represent a
physical tragedy of the kind faced by the disabled ex-soldier. Dana
Andrews and Merle Oberon star in this sentimental love story (she, a
wealthy socialite, feigns poverty and blindness to help him complete
his piano concerto, which wins a competition of her devising, which
pays for an operation to restore his sight, and so forth), and Artur Ru-
binstein, as “a very good friend” of Miss Oberon’s character, provides
another Hollywood cameo, performing the concerto’s premiere with
the New York Philharmonic under Eugene Ormandy.

In many postwar movies, the pianist-hero becomes an “innocent”
artist trapped by a tragic and debilitating fatalism — unless saved by
the nurturing love of a female muse. Although his war service is re-
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quired as part of the fight for politicized music, after enduring these
cultural battles the veteran-virtuoso finds his instrument and career
in shambles. But whereas postwar Hollywood piano romances such
as Rhapsody and Night Song could draw their narratives of salvation
from the romantic Chopin-Sand mythology, a darker view of the situ-
ation was evident in noir films. Here the role of nurturing muse is typ-
ically usurped by a dangerous femme fatale, and a sense of hopeless
circumstance afflicts the now disempowered pianist-hero.

This bleak impotence is famously portrayed in the B-grade noir
classic Detour (). Early in the story, Al (Tom Neal) enjoys a rela-
tively uncomplicated, if frustrated, career as a New York nightclub
pianist, playing Chopin waltzes after hours in the empty club, but a
bleak noirish underside surfaces in the pulp dialogue with his girl-
friend, who listens to his rhapsodizing:

Sue: “Mr. Paderoowski, I presume? It’s beautiful — you’re going
to make Carnegie Hall yet, Al.”

Al: “Yeah, as a janitor. I’ll make my debut in the basement!”15

Sue: “I don’t blame you for being bitter, darling, but you mustn’t
give up hope! Why some day — ”

Al: “Yeah, someday! If I don’t get arthritis first!”

But far more serious matters arise for this cynical antihero. Like
Chopin under Sand’s sway in A Song to Remember, Al loses his virtu-
ous Constantia-like girlfriend and suffers under a dominating femme
fatale — only now the impotent (or sickly, Chopinesque) pianist-hero
has no further will to fight and allows himself to be blackmailed into
obeying her commands. Al chooses passivity over action, submission
over heroic resistance, and captivity over freedom fighting. When his
tormentor asks, “You don’t like me, do you?” he whines, “Like you? 
I love you! My favorite sport is being kept prisoner!” — but Al does
achieve a problematic victory in this “war” when he inadvertently
strangles his captor. (Significantly, Martin M. Goldsmith’s original
novel, published in , presents Al as a violinist. Goldsmith also
wrote the screenplay adaptation, but changed Al into a pianist, per-
haps to invoke the popularized pianist-hero mythology. Still, the re-
luctant criminality remains the same: as the novel’s protagonist claims,
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“I’m a musician, not a thug. The few dishonorable things I did, I didn’t
want to do, I had to do.”)16

On a musical level, too, Detour is haunted by references to frus-
tration and failure. When Al’s girlfriend sings “I Can’t Believe That
You’re in Love with Me” at the club, it is “their” song, but Al contin-
ues to hear the refrain long after losing her, and it becomes an un-
avoidable echo that taunts him for his helpless defeats. “Did you ever
want to forget anything?” he complains, hearing the tune again on 
a restaurant jukebox. “Did you ever want to cut away a piece of your
memory, or blot it out? You can’t, you know, no matter how hard you
try. Sooner or later you’ll get a whiff of perfume, or somebody will . . .
maybe hum something — then you’re licked again!”

Leo Erdody’s score to Detour does “hum something” significant
throughout the film, accompanying the image of the failed pianist with
ironic quotations of another Chopin reference, the s hit song “I’m
Always Chasing Rainbows.” Based on the slow middle section of Cho-
pin’s well-known Fantasy-Impromptu, Op. , “I’m Always Chasing
Rainbows” (lyrics by Joseph McCarthy and music by Harry Carroll)
was originally written for a  Broadway show. In , spurred 
by the success of A Song to Remember, Perry Como revived the song;
his recording spent twelve weeks on Your Hit Parade and was subse-
quently covered by numerous other artists of the time. Like Hollywood
drawing on popular classics for politicized representations, Detour ex-
ploits the currency and meanings around this Chopin song, but with a
dark irony. The Chopin motif echoes throughout the film as a sign of
hopeful possibilities (when Al and Sue head home from the Break 
o’ Dawn Club, when Al decides to hitchhike to Los Angeles, and so
forth), but its promise is never fulfilled. As the song’s lyrics lament,
“I’m always chasing rainbows, watching clouds drifting by. My schemes
are just like all my dreams, ending in the sky.”17

The defunct pianist-hero, a casualty of the collapse of the piano’s
political utility after the end of World War II, continues to haunt the
Hollywood imagination. As a victim of the unpopular and rather un-
heroic American wars in Korea and Vietnam, this figure became an
antihero, a disillusioned and disenfranchised musical misfit. Jack
Nicholson personifies this loss of cultural status and heroic power in
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his role as Bobby Eroica Dupea in the  classic Five Easy Pieces.
A drifter caught between opposing worlds of blue-collar tedium and
“the good life” of cultured upper-class sophistication, Dupea has re-
jected his “auspicious beginnings” as a concert pianist for an oil-
rigging job and a life of bars, motels, and bowling alleys; without his
pianistic potential, however, he has also lost his purposeful identity.
In a famous scene, he spots an upright piano on the back of a truck
in a traffic jam and hops on to play Chopin’s F-minor Fantasy to his
captive audience — but when the truck unexpectedly exits the free-
way, he ends up “lost” again.

An analogous but more conscious frustration persecutes Harvey
Keitel’s hitman-pianist in Fingers (). The character of Jimmy “Fin-
gers” Angelelli is another disaffected concert pianist frustrated in his
career because of the demands of his aging father, a Mafia kingpin
who gets his son to do the dirty work. (The promoting paternal role of
a Professor Elsner is long past, it seems.) Here the pianist-antihero is
again impotent and undirected, another “inadvertent” killer torn be-
tween good art and unsavory duty.

Significantly, the women of the piano did not suffer the same post-
war musical malaise or loss of purpose and courage as their male
counterparts. Bobby Dupea’s sister in Five Easy Pieces is still a con-
cert pianist, struggling with Bach in a recording studio. Joan Craw-
ford’s character in Johnny Guitar () turns to the piano as a tem-
porary sanctuary against the inflamed emotions of the townspeople
who have come to demand her cooperation in hunting down a fugi-
tive. She remains aloof and nonaligned: “I’m not taking sides with
anyone!” a defiant Vienna tells them as she plays. “I’m sitting here
in my own house, minding my own business, playing my own piano. I
don’t think you can make a crime out of that!”

Battles of Today
During World War II, the piano fought for Poland; today, it struggles
on in the Balkans. The images of the piano as sanctuary for women
and of the wrecked piano as a casualty of war continue to circulate
amid the recent battles afflicting the former Yugoslavia. In a New York
Times article from  examining the effects of the Bosnian civil war
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on activities at the Sarajevo conservatory of music, Roger Cohen re-
ported that the school remained in operation despite the ravages of
war on its facilities and the psychological toll of the conflict on its
teachers and students: “Among the scarred streets and alleys of Sara-
jevo there is one comforting crossroads, where the sound of a Bee-
thoven sonata or a Chopin waltz may be heard. The music, sometimes
flowing, sometimes betraying a student’s faltering hand, cascades
from the Sarajevo conservatory. In its lightness and otherworldliness,
it offers solace in a city still raw with suffering.”18

Cohen constructs an opposition between modern-day brutality
and the comforts of the musical past. He invokes the nostalgic asso-
ciations of classical music, drawing on images of nineteenth-century
Hapsburg grandeur (elegant concerts, wealthy patronage) and Bieder-
meier stability (musical home life, diligent piano lessons). The inva-
sion by the present into the past is enacted quite literally in a later
part of the article: “Last year, two Serbian shells came through the
ceiling of the concert room, which with its chandeliers and chairs up-
holstered in blue velvet contrives nonetheless to retain vestiges of a
Viennese plushness. The concert piano, ruined by the shell blasts, is
propped unused on a metal leg.”19

So the piano appears, not unlike an injured soldier on a crutch or
prosthetic limb. The traditional centerpiece of the concert stage, the
grand piano seems situated at ground zero of the hall’s destruction,
and its damage bespeaks a mortal blow to the world of culture. As 
an icon, the image of this teetering, unplayable piano parallels the
handicapping of both the conservatory’s mission and the musical life
of Sarajevo. (The city itself ramifies iconically as the site of the as-
sassination of Archduke Francis Ferdinand of Austria, an event that
sparked World War I and, by extension, the end of imperial culture.)

Cohen goes on to interview a number of students and teachers at
the conservatory. All those quoted are women (understandably, as
most of the male population has been involved in fighting, not music
making), and nearly all are pianists.

“I play to defend myself,” said Ivana Velican, , a piano student.
“I mean, I am not — I cannot be — free. But I can sit at the piano.
And I can hope that everyone learns to feel the love that I feel.”
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“I became very different in the war,” said Jasmina Kapic, a pale
and slight -year-old who resumed playing the piano at the begin-
ning of the war, because, she explained, it was a means to survive.

Seated at her piano, Inas [Mursed] looks out — just  yards away
— on apartment blocks where the Serbian flag flies. Bullet holes in
the wall of her living room show how close the war has come. After
playing a Chopin waltz she said music was her “journey to the sea.”
It is a means to forget, to think positively of the future.

Mrs. [Angelina] Papp, a Serb from Belgrade who came to Sarajevo
 years ago, has chosen to stay in the Bosnian capital because
she feels her life is contained in the two old pianos in her room in
the conservatory.20

A cinematic narrative of the piano as survivor amid the destruc-
tion of Hapsburg culture is told in the rather obscure  Austrian
film Der Engel mit der Posaune, remade in England the following
year as The Angel with the Trumpet. Based on a novel by Ernst Lothar,
the story traces the history of the Alt family, owners of Vienna’s fore-
most piano-building firm, through the tortured Austrian history of
Crown Prince Rudolf ’s suicide, Kaiser Franz Josef ’s death, World
War I, the Nazi Anschluss, and the destruction of World War II.21 In
the English movie, as the first new piano is built after the war, el-
derly Hans Alt tells his children that for two centuries the Alts “have
gone on making pianos in spite of everything — in spite of war, and
poverty, and hunger — simply because they believed that what they
were doing was more important, more lasting than those things. That’s
why this piano is here today.” The film’s moral seems to be that cul-
ture will go on, so long as pianos can be built.

But more commonly, the ravages of these Balkan and Slavic bat-
tles are mirrored in the image of a ruined grand piano. A  Hun-
garian film, Valahol Europábán (Somewhere in Europe), is set at the
close of World War II, when orphaned youngsters loot a ruined castle
and imprison its elderly caretaker, a former conductor who wins them
over with his playing. In Kana› (), Polish director Andrzej Wajda’s
story of the anti-Nazi Warsaw uprising, a troubled composer plays for
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his besieged comrades, and a broken grand piano lies amid the rub-
ble in the streets. Vukovar: The Way Home (), a damning depic-
tion of the Serbo-Croatian Civil War, likewise shows an embattled in-
strument left to the abuses of winter weather, vandalism, and enemy
fire; a bourgeois family’s upright piano is looted as war spoils, and a
Mozart piano concerto echoes throughout the film’s soundtrack with
nostalgic, romantic poignancy.

Neither has Hollywood neglected the iconic piano in its portrayals
of the Balkan wars. In The Peacemaker (), the debut release of
the production company DreamWorks, Marcel Iures plays the sym-
pathetic role of a noble bad guy (à la Detour), a Bosnian terrorist who
is also a classical pianist (“I am not a monster. I am a human man —
just like you, whether you like it or not”). Early scenes show him giv-
ing lessons on an out-of-tune grand in his Sarajevo apartment, ex-
plaining that a Chopin nocturne can have many moods (“Changing 
a single note can turn joy to sorrow”). In his final scene, held at gun-
point as the timer on his stolen nuclear warhead threatens to destroy
the United Nations and all of Manhattan, his single demand is a poig-
nant, if not pathetic, plea of nostalgia: “I want it to be like it was.”

Comic Destructions
The piano may have been “wrecked” in the course of past and recent
wars, but the cinematic resonances of this embattled icon need not
always be grim and tragic. Since the early days of cinema and well
into our own time, the piano has provided a comic chopping block for
spoofs and parodies of the dramatic cultural and political destruc-
tions it has endured.

If the piano suffered any adverse handling in early films, it was
probably in the context of slapstick comedy routines, such as Harpo
Marx’s hilarious grand piano destruction—caused by fortissimo pound-
ings on Rachmaninoff ’s C-sharp Minor Prelude — in A Day at the
Races (). Grand pianos crashing down from high-rise lifts pro-
vided a favorite visual gag in numerous animated cartoons, and piano-
moving skits provided plenty of opportunities to chuckle over smash-
ing, crushing, even drowning pianos. In an early Charlie Chaplin
short, His Musical Career (), a steep flight of stairs and a mixed-
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up repossession order occasion a chase involving an indignant mil-
lionaire, Chaplin, and his moving partner, during which the piano 
in question rolls into a lake. Finally sinking with the piano, Chaplin
manages to pound out a few last chords.

Laurel and Hardy had their hilarious moments with piano moving,
too. In Swiss Miss (), a flimsy bridge across a treacherously deep
canyon — and an unexpected gorilla — present precarious obstacles.
In The Music Box (which won an Academy Award in  for best short
subject), another flight of stairs provides frustrations similar to Chap-
lin’s, but the piano — in a crate labeled “Fragile” — miraculously sur-
vives. Its destruction comes instead at the hands of an irate professor
who wasn’t expecting the delivery and who happens to hate that “me-
chanical blunderbuss.” Soon after he chops the instrument to pieces
with an axe, his wife comes home and expresses great dismay over
what has happened to his surprise birthday present.

The culturally ingrained pianist-hero image is ripe for parody as
well, as Charlie Chaplin proved in spoofing Hitler as an occasional
virtuoso in The Great Dictator (). Amid the daily routine of world
conquest and portrait posing, Chaplin as Adenoid Hynkel, dictator of
Tomania, plays chromatic riffs on the piano, which leave a bad taste
in his mouth; later, while the Jewish ghetto is burning, he plays a par-
odic version of Paderewski’s “Menuet.” In the  musical Two Girls
and a Sailor, Gracie Allen performs her hilarious “Concerto for Index
Finger,” explaining that her other nine fingers must keep busy knit-
ting for the war effort. And Dr. Seuss enters the fray, as well, with his
 film The 5,000 Fingers of Dr. T. In this wry and eccentric film, a
demented goose-stepping piano teacher (Hans Conreid) terrorizes cap-
tive boys in the dungeons of his piano prison camp in a way that blends
Orwellian nightmare, Cold War angst, and Fascist megalomania.

François Truffaut’s Tirez sur le pianiste (Shoot the piano player,
) is the classic send-up of the pianist-hero character now ren-
dered impotent—at times laughably, at times disturbingly so. Charlie/
Edouard (played by Charles Aznavour) is a down-and-out barroom
pianist who is inadvertently drawn into an absurd world of violence
(again, shades of Detour). During a brawl between the bar owner and
a spirited, angry waitress, the apathetic pianist-hero walks away, mut-
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tering to himself, “You’re out of it. Let them fight it out. Just go and
take your seat at the piano. You can’t do anything . . . for anybody.
You don’t care anyway. You don’t care one way or another.” Later,
when he does grapple with the barman, their duel with sharp knife
and detached telephone receiver captures the comic impotence of
the fighter-pianist role.

Because discussions of the heroic pianist inevitably come around
to Franz Liszt, the last word on the matter can go to Ken Russell and
his outlandish Lisztomania (). British rock star Roger Daltrey
plays Liszt, not only a teen idol and seducer of courtly women (an en-
raged Count d’Agoult catches his wife in bed with Liszt at the begin-
ning of the film and puts them into a coffinlike piano case on railroad
tracks, where a rushing locomotive smashes them to pieces), but also
a triumphant pianist-hero who does battle with the personification of
evil: Richard Wagner as Dracula, Hitler, Satan, and the Antichrist.
“Your work is a creation of the Devil,” Liszt screams as he attacks
Wagner by playing a spinning piano shooting flares of fires (the ulti-
mate cinematic piano-weapon), “but my music will drive him out!”
Wagner dies amid this concerto as his castle crashes down upon him.

But it takes more than a performance of “Totentanz” to exorcise
the legacy of the piano at war. From a spaceship built of huge organ
pipes and angel wings, surrounded by all the women of his earthly
life, the ultimate pianist-hero-lover attacks the Wagnerian Nazi de-
mon and finally saves the world. As Liszt flies off victoriously into
outer space, he sings to the tune of his famous “Liebestraum,”

Now love, sweet love,
Oh, now that love has won!
Oh, now that love has won!
Now love, our love,
Our love has ended war!
He’ll torture man no more!

Perhaps the world has once again been made safe for pianos.
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Nine

s to : New Voices from
the Old Impersonator

he piano has always been an adaptable instrument:
from the start, it has been used to adapt music from one

setting to another, and its design has been continually up-
dated to accommodate new musical tasks and styles. But at

the end of World War I, a moment of cataclysmic suffering and dis-
orienting social upheaval throughout the industrial world, things
changed. For the first time in the history of the instrument, not only
did sales of pianos begin a long-term decline; piano manufacturers
stopped experimenting with their product and even discontinued re-
cent innovations. For example, after sales of player pianos plummeted
in the late twenties, manufacturers dropped them from production. 
In general, only conventional pianos in something very close to their
turn-of-the-century forms were produced right on through the twenti-
eth century.

This ossification in the design of the piano was matched in its con-
cert repertory. By the beginning of the twentieth century, piano recitals
— like most classical-music programs — consisted overwhelmingly of
music of the past (Bach through Brahms), and by the end of the cen-
tury, even with a slight extension up to Bartók, the repertory came to
represent an ever more distant past. Although only the very latest 
of that music had been written for an instrument like the twentieth-
century grand (the Steinway Model D is the instrument of John Cage
and Ray Charles, not of Brahms and Debussy), playing that mostly
fixed repertory on a largely unchanging instrument helped keep the
music frozen in a perpetual present.
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This lack of novelty in instrument and repertory was itself new to
concert culture, and composers, performers, and audiences had to ac-
commodate themselves to it. As in previous centuries, some of the
finest pianists of the twentieth century were also important com-
posers, but Ferruccio Busoni, Sergei Rachmaninoff, Béla Bartók, and
Benjamin Britten — unlike Mozart, Beethoven, Chopin, and Liszt —
made their mark as pianists by performing the classics as much as by
playing their own and their contemporaries’ music. For them, unlike
their predecessors, composing for their own instrument became an ex-
ercise in getting the music of the past out of their systems, out of their
fingers; and unlike their predecessors, they could expect no innova-
tions in piano design to open up new sound possibilities. At the same
time, composers’ customers had changed radically. Audiences at con-
certs of new piano music might still be full of pianists, but now far
fewer of them were amateur women pianists who had practiced their
whole youths away. Sergei Prokofiev and Pierre Boulez, then, could
not write sonatas for amateurs and professionals alike (or for the home
and the concert hall alike), as Schumann and even Ravel had written
piano works large and small; instead, they wrote them almost exclu-
sively to be played in concerts by professional performers — and in-
creasingly by contemporary-music specialists. 

One composer, Erik Satie, responded to (or perhaps even antici-
pated) this split between the music of the home and of the concert hall
by envisioning piano music as a private conversation between him-
self and the performer. He filled his piano scores with jokes — teasing
performance directions and visually amusing notation — that, as he
made clear, the player was by no means to share with any audience.
A great many more composers responded by making their piano mu-
sic fearsomely difficult, to listen to as well as to play. And though the
piano retained its adaptability of setting (it could still be heard in
homes, thanks to recordings), audiences lost the idea that new concert
music was music to take to their own pianos and learn.

This unpromising situation provoked composers into making in-
novative uses of the unchanging instrument. Much of the magic of
twentieth-century concert music for the piano, in fact, comes from the
ways that composers have confronted the traditional concepts of how
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a piano is played and what sounds it can produce. Pianists specializ-
ing in popular music have also treated the instrument in new ways,
but for very different reasons. They, too, used unchanging pianos, un-
less they switched to electronic keyboards, but everything else about
their circumstances was new in the twentieth century: the repertories
and styles they played; the size and makeup of the ensembles in which
their pianos were placed; the amplification of the sound not only of
their pianos but of the singers and the other instruments with which
they played; and the behavior expected of them on stage. Playing the
piano in public is, after all, a form of dramatic display, and any pub-
lic display of pianos or piano playing reveals something about atti-
tudes toward the piano in the culture where that display is made.

Take, for instance, the Broadway singer Helen Morgan, pictured
sitting atop a piano as she appeared in the role of Julie in Jerome
Kern’s Showboat in  (see Figure ). A hundred years earlier the
piano might not have borne her weight. Fifty years earlier her pose,
exposing her ankles, would have been scandalous. But by the s,
when tiny Morgan was appearing in nightclubs, it was a sign of a new
social and sexual freedom for women that she could climb up on the
piano to be seen when she sang. In Showboat she didn’t even need
any help to be in view; she was perched there only for effect while
she sang “Bill.” Her accompanist isn’t to be seen in this studio pho-
tograph, but he was part of the effect. Not just her musical collabora-
tor, he represented a sympathetic listener, propping her up with his
attentiveness and his piano as she — from her precarious and immo-
bilizing, if commanding, perch — poured out her longing in song. A
singer didn’t need to sit on the piano to invoke these symbolic rela-
tionships; in a classical concert he or she could create a similar ef-
fect by standing in the curve of the grand piano. And the collabor-
ation of singer and accompanist could be used to dramatize many
other relationships; in Nina Berberova’s story The Accompanist (),
a young woman hired as accompanist to an opera singer becomes
like an eighteenth-century servant, spying on her employer, tracking
her infidelities, which lead to the husband’s suicide. For that matter,
women sitting on pianos have not always presented a persona like
Helen Morgan’s, but they are always making more of a display of their
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sexuality than they — let alone an Austen heroine — would do sitting
at the piano.

Jerry Lee Lewis, standing on the piano (see Figure ), was also
displaying his sexuality, but not in the form of longing. His aggres-
sion was as evident in his playing of the piano as in his standing on
it: he once promoted himself as “Jerry Lee Lewis and His Pumping
Piano.” When he attacked his instrument by leaping onto it, he was
acting out a persona of rebelliousness exactly the way other rock and
roll performers did when they attacked their guitars. But the piano
was different from the guitar in cultural status; it was associated less
closely with the country roots of rock and roll and more closely with
classical and other urban music. Jumping on the piano was more
shocking to some viewers and at the same time safer than beating up
a guitar, because the piano was unlikely to be destroyed in a shower
of splinters. It is no coincidence that classical pianists were becom-
ing more careful of their pianos as popular pianists were becoming
rougher on theirs. By the s, when Lewis was starting to test the
durability of his pianos, classical pianists had long since learned 
to play a concert on a single instrument, even if they occasionally
snapped a string on it — unlike Liszt, who had often needed several
pianos to get through a performance. The difference was only par-
tially that twentieth-century pianos stood up better than nineteenth-
century ones to a heavy “touch.” It was also that in the nineteenth cen-
tury, because there were no Jerry Lee Lewises, Liszt could play the
role of concert pianist as an act of aggression. But in the twentieth
century, classical pianists, along with mock-classy pianists like Lib-
erace, needed to shun aggressiveness in order to distinguish them-
selves from rockers like Lewis, just as Lewis needed to pounce on the
piano to prove that he was a real rocker, even if he did play the piano.

Nam June Paik’s installation Klavier Intégral (–) is another
twentieth-century assault on a piano, another piano used more for
provocative display than for musical play. This time the piano has
been turned into an avant-garde art object, displayed in a museum
(see Figure ). The display is an artistic overturning of the piano as
a symbol of art; it is an attack, made in a museum, on the idea of art as
it is found in the concert hall or the museum. It is an example from the
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world of happenings, installation art, and performance art — one of
many examples in which pianos were displayed in unplayable states
or were shown being rendered unplayable. All these displays tar-
geted the piano for its cultural prestige, but they attacked it in differ-
ent ways, drawing attention to different sides of its nature as an object
and as a cultural symbol.

Events in which pianos were burned or dropped from a crane onto
a parking lot drew attention to its materiality and weight, as well as
to the ease with which even the sturdiest cultural creations could be
destroyed. A piano into which hundreds of nails had been hammered
triggered thoughts of the instrument as a cultural coffin; one into which
hundreds of flowers had been stuck drew attention to the piano as 
an object made from plants. In another instance a grand piano was
wrapped in felt: in the words of the artist, Joseph Beuys, the piano
was “condemned to silence.”1

Of all these installations, Paik’s is the most complexly symbolic.
Here the piano is overwhelmed by objects from daily life, and al-
though many of these objects themselves produce sound, inflicting
them on the piano has destroyed its voice. We are urged to remember
that the upright piano is itself an object from daily life, though one
that promised to transport its owners out of the noise of their daily
existence to a more artistic realm. This is a piano punished for being
merely what it is, instead of what it promised to be.2

Twentieth-century musicians, like these twentieth-century artists,
have been accused at times of ignoring what the piano is, of mak-
ing it do things it wasn’t designed to do, even of destroying perfectly
good pianos. Some, regarding the beautiful piano sounds of Mozart or
Brahms as the daily life of the piano, have searched for other sounds
from it, as if wanting to save themselves and their audiences from
being overwhelmed by the daily life of tradition. 

Experimenting in the Museum: 
Piano Music of the Avant-Garde
 
The search for new sounds, even if we explain it as the desire to get
away from old sounds, is a quest for something precise. Schoenberg
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would not have wanted to use the new sounds discovered by Cage —
who was briefly his student — and Cage would not have wanted to
find Schoenberg’s. To serve any musical purpose, a new sound has 
to provide the composer with some feeling of recognition. The piano
began its life impersonating the sounds of the violin and the singing
voice; in its third century, it was still yielding up new sounds with
which musicians could do new kinds of impressions.

The subjects of these impressions are often as surprising as the
means used to draw them out of the piano. At the beginning of the
century, for example, Debussy, in his preludes for piano, surveyed
the world of musical impressions, from the dances of antiquity to the
folk music of Europe and on to the rags and festivals of modern life.
Where he was most lacking in musical models for his imagery — as in
the depiction of the “terrace for moonlit audiences” in India that he
had merely seen mentioned in the newspaper — he relied with sub-
lime confidence on a sheer contrast of sonorities to give an impres-
sion of remoteness, setting winding scales against self-possessed tri-
ads and using different registers of his piano like unconnected planes
(an effect well suited to his old-fashioned piano, which had a less
blended sound than present-day instruments).

In the middle of the century, Olivier Messiaen made the piano do
bird impressions in an immense Catalog of Birds (–), relying
like Debussy on registral color (especially the uppermost end of the
keyboard) and extreme contrasts of texture to support his daring. He
also imitated the organ — his own preferred instrument — at the pi-
ano, suggesting three keyboards played simultaneously, each with 
a different registration, in the “Regard du Fils sur le Fils” from his
Vingt Regards sur l’Enfant-Jésus (); the compositional virtuosity
of this movement lies in the way the piano, an old hand at imitating
other instruments, here finds itself imitating an instrument that itself
imitates other instruments, but by utterly different means.

In much of the piano music of Debussy, Messiaen, and their con-
temporaries, the impressions are made possible by regularly using
the damper pedal in a way that was scarcely more than a special ef-
fect in the nineteenth century: to gather together and hold in suspen-
sion sounds that jar with each other harmonically and otherwise. The
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damper pedal allowed twentieth-century composers to write for the
piano as they did for the orchestra, drawing together figures of many
different characters and sonorities from all over the keyboard. It al-
lowed them to suggest moods and dreams at the piano, whether blur-
ring together individually sharp memories of a rosy past, as in the
sonatas and songs of Charles Ives, or introducing a subjective dis-
tortion into a single, supposedly objective musical style, as in the
neo-Baroque preludes and fugues of Dmitri Shostakovich. Piano com-
posers from Prokofiev to Webern and from Bartók to Crawford are like
silent-movie pianists. Playing to a movie that runs only in their minds,
they hold that pedal down, pulling together the musical voices and
colors they need to bring out the emotional tenor of each new mo-
ment in an unfolding drama.

But pianists who performed this music were not meant to play in
the background like movie-house pianists. The alterations to the 
piano and the alternate ways of drawing sound out of it pioneered 
by Cowell, Ives, Cage, and Crumb, for instance, are avant-garde crea-
tions; they are designed to be performed under the spotlights of the
concert hall — the musical museum — because, like the piano instal-
lations of Nam June Paik (an associate of Cage) and other visual art-
ists, they call into question the premises about the piano that the con-
cert hall enshrines. They revel in the new barrier between piano music
for the concert hall and for the home. Their innovations in sound are
designed with little thought that they might be tried at home, because
although harmless there, they would make little effect. This music is
meant to have a visual impact, not just a sonic one.

Take the two most famous innovations of Henry Cowell. The first,
the tone cluster — a spread of adjacent keys sounded all at once —
appeared in his Tides of Manaunaun (), a work he wrote at the age
of fifteen. The tone cluster was not a new idea in ; eighteenth-
century battle pieces for piano had used such clusters to imitate the
sounds of cannons. Cowell’s tone-cluster effects are no less concerned
with the musical dramatization of force, but the force he had in mind
was cosmic, and his effect was heightened by the sight of the pianist
slamming the keyboard with the full forearm. More original and even
more challenging to the conventional notion of how to play the piano
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was Cowell’s idea of playing directly on the strings, disregarding the
keys. His first work using this technique is Aeolian Harp (), fol-
lowed by The Banshee () and others. In The Banshee the pianist
stands in the curve of the piano (the damper pedal has to be held
down by someone or something else) and by means of glissandi and a
variety of other strokes produces unearthly sounds, for which Cowell
found an apt title; but the unearthliness consists partly in seeing a
performer stand at a piano and produce sounds unrecognizable as
piano sounds.3

The sound of Charles Ives’s Three Quarter-Tone Pieces for two 
pianos (–) is perfectly recognizable as coming from a piano,
even though the pianos need to be specially prepared for a perfor-
mance: each tuned in the usual way to itself, but one tuned a quarter-
tone above the other. Ives had considered creating a special quarter-
tone piano with two keyboards connected to sets of strings tuned a
quarter-tone apart, to be played by one pianist: the idea must have
appealed to the organist in him. The third of these pieces (“Chorale”)
is derived from an earlier composition that he intended for strings.
Indeed, strings seem like a more congenial medium for a quarter-tone
piece, but maybe Ives despaired of getting string players to realize it,
whereas in the two-piano version, once the pianos were tuned, the in-
tonation was set. In effect Ives had created a new instrument, and it
remained to test what it could do. Finding himself in something like
Lodovico Giustini’s situation writing for the new soft-and-loud harp-
sichord two centuries earlier, Ives did something like what Giustini
had done: he put his quarter-tone duo-piano through the paces of many
styles that his listeners were familiar with on normally tuned pianos
— character piece, rag, hymn, and patriotic song — but he arranged
them so as to show the capabilities of the new medium in all of those
styles. In fact, he poses the scales of the two instruments against each
other with endless resourcefulness — creating, in Wiley Hitchcock’s
words, now a “vibrant shimmer,” now a “sizzling, twanging music evoc-
ative of a crazy banjo.”4

Ives’s Quarter-Tone Pieces require pianos that have been specially
prepared. The term prepared piano, however, is especially associated
with John Cage, whose long list of works for piano or pianos “pre-
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pared” by the installation of tone-altering objects on certain strings
began with his Bacchanale in . These preparations resemble Cow-
ell’s string strumming in that they make the piano sound remarkably
unlike itself. They also are like Ives’s retuning in that they are done
ahead of time, so that in the performance there is nothing visible 
indicating why the piano sounds unusual. The combination of these
two effects makes this music far more unsettling to hear in concert
than that of either Cowell or Ives. In fact, although many of the in-
novations in twentieth-century piano music that once outraged lis-
teners have now ceased to offend, many people continue to consider
Cage’s fastening of screws, bolts, rubber bands, and felt weather strip-
ping on the strings of the piano a sacrilege.

This lingering discomfort says more about the cultural status of the
piano than about Cage’s music. The preparations that he prescribes
are less dangerous to a piano than strumming the strings, and there
is good advice available in print for anyone who wants to perform ei-
ther inside-the-piano or prepared-piano music without harming the
instrument.5 The preparations Cage calls for take time and experi-
mentation, but they are rewarding; the notes of those pieces can in
some cases even be sight-read by an amateur. In terms of accessibil-
ity for performance, then, there is hardly any avant-garde piano mu-
sic more suited for trying at home, so long as the home has a grand
piano, of any size. And the sound of the music — unlike that of The
Banshee — is quiet and tranquil, like a toy gamelan. The “script” for
which this music might have been written has mystery, but no threat.
What upsets people about a musician who fastens hardware on the
strings is that we have been raised not to put our soda cans on the pi-
ano, not to think of it as a machine but as a work of art, not to dream
of intruding on its inner mysteries but to leave its maintenance to its
priest, the piano technician. But in his quiet way, Cage merely re-
minded us of what the piano has always been. It has always been a
piece of hardware from which poetry could be drawn. It has always
made singing, ringing sounds that couldn’t entirely be predicted from
its mechanism. And it has always been a transplanting instrument,
capturing in its own terms the sounds of one musical site in order to
carry them to another site — in this case transplanting into the con-
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cert hall not the bells and whistles of any human music, but the
barely perceptible ringings and buzzings of the universe.6

While Cage was seeing what new sounds he could get out of one
string of the piano, other composers on several continents were tak-
ing advantage of the liberation of the piano from amateurs to make
ever more extreme demands on professional performers. The com-
plexities of rhythm, discontinuities of pitch, and varieties of attack
required of pianists by composers like Karlheinz Stockhausen, Pi-
erre Boulez, Milton Babbitt, and Elliott Carter provide their own un-
precedented dramas, sonorities, and evocations. But the remarkable
ability of pianists like David Tudor, David Burge, and Ursula Oppens
to keep up with the demands of these composers seems in some
cases only to have further liberated them — if that is the word for it —
leading them to imagine feats for which no pianist had enough hands
or could possibly have enough speed or control. One way out was to
turn to computers to realize their dreams fully and faultlessly, whether
in imitation piano sound or some other sonority. But not every com-
poser had that option. An American composer who did not was Con-
lon Nancarrow, who isolated himself in Mexico in the early s to
escape the politically heavy hand of his own government and who
had in any case long dreamed of “getting rid of the performers.” He
turned to a medium that had reached a dead end commercially at the
time, but that gave him just the means he needed to realize the
“tempo tornadoes” in his head: the player piano. In his more than
fifty studies for player piano, he created dizzyingly crisp sonorities
and energetic processes all his own — the results of considering the
player piano an instrument in its own right, not just a playerless imi-
tator of played pianos.7

Unlike the works of Cowell, Ives, Cage, and Nancarrow, a piano
piece or chamber work with piano by George Crumb does not revolve
around a single untraditional use of the piano; it is a catalog of many.
In the course of a single work, Crumb may call on his performer to am-
plify the piano; to play inside it in various ways; to play a key while
muting its strings by hand; to play one set of notes while letting other
strings vibrate by silently depressing their keys; and to switch to an
unconventional piano (but not a player piano). Building on the ex-
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plorations of novel piano sound by his avant-garde predecessors,
Crumb has wielded the most stunning sonoric palette of all and been
the most explicit in applying his sonic novelties to images, fantasies,
and ideas, in texted as well as untexted works.

In Crumb’s Ancient Voices of Children (), a song cycle for so-
prano, boy soprano, and a small group of instruments on poems of
García Lorca, the singers sometimes sing into the amplified piano,
its lid and dampers lifted, for the aura of vibrations that their voices
set off inside the instrument. The fourth song has the devastating text
“Each afternoon in Granada, a child dies each afternoon,” and a dev-
astating way of representing a child who dies. After the singer has
intoned the text in a whisper, the pianist, who has not yet played 
in this song, begins to play a toy piano. The toy piano, a nineteenth-
century invention, is more toy than piano.8 It is a device that allows
children to imagine being adults more than an instrument on which
they can learn music. It looks like a scaled-down piano, but it doesn’t
work like one: pressing its keys vibrates metal bars, not strings. As a
result, it doesn’t sound like a piano. And that is exactly what makes
it serve Crumb’s purpose: the toy piano creates its own sonority, the
sound of childhood. Instead of a child imagining herself or himself as
an adult, the listener is coaxed into imagining the adult pianist as a
child. On this tiny instrument the pianist now plays phrases of “Bist
du bei mir,” a song familiar from Bach’s Notebook for Anna Magda-
lena Bach. The words are not heard here, but anyone who knows them
will be haunted by them in this new context: “With you by my side, I
go with gladness to death and to my rest.” And just as the final phrase
of the song is about to resolve into its final chord, the toy piano
breaks off.

The Piano in Jazz
 
Trumpeters and saxophonists play the romantic leads. With gleaming
horns held erect to the lips or curving out from their bodies, they
excel in the art of musical seduction. Look at the photographs: the
commanding authority of Louis Armstrong, the transcendent cool of
Lester Young, the intensity of Charlie Parker, the mystique of Miles
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Davis. Behind these magnetic stars, bassists and drummers make 
up the supporting cast. They keep time, monitor flow and continuity,
and comment, choruslike, on the unfolding action. They are crucial
yet secondary.

Pianists in jazz occupy the middle. They can step forward into the
spotlight to shine as soloists or stay in the background to join bass
and drums in rhythm section chores. They all share one physical dis-
advantage, though: it is hard to look hip or erotically charged while
seated at a large box-shaped instrument staring down at your fingers.
(Rock pianists solved the problem by strapping on compact electric
keyboards and playing them like guitars; when they hit expressive
high notes they could bend knees, swivel hips, and grimace, making
their bodies part of the performance.) Yet the piano’s versatility keeps
players from being relegated to a merely subordinate status. Jazz 
pianists can state themes as boldly as any trumpeter and unleash
flurries of improvised lines to rival any saxophonist. They can create
contrapuntal interest, punctuate with chords, apply washes of har-
monic color, drive the rhythm forward, pound out the beat, or dance
on top of it. They can do it all — and this affects their personality and
character.

Pianists in jazz are authority figures, sages, intellectuals, teach-
ers, control freaks. Sitting upright at their keyboards, they resemble
engineers behind a console board or flight controllers operating a
complicated series of switches, levers, and buttons. They have a for-
mal, bookish air. In the glory days of ragtime and the school of Har-
lem stride, back in the s and s, the most accomplished pi-
anists were called “professors.” Other players stood in awe of them,
striving to acquire their polished technique, harmonic know-how, and
consummate musicianship. Later Dr. Billy Taylor would assume the
“professor” role, expounding on the history of jazz from his keyboard
podium. The maverick Lennie Tristano taught in private, passing on
esoteric knowledge to his students — many of them not even pianists.
A legendary professor of harmony and the improvised line, Barry Har-
ris has instructed several generations of players from the s to the
present.

Learning how to operate a complex mechanism can take years of
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study. One way jazz pianists convey their studiousness, the intense
labor they have invested in their art, is by wearing glasses. Horn
players shun these props or hide behind dark shades. But consider
the great bespectacled pianists: Bill Evans, Herbie Hancock, Billy
Taylor, Dave Brubeck, Dick Hyman, Tommy Flanagan, Jimmy Rowles,
Dick Wellstood, Phineas Newborn, Jr. — on the list goes. The glasses
worn by these players suggest an arduous process of acquiring knowl-
edge, of paying dues, but also a certain vulnerability. Jazz pianists
have not been afraid to look vulnerable. Glasses are a symbol of their
trade, just as they are for scientists and scholars.

Being a figure of control and authority can swell the ego to gran-
diose proportions. Jelly Roll Morton and Willie “the Lion” Smith
were two from the old school renowned for their cocky arrogance.
Morton took credit for inventing jazz; in  he told Alan Lomax that
everyone who played in a jazz style was indebted to him. “The Lion”
would loudly proclaim the superiority of his abilities, then take the
stool in his derby hat, bow tie, and thick-framed glasses to give a
convincing demonstration of his prowess. Art Tatum knew that he was
extraordinary. There once was a headstrong pianist who challenged
Tatum to a pianistic duel and put on an impressive display of virtu-
osity, only to have Tatum turn to his companion, an accomplished
though lesser mortal, and calmly say, “Take him, Marlowe.” Another
time, Fats Waller was playing in a club when he acknowledged Tatum
in the audience by proclaiming, “God is in the house tonight.” Who
but a pianist would refer to a fellow player this way?

Such hubris is forgivable. Like God, pianists have the whole wide
world in their hands. Cecil Taylor conjures up a planet wracked by
violent forces — surging waves, howling winds, explosive eruptions.
Marian McPartland paints softly glowing landscapes of slanting light
and subtle tonal shifts. Dave McKenna recreates a lost realm of beauty
and romance that existed long ago in the dreams of songwriters.

The pianist as Creator: when Keith Jarrett began playing epic-
length improvisations at his solo concerts, he said that before going
out on stage he would try to clear away from his consciousness every
preexisting musical idea, wiping the slate clean of knowledge and
experience in order to create anew.
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God is in the house tonight.
Pianists gain authority and control by creating music for others 

to play. They tend to be composers, arrangers, orchestrators, band-
leaders, and musical directors. Standing in the group portrait with
Morton are Duke Ellington, Fletcher Henderson, Mary Lou Wil-
liams, Thelonious Monk, John Lewis, Tadd Dameron, Billy Strayhorn,
Toshiko Akiyoshi, McCoy Tyner, Chick Corea, and Joe Zawinul.
Drummer Art Blakey had a series of gifted pianists serve as musical
directors of his Jazz Messengers, among them Horace Silver, Bobby
Timmons, Cedar Walton, James Williams, and Mulgrew Miller. Dick
Hyman is cast exactly to type: he can play fluently in any style, write
film scores and transcribe arrangements from old recordings, com-
pose originals and arrange standards, lead groups and conduct or-
chestras, perform flawlessly as soloist or sideman. A brainy, knowl-
edgeable musician, he’s got the whole jazz tradition in his hands. He
is that professorial gentleman over there in glasses, seated at the
keyboard.

For years women excelled in jazz either by singing or playing the
piano. (Some, like Sarah Vaughan, Nina Simone, Shirley Horn, and
Diana Krall, have been adept at both.) These were traditionally fem-
inized musical activities, considered more proper for young ladies
than blowing trumpet in a brass band or plucking bass in an orches-
tra. Working as pianists in jazz gave women some of the same power
and perquisites enjoyed by their male counterparts. Lillian Hardin
contributed original pieces to the repertory of bands led by King
Oliver and her husband Louis Armstrong. Mary Lou Williams com-
posed, arranged, and held the piano chair in the Kansas City–based
orchestra of Andy Kirk. Marian McPartland has used trios as show-
cases for her playing and writing talents, while Toshiko Akiyoshi and
Carla Bley have fronted big bands for the same purpose. From the
s on, many women pianists have emerged as prominent figures
on the contemporary jazz scene, among them Joanne Brackeen, Geri
Allen, Renee Rosnes, Michelle Rosewoman, Jessica Williams, Peggy
Stern, Eliane Elias, and Myra Melford. The instrument has empow-
ered women to carve out a profession in a field dominated by men.
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Inventing Jazz Piano
The piano did not always carry prestige and power in jazz. Early on it
was a humble accompanying instrument, plunking chords alongside
banjo or guitar, pounding out the rhythm with drums and tuba (or
string bass). The signature sound of early jazz came from brass and
reeds — trumpet, trombone, clarinet, and saxophone. These were the
instruments that got listeners hot and bothered with their bluesy
smears, piercing high notes, and deep moaning growls. The piano out-
lined harmonies, thickened textures, and raised the volume a few
notches, but it lacked a distinctive jazz identity. Playing piano in a
jazz band required no special techniques or improvising abilities — if
you had a basic knowledge of chords and could keep time you were
qualified, as both Lillian Hardin and Fletcher Henderson discovered
in the early s. One major problem faced by pianists was purely
acoustical: they could not be heard well over other instruments, which
is why on early band recordings everyone else usually dropped out
during piano solos. Another problem was stylistic: how to make the
self-sufficient idiom of piano ragtime work in an ensemble context,
blending with and complementing the other instruments.

On recordings from the mid to late s, a few players can be
heard making headway in these areas. Jelly Roll Morton, who had al-
ready developed formidable soloing skills as a young man in New
Orleans, began finding ways for a band pianist to do more than sim-
ply provide background oompah accompaniment. He played coun-
termelodies behind soloists. He broke up repetitive accompanying
patterns by inserting short melodic figures in the bass, connecting the
musical syntax in the manner of a trombone or tuba. He used treble
octaves to make the piano ring out amid brass and reeds — a device
also employed by Earl Hines with Louis Armstrong’s small groups
and Count Basie with Bennie Moten’s orchestra. Beyond broadening
the range of accompanying options, Morton emulated the sound of
other instruments playing jazz. He could simulate the clarinet’s or-
nate filigree lines, the trumpet’s penetrating tone, the trombone’s joc-
ular interjections, and the bass drum’s thumping beat. He taught the
piano how to play jazz.

The piano came into its own as a jazz instrument in the s. In
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the solo arena, Art Tatum demonstrated a degree of virtuosity previ-
ously unknown in jazz, nearly beyond belief. Combining the rhyth-
mic drive and textural clarity of Fats Waller with the rococo imagina-
tion of Earl Hines, and incorporating technical devices associated
with the nineteenth-century school of virtuosity — rapid scales in sin-
gle notes and thirds, sweeping arpeggiated flourishes, hammering 
octaves — Tatum invented a new musical persona for the jazz pianist.
He was a force of liberation proving that anything and everything
was possible on the instrument. If only a few who followed came close
to reaching Tatum’s level of virtuosity (Oscar Peterson, Adam Mack-
owicz, Dick Hyman), many more were inspired by him to take advan-
tage of the instrument’s full resources — all its registers, textures, har-
monies, and expressive capabilities.

Swing-era pianists expanded and refined their instrument’s role in
ensembles. With sparkling touch and elegant phrasing, Teddy Wil-
son made the piano a sophisticated partner in the chamber music
conversations of clarinetist Benny Goodman’s small groups, as in the
quartet he joined together with vibraphonist Lionel Hampton and
drummer Gene Krupa. There Wilson flowed smoothly with the liquid
counterpoint and floated effortlessly above the rhythm. Neither aggres-
sive solo exhibitionist nor deferential accompanist, Wilson brought
subtlety and flexibility to jazz piano style. Billy Kyle cultivated these
same qualities in John Kirby’s sextet, his facility and precision well
suited for the group’s arrangements of pieces from the classical rep-
ertory. Pianists with big bands also began favoring a lighter touch
and sparer textures. Schooled in the luxurious, full-bodied style of
Harlem stride piano, Count Basie undertook a major pruning job, get-
ting rid of the pumping left hand and flashy figuration, cutting back
to simple riffs and clean single-note lines played high in the treble.
He turned his four-piece rhythm section (piano, guitar, bass, drums)
into a band within a band, featuring it prominently in arrangements
and thus raising his own profile as the leading solo voice in this quar-
tet. Together with Duke Ellington, another bandleader who sat at the
keyboard, Basie used the piano to conduct his orchestra: cuing with
chords, setting tempos, calling and responding, connecting phrases,
segueing from one piece to the next.
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Small-group pianists playing “bebop” in the s and s con-
tinued the process of paring down textures and simplifying chord
structures to enhance the music’s supple rhythmic character. When
accompanying, they favored short staccato chords voiced in the mid-
dle register. Instead of hitting every chord in a harmonic sequence,
they skipped some and only alluded to others. While earlier pianists
might have played a full F7 chord (F, A, C, E-flat), Bud Powell or
Thelonious Monk might play only a shell consisting of the outer in-
terval (F and E-flat). They edited themselves rigorously, applying the
less-is-more principle that Basie had found effective in a big-band
context.

A similar reductive impulse governed the soloing techniques of
bebop pianists. With left hands providing sporadic chordal punctua-
tion, they constructed chains of single-note phrases with their right,
articulating in the manner of a saxophonist or trumpeter. The relative
parity between hands in earlier jazz soloing styles gave way to a more
lopsided arrangement in which one hand underplayed and the other
performed most of the work. In a way, the leaner right-hand lines re-
flected a more transparent textural ideal; at the same time they seemed
a form of horn envy, with pianists straining to emulate the speed and
agility of such players as Charlie Parker, Dizzy Gillespie, and Clif-
ford Brown. A variation of this technique was the block chord, “locked
hands” style popularized by George Shearing, Milt Buckner, and oth-
ers. In this a melody line in the top voice was harmonized in close
position by both hands, the resulting chords moving together in syn-
chrony. Although perfectly suited to the keyboard, the block chord
style often suggested a harmonized horn line or ensemble writing for
massed brass and reeds in big-band arrangements. Like Jelly Roll
Morton before them, bebop pianists had become expert mimics of
other instruments in the jazz family. Stationed at their keyboards, they
could fashion replicas of the greater jazz world around them — gods
of the microcosm.

Reinventing Jazz Piano
During the s, jazz pianists began to tire of self-imposed stylistic
limitations in which the right hand sought to play horn lines and the
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left supplied only light rhythmic punctuation. Not content to imitate
or replicate others, they started savoring the unique properties of their
instrument: the gratifying pop of hammers hitting strings; the gor-
geous clang of a metal harp resonating inside a wooden chamber; the
infinite tonal gradations achieved by changing weight, pressure, ar-
ticulation. At their feet they discovered a damper pedal that could
sustain chords and transform timbres. Having accomplished the task
of integrating the piano into jazz — clarifying its functions and devel-
oping techniques to carry them out — they now set about to explore its
worlds of sound.

Some were drawn to the piano’s percussive character. Earlier Af-
rican-American musicians had turned stringed instruments like banjo,
guitar, and bass into drumlike creations, hitting and slapping strings,
knocking on hollow bodies, laying down beats. A strong percussive
tradition had also characterized African-American keyboard styles
in ragtime, stride, blues, gospel, and boogie-woogie. The jazz pianist
who placed this legacy at the center of his art was Thelonious Monk.
With fingers flat and splayed, Monk struck the keys forcefully, jab-
bing dissonant chords and clusters and releasing them abruptly. (His
wife Nellie referred to him playfully as Melodious Thunk.) Around
the same time that composer Conlon Nancarrow was getting the player
piano to do what was humanly impossible — perform complex, densely
textured music at racing tempos with no mistakes — Monk went after
a radically different aesthetic, reminding listeners that it was he, the
fallible pianist, who took full responsibility for the apparent “wrong”
notes, smudged intervals, and “accidents” that, lo and behold, turned
out to be right and deliberate after all. Monk was a magician special-
izing in illusions of imperfection. He Africanized the piano, not just
by awakening the spirit of the drum, but also by making his melodies
sing the blues and his rhythms swing through space and time with
the grace of a tap dancer. He inspired others to do the same: Horace
Silver, Herbie Nichols, Andrew Hill, Cecil Taylor, Abdullah Ibra-
him, Geri Allen, and especially Randy Weston, the Brooklyn-born
musician who played on the piano like a master drummer, using tra-
ditional African materials — ebony, ivory, strings — to summon the an-
cestral spirits.
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Other pianists in the s cultivated a more lyrical style and
softer touch, basing their techniques on principles of tone production
that had long prevailed in Europe. They gave the piano a voice of
sweet intimacy perfect for singing romantic ballads and whispering
secrets. Instead of brittle, hard-edged chords, they produced velvety
cushions soothing to the ear. Instead of drumming on the keyboard,
they caressed it. Red Garland with the Miles Davis quintet; Ahmad
Jamal, Nat “King” Cole, and Marian McPartland with their trios; and
exceptional accompanists like Hank Jones, Tommy Flanagan, Jimmy
Jones, and Ellis Larkins — these were some of the players who helped
define a characteristic identity for jazz piano that conveyed laid-back
cool and worldly sophistication. They spawned a genre that, in the
hands of some practitioners, would become equated with “cocktail
piano,” implying tinkling harmonies in the background conducive to
drinking and conversing. But behind the pleasing sheen of their
sound, these jazz pianists worked on a deeper level, telling intricate
stories for those who listened closely, creating urban nocturnes that
channeled inner emotional lives into public discourse.

A leading figure in this romantic school of jazz piano was Bill
Evans, who performed with Miles Davis in the late s and went
on to lead trios for the rest of his career. In his autobiography, Davis
recalled how Evans had sparked his interest in twentieth-century
classical music, introducing him to works by Ravel and Khachaturian
and recordings by Italian pianist Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli. 
Davis especially prized Evans for his sound. That sound came from
the rich chromatic vocabulary of bebop, the bittersweet dissonance
of Debussy and Ravel, and the sober air of ancient modes — Dorian,
Phrygian, Mixolydian. His right hand had a singing, legato touch; his
left arranged familiar chords in new ways, and these left-hand “voic-
ings” were not merely functional harmonic shells but supplied a me-
lodic component that caught the ear’s attention. Instead of the right
hand playing “soloist” to the left hand’s “accompanist,” the two car-
ried on a conversation. The recordings Evans made with his trio at
the Village Vanguard in  reveal the modest eloquence of his me-
lodic statements and the aqueous tints of his tonal palette.

Evans’s poignant lyricism and luminous harmonies came to define
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a school of jazz piano that produced many distinguished graduates in
the s and after — players who took his conception as a starting
point for finding their own voice on the instrument. One was Herbie
Hancock, who possessed a solid classical technique and lavish har-
monic imagination but also wanted the piano to produce funky grooves
for dancing. Electronic keyboards and synthesizers helped him ac-
complish this, as heard on the recordings Headhunters () and Se-
crets (). Chick Corea, similarly, could enter into Evans’s world of
tender chords and meditative moods, then crank up the volume with
Return to Forever and the Elektric Band, his right-hand lines skitter-
ing up and down the keyboard and charged with rock-and-roll en-
ergy. The cantabile quality of Keith Jarrett’s lines owed something 
to Evans as well as classical practice, while the loose, discursive
structures of his improvisations came from elsewhere — Miles Davis
or psychedelic rock, perhaps, or the uncharted waters of Jarrett’s un-
conscious. Pianists who emerged in the s and s also drew
spiritual and musical sustenance from the intertwined legacy of Evans,
Hancock, Corea, and Jarrett, among them Stephen Scott, Renee Ros-
nes, Brad Mehldau, and Bruce Barth.

Together with the percussive, blues-rooted tradition of Monk and
the Romantic impressionism of Evans, there were two other main
streams of jazz piano that emerged in the late s and s and
served as exemplary models for younger players in the decades that
followed. During his years with John Coltrane’s quartet, McCoy Ty-
ner developed an energized style that incorporated many of the saxo-
phonist’s signal traits: surging rhythmic energy, ferocious speed and
power, modal harmonies, free-ranging chromaticism, melodic sequenc-
ing, and motivic play. Tyner gave back to the lower half of the key-
board both the vigor and the volume that had ebbed during the reign
of bebop. His left hand sparred with busy right-hand lines to create
polyphonic interest and pounded out open intervals (octaves, fifths,
quartal chords) to build great waves of sound.

A more adventurous musical and pianistic conception grew up in
tandem with free jazz and the avant-garde. Cecil Taylor spearheaded
the movement, which also drew in such figures as Sun Ra, Don Pul-
len, Muhal Richard Abrams, Borah Bergman, Mischa Mengelberg,
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Myra Melford, and Matthew Shipp. These players frequently disman-
tled or discarded tonality while shunning the familiar scales, modes,
harmonies, textures, and gestural vocabulary of earlier jazz pianists.
Like Tyner and his school, the free players were dedicated to exploit-
ing the total sound resources of the piano. They held down the
damper pedal to construct thickly layered textures, played crunching
chord clusters and rapid-fire atonal runs, struck strings inside the
piano, exploited extremes of register, and attacked the keys with max-
imum force. Although the work of these pianists grew out of jazz and
its improvisatory practice, it bore hallmarks of the experimental mod-
ernism that had animated twentieth-century composers from Webern
and Cowell to Cage and Stockhausen.

Using the Piano in Jazz
Despite stereotypes that have grown up around those who play jazz for
a living — images of flighty creative types, colorful eccentrics, free
spirits off in their own orbits — they tend to be, like most professional
musicians, eminently practical souls. They make the best of their cir-
cumstances, putting up with unpredictable venues, odd hours, rigor-
ous travel, and audiences with widely varied expectations. They strive
for optimal musical results from available resources — whether it is a
gifted touring soloist in concert adapting to mediocre local accompa-
nists, or members of a pickup group at a record date striving to sound
relaxed and authoritative playing pieces they have never seen before.

The practical advantages of the piano account partly for its popu-
larity throughout the history of jazz. As many gifted solo players have
shown, from Morton and Tatum to Jarrett and Taylor, the instrument
on its own can provide a complete and satisfying musical experience
for listeners. It can fill out the sound of a big band or small combo 
or shrink down to smaller scale with one or two other instruments —
as in the duos of Duke Ellington and bassist Jimmy Blanton, Butch
Thompson and trumpeter Doc Cheatham, and Myra Melford and
drummer Han Bennink, or the many accomplished piano trios that
have formed over the years. The piano also blends wonderfully with
vocalists: one of the most luscious tonal combinations in jazz was
Ella Fitzgerald and Ellis Larkins performing a set of Gershwin songs,
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with her limpid phrases floating over his warm, relaxed accompani-
ment like clouds on a summer afternoon.

But these examples only give a sense of the piano’s visible, public
functions; it also figures prominently behind the scenes in the jazz
world. The piano has been indispensable for teaching jazz harmony
and invaluable for giving a solid theoretical base to those who play
single-line instruments. When the new harmonic language of bebop
was being formulated in the early s, the piano was a kind of
sketch pad on which musicians worked out their ideas. Trumpeters
Dizzy Gillespie and Miles Davis recalled how Thelonious Monk would
explain harmonies to them at the keyboard — and it was from one
such demonstration that Gillespie learned a chord that inspired the
melody of his piece “Woody ’n You” and the introduction to his ver-
sion of Monk’s “ ’Round Midnight.”9 Although today one can take
courses in jazz harmony and buy books devoted to the subject, the
piano is still a preferred medium for translating theory into practice.

For many in jazz, the piano is a tool for composition and an outlet
for private music making. One of the earliest glimpses of a jazz com-
poser using the piano is in the film Black and Tan (), in which
Duke Ellington sits at the keyboard to try out his “latest” composi-
tion, “Black and Tan Fantasy” (actually dating from ), accompa-
nied by Arthur Whetsol on muted trumpet. In a later film, Symphony
in Black (), Ellington is shown composing at the piano in his stu-
dio, writing a new work for the concert hall. Another composer in jazz,
bassist Charles Mingus, was proficient enough at the piano to record
an entire album on the instrument, Mingus/Oh Yeah (). Listening
to Mingus play piano — on this recording, and in Mingus, the  film
documentary by Tom Reichman — one hears him exploring chords,
noodling, searching for something, all part of a larger creative process.
Then there are those with keyboard facility — saxophonists Ben Web-
ster and Wayne Shorter, for example, and trumpeter Wynton Marsalis
— who rarely perform or record on the piano, instead turning to it for
personal pleasure and instruction, using it to enter a vast sound world
outside the reach of their primary instruments.

Beyond its practical uses, the piano also has a symbolic function
in jazz. Sitting on stage or in a club, alone or grouped with other in-
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struments, it resembles a venerable antique chest containing knowl-
edge, lore, and principles. Its shape and bulk convey these impres-
sions, as do its associations with musical traditions that predate jazz
— particularly the art music of western Europe. How fitting it seemed
for orchestra leaders like Ellington, Basie, Stan Kenton, and Toshiko
Akiyoshi to direct their groups from the keyboard, just as composer-
performer-conductors had done for centuries. And how natural when
such jazz pianists as John Lewis, Keith Jarrett, and Chick Corea
played works from the classical repertory, revealing their own musi-
cal roots and tastes while acknowledging the broader historical tradi-
tion that produced them.

At the same time, the imposing history of the piano has given jazz
musicians something to rebel against. It has forced them to invent
new sounds and techniques that are not merely borrowed from other
traditions. For while the piano can impart musical knowledge, it can
also prove inhibiting — which is why some in the past, like saxophon-
ists Gerry Mulligan and Ornette Coleman, have eliminated it from
their groups, seeking escape from its harmonic strictures and musty
aroma of tradition. Technological developments — the electric piano,
synthesizer, and digital keyboards — have also been embraced by jazz
players seeking to make their music “now” instead of “then.”

But many others have stuck by the old piano, turning it into a
modern jazz machine through their distinctive styles and compelling
musicianship. Sometimes their physical position at the keyboard
shows them actively struggling with this transformation, as they seek
to extract sounds and expression that the instrument was not designed
to produce. Bill Evans hunched down over the keys, a perfect model
of “incorrect” posture, tilting his head to the side as if calibrating the
weight of each chord. Keith Jarrett, in the heat of improvisation, lifts
himself up and away from the keyboard, rising to his feet and looking
skyward; for him, the piano is merely a vehicle for transport: his true
goal lies beyond. And Thelonious Sphere Monk, what did he do when
his playing soared and his band swung hard and the music took on 
a life of its own? He got up and started moving, catching the rhythm
in his body, spinning in circles, showing us that jazz was a music of
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freedom and possibility in which pianists had earned the right to do
anything they pleased.

The Piano in the Plugged-In World
 
“The history of the piano,” Arthur Loesser observes, “does not coin-
cide with the development of musical genius; it follows the develop-
ment of industry and commerce.”10 The rise of the electronic key-
board provides only the latest instance in the twentieth century of new
technological products of industry and commerce usurping traditional
uses of the piano, making inroads into piano sales, and leading to pre-
dictions of the demise of the piano, only to produce a cultural situa-
tion in which the piano plays an altered, but not necessarily dimin-
ished, role. In the decades after World War I, the piano industry was
crippled by competition from alternative and cheaper sources of do-
mestic musical entertainment, the radio and the phonograph, and the
coming of the talkies. In the United States, where motor cars were rec-
ognized by the piano trade as formidable competitors as symbols of
consumer status, piano production reached , in  and then
began to fall — although player pianos increased their sales and in
 actually overtook those of conventional instruments. At the end
of the s, with the onset of the Great Depression, the collapse was
immediate and dramatic: production fell to , in , and five
years later to little more than half of that. The same happened world-
wide: almost , instruments in , down to , in ,
and less than , five years later. Despite attempts in the s to
rebuild the market with smaller and therefore cheaper instruments
(many of which were also substandard), recovery, delayed by the war,
was to take decades.11

The contraction of production of new instruments did not in itself
signify a loss of pianism in the populace. Pianos were highly durable;
they did not disappear from their locations quickly; and plenty of
people played them. Nevertheless, as early as  a London music
critic prophesied “The Passing of the Pianoforte,” quoting “a well
known English musician” who opined that “wireless and gramophone
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have broken the head of the amateur” and predicting that in another
fifty years the piano would be as extinct as the viol and the harpsi-
chord. Six years later, a writer in an Austrian musical journal asked,
“Is the piano still a domestic instrument?”12 And well after World 
War II, Roland Barthes took a negative answer to that question for
granted when he described the decline of the amateur musical prac-
tice of the nineteenth century: “initially the province of the idle (aris-
tocratic) class, it lapsed into an insipid social rite with the coming 
of the democracy of the bourgeoisie (the piano, the young lady, the
drawing room, the nocturne), and then faded out altogether (who plays
the piano today?).”13

Yet the truth is that today more people play keyboards, after a
fashion, than at any previous time, and the piano remains at the apex
of keyboard artistry. To be sure, there are many bands where the pi-
ano seems to be fighting a losing battle with the electronic versions
of itself, almost as the  did with the LP and the LP did in turn with
the CD. But there is a difference between mechanical reproduction
and practical music making that makes this analogy deceptive: in the
field of the former, new technologies have a tendency to supersede
old ones, whereas in the latter, the new is added to the old, and both
of them thrive. The story of the development of the synthesizer can
therefore be told here not as the end of the piano’s history, but as a
transformation of the piano into something with new capacities and
limitations, an instrument that gives broader meaning to the concept
of the keyboard, leaving the place of the piano itself altered but not
diminished. And if the synthesizer is the technological development
that offers most direct competition to the piano as an instrument,
twentieth-century developments in sound reproduction, worldwide
communications, and instrument manufacture—some of the very tech-
nologies that have been supposed to be killing the piano off — will be
shown to have contributed instead to its adaptation and survival.

Behind the transformation of the piano into the synthesizer lies a
prehistory including the search for new musical sonorities that has
inspired instrument makers in every age, accentuated by the mod-
ernist search for novelty, and crossed with radio and recording. Noth-
ing now survives of Thaddeus Cahill’s Telharmonium of  except
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a few photographs, but within a generation, and following the techno-
logical development of oscillators, amplifiers, and loudspeakers, new
electronic pitched instruments became legion, bearing fanciful names
like Aetherophon, Electrochord, Electronde, Electrone, Klaviatur,
Magnetton, Ondes Martenot, Ondes Musicales, Orgatron, Pianotron,
Rangertone, Superpiano, Theremin, and Wave Organ. Some of these
instruments use keyboards and virtually all have become museum
pieces; two of them, both named after their inventors, continue to
make occasional appearances: the ondes martenot on the concert plat-
form, the theremin in the film music recording studio. But their suc-
cessor, the keyboard synthesizer, is now ubiquitous.

The central issue in the design of electrophonic instruments can
be stated baldly enough: without a rich envelope of partials—the over-
tones that normally accompany the sounding of a note — the tone is
thin and patently synthetic. Most researchers pursued the model of
the harmonium or organ and tried to produce a band of tones con-
trolled by a conventional-looking keyboard with knobs on it. To pro-
duce such a complex timbre, the instrument must produce multiple
tones that are overlaid, modulated, filtered, and amplified in various
ways before reaching the loudspeaker, a highly complicated busi-
ness. Even so, the rate of experiment increased at the end of World
War I with the rapid dissemination of knowledge of radio technology,
and assorted researchers in university laboratories engaged in a host
of undocumented and half-remembered attempts to build their own
instruments. The main obstacle to progress — the lack of an effective
mechanism for varying the timbre — began to find solutions around
the end of the s, and the prototype of the synthesizer is the elec-
tronic organ devised in  by Laurens Hammond, an American 
inventor who already held patents for an electric clock and a small
synchronous motor. Hammond employed the motor to drive a series
of tone generators, using alternating current to produce the compo-
nent tones, which are synthesized to create the instrument’s timbre.

The problems of synthetic sound remained — indifference to the
touch of the player, sluggish response, distortion, and a monotonous
timbre — demonstrating that it is one thing to synthesize a complex
tone, quite another to give it the mobile character of the sound of the
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traditional instrument. But the Hammond organ was practical to build,
simple enough to play, and sufficiently cheap to find a market, espe-
cially when it was endorsed by famous purchasers like Henry Ford
and George Gershwin. Surviving a legal challenge by the Federal
Trade Commission over whether it was entitled to call itself an organ,
it was taken up after World War II by a new generation of popular mu-
sicians, many of them untutored, who thus acquired enough key-
board technique to speed the adoption of the electronic synthesizer,
which arrived in the late s.

Popular music and the electronic keyboard both entered a new
phase in the s, when engineers began taking advantage of tran-
sistor technology to produce the first commercial synthesizers. The
devices introduced in  by Donald Buchla in California and
Robert Moog in New York, building on technology first developed in
the laboratory by RCA, had a modular construction and were oriented
to the electronic music studio; Moog began to incorporate a keyboard,
and by the end of the decade he produced smaller portable models
that married the circuitry to the keyboard in a single case, effectively
turning it into a performing instrument that anyone with knowledge
of piano or organ could play. In the same way that the Hammond organ
had been used as a novelty in the s by jazz musicians like Count
Basie, the keyboard synthesizer was now taken up by pop musicians;
in  the Beatles, who had already employed tape effects on their
albums, incorporated some discreet synthesizer sounds in Abbey Road,
and, in the words of a progressive DJ on a New York radio station,
“electronic rock was off and running.”14 The first instruments were
monophonic, hardly more developed than the electronic instruments
of the s, although well suited to providing bass lines and solo
breaks; the first models with “polyphonic” capabilities appeared
around .

The incorporation of electronics into rock and pop provided the
market that stimulated the integration of the various electronic tech-
nologies of musical production and reproduction into a unified sys-
tem, integrated by digitization, in which sounds are translated into
the strings of zeros and ones of computerized information. The s
had seen small keyboard devices like the Mellotron, intended not for
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the studio but to provide backing in performance, in which the keys
operated individual tape loops, designed to produce the sound of,
say, a string orchestra. If the polyphonic digital keyboard synthesizer
is as far from such devices as it is from, say, a mechanical fairground
organ, it also supersedes the electronic organ (the Hammond com-
pany shut up shop in ) to become a full-fledged instrument in its
own right, employing electronic circuitry to generate both the imitation
of the sounds of other instruments (including, of course, the Ham-
mond) and newly synthesized tones of its own making.

The digital keyboard synthesizer emerged when Yamaha, which
now dominates the market, incorporated digital technology to replace
the oscillators of the original design, adding new capabilities. The
appearance of the Yamaha DX in , says one writer, signaled 
the rise to dominance of Japanese computer-based technologies. The
technique employed in this instrument came from an American ac-
ademic and composer, John Chowning: Yamaha took it on when he
found no American company prepared to put in the necessary invest-
ment to bring the idea to mass production. The success of the new
instrument was extraordinary. In , says Andrew Blake in his book
The Music Business, a series of eight BBC television programs, Under
African Skies, featured music from all over Africa. “Among the many
different percussion instruments, brass, and guitars, the DX appeared
on all the programs, as the only electronic performance keyboard in
popular music groups from Ethiopia to South Africa.”15

It is easy to see the advantages the synthesizer has over the piano
for many uses. It is cheaper, and even if the keyboard is shorter, it is
always exactly in tune, no attention needed at all. The lower-priced
models are musically so much more limited than the cheapest piano
as to represent no direct competition. The more sophisticated jobs,
on the other hand, with proper touch-sensitive keys and multiple
banks of programmable oscillators, or nowadays digital data banks,
offer entirely new sonic worlds. They are not a replacement for the
piano so much as an entirely different instrument, which has had a
major effect not only within popular music but in many areas of mu-
sical production where music is made for dissemination through loud-
speakers (and earphones). But demand for pianos is unquenched, and
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recent reports even speak of an upturn in sales for instruments both
new and restored.16

One reason is that “wireless and gramophone” did not in fact
“break the head of the amateur” but turned it in new directions. Pop-
ular pianism, succored by Tin Pan Alley, parted company with that
of high art early in the century, and the new forms of popular music
that appeared, beginning with jazz, thrived on the phonograph. Jazz
was not just a repertory that was given a wider dissemination by re-
cordings; it was an improvisatory musical practice conditioned by the
use of the phonograph. Recordings helped make jazz a field in which
entirely new forms of pianistic art developed, and so gave people
new reasons to keep learning to play the piano.

In the field of classical piano music, too, recordings — along with
radio and eventually television — provided for wider dissemination
than ever before, with serious effects on musical culture. National
schools of performance and lineages from one teacher to another
were dissipated by the internationalization of musical life, to which
the spread of recordings contributed. At the same time, the nature of
musical interpretation was altered by the experience of playing into
the microphone. Busoni complained as early as  about the strain
and artificiality of recording, of the fear of inaccuracy and being con-
scious the whole time that every note was going to be there for eter-
nity, which eliminated inspiration, freedom, swing, or poetry from the
performance. Alejo Carpentier quotes the declaration of “a famous
interpreter” in  that “in the presence of an audience you play
with heat, but the disc is recorded cold.” What is missing is the hu-
man contact of the live performance, which produces “a type of col-
lective emotion” that is lost to the recording. (He is quite philosoph-
ical about it, however. “The disc is to live performance what color
reproduction is to an original painting . . . if we in [Latin] America
want to have an idea of the work of Gauguin, Cézanne, Picasso, we
have no other option.”)17

According to the musicologist Richard Taruskin, the result is the
demise, whatever the school, of a “vitalist” style of performance —
romantic, emotionally intense, full of fluctuating dynamics and tempo,
a tendency toward bombast and histrionics — in favor of a “geometri-
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cal” one, not only more angular and precise, but inelastic in dynam-
ics and generally faster.18 The whole approach is more cerebral and
analytic, in which a flawless technique is combined with a cool self-
effacing manner at the keyboard. Indeed the very persona of the per-
former, as Barthes pointed out, has changed. First, he wrote, “there
was the performer, the actor of music, then the interpreter (the great
romantic voice), finally the technician, who relieves the auditor of
every activity, however vicarious.” Because musical amateurs, he
says, are now so much rarer, there are no longer musicians like the
pianist Lipatti or the singer Panzéra, who appeared the perfect ama-
teurs because they stirred in us “not satisfaction but desire — the de-
sire to make such music.”19 Instead we have professionals with an
esoteric training, and we are cast, as auditors, in the cold and objec-
tive role of judges. We listen differently in this condition. Sympto-
matic of the change is the rise of the international piano competition
— like the Tchaikovsky in Moscow and the Leeds International, which
date from  and , respectively — where command of physical
technique is taken for granted, and despite the protestations of the
judges that musicality is really unquantifiable, there is always a win-
ner, who practically always goes on to a highly successful career; for
these, after all, are the pianists who know how to play upon the keys
of our skeptical postmodern sensibilities.

These competitions are indicative of a new stage in the inter-
national organization of musical life in which, within the domain of
classical music, there are no longer any composer-pianists, and pro-
fessional concert pianists are in the hands of agents, managers, pro-
moters, and committees of every sort, who are increasingly beholden
to the interests of the transnational corporations who control the vast
apparatus of commercialized culture. The bread-and-butter concert
becomes parasitic upon fame and success cultivated in the music
festival; the festival is the showcase that the agent needs to capture
for the artist’s promotion; the artist, to garner attention, must now 
win an international competition. All are parasitical upon the record 
industry, which in turn is a parasite on the print media, radio, and
above all television. There are tie-ins between promoters, various
types of music and record companies, television stations, and the
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video market. Yamaha, anxious to promote its pianos in North Amer-
ica, provides the instruments for a new competition in Toronto. In the
s, competitions like the Cliburn in America (Van Cliburn himself
had won the Tchaikovsky) and the Leeds in Britain have become a
kind of televised gladiatorial contest. Some even allow the viewers to
participate in the judging by calling in their choices for the winner.
Here, to assuage the elitist associations of the music, the anonymous
member of the television audience is given the chance to assert a vir-
tual democracy of taste.

In the piano industry itself, meanwhile, technological and other 
innovations have not been simply a threat but have provided means 
of rescue. Piano manufacture everywhere at the end of World War II
was in a sad and depleted state, but it was slowly renovated with the
benefit of new technical advances — new types of glue developed by
aircraft manufacturers during the war, new types of kiln, the intro-
duction of plastics for parts of the action, and new alloys for the frames,
making them lighter. These improvements were all in place by .
Modernization in the piano industry was typically introduced by the
large-scale manufacturers of the cheapest uprights and resisted most
strenuously by the most prestigious makers of concert grands. But even
that pattern yielded in the late twentieth century as multinational
corporations and conglomerates extended their ownership across one
branch after another of the media and cultural industries, and even
world-famous independent piano companies became specialized units
within an international corporate system. The Steinway company, for
instance, was sold to CBS in the early s and then to two private
investors in ; these two new owners, the Birmingham brothers,
brought high technology to the tradition of hand craftsmanship, with
the introduction of computer-aided design techniques already em-
ployed by competitors like Baldwin. Computers, for example, took
over the job of fitting the soundboard to the rim, previously done by
hand and eye, with the fitter shaving the board with a blade to achieve
a tight fit—a highly skilled job. The press subsequently reported teeth-
ing troubles.

High-tech industries have also provided models for new market-
ing schemes in the piano industry. The Kawai company, finding that
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universities can’t afford to buy pianos, loans them and gets exclusive
rights to sell new and used pianos once a year on campus. The inspi-
ration for this scheme is explained by a Kawai sales manager: “Apple
Computers pioneered this type of program. We followed Apple’s strat-
egy.”20 And while the electronic keyboard has been brought to suc-
cess by Yamaha, a prime producer of conventional pianos, the bank-
rupt piano maker Mason and Hamlin was rescued in  by the
California-based music-technology company Music Systems Research,
maker of the electronic PianoDisc automatic piano. In the manufac-
ture of musical instruments, as in the practice of music making, it
seems, the new does not necessarily displace the old, but the two may
actually nourish each other.

Moreover, the latest communications medium that might be thought
to represent a serious threat to traditional cultural pursuits actually
reveals strong indications of a lively pianistic culture concerned with
the instrument’s support, promotion, and defense. A simple Internet
search on the word piano brings up more than , items, start-
ing with “The Piano Education Page,” offering tips for piano lessons,
activities, music, reviews, and interviews for “parents, students, teach-
ers and fans of the piano.” There are pages for piano sellers, restorers,
and resellers; for piano tuners and piano movers; for sheet music, re-
cordings, videos, player pianos, and piano rolls; for college courses;
and even sites that promise to teach you to play the piano over the
net. The active form of this virtual community, which is spread through
the advanced economies of the English-speaking world, is found in
e-mail discussion groups. One such, intended for pianists and piano
teachers, with members in North America, Europe, Australia, and
Japan, has a score or more of daily postings on topics such as how to
finger certain passages, where to find this or that edition of a certain
piece or composer, how to treat or avoid typical pianists’ injuries, mem-
ory and practice techniques, pedagogical advice about sight-reading
and memory, and how to deal with performance anxiety.

The truth is that the piano is no ordinary commodity. It inspires an
affection and acquires an identity that may sometimes stand up to the
logic of economics. When the Bechstein company, whose pianos were
admired by Liszt and Wagner, collapsed in , public upset at the
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loss of the celebrated name resulted in a rescue plan by Berlin’s rul-
ing senate, which exercised an option to buy back the company’s head-
quarters on a valuable site near the former Checkpoint Charlie. The
piano even inspires people to defy governments. A television docu-
mentary tells the story of Ben Truehaft, a California piano tuner, who
defies the U.S. embargo against Cuba in order to take donated pianos
and a brigade of piano tuners to Havana.21 Pianos in Cuba suffer from
the humidity; they get eaten by termites, and the strings rust in the salt
air. A Cuban conservationist tells us that old Steinways are more re-
sistant, because of their better wood; the Soviet pianos that began to
arrive after the revolution were never designed for such conditions, and
the collapse of the Soviet bloc has left the island not only in desper-
ate economic straits but also increasingly bereft of playable pianos. On
pianos completely beyond repair, Cubans play everything from Bach,
Chopin, and Debussy to their own classic composers of nineteenth-
century danzón, Lecuona and Cervantes, and contemporary Latin jazz.
On instruments painfully out of tune, with broken hammers, they dis-
play their impeccable sense of rhythm, and the film becomes an elo-
quent testimony to the piano’s magic in circumstances in which you
might have thought people had more important things to worry about.
But not at all, for as a piano teacher in an urban neighborhood puts
it, comparing playing piano to getting a buzz on rum, the piano “is
our drug, and our drink, and our family.”
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Afterword:

Making the Piano Historical

n the early nineteenth century, it was possible to dust
a harpsichord off and play it, as an exercise in historical

rediscovery, because the harpsichord was a dead instru-
ment by then. It was much more complicated — and much less

inviting — to dust off an eighteenth-century piano at that time and try
to learn something about history from it. The piano was a living, de-
veloping creation, and it was impossible to take too great an interest
in its past state without threatening its present. After all, the histori-
cal activity that most occupied nineteenth-century keyboard players
was to perform the harpsichord music of Couperin or Bach on the
piano, appropriating it into the empire of the piano. To play the same
music on the harpsichord, as a few hardy women and men did at var-
ious times in that century, was to resist that appropriation, to reclaim
the music not only for its own instrument but also for its own age. It
was to let everyone who heard them play on the harpsichord know
that playing that music on the piano meant transcribing and there-
fore altering it. To play a Couperin or Bach harpsichord suite on the
harpsichord was to ask that it be heard as an example of “the past-
ness of the past” (a phrase of T. S. Eliot’s that Richard Taruskin has
drawn into this question of musical performance) and to assert that
pegging the music in the past could in fact be a path toward appreci-
ating its universality.1 These were formidable claims to sustain at the
time; cultural thinking was then dominated by evolutionary ideolo-
gies that made it difficult for people to think of the harpsichord as
anything but a piano manqué. As if proving the point, the surviving
harpsichords were all in a state of greater or lesser disrepair.
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The practical problem at least could be addressed: by the s
the two leading French piano manufacturers were building harp-
sichords, however ill conceived those were by today’s standards. But
almost a whole century passed — until the s — before instrument
makers made sustained efforts to reproduce early pianos. The early
piano posed no greater challenge in construction than the harpsi-
chord; it must have been the idea of the early piano that provoked 
so much more resistance than the idea of the harpsichord. To under-
stand this resistance, it is worth considering the case of a nineteenth-
century musician whose studies encompassed both instruments.

Alfred Hipkins was born in , tuned pianos for Chopin’s last
tour of Britain in , worked for the Broadwood company for more
than half a century, and by the s was publishing the results of his
lifetime study of the history of the piano and of earlier keyboard in-
struments.2 In his lectures on the subject, he performed keyboard
music of the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries on clavi-
chords and harpsichords — museum pieces that had presumably been
restored to working order. With the history of the piano, however, he
was in a dilemma. As a historian he belonged to his age; he thought
of the piano as a single instrument being improved steadily as gener-
ation after generation of builders solved its design problems. But as
a musician he seems to have rejected some important new develop-
ments in the instrument he loved, and as a living institution within
the Broadwood company late in the nineteenth century, he used his
considerable influence to prevent the adoption of important new de-
sign features — like cross-stringing — that might have kept Broadwood
pianos competitive with Steinways, Bechsteins, and the other lead-
ing concert grands of the day. For this he is blamed today, however
much he is honored for his pioneering historical work.3

The trouble, perhaps, lay in Hipkins’s concept of the piano as a
single instrument. Having heard Chopin play his music on Broad-
woods that were among the best, most advanced pianos of their day,
Hipkins evidently felt inclined to keep Broadwoods the way they had
been, so that they could continue to provide the sound he remem-
bered in Chopin’s playing. But the world of piano design had marched
on, producing instruments of louder, richer, more blended sound —
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all the better, presumably, for using to play the concert repertory.
Ironically, the concert repertory was increasingly a repertory of clas-
sics; the new, improved pianos were therefore being presumed to be
better than the pianos of Beethoven’s day for playing Beethoven, bet-
ter than the pianos of Chopin’s day for playing Chopin.

Other developments in the musical world were strengthening this
presumption: concert halls were being built larger, piano concerto
performances were posing pianos against ever larger and louder or-
chestras, and newer works written for newer pianos were coloring the
expectations that performers and listeners brought to the older works
of the repertory. But Hipkins, with his long musical memory, may have
felt that if an instrument of the present were going to be used to play
the music of the past, it would be best if the piano of the present re-
tained a recognizable relationship to the pianos of the past. Histori-
cal pianos may have been the stepping-stones of progress, but they
also constituted a tradition that asserted itself against the pull of
progress.

About the time of Hipkins’s death in , it became apparent
that tradition and progress could go their separate ways. As even the
most conservative of piano makers, like Broadwood and Erard, came
to accept changes that had been introduced to the design of grand 
pianos half a century earlier, performers like Arnold Dolmetsch and
Wanda Landowska, who had already created a stir playing harpsi-
chords, began giving performances on early pianos. A society was
founded in Munich to sponsor performances of eighteenth-century
piano music on historic pianos.4 The music of Mozart or Beethoven
or Chopin was performed — and later recorded — on pianos that had
once belonged to or been played by those masters. This use of com-
posers’ pianos was musically problematic, because playing those in-
struments without restoring and repairing them gave no good idea of
anything, whereas any alteration to them destroyed evidence of what
they had been.

Conceptually, however, this was a most important move. The idea
of Mozart’s own piano had an aura about it, and that aura was useful
to pose against the aura of the modern concert grand — the “Instru-
ment of the Immortals” (see Chapter ). By playing on Mozart’s piano,
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a performer could assert that Mozart conceived his music for a par-
ticular kind of piano, not an ideal piano, and that there is much about
his music that could be learned only by playing it on that kind of
piano. The idea that the piano is one instrument, and that therefore
the most “advanced” model was the best instrument for all music and
all situations, was no longer unchallenged.

There were still problems to solve. Replicas of old instruments
turned out to be more satisfactory for demonstrating what old instru-
ments could do than were restorations of the instruments themselves.
Before the end of the twentieth century, there were instrument build-
ers on several continents replicating early models of pianos, from
Cristofori’s to those of the mid–nineteenth century. These were spe-
cialty builders, unconnected to the companies building modern pi-
anos, and their operations themselves replicated the workshops of
eighteenth- and early-nineteenth-century piano builders in scale and
method of production. Once these builders gave players workable mod-
els of early pianos, the players still had to learn how to play them, and
scholars have collaborated with them in finding out about the differ-
ences in musical performance practice between one or another time,
place, or musician and in making musical sense of those discoveries.
The results have been more than a novelty, more than a jolt at how dif-
ferent an eighteenth- or even nineteenth-century piano sounded from
a twentieth-century one: treasured repertories have been made new
for countless listeners.

In one sense this process can be seen as just like the earlier pro-
cess of reclaiming Couperin and Bach for the harpsichord. Another
slice of keyboard repertory is reclaimed for its own instrument; an-
other period of music history, liberated from the homogenizing rule
of the modern piano, regains its own identity. The difference is that 
a piano by Cristofori, Stein, or Pleyel — or a replica of one of those
pianos — is a piano, just as much as a Steinway or a Yamaha is, and
that was the cause of the delay in bringing the early-music process to
the piano in the first place. Once the process had moved from the
harpsichord to the early piano, there was no longer any natural bound-
ary between the historical and the classic; the whole classical reper-
tory, in fact all the music in the world that uses the piano, became —
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at least theoretically — historical. “The very phrase ‘early music re-
vival’ has become something of an anachronism,” Harry Haskell
writes, because that revival caught up to the era of piano music.5 When
Malcolm Bilson plays Schubert on a replica of an s Conrad Graf
piano made in the s by Rodney Regier, he reveals beauties in
Schubert’s music that can be heard in no other way; but that is what
modern harpsichordists and harpsichord makers have done for Bach.
Bilson does something else. He puts his listeners in a remarkable
position to see that no piano is the piano; that every piano is histori-
cal, but no piano embodies the history of the instrument; that there 
is no such thing as the modern piano any more than there is such a
thing as the early piano.

The cultural history of the piano is like the early-piano revival: it
is a network of differences, not the history of the single-minded pur-
suit of an ideal form. Just as there has never been an ideal piano, there
has also never been an ideal use of the piano, an ideal site for the
piano, an ideal role for the piano to play in people’s lives. D. H. Law-
rence’s mother, playing hymns for her family on a Sunday night, was
not failing to be Paderewski on the stage of the Crystal Palace. But
because she knew about a cultural world defined by his playing —
and in particular because she felt excluded from that world — she
spent what to her was a fortune to buy a piano for herself and her
children. The cultural history of the piano is the story of how people
like Lawrence’s mother have turned such differences — even such 
exclusions — into connections, just as the early-piano revival is the
story of how musicians like Malcolm Bilson have turned the differ-
ence between Schubert’s piano and George Crumb’s — between Schu-
bert’s way of playing and Rudolf Serkin’s — into music.
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Notes

Introduction
. On Lydia Beardsall Lawrence, D. H. Lawrence’s childhood, and their

family piano, see John Worthen, D. H. Lawrence: The Early Years,
1885–1912 (Cambridge, ), chaps.  and , esp. p. .

Chapter .  to s: The Need for the Piano
. For a succinct survey of eighteenth-century stringed keyboard instru-

ments, explaining their mechanisms, capabilities, and uses, see Lau-
rence Libin, “The Instruments,” chap.  of Eighteenth-Century Key-
board Music, ed. Robert L. Marshall (New York, ).

. Melvin Kranzberg and Carroll W. Pursell, Jr., eds., Technology in West-
ern Civilization, vol. : The Emergence of Modern Industrial Society,
Earliest Times to 1900 (New York, ), chap. : John B. Rae, “The
Invention of Invention.”

. Stewart Pollens, in the authoritative work on the earliest stages in the
development of the piano, denies Cristofori the title of “inventor,” pre-
ferring to see his work as the “rediscovery of the principle of striking
the string,” which in turn “marked the beginning of a continuum of
developments that led to the modern piano.” Stewart Pollens, The
Early Pianoforte (Cambridge, ), p. .

. Arthur Loesser, Men, Women, and Pianos: A Social History (; repr.
New York, ), p. .

. Pollens, The Early Pianoforte, p. .
. Eric Cochrane, Florence in the Forgotten Centuries, 1527–1800 (Chi-

cago, ), p. .
. The full text of Maffei’s article, “Nuova invenzione d’un gravecem-

balo col piano e forte,” orig. published in Giornale de’ letterati d’Italia
 (Venice, ): –, is translated into English in Pollens, The
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Early Pianoforte, pp. –, with the original Italian reproduced in
app. , pp. –.

. In , Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach could still write that the piano
“sounds well by itself and in small ensembles.” See the introduction
to part  of his Versuch über die wahre Art das Clavier zu spielen, trans.
by William J. Mitchell as Essay on the True Art of Playing Keyboard
Instruments (New York, ), p. .

. See Simon McVeigh, Concert Life in London from Mozart to Haydn
(Cambridge, ), pp. –. 

. Lodovico Giustini, Sonate da cimbalo di piano, e forte, detto volgar-
mente di martelletti (; repr. Geneva, ).

. These violinistic passages may represent Giustini’s keyboard imita-
tion of the style of the violin sonatas of his fellow Tuscan, Francesco
Maria Veracini. See Daniel Freeman, “Johann Christian Bach and the
Early Classical Italian Masters,” in Eighteenth-Century Keyboard Mu-
sic, ed. Marshall, p. .

. See Pollens, The Early Pianoforte, pp. , –.
. A list of these performances is given in Libin, “The Instruments,” 

p. . There may of course have been earlier public performances to
which no reference has yet been found.

. A list of these publications is given by Katalin Komlós in Fortepianos
and Their Music: Germany, Austria, and England, 1760–1800 (Oxford,
), p. .

. Ibid., pp. , .
. See McVeigh, Concert Life in London, p. .
. Ibid., p. .
. See Komlós, Fortepianos and Their Music, pp. –.

Chapter . Designing, Making, and Selling Pianos
. Maffei’s notes are reproduced, in the original Italian as well as an

English translation, in Stewart Pollens, The Early Pianoforte (Cam-
bridge, ), pp. –.

. “Bartolomeo Cristofori, Paduan, inventor, made [it,] Florence.”
. Pollens, The Early Pianoforte, p. . 
. The pitch of a string (the note it sounds) matches the rapidity of its vi-

bration, which is determined by the combination of the string’s length,
the tension with which it is stretched, and its mass (or, somewhat 
inaccurately, thickness). Change one of these, and at least one other
must change. Using strings of the same lengths as in his harpsichords
under higher tension, Cristofori had to have thicker strings.

Notes to Pages –
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. The double case construction was discovered by Stewart Pollens when
he used an X-ray device to examine the New York piano’s inner con-
struction. Figures on p.  of Pollens, The Early Pianoforte, reproduce
the X-ray and show a diagram of the double case and soundboard.

. The instrument is in the Conservatorio Luigi Cherubini in Florence.
Its inscription is: “P. Domenicus del Mela de Gagliano inventr: fecit
anno: MDCCXXXIX” (P[adre] Domenico del Mela of Gagliano, in-
ventor, made [it in] the year ). Both of Cristofori’s wills mention a
del Mela family as heirs. That suggests but does not prove Domenico
del Mela’s connection with him.

. See Michael Cole, The Pianoforte in the Classical Era (Oxford, ),
pp. –.

. Ibid., p. ; see also pp. –.
. Ibid., pp. –.

. Quoted by Philip James in Early Keyboard Instruments (; repr.
London, ), p. .

. Cole, Pianoforte in the Classical Era, pp. –, –. Cyril Ehrlich
writes in The Piano: A History, rev. ed. (Oxford, ), p. , that pi-
ano prices in England “were always quoted in the dignifying unit of
guineas.”

. Cole, Pianoforte in the Classical Era, pp. –. Burney is quoted
from his article “Harpsichord” in Abraham Rees, The Cyclopaedia, or
Universal Directory of the Arts, Sciences, and Literature (London, ).

. Dunlap’s Pennsylvania Packet, March , . It is possible that John
Sheybli made pianos earlier in America, but the claim in his adver-
tisement of  is less clear.

. Cole, Pianoforte in the Classical Era, p. .
. David Wainwright, Broadwood by Appointment: A History (London,

), p. .
. Ibid., pp. , ; Nancy Groce, “Musical Instrument Making in New

York during the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries,” Ph.D. diss.,
University of Michigan, , pp. , , .

. Charles Taws in Philadelphia Aurora, March , .
. Wainwright, Broadwood by Appointment, p. .
. Musical Opinion, Oct. . Quoted by Ehrlich in The Piano, p. .
. When Burkat Shudi retired in  from his partnership with John

Broadwood, he conveyed the entire building on Great Pulteney Street
to Broadwood but reserved space, “particularly the use of the Dining
Room,” to show and sell the remaining new Shudi harpsichords. Ray-
mond Russell, The Harpsichord and Clavichord (London, ), p. . 
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. For Broadwood, see Wainwright, Broadwood by Appointment, p. ;
for Steinway, see Cynthia Adams Hoover, “The Steinways and Their
Pianos in the Nineteenth Century,” Journal of the American Musical
Instrument Society  (): .

. The  London inventory of Americus Backers lists six benches
(Cole, Pianoforte in the Classical Era, pp. , ); that of George
Albright in Baltimore in  lists two (Baltimore County Inventory,
:–). 

. The strict guild statutes in France allowed a master to train only one
apprentice at a time; see Frank Hubbard, Three Centuries of Harp-
sichord Making (Cambridge, Mass., ), p. . In Vienna, Anton
Walter was said to have had twenty apprentices, Conrad Graf about
ten in the s; see Deborah Wyethe, “Conrad Graf, –: Im-
perial Royal Court Fortepiano Maker in Vienna,” Ph.D diss., New
York University, , p. . W. J. Rorabaugh, in The Craft Apprentice
from Franklin to the Machine Age in America (New York, ), pro-
vides an excellent account of the erosion of the master’s authority and
the rise of the cash wage in America. One instance of a legal appren-
ticeship in America is found in an  indenture binding John Fiel-
ding (age thirteen) to piano maker John Sellers in Alexandria, Virginia,
until Fielding became twenty-one (Alexandria County, Virginia, Or-
phans Court Records, –, Feb. , , p. ). Sellers died
four years later.

. The gluing and installation of the soundboard by journeyman Broad-
wood and master Shudi are the only specific tasks mentioned in the
 affidavit filed to dispute nephew Joshua Shudi’s claims of having
himself made all the Shudi harpsichords for Frederick the Great (Rus-
sell, Harpsichord and Clavichord, p. ). Since the soundboard is
often regarded as the “soul” of the instrument, this may have been an
early attempt to create the mystique of the personal supervision that
still is present in twentieth-century piano advertising.

. The Chickering information is from New York Musical World & Times,
Dec. , . 

. On the Broadwood factory fire of , see Wainwright, Broadwood by
Appointment, pp. –. In New York, after the fire of the Lighte &
Bradbury factory in , the organization of journeymen piano mak-
ers collected funds. Even in the s employees of the Sohmer piano
factory on Long Island had to furnish their own tools — and benches.
See Groce, “Musical Instrument Making,” p. .

. Ehrlich, The Piano, p. .
. The only known copy of the Book of Prices is in the Print Department
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of the Metropolitan Museum of Art. The Steinway data is from Joseph
D. Weeks, Report on the Statistics of Wages in Manufacturing Indus-
tries, vol.  (Washington, D. C., ), p. .

. For Graf, see Wyethe, “Conrad Graf,” p. . Broadwood production
statistics and the  number of divisions are from Wainwright,
Broadwood by Appointment, pp. , , . The forty-two steps at
Broadwood are cited in William Pole, Musical Instruments in the Great
Industrial Exhibition of 1851 (London, ), pp. –. The Chicker-
ing material is from the New York Musical World & Times, Dec. ,
.

. The term was applied principally to the harpsichord-shaped instru-
ments, though William Stodart’s “upright grand piano in the form of a
bookcase” meant a vertical harpsichord-shaped piano in a rectangu-
lar case. John Isaac Hawkins’s “Portable Grand Piano” was a piece of
advertising puffery and in some ways a contradiction in terms. In
German-speaking Europe, the harpsichord shape was called a Flügel
(wing-shaped), and in France it came to be known as a piano à queue
(piano with a tail).

. See Christoph Wolff, “New Research on Bach’s Musical Offering,”
Musical Quarterly  (July ): .

. “Janissary” or “Janizary” was a term for crack regiments in the Turk-
ish army. The Turkish monarch gave a military band to King Augus-
tus the Strong of Poland at some time after , and the new sounds
of drums, cymbals, bells, and various ringing and jingling objects be-
came extremely popular, as evidenced in works like Haydn’s “Mili-
tary” Symphony and Mozart’s opera The Abduction from the Seraglio.
Mozart’s “Rondo alla turca,” the famous last movement of his Sonata
in A Major, K. , imitates bells and drums in the piano, and many
were the pianists in the early nineteenth century who gleefully used
the Janissary stop to embellish it.

. Melvin Kranzberg, “Prerequisites for Industrialization,” in Technol-
ogy in Western Civilization, vol.  (New York, ), pp. –.

. Ehrlich, The Piano, p. ; Wainwright, Broadwood by Appointment,
pp. –, ; George Dodd, “A Day at a Pianoforte Factory,” in
Days at the Factories (London, ), from Reprints of Economic Clas-
sics (London, ), pp. –.

. Dodd, Days at the Factories, p. ; Wainwright, Broadwood by Ap-
pointment, pp. , ; Ehrlich, The Piano, pp. –.

. Descriptions of the factories prior to the fire are from New York Musi-
cal World & Times, Dec. , .

. Accounts of the new Chickering factory appeared in Frank Leslie’s Il-
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lustrated Newspaper (April , ), Ballou’s Pictorial Drawing-
Room Companion (July , ), and New York Musical Review &
Choral Advocate.

. The Boardman & Gray factory is well described and illustrated in
“Boardman & Gray’s Dolce Campana Attachment Piano-fortes,” Go-
dey’s Lady’s Book (Philadelphia, Jan. ), pp. –; (Feb. ), pp.
–.

. Edward Rothstein, “At Steinway, It’s All Craft,” and Henry Scott
Stokes, “On Yamaha’s Assembly Line,” both in New York Times, Feb.
, .

. Squares warped “like a banana,” writes Cole in Pianoforte in the
Classical Era, p. .

. The term tension bars is misleading. Tension is the force applied by
stretching: strings are under tension. The bars do not apply tension but
resist it. They should probably be called compression bars.

. Patent document. The U.S. Patent Office burned in , and patents
prior to that date had to be reconstructed. No new number was given
to Babcock’s patent, and the original number has been lost.

. Chickering patents no.  for cast iron frame for squares (Nov. ,
) and no.  for grands (Sept. , ).

. Albert-Louis Blondel, “Le Piano et sa facture,” in Encyclopédie de la
musique et dictionnaire du Conservatoire, ed. Albert Lavignac and Li-
onel de la Laurencie (Paris, ), p. . Blondel included cross-
stringing in his indictment, though Erard had made instruments with
cross-stringing since . I have not found any evidence on when
Erard actually introduced a one-piece frame.

. Music Trade Review, July , , p. .
. Music & Dramatic Times, June , ; Music Trade Review, July ,

.
. D. W. Fostle, The Steinway Saga: An American Dynasty (New York,

), pp. –.
. Dun reports are available for reference at the Baker Library, Harvard

Business School; Fostle, Steinway Saga, p. ; Alfred Dolge, Pianos
and Their Makers (; repr. New York, ), p. .

. The sales promotion, written by Hale’s brother-in-law Albert G. Cone
(who was also Kimball treasurer and head of advertising), is quoted
by Van Allen Bradley in Music for the Millions: The Kimball Piano and
Organ Story, 1857–1957 (Chicago, ), pp. –, .

. Baldwin material from Craig H. Roell, The Piano in America, 1890–
1940 (Chapel Hill, N.C., ), pp. –, , . The  quo-
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tation of H. C. Hazen, Billings & Co., is from the Musical Courier 
(March , ): , .

. Bradley, Music for the Millions, pp. , –, , , . Bradley
cites the source of the  quotation as the Music Trades Free Press,
Feb. , .

. Sears, Roebuck catalog (Chicago, spring ), pp. –; Sears,
Roebuck catalog (; repr. New York, ), pp. , . The 
Montgomery Ward information is from Harvey N. Roehl, Player Pi-
ano Treasury (Vestal, N.Y., ), p. .

. Comment about men and player pianos is from Ehrlich, The Piano,
p. . Statistics (which did not always agree) are from ibid., ;
Roell, Piano in America, pp. –; and Roehl, Player Piano Trea-
sury, p. .

. Fostle, Steinway Saga, p. ; Roell, Piano in America, pp. –.
. Fostle, Steinway Saga, pp. , ; Arthur Loesser, Men, Women,

and Pianos: A Social History (; repr. New York, ), p. ;
Richard K. Lieberman, Steinway & Sons (New Haven, ), pp.
–.

. Loesser, Men, Women, and Pianos, p. .
. Ibid., p. .
. Quoted in Arthur Ord-Hume, Player Piano: The History of the Me-

chanical Piano and How to Repair It (London, ), p. .
. Ernest Newman, The Piano-Player and Its Music (London, ).
. Quoted by Edward Jablonski and Lawrence D. Stewart, The Gershwin

Years (New York, ), p. .
. Quoted in Edward Jablonski, Gershwin Remembered (London, ),

pp. –.
. It is interesting that what used to be called “electronic pianos” are

now simply called “keyboards”—not even “electronic keyboards.” One
of the reasons, of course, is that they incorporate many hundreds of
sounds besides piano. But it is oddly reminiscent of the eighteenth
century’s cembalo, properly harpsichord but also used almost as
“keyboard,” or the more general German Klavier, which is quite liter-
ally “keyboard” and could be used to mean that — as in J. S. Bach’s
Well-Tempered Clavier, which could be and was played on organ, harp-
sichord, clavichord, or piano. And when you look at the typical con-
temporary keyboard on its stand, you see something strangely remi-
niscent of Johannes Zumpe’s little squares.

. More detailed information on all these systems is to be found in Larry
Fine, The Piano Book, d ed. (Boston, ), pp. –, –, –.
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. On sampling, see John R. Pierce, The Science of Musical Sound (New
York, ), pp. –. Pierce discusses the subject in terms of the
computer generation of sound, but it is also applicable to the comput-
erized processing of recorded sound.

Chapter . s to s: 
The Piano Revolution in the Age of Revolutions

. Wolfgang Mozart to Leopold Mozart, Jan. , , in Wolfgang Ama-
deus Mozart, Briefe und Aufzeichnungen: Gesamtausgabe, vol.  (Kas-
sel, –). My translation.

. “Memoir of Muzio Clementi,” unsigned article in The Harmonicon,
Aug. , p. .

. Leon Plantinga, Clementi: His Life and Music (London, ), p. .
. Quoted in Katalin Komlós, Fortepianos and Their Music: Germany,

Austria, and England, 1760–1800 (Oxford, ), p. .
. Preface to Music Made Easy, or a New Musical Vade-Mecum: Being a

Complete Book of Instructions for Beginners on the Piano-forte or Harp-
sichord (London, ).

. For an impressive list of these English and foreign editions compiled
by Sandra Rosenblum, see the Da Capo reprint of Clementi, Intro-
duction to the Art of Playing on the Piano Forte (New York, ), pp.
xxi–xxxix.

. See Plantinga, Clementi, p. .
. Plantinga, in Clementi, p. , passes on this citation from Max Un-

ger, Muzio Clementis Leben (Langensalza, ), p. .
. A tremendous resource for studying the periodicals of this period and

their contents is Imogen Fellinger, Periodica Musicalia (1789–1830)
(Regensburg, ).

. D. W. Krummel, “Music Publishing,” in The Romantic Age, 1800–
1914, ed. Nicholas Temperley, vol.  of The Athlone History of Music
in Britain (London, ), p. .

. Arthur Loesser, Men, Women, and Pianos: A Social History (; repr.
New York, ), p. .

. On the culture of reading in this period, see Roger Chartier, “The
Practical Impact of Writing,” in Passions of the Renaissance, ed.
Roger Chartier, trans. Arthur Goldhammer, vol.  of A History of Pri-
vate Life (Cambridge, Mass., ).

. On Austen’s life with the piano, see “Jane Austen at the Keyboard,”
app.  in Robert K. Wallace, Jane Austen and Mozart: Classical Equi-
librium in Fiction and Music (Athens, Ga., ).
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. Richard Leppert, Music and Image: Domesticity, Ideology, and Socio-
Cultural Formation in Eighteenth-Century England (Cambridge, ),
pp. , .

. A fascinating account of the development of postal service in this 
period and its effects on daily life can be found in G. E. Mitton, Jane
Austen and Her Times, d ed. (London, ), chap. : “Letters and
Post.”

. Caroline Austen-Leigh, My Aunt Jane Austen: A Memoir (London,
), pp. –; cited in Wallace, Jane Austen and Mozart, p. .

. “Ionych,” in Anton Chekhov, “Lady with Lapdog” and Other Stories,
trans. David Magarshack (Harmondsworth, Eng., ), pp. –.

. James Weldon Johnson, The Autobiography of an Ex-Colored Man
(), reprinted in Three Negro Classics, intro. by John Hope Frank-
lin (New York, ), chap.  (pp. –) and chap.  (p. ).

. Danièle Pistone, in “Le Piano dans la littérature française des orig-
ines jusqu’en ,” Ph.D. diss., Université de Lille III, , gives a
survey of the piano as a theme in French literature that is unrivaled
for any other national literature.

. Leo Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, trans. Aylmer Maude (), in Tol-
stoy, “The Kreutzer Sonata” and Other Stories, ed. Richard Gustafson
(Oxford, ), pp. , .

. Tolstoy’s novella is interpreted by Richard Leppert in “The Piano,
Misogyny, and ‘The Kreutzer Sonata,’ ” chap.  of The Sight of Sound:
Music, Representation, and the History of the Body (Berkeley, ).

. August Wilson, The Piano Lesson (New York, ), p. .
. For a discussion of keyboard tutors and instructional treatises in this

period, see Komlós, Fortepianos and Their Music, pp. –.
. Johann Ferdinand von Schönfeld, Jahrbuch der Tonkunst von Wien

und Prag (Vienna, ; facs. repr., ed. Otto Biba, Munich and Salz-
burg, ), pp. –. Extended passages, from which these extracts
are drawn, are quoted in the original German and in translation in
ibid., pp. –.

. László Somfai, The Keyboard Sonatas of Joseph Haydn, translated by
the author in collaboration with Charlotte Greenspan (Chicago, ),
pp. –.

. On the keyboard instruments of Haydn and others in this period, see
ibid., pp. –; and A. Peter Brown, Joseph Haydn’s Keyboard Music:
Sources and Style (Bloomington, Ind., ), pp. –, citation from
p. . Brown includes a useful chart of instrument choice in relation
to specific works at pp. –. Sandra P. Rosenblum’s Performance
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Practices in Classic Piano Music (Bloomington, Ind., ) is another
excellent text for discussions of instruments and notation in this 
period.

. In the entire set of six “Esterházy” Sonatas (Hob. :–) of ,
for example, there is only one dynamic marking (a forte indication in
the first movement of the E Major Sonata, Hob. , just before the re-
capitulation), and among the so-called  Sonatas (Hob. :–),
only one — the F Major, Hob.  — has dynamic indications in early
sources, markings that are lacking in the autograph.

. Elaine R. Sisman, “Haydn’s Solo Keyboard Music,” in Eighteenth-
Century Keyboard Music, ed. Robert L. Marshall (New York, ), 
p. .

. Johann Peter Milchmeyer, Die wahre Art das Pianoforte zu spielen
(Dresden, ), p. ; trans. in Komlós, Fortepianos and Their Mu-
sic, p. .

. Loesser, Men, Women, and Pianos, pp. –, –.
. Haydn to the publisher Artaria, Feb. , , in The Collected Cor-

respondence and London Notebooks of Joseph Haydn, ed. H. C. Rob-
bins Landon (London, ), p. .

. Schönfeld, Jahrbuch der Tonkunst von Wien und Prag, p. , trans. in
Somfai, Keyboard Sonatas of Joseph Haydn, p. n..

. Michael Kelly, Reminiscences of Michael Kelly, of the King’s Theatre 
. . . (London, ), quoted in Brown, Joseph Haydn’s Keyboard Mu-
sic, p. .

. Johann Reichardt, Vertraute Briefe geschrieben auf einer Reise nach
Wien . . . (Amsterdam, ), p. , trans. in Brown, Joseph Haydn’s
Keyboard Music, p. .

. Plantinga, Clementi, p. .
. It has been suggested that the work played was the D Major Concerto,

Hob. :; see Brown, Joseph Haydn’s Keyboard Music, pp. ,
n..

. Ibid., p. . See Somfai’s discussion of these sonata types, Keyboard
Sonatas of Joseph Haydn, pp. –, and his response to Brown’s crit-
icism, p. n.. For a thoughtful discussion of the Kenner-Liebhaber
and Virtuosen-Dilettanten distinction, see Komlós, Fortepianos and
Their Music, pp. –.

. Landon, ed., Collected Correspondence and London Notebooks of
Joseph Haydn, p. .

. Haydn’s letters to Frau von Genzinger, dated June  and  and 
July , , are translated in H. C. Robbins Landon, Joseph Haydn:
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Chronicle and Works, vol. : Haydn at Eszterháza, 1766–1790 (London
and Bloomington, ), pp. –.

. Carl F. Cramer, Magazin der Musik (Hamburg, ), p. , trans. in
Brown, Joseph Haydn’s Keyboard Music, p. .

. Ibid.
. Two recent accounts of the concertos admirably address a surprising

gap in historical scholarship on these works: Robert D. Levin, “Mo-
zart’s Keyboard Concertos,” in Eighteenth-Century Keyboard Music,
ed. Robert L. Marshall (New York, ), pp. –; and Neal Zas-
law, ed., Mozart’s Piano Concertos: Text, Context, Interpretation (Ann
Arbor, ).

. Levin, “Mozart’s Keyboard Concertos,” p. .
. Mozart retrieved this concerto for a performance with his student Jo-

sepha Barbara Auernhammer in Vienna in , an occasion that
may account for new scoring to include clarinets, trumpets, and tim-
pani; see preface to Christoph Wolff, ed., Neue Mozart Ausgabe (NMA),
V//iii, p. ix.

. Levin, “Mozart’s Keyboard Concertos,” p. .
. See the preface to Wolff, ed., NMA, V//ii, p. viii.
. Wolfgang Mozart to Leopold Mozart, Dec. , , no.  in Emily

Anderson, ed. and trans., The Letters of Mozart and His Family, d
ed, (London, ), p. .

. See the preface to Wolff, ed., NMA, V//iii, p. x; the occasions for
the performances in question were Mozart’s own “Academy” concert
on March  and that of the singer Mlle Teyber on March .

. Robert D. Levin summarizes the arguments of various scholars re-
garding continuo playing in the concertos in “Instrumental Ornamen-
tation, Improvisation, and Cadenzas,” in Performance Practices: Music
after 1660, ed. Howard Mayer Brown and Stanley Sadie (New York,
), pp. –; see also Faye Ferguson, “Mozart’s Keyboard Con-
certos: Tutti Notations and Performance Models,” in Mozart-Jahrbuch,
1984–85, pp. –.

. Wolfgang Mozart to Leopold Mozart, May , , no.  in Ander-
son, ed., Letters of Mozart, p. .

. Reproduced in the Kritischer Bericht that accompanies Wolff, ed.,
NMA, V//vii, and discussed by Frederick Neumann in Ornamenta-
tion and Improvisation in Mozart (Princeton, N.J., ), pp. –.

. On cadenzas and improvised embellishment, see esp. Levin, “Instru-
mental Ornamentation, Improvisation, and Cadenzas,” pp. –.
Christoph Wolff argues that in copying out his cadenzas, Mozart pro-
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vided himself with a template for performance; Christoph Wolff, “Ca-
denzas and Styles of Improvisation in Mozart’s Piano Concertos,” in
Perspectives on Mozart Performance, ed. R. Larry Todd and Peter Wil-
liams (Cambridge, ), pp. –. 

. As noted above, K.  was scored with ad libitum winds, trumpets,
and timpani; its standard orchestral version stems from André’s first
printed edition. See preface to Wolfgang Rehm, ed., NMA, V//viii.

. The recent recording Beethoven: The Complete Piano Sonatas on Pe-
riod Instruments (Claves Records, CD -/), by Malcolm Bil-
son and his former students on nine different fortepianos, makes the
best case for matching a given work with the kind of piano for which
it was written.

. William S. Newman, Beethoven on Beethoven: Playing His Piano Mu-
sic His Way (New York, ), pp. –, quotation from p. . On the
particular qualities of Beethoven’s instruments, see also Malcolm Bil-
son, “Beethoven and the Piano,” Clavier  (Oct. ): –; and,
more generally, his chapter on “Keyboards” in Performance Practice,
ed. Brown and Sadie, pp. –.

. Quoted by Eva Badura-Skoda, “Performance Conventions in Bee-
thoven’s Early Works,” in Beethoven, Performers, and Critics, ed. Rob-
ert Winter and Bruce Carr (Detroit, ), p. . This essay is a valu-
able exploration of various notational and performance practices in
relation to Beethoven’s works and their subsequent printings. 

. Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung  (): , cited in Newman, Bee-
thoven on Beethoven, pp. –.

. Carl Czerny, On the Proper Performance of All Beethoven’s Works for
the Piano, trans. and ed. with commentary by Paul Badura-Skoda (Vi-
enna, ), pp. , .

. Beethoven to Streicher, May , , in Emily Anderson, ed. and trans.,
The Letters of Beethoven (New York, ), :.

. For a thorough account of this movement in relation to the special
qualities of Viennese pianos, as well as its programmatic content, see
Owen Jander, “Beethoven’s ‘Orpheus in Hades’: The Andante con moto
of the Fourth Piano Concerto,” in Nineteenth Century Music  ():
–.

. Beethoven himself acceded to this fashion in a collaboration with Mäl-
zel that produced the “Wellington’s Victory” overture of , which
met with an enthusiastic reception in Vienna.

. Thayer’s Life of Beethoven, rev. and ed. Elliot Forbes (Princeton, N.J.,
), pp. –.
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. Franz Wegeler and Ferdinand Ries, “Biographical Notes,” in Beetho-
ven Remembered, trans. Frederick Noonan (Arlington, Va., ), p. ;
cited in Tia DeNora, Beethoven and the Construction of Genius: Mu-
sical Politics in Vienna, 1792–1803 (Berkeley, ), p. . DeNora’s
is a fresh and provocative consideration of reception history relative
to Beethoven. On the keyboard works, see esp. chap. , “Beethoven in
the Salons.”

. On the female students of Beethoven’s early years in Vienna, see
Thayer’s Life of Beethoven, pp. –. 

. Ibid., p. .
. Ibid., p. .

Chapter . The Piano Lesson
. Daniel Gottlob Türk, School of Clavier Playing, trans. Raymond H.

Haggh (orig. German ed., ; Lincoln, Neb., ), p. . In a foot-
note to this sentence, Türk allows for the case of keyboard teachers
who do not play another instrument.

. François Couperin, L’Art de toucher le clavecin (Paris, ; reprint
New York, ), p. .

. Türk, School of Clavier Playing, pp. –.
. Johann Peter Milchmeyer, Die wahre Art das Pianoforte zu spielen

(Dresden, ), p. .
. The art of basso continuo playing is taught in some piano methods

published well into the nineteenth century, but there it is taught as a
purely academic subject.

. Türk, School of Clavier Playing, p. .
. Grete Wehmeyer, Carl Czerny und die Einzelhaft am Klavier, oder Die

Kunst der Fingerfertigkeit und die industrielle Arbeitsideologie (Kas-
sel, ).

. Jérôme-Joseph de Momigny, La Première Année de leçons de piano-
forte (–; new ed. Winterthur, Switz., ).

. Carl Czerny, Letters to a Young Lady, on the Art of Playing the Piano-
forte (; reprint New York, ; trans. of Briefe über den Unter-
richt auf dem Pianoforte (Vienna, ), pp. , –, , –, .

. As a former student of Beethoven, Czerny even claimed the authority
to apply his ideas of regularity to the performance of Beethoven’s so-
natas. See George Barth, The Pianist as Orator: Beethoven and the
Transformation of Keyboard Style (Ithaca, N.Y., ).

. Czerny, Letters, p. .
. Johann Nepomuk Hummel, Ausführliche theoretisch-practische An-
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weisung zum Pianoforte-Spiel (; reprint Geneva, ); Charles
Louis Hanon, Le Pianiste virtuose (Boulogne-sur-Mer, ; many sub-
sequent editions). The subtitle of the Hanon reveals its purpose: Sixty
exercises calculated for the acquisition of agility, independence, strength,
and the most perfect equality of the fingers as well as suppleness of the
wrists.

. Friedrich Wieck, “Secrets: A Paper on the Study of the Piano,” in
Friedrich Wieck, Piano and Song (Didactic and Polemical), trans. and
ed. Henry Pleasants (orig. German ed., ; Stuyvesant, N.Y., ),
pp. –. Logier patented the chiroplast, the most highly promoted
and controversial of many mechanical devices for practicing, in .

. Schumann’s “Rules” (Musikalische Haus- und Lebensregeln), which he
originally intended to intersperse throughout the Album für die Jugend
(Album for the young), were in the end published separately in his mu-
sic journal, the Neue Zeitschrift für Musik, in .

. The term Repos de l’étude is used in Franz Hünten, Nouvelle méthode
pour le piano-forte (Paris, ); Recreation is used in The New En-
gland Conservatory Method for the Piano-Forte (Boston, ); Amuse-
ments is used in Nathan Richardson, Richardson’s New Method for the
Piano-Forte (Boston, ).

. Czerny, Letters, pp. –.
. See Judith Tick, American Women Composers before 1870 (Ann Arbor,

Mich., ), chap. : “Music in Female Seminaries.”
. Czerny, Letters, p. .
. See the report on the competition of  in the journal Le Pianiste ,

no.  (Aug. , ; repr. Geneva, ): .
. Arthur Loesser, Men, Women, and Pianos: A Social History (;

repr. New York, ), p. .
. Ramón Ruiz Amado, La educación femenina (Barcelona, ), p. ;

quoted in English in Michela De Giorgio, “The Catholic Model,” trans.
Joan Bond Sax, in A History of Women in the West, vol. : Emerging
Feminism from Revolution to World War, ed. Geneviève Fraisse and
Michelle Perrot (Cambridge, Mass., ), p. .

. See Sheryl Maureen Peterson Mueller, “Concepts of Nineteenth-
Century Piano Pedagogy in the United States,” Ph.D. diss., Univer-
sity of Colorado, ; UMI , pp. –.

. [Thomas] Ridley Prentice, Hand Gymnastics, for the Scientific Devel-
opment of the Muscles Used in Playing the Pianoforte (London, ),
p. .

. See The Alexander Technique: The Essential Writings of F. Matthias
Alexander, intro. Edward Maisel (New York, ).
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. See Robert R. Alford and Andras Szanto, “Orpheus Wounded: The
Experience of Pain in the Professional Worlds of the Piano,” Theory
and Society  (): –.

. On the early history of the Conservatoire, see Cynthia M. Gessele,
“The Conservatoire de Musique and National Music Education in
France, –,” in Music and the French Revolution, ed. Malcolm
Boyd (Cambridge, ), pp. –; and Jean Mongrédien, French
Music from the Enlightenment to Romanticism: 1789–1830, trans. Syl-
vain Frémaux (Portland, Oreg., ).

. For a discussion of Luigi Cherubini’s role in limiting the size of the
piano classes and banning contemporary virtuoso repertoire during
his tenure as director (–), see Cécile Reynaud, “Une Vertu con-
testée: L’idéal de virtuosité dans la formation des élèves des classes
de piano au Conservatoire de Musique (l’époque Cherubini),” in Le
Conservatoire de Musique de Paris: Regards sur une institution et son
histoire, ed. Emmanuel Hondré (Paris, ), –.

. The rationale for private lessons is defended in W. S. B. Mathews,
“Private Teacher vs. Conservatory: A Pedagogical Polemic,” Music ,
no.  (Sept. ): –.

. Hugo Riemann, “Unsere Konservatorien,” in Präludien und Studien
(Leipzig, []), :–, trans., ed., and introduced by E. Douglas
Bomberger as “Our Conservatories,” Bulletin of Historical Research
in Music Education , no.  (May ): .

. Rudolf Lüdeke, “Zur Geschichte der Privatmusikerziehung im .
und . Jahrhundert,”  vols., Ph.D. diss., Humboldt University, Ber-
lin, , :.

. For further discussion, see Leonard M. Phillips, “The Influence of
the Leipzig Conservatory on Music in Nineteenth-Century America,”
chap.  of “The Leipzig Conservatory: –,” Ph.D. diss., Indi-
ana University,  (UMI -, ), pp. –.

. For a discussion of the changes that took place after Mendelssohn’s
death and the evolution of the institution into a bastion of conser-
vatism, see Johannes Forner, “Leipziger Konservatorium und ‘Leip-
ziger Schule’: Ein Beitrag zur Klassizismus-Diskussion,” Die Musik-
forschung , no.  (Jan.–March ): –.

. Riemann, “Our Conservatories,” p. .
. The eminent Berlin critic Heinrich Ehrlich, for instance, believed

that the open admission policies of Germany’s private conservatories
would lead to a “wretched proletariat of musicians”; Heinrich Ehr-
lich, “Das Musikerproletariat und die Konservatorien,” in Modernes
Musikleben (Berlin, ), pp. –.
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. Peter Cahn, Das Hoch’sche Konservatorium in Frankfurt am Main,
1878–1978 (Frankfurt am Main, ), p. .

. Amy Fay, Music-Study in Germany (; reprint New York, ),
pp. –.

. A complete account of the trial may be found in “Ein Klavier-Prozess,”
Der Klavier-Lehrer , no.  (Jan. , ): –.

. Catalogue of Dana’s Musical Institute (Philadelphia, ), pp. vii,
.

. The Schumann legacy is discussed at length in Peter Cahn, “Die Tra-
dition Clara Schumanns,” in Das Hoch’sche Konservatorium, pp. –
. 

. For further discussion of the Lebert-Stark method, see Reginald R.
Gerig, Famous Pianists and Their Technique (Washington, D.C., ),
pp. –; and E. Douglas Bomberger, “Kelley vs. Lebert: An Amer-
ican Confronts a German Piano Method,” American Music Teacher
, no.  (Feb.–March ): –, .

. Fay, Music-Study in Germany, –.
. These and numerous other anecdotes illustrating Liszt’s attitude to-

ward conservatories may be found in August Göllerich, The Piano
Master Classes of Franz Liszt, 1884–1886: Diary Notes of August Göl-
lerich, ed. Wilhelm Jerger, trans., ed., and enlarged by Richard Louis
Zimdars (Bloomington, Ind., ); and Carl Lachmund, Living with
Liszt, ed., annotated, and introduced by Alan Walker, Franz Liszt
Studies Series  (Stuyvesant, N.Y., ).

. Riemann, “Our Conservatories,” p. .
. This aspect of musical conservatories and university music depart-

ments is discussed at length in two ethnomusicological examinations
of musical training in the United States: Bruno Nettl, Heartland Ex-
cursions: Ethnomusicological Reflections on Schools of Music (Urbana,
Ill., ); and Henry Kingsbury, Music, Talent, and Performance: A
Conservatory Cultural System (Philadelphia, ).

. Eliza Leslie, Amelia; or, A Young Lady’s Vicissitudes. A Novel (Phila-
delphia, ).

. Philadelphia Public Ledger, Sept. , .
. Elizabeth Lindsay Lomax, Leaves from an Old Washington Diary,

1854–1863, ed. Lindsay Lomax Wood (New York, ), p. .
. Mrs. A. W. Fairbanks, ed., Emma Willard and Her Pupils; or, Fifty

Years of Troy Female Seminary, 1822–1872 (New York, ), pp. –
; Tick, American Women Composers before 1870, pp. –.

. “Miscellaneous Music News,” New York Musical World and Times,
Sept. , , p. .
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. Eliza R. to a friend, Dec. , , Way-Champlain Correspondence,
American Antiquarian Society, Worcester, Mass. (collection on loan,
quoted with permission of donor).

. Letitia M. Burwell, A Girl’s Life in Virginia before the War, d ed. (New
York, ), p. .

. Millie Gray, The Diary of Millie Gray, 1832–1840, ed. William B.
Graham (Houston, ), p. .

. “Pittsfield Seminary for Young Ladies” (advertisement), Boston Re-
corder and Telegraph, Oct. , .

. Artur Schnabel, My Life and Music (New York, ), p. .
. Malvine Brée, Die Grundlage der Methode Leschetizky (Mainz, ;

English trans. as The Groundwork of the Leschetizky Method, ).
. Ignace Jan Paderewski and Mary Lawton, The Paderewski Memoirs

(; repr. New York, ), p. .
. Ibid., p. .
. Artur Schnabel, “Theodor Leschetizky zum achtzigsten Geburtstage,”

Allgemeine Musik-Zeitung , no.  (June , ): .
. See Mercer Ellington with Stanley Dance, Duke Ellington in Person:

An Intimate Memoir (; repr. New York, ), p. .
. Barry Ulanov, Duke Ellington (; repr. New York, ), pp. ,

–.
. Mercer Cook to Mark Tucker, June , .
. Herbert Saal, “The Duke at ,” Newsweek, May , , p. .
. Duke Ellington, Music Is My Mistress (; repr. New York, ), 

p. .
. Judith Tick, “Passed Away Is the Piano Girl: Changes in American

Musical Life, –,” in Women Making Music: The Western Art
Tradition, 1150–1950, ed. Jane Bowers and Judith Tick (Urbana, Ill.,
), p. .

Tsvetaeva published the autobiographical essay “Mat’ i Muzyka” (Mother
and music) in Paris in the journal Sovremennye Zapiski (); it is
reprinted in Marina Tsvetaeva, Proza (Moscow: Sovremennik, ),
pp. –. An English translation of the entire essay is found in Ma-
rina Tsvetaeva, A Captive Spirit: Selected Prose, trans. J. Marin King
(Ann Arbor, Mich., ), pp. –.

Chapter . s to s: The Piano Calls the Tune
. Charles Dickens, American Notes (), repr. in American Notes and

Pictures from Italy (Oxford, , ), p. .
. According to Thomas Dublin, in Women at Work: The Transformation

of Work and Community in Lowell, Massachusetts, 1826–1860 (New
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York, ), p. , “there is no doubt that mill managers considered
literate, educated workers more productive,” even though Dublin’s
own research suggests to him that they were not. He also provides an
account of a mill worker in Clinton, Massachusetts, in  who saved
her earnings so that she could go to college (pp. –).

. Musical Times, Aug. , , p. .
. Nikolai Gogol, Dead Souls (), trans. Richard Pevear and Larissa

Volokhonsky (New York, ), vol. , p. .
. This ad, which appeared in the Gazette musicale (Paris), March ,

, is reproduced in facsimile in Ernst Burger, Franz Liszt: A Chron-
icle of His Life in Pictures and Documents, trans. Stewart Spencer
(orig. German ed., ; Princeton, N.J., ), p. .

. See Alan Walker, Franz Liszt, vol. : The Virtuoso Years, 1811–1847,
rev. ed. (Ithaca, N.Y., ), pp. –.

. See Arthur Loesser, Men, Women, and Pianos: A Social History (;
repr. New York, ), sec. , chaps.  and .

. Anonymous report in Dwight’s Journal of Music, Aug. , , pp.
–.

. The nineteenth-century publication that gives the most comprehen-
sive idea of what music was in print at a given date is the Handbuch
der musikalischen Literatur (Handbook of music literature) prepared
by Carl Friedrich Whistling (eventually with the help of his sons) and
published in Leipzig starting in . The Handbuch (which is known
as the Whistling-Hofmeister catalog because its publication was as-
sumed by Friedrich Hofmeister in ) is international in scope,
though it covers German music publishers more comprehensively than
foreign ones.

. Dublin, Women at Work, pp. –.
. John Rosselli, “Opera Production, –,” in Opera Production

and Its Resources, trans. Lydia G. Cochrane, pt. , vol.  of The His-
tory of Italian Opera, ed. Lorenzo Bianconi and Giorgio Pestelli (orig.
Italian ed., ; Chicago, ), p. .

. I am indebted for this section to a communication from Owen Jor-
gensen, professor emeritus of music at Michigan State University and
author of Tuning (Lansing, Mich., ).

. “I tuoi frequenti palpiti” was a famous vehicle for singers of the day.
Paris audiences had heard the great tenor Rubini interpolate it into
Bellini’s La straniera at the Théâtre Italien in . See Hilary Poriss,
“Making Their Way through the World: Italian One-Hit Wonders,”
Nineteenth-Century Music  (Spring ), esp. pp. –.
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. This feat is reported by Charles Hallé in his autobiography; doubts
about when this concert took place and which movement of the Sym-
phonie Liszt played are evaluated by Adrian Williams in Portrait of
Liszt, By Himself and His Contemporaries (Oxford, ), p. .

. Review in the Courrier de l’Europe, Feb. , , cited in Jean Mon-
grédien, “Les Premiers exercises publics d’élèves d’aprés la presse
contemporaine (–),” in Le Conservatoire de Paris: Des Menus-
Plaisirs à la Cité de la Musique, 1795–1995, ed. Anne Bongrain and
Yves Gérard (Paris, ), p. .

. Sigismond Thalberg, L’Art du chant appliqué au piano, Op.  (Paris,
n.d.).

. On the reception of Mattmann’s performance, see Katharine Ellis,
“Female Pianists and Their Male Critics in Nineteenth-Century Paris,”
Journal of the American Musicological Society , nos. – (summer–
fall ): . Student performances of Thalberg opera fantasies are
listed in two programs at the Cherry Valley Seminary in New York,
one on Aug. , , the other undated; see Judith Tick, American
Women Composers before 1870 (Ann Arbor, Mich., ), pp. –.

. On Chopin and the damper pedal, see Sandra P. Rosenblum, “Some
Enigmas of Chopin’s Pedal Indications: What Do the Sources Tell Us?”
Journal of Musicological Research , no.  (): –.

. See James Parakilas, “Nuit plus belle qu’un beau jour’: Poetry, Song,
and the Voice in the Piano Nocturne,” Polish Music Journal , no. 
(Winter ), www.usc.edu/dept/polish_music/pmj/

. Gottlieb Graupner, Rudiments of the Art of Playing on the Piano Forte,
d ed. (Boston, ).

. Schubert’s song cycle Die schöne Müllerin waited thirty-two years after
its publication for a complete performance in public, and even then
() such programming seemed ridiculous to the famous Viennese
critic Eduard Hanslick; see Susan Youens, Schubert: Die schöne Mül-
lerin (Cambridge, ), pp. –.

. See Jürgen Thym, “Crosscurrents in Song: Five Distinctive Voices,”
in German Lieder in the Nineteenth Century, ed. Rufus Hallmark (New
York, ), p. .

. See George Barth, The Pianist as Orator: Beethoven and the Transfor-
mation of Keyboard Style (Ithaca, N.Y., ).

. George Bernard Shaw, “The Religion of the Pianoforte,” Fortnightly
Review (Feb. ); repr. in Shaw, How to Become a Musical Critic,
ed. Dan H. Laurence (New York, ), p. .

. Adam, Méthode de piano, “De l’art d’accompagner la partition,” pp.
–.
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. On the history of opera rehearsing, see “Rehearsal” in The New Grove
Dictionary of Opera.

. William Crotch, Specimens of Various Styles of Music Referred to in a
Course of Lectures, Read at Oxford and London, and Adapted to Keyed
Instruments,  vols. (London, []). He published the lectures them-
selves as Substance of Several Courses of Lectures on Music (London,
; repr. Clarabricken, Ireland, ).

. Albert Lavignac and Lionel de la Laurencie, Encyclopédie de la mu-
sique et dictionnaire du Conservatoire, pt.  (Paris, ), p. .

. Adam, Méthode de piano, p. .
. Vaughan Williams is the source of the story. See Ursula Vaughan Wil-

liams, R.V.W.: A Biography of Ralph Vaughan Williams (Oxford, ;
new ed., ), p. .

. See Charlotte N. Eyerman, “The Composition of Femininity: The Sig-
nificance of the ‘Woman at the Piano’ Motif in Nineteenth-Century
French Visual Culture from Daumier to Renoir,” Ph.D. diss., Univer-
sity of California, Berkeley, ; UMI , . Although the
“woman at the piano” motif is not limited to French visual culture,
the French case provides a compelling case study because of the
prominence of Paris as a visual and musical capital in the nineteenth
century.

. In fact, the piano had become so commonplace in the home by mid-
century that the  edition of the Manuels-Roret assumes that its
readers possess one; see Nouveau Manuel complet de la maîtresse de
la maison, ou lettres sur l’économie domestique (Paris, ), p. .

. The print was later republished simultaneously by houses in Paris
and London during the s or s.

. Louis Huart, Les Prodiges de l’industrie. Revue philosophique, critique,
comique, et fantastique de l’Exposition de 1844 (Paris, ), p. .

. Charles Forster, Quinze Ans à Paris (1832–1848), vol.  (Paris, ),
p. .

. Honoré de Balzac, Physiologie du mariage, ou méditation de philoso-
phie eclectique sur le bonheur et le malheur conjugal, vol.  (Paris: 
Levasseur, ), .

. The lithographer Bouchot employs a similar approach to the “duet”
as a seduction scenario in his fourth lithograph in the “Bonnes Têtes
Musicales” series, Le Charivari ().

. Published in Le Charivari, March , . Daumier did not write the
captions that accompanied his caricatures.

. Bob Kirsch, “Paul Cézanne: Jeune fille au piano and Some Portraits
of His Wife; an Investigation of His Painting in the Late s,”
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Gazette des Beaux-Arts  (July–Aug. ): –. See also Law-
rence Gowing, Cézanne: The Early Years, 1859–1872, exhib. cat. (Wash-
ington D.C., National Gallery of Art, ), p. . Both Kirsch and
Gowing rely on Alfred H. Barr, Jr., “Cézanne and Wagner,” trans.
Margaret Scolari, Magazine of Art  (May ): –.

. Cézanne was well acquainted with the lithographic tradition; he even
looked through women’s fashion magazines. See John Rewald, The His-
tory of Impressionism, th ed. (New York, ), p. .

. Champfleury [Jules Fleury], Richard Wagner (Paris, ), p. .
. Roger Delage, Chabrier (Geneva, ), plate , n.p.
. See Française Cachin et al., Manet, 1832–1883 (Paris, ), pp. –

; and Gary Tinterow and Henri Loyrette, Origins of Impressionism,
exhib. cat. (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, ), pp. –.
Jean Sutherland Boggs cites an  letter written to Berthe Morisot
by her mother that describes the Manet salon in somewhat less flat-
tering terms. See her Portraits by Degas (Berkeley and Los Angeles,
), p. .

. Boggs, Portraits by Degas, p. . Apparently, Manet had offered
Degas a still-life depicting plums that was returned after the debacle
(Cachin, Manet, p. , and Boggs, Portraits by Degas, pp. –).
The tension surrounding the event is also recounted in Otto Fried-
rich, Olympia: Paris in the Age of Manet (New York, ), pp. –.
Degas had previously painted the subject of woman at the piano in
 (location unknown, Lemoisne, no. ); see Albert Kostenevich,
Hidden Treasures Revealed: Impressionist Masterpieces and Other Im-
portant French Paintings Preserved by the State Hermitage Museum,
St. Petersburg, ed. James Leggio, trans., Elena Kolesnikova, Cather-
ine A. Fitzpatrick, and Stan Rabinovich (New York, ), p. .

. Duranty’s essay is reprinted in Charles Moffett, The New Painting:
Impressionism, 1874–1884 (San Francisco, ), pp. – and (in
French) –.

. Ibid., p. . For a fascinating account of the complex relationship be-
tween the public and private spheres, see Martha Ward, “Impression-
ist Installations and Private Exhibitions,” The Art Bulletin , no. 
(Dec. ): –. Ward’s article demonstrates that a domestic aes-
thetic (associated with femininity) informs commercial-artistic space.
Her argument raises important issues regarding the display and con-
sumption of small, intimate genre pictures (such as “woman at piano”
paintings), for they were often exhibited in “domestic” gallery settings.

. For a comprehensive discussion of this series and the woman at the
piano theme in Renoir’s oeuvre, see Charlotte N. Eyerman, “Models
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of Melomania: Renoir’s Jeunes filles au piano Series,” in Modern Art
and the Condition of Music, ed. James Leggio (New York, Garland,
forthcoming).

. See Anne Distel, “Renoir’s Collectors,” in Renoir (London, ), pp.
–n.; and Kostenevich, Hidden Treasures Revealed, p. , on
the Hermitage painting (formerly in the Krebs collection). The prove-
nance of this unfinished work is not provided in the Hidden Treasures
catalog.

. Mallarmé discusses the procedure in letters that date to April 
to Berthe Morisot (Manet’s sister-in-law, Renoir’s friend, and fellow
painter) and to Roger Marx (a prominent art critic). See Stéphane
Mallarmé, Correspondance, vol.  (Paris, ), pp. –. The dos-
sier on the purchase is housed at the Archives Nationales, F . 

. The thematic and visual similarities between Monet’s series and Re-
noir’s Jeunes filles au piano pictures were pointed out to me by Ker-
mit S. Champa in discussions and in the text of an unpublished lec-
ture, “Impressionist Impressions — Lasting, Fleeting, or Cumulative?”
Newark Museum (Sept. ) and University of Western Ontario (April
). I am grateful to Professor Champa for his intellectual generos-
ity. Apparently Michel Hoog has also noted this connection in Cata-
logue de la collection Jean Walter-Paul Guillaume (Paris, Musée de
l’Orangerie, ), p. , cited in Kostenevich, Hidden Treasures Re-
vealed, p. .

. Distel, Renoir, p. .

Chapter . The Concert and the Virtuoso
. Thurston Dart, The Interpretation of Music (London, ), pp. –.
. See William Weber, The Rise of Musical Classics in Eighteenth-Century

England: A Study in Canon, Ritual, and Ideology (Oxford, ), pp.
–.

. For a reproduction of the Mozart notice, see Michael Forsyth, Build-
ings for Music: The Architect, the Musician, and the Listener from the
Seventeenth Century to the Present Day (Cambridge, Mass., ), 
p. .

. See ibid., p. , for a listing of London concert halls (according to the
General Evening Post, Feb. , ). For concert halls in Dublin,
see Brian Boydell, A Dublin Musical Calendar, 1700–1760 (Dublin,
), pp. –, esp. p. .

. See Simon McVeigh, Concert Life in London from Mozart to Haydn
(Cambridge, ), p. . The successful violinists in England had
also been “foreigners.”
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. Nicholas Temperley, “Piano Music: –,” in Music in Britain:
The Romantic Age, 1800–1914, ed. Nicholas Temperley (Bath, ),
pp. –.

. Arthur Loesser, Men, Women, and Pianos: A Social History (; repr.
New York, ), p. . After his death, concerts continued in this
hall, the Mehlgrube.

. The lighter Viennese actions were preferred by many of the better-
known pianists, perhaps as late as the s. See Jane Ritterman, “Pi-
ano Music and the Public Concert, –,” in The Cambridge
Companion to Chopin, ed. Jim Samson (Cambridge, ), pp. –,
esp. p. ; she quotes for example Hummel’s A Complete Theoretical
and Practical Course, pt.  (), p. .

. William Weber, Music and the Middle Class: The Social Structure of
Concert Life in London, Paris, and Vienna (New York, ), pp. –;
Alice M. Hanson, Musical Life in Biedermeier Vienna (Cambridge,
), pp. –.

. By contrast, London in  had already a dozen shops (according 
to Thomas Busby); other directories list as many as thirty shops by
, and  in . See Loesser, Men, Women, and Pianos, pp. ,
–.

. For a delineation of the roles of these halls and the few other appro-
priate alternatives for solo musicians in Vienna at the time, see Her-
mann Ullrich, “Aus vormärzlichen Konzertsällen Wiens,” in Jahrbuch
des Vereines für die Geschichte der Stadt Wien  (): –.

. Hanson, Musical Life, pp. –.
. In Helga Haupt’s compendium of  Viennese instrument builders

around the turn of the century, more than half were occupied with
building keyboard instruments; see her “Wiener Instrumentenbauer
von  bis ,” Studien zur Musikwissenschaft  (): –.

. See Ullrich, “Aus vormärzlichen Konzertsällen Wiens,” p. ; and
Weber, Music and the Middle Class, p. : “The middle class did not
yet wield much power in musical life through communications media.
Neither magazines nor newspapers played powerful roles in the con-
cert world, such as they were to achieve by the middle of the nine-
teenth century.” The notice referred to, from the Wiener Zeitung, Feb.
, , is quoted in Hanson, Musical Life, p. .

. Hanson, Musical Life, pp. –.
. Eduard Hanslick, Geschichte des Concertwesens in Wien (Vienna,

), vol. , pp. –, esp. –.
. Reviews may be found in translation in William Atwood’s Fryderyk
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Chopin: Pianist from Warsaw (New York, ), app. B. See also Ritter-
man, “Piano Music,” p. .

. Mercure de France, Oct. , p. , and Dec. , p. ; quoted
in Georges Favre, La Musique française de piano avant 1830 (Paris,
), p. . Two most helpful sources on Paris concert life in this pe-
riod are Jean Mongrédien, French Music from the Enlightenment to
Romanticism, 1789–1830, trans. from the French by Sylvain Frémaux
(Portland, Oreg., ); and Jeffrey Cooper, The Rise of Instrumental
Music and Concert Series in Paris, 1828–1871 (Ann Arbor, Mich.,
).

. Mongrédien, French Music, p. .
. Letter of Oct. , , quoted in Mongrédien, French Music, p. .

“Pont-neufs” were popular songs, after the name of the bridge.
. It mattered little to Fétis whether the piano was used for solo or for

collaborative purposes: “Soirées musicales de quatuors et de quin-
tetti, données par M. Baillot,” Revue musicale , no.  (Feb. ): –
, and “Concerts,” Revue musicale  (–): –, quoted in
Cooper, Rise of Instrumental Music, p. .

. Correspondance des professeurs et amateurs de musique, Jan. , ,
quoted in Mongrédien, French Music, pp. –. He also cites other
contemporary expressions of similar viewpoints.

. Ibid., p. .
. See the last volume of Fétis’s Revue musicale, April , , pp. –

: “Concert de M. Liszt, Au Bénéfice d’une famille pauvre.”
. Cooper, Rise of Instrumental Music, p. , referring to “Nouvelles de

Paris,” Revue musicale  (): –.
. Percy M. Young, “Orchestral Music,” in Music in Britain, ed. Tem-

perley, p. .
. George F. Root, The Story of a Musical Life: An Autobiography by Geo.

F. Root (; repr. New York, ), p. .
. The concert is described in Loesser, Men, Women, and Pianos,

pp. –. According to Loesser, the “multipiano vogue lasted for
twenty-five years or so” (p. ).

. Nancy B. Reich, Clara Schumann: The Artist and the Woman (Ithaca,
N.Y., ), p. .

. See Emil F. Smidak, Isaak-Ignaz Moscheles: Das Leben des Komponis-
ten und seine Begegnungen mit Beethoven, Liszt, Chopin, Mendels-
sohn (Vienna, ), “Erste Bekanntschaft mit Paris,” pp. –.

. See Jean Mongrédien, “Les Premiers exercises publics d’élèves (–
) d’après la presse contemporaine,” in Le Conservatoire de Paris:
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Des Menus-Plaisirs à la Cité de la Musique, 1795–1995, ed. Anne
Bongrain and Yves Gérard (Paris, ), pp. –.

. Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung, Aug. , , quoted in ibid., 
p. .

. See Elisabeth Delafon-Bernard, “Habeneck et la Société des Con-
certs du Conservatoire: Un destin exemplaire,” in Le Conservatoire de
Paris, 1795–1995, pp. –; and A. Elwart, Histoire de la Société
des Concerts du Conservatoire Impérial de Musique (Paris, ), pp.
–.

. Loesser, Men, Women, and Pianos, pp. –.
. See William Weber’s entry “Recital” in the New Grove Dictionary of

Music and Musicians, nd ed. I wish to thank Professor Weber for pro-
viding an advance copy of the article.

. Reich, Clara Schumann, pp. –, quoting Sterndale Bennett’s
correspondence in the Staatsbibliothek, Preussischer Kulturbesitz,
Musikabteilung, Berlin.

. A generous sample of programs from the whole history of piano con-
certs can be found in George Kehler, The Piano in Concert,  vols.
(Metuchen, N.J., ).

. London Music in 1888–89 as Heard by Corno di Bassetto (Later Known
as Bernard Shaw), with Some Further Autobiographical Particulars
(New York, ), pp. – (concert of Dec. , ); p.  (con-
cert of March , ).

. Andrew C. Minor, “Piano Concerts in New York City, –,”
(master’s thesis, University of Michigan, ), pp. , .

. Ibid., pp. , .
. W. S. B. Mathews, assoc. ed., A Hundred Years of Music in America:

An Account of Musical Effort in America . . . (Chicago, ; repr., New
York, ), pp. –.

. Alfred Dolge, Pianos and Their Makers (; repr. New York, ),
p. .

. See Mathews, A Hundred Years of Music, p. ; Florence Ffrench,
Music and Musicians in Chicago: The City’s Leading Artists, Organi-
zations, and Art Buildings, Progress and Development (; repr.
New York, ), pp. –.

. Forsyth, Buildings for Music, pp. –.
. Ibid., pp. , .
. The opening line in Peter Gay, The Naked Heart: Victoria to Freud,

vol.  of The Bourgeois Experience (New York, ), p. . See pp.
– for an excellent summation of the emergence of bourgeois
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“inner life” and its relation to music and listening practices. For an
excellent prehistory to the period of my concern, see William Weber,
“Did People Listen in the Eighteenth Century?” Early Music , no.
 (Nov. ): –.

. On the changing history of the words virtuoso and virtuosity, which
could carry pejorative or adulatory meaning by the nineteenth cen-
tury, see Robert Wangermée, “Tradition et innovation dans la virtu-
osité romantique,” Acta Musicologica  (): –; and Marc Pin-
cherle, “Virtuosity,” trans. Willis Wager, Musical Quarterly , no. 
(April ): –.

. La Mara, ed., Letters of Franz Liszt, trans. Constance Bache,  vols.
(London, ), : (emphasis in original). For citation of contempo-
raneous confusion over “reciting” on the piano, see Adrian Williams,
Portrait of Liszt: By Himself and His Contemporaries (Oxford, ),
p. .

. Pietro Mechetti in the Wiener Zeitschrift für Kunst, May , , quoted
in Williams, Portrait of Liszt, p. .

. Williams, Portrait of Liszt, pp. –.
. Michel Foucault, The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human

Sciences (Eng. trans., New York, ); Jonathan Crary, Techniques 
of the Observer: On Vision and Modernity in the Nineteenth Century
(Cambridge, Mass., ); and Martin Jay, Downcast Eyes: The Deni-
gration of Vision in Twentieth-Century French Thought (Berkeley and
Los Angeles, ).

. Donald M. Lowe, History of Bourgeois Perception (Chicago, ).
. See Richard Leppert, The Sight of Sound: Music, Representation, and

the History of the Body (Berkeley and Los Angeles, ).
. Timothy J. Clark, “Preliminaries to a Possible Treatment of Olympia

in ,” Screen  (): . See also Leppert, Sight of Sound, pp.
, , n..

. Michelle Perrot, ed., From the Fires of Revolution to the Great War,
trans. Arthur Goldhammer, vol.  of A History of Private Life (Cam-
bridge, Mass., ), p.  (emphasis mine).

. Quoted in Williams, Portrait of Liszt, p. .
. Ibid., p. .
. Richard Sennett, The Fall of Public Man: On the Social Psychology

of Capitalism (New York, ), p. .
. Friedrich Schlegel, Critical Fragments [–], reprinted in The-

ory as Practice: A Critical Anthology of Early German Romantic Writ-
ings, ed. and trans. Jochen Schulte-Sasse et al. (Minneapolis, ), 
p.  (emphasis in original).
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. The Musical World  (June , ): , – (emphasis and
punctuation in original).

. The Musical World  (Aug. , ):  (emphasis in original).
. The Musical World  (June , ): .
. Heinrich Adami in the Allgemeine Theaterzeitung, May , ; quoted

in Williams, Portrait of Liszt, p.  (emphasis in original).
. Gay, Naked Heart, p. .
. Sennett, Fall of Public Man, p. . According to Sennett (p. ),

disciplined silence was foremost a phenomenon of urban centers,
less so provincial outposts. As he further notes, the dimming of house
lights, which began in the s and was virtually universal by the
s, contributed to audience self-restraint.

. Sennett, Fall of Public Man, p. . See also Gay, Naked Heart, pp.
–.

. See for example, Walter Salmen, Das Konzert: Eine Kulturgeschichte
(Munich, ), pp. –, , , –, , , , , ,
.

. The best published sample of images is Ernst Burger, Franz Liszt: A
Chronicle of His Life in Pictures and Documents, trans. Stewart Spen-
cer (Princeton, ).

. Robert Schumann, On Music and Musicians, ed. Konrad Wolff, trans.
Paul Rosenfeld (New York, ), p.  (emphasis mine); and Sen-
nett, Fall of Public Man, p. . On Liszt’s technique, see Michael
Saffle, Liszt in Germany, 1840–1845: A Study in Sources, Documents,
and the History of Reception, Franz Liszt Studies, no.  (Stuyvesant,
N.Y., ), pp. –.

. Saffle, Liszt in Germany, p. .
. Williams, Portrait of Liszt, p. .
. Harvey Sachs, Virtuoso (London, ), p. .
. The caricature was published in Borsszem Jankó, April , . See

Burger, Franz Liszt, p. ; and Sachs, Virtuoso, p. . For more on
Jankó, see Géza Buzinkay, Borsszem Jankó és társai: Magyar élclapok
és karikatúráik a Xix. század mádodik felében (Budapest, ); more
on Liszt at pp. –, .

. Alan Walker, Franz Liszt: The Virtuoso Years, 1811–1847, rev. ed. (Ith-
aca, N.Y., ), pp. –.

. Quoted in Burger, Franz Liszt, pp. , . The performance occurred
on Nov. , ; the review appeared in Wiener Theaterzeitung, Nov.
,  (no. ), pp. –.

. John Knox Laughton, Memoirs of the Life and Correspondence of Henry
Reeve, C.B., D.C.L.,  vols. (London, ), :. For more on Liszt’s
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appearance while performing, see Williams, Portrait of Liszt, pp. ,
, .

. Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality, vol. , An Introduction,
trans. Robert Hurley (New York, ), pp. , , –.

. See Wilhelm Seidel, “Olympia: Über die Magie der Herzlosigkeit,”
Die Mechanik in den Künsten: Studien zur ästhetischen Bedeutung von
Naturwissenschaft und Technologie (Marburg, ), pp. –; and
Loesser, Men, Women, and Pianos, pp. –, .

. Walker, Franz Liszt, p. .
. Robert S. Winter, “Orthodoxies, Paradoxes, and Contradictions: Per-

formance Practices in Nineteenth-Century Piano Music,” in Nine-
teenth-Century Piano Music, ed. R. Larry Todd (New York, ), 
p. .

. Quoted in Williams, Portrait of Liszt, p. .
. See Walker, Franz Liszt, pp. –; and Katherine Ellis, Music Crit-

icism in Nineteenth-Century France: La Revue et Gazette musicale de
Paris, 1834–1880 (Cambridge, ), pp. –.

. Walker, Franz Liszt, p. .
. See reproductions in Burger, Franz Liszt, p. .
. Dwight’s Journal of Music , no.  (April , ): .
. Burger, Franz Liszt, p. .
. Neue Zeitschrift für Musik, no.  (): –; quoted from Walker,

Franz Liszt, p. .
. Walker, Franz Liszt, p. .
. See ibid., p. .
. The Musical World , no.  (): .
. Richard Leppert, Music and Image: Domesticity, Ideology, and Socio-

Cultural Formation in Eighteenth-Century England (Cambridge, ),
pp. –.

. See Foucault, The History of Sexuality, vol. , An Introduction.
. Reich, Clara Schumann, p. .
. On the fragility of the earlier nineteenth-century pianos that Liszt

played, see Walker, Franz Liszt, pp. –. For a satiric American
account from  of the piano-damaging virtuoso “Herr Smash,”
probably Maurice Strakosch, see Loesser, Men, Women, and Pianos,
pp. –.

. Heinrich Heine, Florentine Nights, trans. Kirke Boylan Fitz-Gerald
(Boston, ), p. ; Burger, Franz Liszt, pp. , ; concert of
Oct. , , reviewed in Grossherzoglich Hessische Zeitung, Oct. ,
.
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. Loesser, Men, Women, and Pianos, p. . 
. Henry F. Chorley, Modern German Music: Recollections and Criti-

cisms,  vols. (London, ), :; Walker, Franz Liszt, p. . Ig-
nacy Paderewski’s famous and abundant mop of hair excited an
enormous amount of commentary by men late in the century relative
to its (purported) effects on women; his hair likewise inspired a num-
ber of caricatures and cartoons. See Adam Zamoyski, Paderewski
(New York, ), pp. –, –, –. 

. Dwight’s Journal of Music , no.  (May , ), p. .
. Arthur Schopenhauer, Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung [], ex-

cerpted and reprinted in Music and Aesthetics in the Eighteenth and
Nineteenth Centuries, ed. Peter Le Hurray and James Day (Cambridge,
), p. .

. Schumann, On Music and Musicians, p. . See also the comments
by Lawrence Kramer, Music as Cultural Practice, 1800–1900 (Berke-
ley and Los Angeles, ), pp. –.

Chapter . s to s: The World’s the Limit
. Figures on piano production are from Cyril Ehrlich, The Piano: A

History (London, ), esp. app. , p. . 
. See ibid., esp. chap. .
. On Bethune’s career, see Eileen Southern, The Music of Black Amer-

icans: A History (New York, ), pp. –. A fuller study is Ge-
neva Southall, Blind Tom: The Post–Civil War Enslavement of a Black
Musical Genius (Minneapolis, ) and The Continuing Enslave-
ment of Blind Tom, the Black Pianist-Composer, 1865–1887 (Min-
neapolis, ).

. Jerre Mangione, Mount Allegro: A Memoir of Italian American Life,
(; repr. New York, ), pp. –.

. Nicholas Tawa, A Sound of Strangers: Musical Culture, Accultura-
tion, and the Post–Civil War Ethnic American (Metuchen, N.J., ),
pp. –.

. Mangione, Mount Allegro, p. .
. Advertisement in the program of a concert by Samuel Coleridge-

Taylor on April , , preserved in the Daniel Murray pamphlet
collection, vol. , no. , in the Rare Book and Special Collections
Divisions of the Library of Congress (microfilmed by the Library of
Congress photoduplication service, ).

. Cited in Craig H. Roell, The Piano in America, 1890–1940 (Chapel
Hill, N.C., ) p. . See also the chapter “The Ragtime Debate”
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in Edward A. Berlin, Ragtime: A Musical and Cultural History (Berke-
ley and Los Angeles, ).

. On the Broadwood art-case pianos, see David Wainwright, Broad-
wood by Appointment: A History (London, ), pp. –. On the
Steinway art-case pianos, see Ronald V. Ratcliffe, Steinway (San Fran-
cisco, ), chap. .

. Edward Grieg, preface to Norwegische Bauerntänze (Slåtter), Op. 
(Leipzig, ).

. On the creation and reception of Grieg’s Slåtter, see Finn Benestad
and Dag Schjelderup-Ebbe, Edvard Grieg: The Man and the Artist,
trans. William H. Halverson and Leland B. Sateren (orig. Norwegian
ed., ; trans. Lincoln, Neb., ), pp. –.

. William Christopher Handy, Father of the Blues: An Autobiography
(New York, ), p. .

. LeRoi Jones, Blues People: Negro Music in White America (New York,
), p. .

. Benestad and Schjelderup-Ebbe, Edvard Grieg, p. .
. Handy, Father of the Blues, p. .
. On Nazareth’s life and music, see David Appleby, The Music of Brazil

(Austin, ), pp. –; on the position of his music in Brazilian
culture, see Vasco Mariz, História da Música no Brasil, th ed. (Rio de
Janeiro, ), pp. –.

. Burmese piano music, played by U Yee Nwe, can be heard on the CD
Sandya: The Spellbinding Piano of Burma (Shanachie ), with
notes by Rick Heizman.

. Steven Whiting, “Pianos,” in Bruno Nettl, The Western Impact on World
Music: Change, Adaptation, and Survivial (New York, ), pp. –
.

. In this section, Japanese personal names are given with the person’s
family name before his or her given name, following the Japanese
custom.

. The embassy’s multivolume official report to the Meiji government
was edited by its chief secretary, Kume Kunitake, under the heading
Tokumei zenken taishi Bei-O kairan jikki (Record of the journey of the
embassy extraordinary and plenipotentiary to America and Europe).
The quotation is from its current publication edited by Tanaka Akira
(Tokyo, ), :.

. Ibid., :.
. In obtaining this information, I am indebted to Kumaya Kōzō, direc-

tor of the Kumaya Museum, which owns the piano, as well as Katsura
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Ryōko, who mobilized her network on my behalf. Cf. Martha Novak
Clinkscale, Makers of the Piano, 1700–1820 (Oxford, ), p. . At
the time of Siebold’s visit, Japan was closed to Western countries ex-
cept Holland. Siebold was asked by a shogun’s interpreter why he did
not speak the same Dutch as his fellow Dutchmen. He survived the
query by replying that he was “mountain Dutch.”

. Akiyama Tatsuhide, ed., Nihon no yōgaku hyakunenshi (A century of
Western music in Japan) (Tokyo, ), p. . Both the army and the
navy had for some time been equipped with Western-style brass bands
trained by officers from various Western countries.

. There are many publications on Mason’s life and work in both Jap-
anese and English. In Japanese, see, for example, Nakamura Rihei,
Yōgaku dōnyūsha no kiseki: Nihon kindai yōgakushi josetsu (The life
histories of the importers of Western music: Introduction to the his-
tory of Western music in modern Japan) (Tokyo, ), chap. . In
English, the most recent addition is Sondra Wieland Howe, Luther
Whiting Mason: International Music Educator (Warren, Mich., ).

. Endō Hiroshi, Meiji ongakushi kō (Reflections on the history of music
in the Meiji period) (Tokyo, ), pp. –. The organ was com-
pleted in .

. Ibid., pp. –.
. Edward S. Morse, Japan Day by Day (Boston, ), :, , ,

. Elsewhere Morse described a performance of a flute, a small reed
pipe, and a shō as follows: “It was impossible to catch any air or
strain. The music sounded weird and solemn. The shō kept up a con-
tinuous note, or rather a humming sound, which varied slightly” (p.
).

. Ibid., :, .
. The textbook of songs is Monbushō Ongaku Torishirabe-gakari, ed.,

Shōgaku shōkashū (Songs for primary schools) (Tokyo, ), in Nihon
kyōkasho taikei kindaihen (Encyclopedia of Japanese textbooks, mod-
ern), ed. Kaigo Munekoki and Naka Shin, vol. , Shōka (Songs) (To-
kyo, ), pp. –. The publication did not acknowledge Mason,
but he was the teacher at Ongaku Torishirabe-gakari (the music school)
of Monbushō (the ministry of education), which is noted as the editor.

. Program note of a two-day concert (Jan. –, ) written by the
Education Ministry’s Ongaku Torishirabe-gakari. The concert was a
part of the school’s “activities report.” Quoted in Endō, Meiji onga-
kushi kō, pp. –, .

. The verse describes the proper relationships between father and son,
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lord and subject, husband and wife, elder brother and younger brother,
and friends. Song  in Kaigo and Naka, eds., Shōka, p. .

. Song , ibid., p. .
. Song , ibid., p. .
. See Julia Meech-Pekarik, The World of the Meiji Print: Impressions of

a New Civilization (New York, ), p. . On Anna Lohr, the best
source is Nakamura, Yōgaku, chap. .

. On Bigot, see Meech-Pekarik, World of the Meiji Print, pp. –.
. “Kēberu” (Koeber) in Iwanami tetsugaku jiten (The Iwanami diction-

ary of philosophy); Furuta Akira, “Kēberu” (Koeber), in Kokushi dai-
jiten (Encyclopedia of Japanese history) (Tokyo, ), :. Koeber
attributed his professional choice to his distaste for performing music
in public.

. Endō, Meiji ongakushi kō, p. .
. Yoshimoto Mitsuaki, ed., Miura Tamaki: “O-Chō fujin” (Tamaki Miura:

Madama Butterfly) (Tokyo, ), pp. , –.
. Endō, Meiji ongakushi kō, p. .
. Concert Hall, Tokyo School of Music, March ; Akiyama, Nihon

no yōgaku, p. ; Endō, Meiji ongakushi kō, p. .
. “Ongaku gakkō ensōkai” (School of Music concert), Miyako shinbun,

March , , in Akiyama, Nihon no yōgaku, p. .
. Concert programs, Akiyama, Nihon no yōgaku, passim.
. Programs in those days did not always include the opus number or

key of a work.
. Judith Ann Herd, “Piano Industry in Japan,” in Encyclopedia of the

Piano, ed. Robert Palmieri (New York, ); “Nihon gakki no meiyo”
(The honor of the Japanese musical instrument), Ongakukai (Dec.
), vol. , no. , in Akiyama, Nihon no yōgaku, p. .

. “Chūgakkō no gakki hoyūsū” (The number of musical instruments at
middle schools), Ongakukai (Feb. ), vol. , no. , in Akiyama, Ni-
hon no yōgaku, p. . This was neither a scientific nor a comprehen-
sive survey. As such, it did not specify how large a “large” school was.
“Middle school,” coming after the six-year primary school, was not
compulsory. Few went to a middle school in those days.

. Natsume Sōseki, Gubijinsō (Red poppy), in Sōseki zenshū (Complete
works of Natsume Sōseki) (Tokyo, ), :.

. The list of lessons a young woman takes in another of Natsume’s nov-
els, Meian (Light and darkness), in Sōseki zenshū, :.

. Natsume Sōseki, Nikki (Diaries), entries for June  and , , in
Sōseki zenshū, vol. , pp. , . For four hundred yen, one could
buy a midprice Yamaha upright.
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. Tamagawa Yūko, “Akogare to genjitsu — piano o tōshite miru Taishō
no yōgaku shakaishi” (Aspirations and realities — the social history
of Western music in the Taishō period as seen through the piano), Oto
no shakaishi — jūkyū seiki ni okeru sono hensen, March , pp. ,
–, .

. Ibid., pp. –.
. “Osaka-shi kaku shōgakkō ongakujō no setsubi” (Music facilities at

primary schools in Osaka,” Ongakukai, no. , in Akiyama, Nihon
no yōgaku, p. . “Aomori ongakukai zappō” (Miscellaneous news
on music in Aomori), Ongakukai, July , in ibid., p. .

. Ongaku zasshi (April ), vol. , in Akiyama, Nihon no yōgaku,
p. .

. These numbers were computed from the programs of concerts given
between August  and December  and collected by Akiyama
in Nihon no yōgaku.

. Watanabe Tatsukiyo, “Ongakudan” (Conversation on music), Fujin-
kai (Sept. ), vol. , no. , in Akiyama, Nihon no yōgaku, p. .

. See Roell, Piano in America, chap. , “The Origins of a Musical De-
mocracy.”

. Gillian Anderson, Music for Silent Films, 1894–1929: A Guide (Wash-
ington, ), pp. xlii–xliii.

. Timothy J. Gilfoyle, City of Eros: New York City, Prostitution, and the
Commercialization of Sex, 1790–1920 (New York, ), p. .

. See Gordon Cox, A History of Music Education in England, 1872–1928
(Aldershot, England, ); and James A. Keene, A History of Music
Education in the United States (Hanover, N.H., ).

. This story was related to me by Rachelle Smith, formerly a teacher in
the English prison system.

Chapter . Hollywood’s Embattled Icon
. Cyril Ehrlich, The Music Profession in Britain since the Eighteenth

Century: A Social History (Oxford, ), p. .
. See Michael Chanan, The Dream that Kicks: The Prehistory and Early

Years of Cinema in Britain, d ed. (London, ), pp. –.
. Quoted in ibid., p. .
. Bert Ennis, quoted in ibid., p. .
. Terry Lewis of the Yamaha Corporation of America. Personal commu-

nication from James Parakilas.
. Gwendolyn Brooks’s “Piano after War” was published in A Street in

Bronzeville (New York, ), shortly before the Japanese surrender
that ended World War II.
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. Arthur Loesser, Men, Women, and Pianos: A Social History (; repr.
New York, ), p. .

. John Huntley, British Film Music (London, ), pp. , .
. Robert Jay Nash and Stanley Ralph Ross, Motion Picture Guide (Chi-

cago, –), p. .
. Motion Picture Herald, Nov. , .
. NS-Kurier (Stuttgart). No date is included on this press clipping as

found in the file on Abschiedswalzer at the Bundesarchiv/Filmarchiv
in Berlin.

. Press materials on Chopins Jugend, the German dubbing of the film,
at the Bundesarchiv/Filmarchiv.

. Lawrence Morton, “Chopin’s New Audience,” Hollywood Quarterly
[Film Quarterly] , no.  (Oct. ): –.

. Liner notes on Liberace’s Concertos for You album. Columbia Master-
works, ML- ().

. Director Edgar G. Ulmer, an assistant to the legendary German ex-
pressionist director Fritz Murnau before fleeing the Nazi regime, made
a subsequent film on this very subject: in Carnegie Hall (), a
woman works as a janitor to support her son’s piano career.

. Martin M. Goldsmith, Detour: An Extraordinary Tale (New York, ),
p. .

. Caryl Flinn discusses Detour’s Chopin motif as “an emblem of better
times,” a soundtrack device constructing “this failed musical utopia”
of Al’s Oedipal condition. See Flinn, Strains of Utopia: Gender, Nos-
talgia, and Hollywood Film Music (Princeton, N.J., ), pp. , .

. Roger Cohen, “Music Helps Sarajevo Stay Sane during War,” New
York Times, Oct. , .

. Ibid.
. Ibid.
. Ernst Lothar, The Angel with the Trumpet, trans. Elizabeth Reynolds

Hapgood (Garden City, N.Y., ).

Chapter . s to : 
New Voices from the Old Impersonator

. The piano with nails, Günther Uecker’s Piano (), and the one
with flowers, Joseph Beuys’s Revolution Piano (), are both pic-
tured in Karin von Maur, ed., Vom Klang der Bilder: Die Musik in der
Kunst des 20. Jahrhunderts (Munich, ), p. . Quotation in Caro-
line Tisdall, Joseph Beuys (New York, ), p. . The work, called
“Infiltration-Homogen for Grand Piano,” was made at the Staatliche
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Kunstakademie in Düsseldorf in  and later displayed at the Pom-
pidou Center in Paris.

. See John G. Hanhardt, Nam June Paik (New York, ), pp. –.
. See David Burge, Twentieth-Century Piano Music (New York, ),

pp. –.
. H. Wiley Hitchcock, Ives: A Survey of the Music (New York, ), 

p. .
. On preparing pianos, see Richard Bunger, The Well-Prepared Piano

(Colorado Springs, ). On playing inside the piano, see Burge,
Twentieth-Century Piano Music, pp. –.

. See the section “The Prepared Piano” in James Pritchett, The Music
of John Cage (Cambridge, ), pp. –.

. See Philip Carlsen, The Player-Piano Music of Conlon Nancarrow:
An Analysis of Selected Studies (New York, ); Kyle Gann, “Con-
lon Nancarrow’s Tempo Tornadoes,” Village Voice, Oct. , , pp.
, ; Kyle Gann, The Music of Conlon Nancarrow (Cambridge,
).

. On the history of the toy piano, see Margaret Leng Tan, “Toy Pianos
No Longer Toys!” Piano and Keyboard, Nov.–Dec. , pp. –.

. Dizzy Gillespie, To Be, or Not . . . to Bop (Garden City, N.Y., ),
pp. –. See also Miles Davis with Quincy Troupe, Miles: The Au-
tobiography (New York, ), pp. –.

. Arthur Loesser, Men, Women, and Pianos: A Social History (; repr.
New York, ), p. .

. Estimated figures, taken from The Piano: The New Grove Dictionary
of Musical Instruments (London, ), p. ; and Cyril Ehrlich, The
Piano: A History (London, ), p. .

. Loesser, Men, Women, and Pianos, pp. , .
. Roland Barthes, “Musica Practica,” in Image-Music-Text (London,

).
. John Schaeffer, “New Sounds,” The Virgin Guide to New Music (Lon-

don, ), p. .
. Andrew Blake, The Music Business (London, ), pp. , .
. “A Piano Crescendo Lifts Sales of New and Restored Instruments,”

Wall Street Journal, July , .
. Alejo Carpentier, Esa musico que llevo dentro, vol.  (Havana, ),

pp. –.
. Richard Taruskin, “The Pastness of the Present and the Presence of

the Past,” in Authenticity and Early Music, ed. Nicholas Kenyon (Ox-
ford, ).
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. Barthes, “Musica Practica.”
. See “Music Retailers Strive to Drum Out Piano Sales at Universities,”

Detroit News, March , .
. “Tuning with the Enemy,” dir. Tricia O’Leary and Helen Gallacher,

transmitted Channel , United Kingdom, Aug. , .

Afterword
. Richard Taruskin, “On Letting the Music Speak for Itself,” reprinted

in his Text and Act: Essays on Music and Performance (New York and
Oxford, ), p. .

. Alfred Hipkins, Musical Instruments, Historic, Rare, and Unique (Ed-
inburgh, ), and A Description and History of the Pianoforte and of
the Older Keyboard Stringed Instruments (London, ).

. See David Wainwright, Broadwood by Appointment: A History (Lon-
don, ), pp. –, or Cyril Ehrlich, The Piano: A History (London,
), pp. –.

. See Harry Haskell, The Early Music Revival: A History (London, ),
p. .

. Ibid, p. .
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Recommended Readings

The following short list is intended simply to provide a few leads to read-
ers who are interested in pursuing topics raised in this book or in discov-
ering some of the richness of recent writing about the piano. Other leads
can be found in the references throughout this book.

The cultural history of the piano deserves to be considered in the con-
text that more general cultural histories provide, whether or not they
themselves give much attention to musical life. Some monumental exam-
ples include Philippe Ariès and Georges Duby, eds., A History of Private
Life (English trans., Cambridge, Mass., –), Georges Duby and Mi-
chelle Perrot, eds., A History of Women in the West (English trans., Cam-
bridge, Mass., –), and Peter Gay, The Bourgeois Experience: Victo-
ria to Freud (New York and London, –).

For a survey of modern Western musical life in the context of social
and political developments, consult the volumes of the Music and Society
series, Stanley Sadie, general editor (Englewood Cliffs, N.J., –). A
brief history of Western music as a social practice, with a chapter on
“The Age of the Piano,” is Michael Chanan’s Musica Practica (London
and New York, ). Three histories of the piano that provide social his-
torical perspectives are The Book of the Piano, ed. Dominic Gill (Oxford,
), The Lives of the Piano, ed. James R. Gaines (New York, ), and
the classic of the subject, Arthur Loesser, Men, Women, and Pianos (;
reprint New York, ). Two studies of the piano as a women’s instru-
ment are Stefana Sabin, Frauen am Klavier: Skizze einer Kulturgeschichte
(Frankfurt, ), and Joan Berman Mizrahi, “The American Image of
Women as Musicians and Pianists, –” (Ph.D. dissertation, Uni-
versity of Maryland, ).

The literature on the piano from standpoints other than cultural or so-
cial history is staggering. Maurice Hinson’s recent bibliography, The Pi-
anist’s Bookshelf: A Practical Guide to Books, Videos, and Other Resources
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(Bloomington, ), gives an idea of how staggering, and that covers just
ten years of publications in English only and ignores nonclassical reper-
tories as well as the cultural and social historical sides of the subject.
Three recent works on pianos, piano playing, and piano music are The
New Grove Piano (New York and London, ), Garland’s Encyclopedia
of the Piano, ed. Robert Palmieri with Margaret W. Palmieri (New York
and London, ), and The Cambridge Companion to the Piano, ed. Da-
vid Rowland (Cambridge, ).

From here on, this list follows the outline of the book. On the creation
of the piano, centering on the work of Cristofori, two comprehensive stud-
ies are Stewart Pollens, The Early Pianoforte (Cambridge, ), and Kon-
stantin Restle, Bartolomeo Cristofori und die Anfänge des Hammerclav-
iers (Munich, ).

On the history of piano design, see Edwin M. Good, Giraffes, Black
Dragons, and Other Pianos: A Technological History from Cristofori to the
Modern Concert Grand, nd ed. (Stanford, Calif., ). On design devel-
opments in the period from Zumpe to the early nineteenth century, see
Michael Cole, The Pianoforte in the Classical Era (Oxford, ). The in-
struments produced by early piano manufacturers are cataloged in Martha
Novak Clinkscale, Makers of the Piano, 1700–1820 (Oxford, ), and
Makers of the Piano, 1820–1860 (Oxford, ). Among books of photo-
graphs of historic pianos, David Crombie, Piano (San Francisco, ), is
a particular feast. For the history of the piano industry, see Cyril Ehrlich,
The Piano: A History (London, ). The history of piano construction 
in Germany is richly contextualized and illustrated in Konstantin Restle,
ed., Faszination Klavier: 300 Jahre Pianofortebau in Deutschland (Mu-
nich, ). Studies of national piano industries and of individual piano
manufacturers are listed in the entries of Garland’s Encyclopedia of the
Piano.

On pianos, piano music, and piano performance in the age of revolu-
tions, Katalin Komlós’s Fortepianos and Their Music: Germany, Austria,
and England, 1760–1800 (Oxford, ) is complemented geographically
by Adélaïde de Place, Le Piano-forte à Paris entre 1760 et 1822 (Paris,
). A pictorial study of domestic music making in this period is Walter
Salmen, Haus- und Kammermusik, vol. / of Musikgeschichte in Bildern,
ed. Heinrich Besseler and Werner Bachmann (Leipzig, ). The cul-
tural roles of domestic musical life in England in this period are analyzed
in Richard Leppert, Music and Image: Domesticity, Ideology, and Socio-
Cultural Formation in Eighteenth-Century England (Cambridge, ).
Two articles by Thomas Christensen explore the piano as domesticator of
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public-sphere music: “Four-hand Piano Transcription and Geographies
of Nineteenth-Century Musical Reception,” Journal of the American Mu-
sicological Society  (), pp. –, and “Public Music in Private
Spaces: Piano-Vocal Scores and the Domestication of Opera,” in Kate
Orden, ed., Music and the Cultures of Print (New York, ), pp. –.
Two studies of the theme of the piano in literature also serve incidentally
to point out a multitude of novels worth reading: Mary Burgan, “Heroines
at the Piano: Women and Music in Nineteenth-Century Fiction,” Victo-
rian Studies  (): –, and Danièle Pistone, “Le Piano dans la lit-
térature française des origines jusqu’en ” (Ph.D. diss., University of
Lille III, ).

For the history of the piano lesson, Da Capo, Minkoff, and other pub-
lishers have been providing a valuable service by reprinting a number of
important historical piano methods. Among histories of piano pedagogy
based on these methods is Debra Brubaker, “A History and Critical
Analysis of Piano Methods Published in the United States from  to
” (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Minnesota, ). A history of
piano technique based on the practices of great teachers and performers
is Reginald R. Gerig, Famous Pianists and Their Technique (Washington
and New York, ). Another kind of history of piano study could be
constructed from the memoirs of teachers and students; the American
classic in this field is Amy Fay, Music-Study in Germany (; repr. New
York, ); a tale of an adult learning to play is told in Noah Adams,
Piano Lessons: Music, Love, and True Adventures (New York, ). Among
histories of individual conservatories, two readable examples are Bruce
McPherson and James Klein, Measure by Measure: A History of New 
England Conservatory from 1867 (Boston, ), and Laetitia Chassain-
Dolliou, Le Conservatoire de Paris, ou Les voies de la création (Paris,
).

Nothing provides a clearer window into mid-nineteenth-century mu-
sical life than the music journals that provided it to the (largely piano-
playing) public of the time. Two books that cull rich samples of articles
from individual journals of that period are Percy A. Scholes, The Mirror
of Music, 1844–1944: A Century of Musical Life in Britain as Reflected in
the Pages of the Musical Times,  vols. (Oxford, ), and Irving Sab-
losky, What They Heard: Music in America, 1852–1881, from the Pages of
Dwight’s Journal of Music (Baton Rouge and London, ). Dieter Hil-
debrandt’s Pianoforte: A Social History of the Piano, translated by Harriet
Goodman (New York, ), is really a story of nineteenth-century piano
composers and musical life. Domestic musical life in the nineteenth cen-
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tury is the subject of Andreas Ballstaedt and Tobia Widmaier, Salon-
musik: zur Geschichte und Funktion einer bürgerlichen Musikpraxis (Stutt-
gart, ). Philip Brett explores piano duet playing as a scene of social
intimacies and identities in “Piano Four-Hands: Schubert and the Per-
formance of Gay Male Desire,” Nineteenth-Century Music  (fall ),
pp. –. For the study of representations of the piano and other music
in visual culture, Tom Phillips, Music in Art through the Ages (Munich and
New York, ), presents an artist’s perspective, and Richard Leppert,
The Sight of Sound: Music, Representation, and the History of the Body
(Berkeley, ), a cultural theorist’s perspective.

The classic social history of the concert in the era of the piano is Wil-
liam Weber, Music and the Middle Class: The Social Structure of Concert
Life in London, Paris, and Vienna (New York, ). A rich pictorial source
for the history of the concert is Heinrich W. Schwab, Konzert, vol. / of
Musikgeschichte in Bildern, ed. Heinrich Besseler and Werner Bachmann
(Leipzig, ). A revealing sampler of recital programs by many of the
greatest pianists in history is George Kehler, The Piano in Concert,  vols.
(Metuchen, N.J., ). Notices of two centuries of piano performances
can be found in collections of the reviews of Berlioz, Hanslick, Shaw, and
many other important music critics. A festival of filmed documents of
great pianists (recitals, interviews, and such) is beautifully cataloged in
Christian Labrande and Pierre-Martin Juban, eds., Classique en images
1998: Les grands pianistes du XXème siècle (Paris, ). The history of
pictorial representations of Liszt is amply displayed in Ernst Burger, Franz
Liszt: A Chronicle of His Life in Pictures and Documents, trans. Stewart
Spencer (Princeton, N.J., ).

Craig H. Roell, in The Piano in America, 1890–1940 (Chapel Hill,
N.C., ), provides a splendid cultural history as well as business his-
tory of turn of the century America. The history of Western music in the
rest of the world is just beginning to be written. A work about the piano
that shows what can be done in this field (covering in this case a period
well into the twentieth century) is Richard Curt Kraus, Pianos and Poli-
tics in China: Middle-Class Ambitions and the Struggle over Western Mu-
sic (Oxford, ).

Two brief articles on the presence of pianists in movies are Sarah
Cahill, “Eighty-eight Keys to Terror,” Piano & Keyboard, May–June ,
pp. –, and Ivan Raykoff, “Great Pianists on Film,” Piano & Key-
board, May–June , pp. –.

Twentieth-century artists’ images of the piano, as well as fascinating
interpenetrations of music and the visual arts in the twentieth century,
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are presented in Vom Klang der Bilder: Die Musik in der Kunst des 20.
Jahrhunderts (Munich, ). David Burge, in Twentieth-Century Piano
Music (New York, ), surveys the concert repertory. Billy Taylor’s Jazz
Piano: A Jazz History (Dubuque, Iowa, ) is not so much a history of
the piano in jazz as a history of jazz from the piano bench. Michael Cha-
nan studies the transforming effects of recording on musical culture in
Repeated Takes: A Short History of Recording and its Effects on Music (Lon-
don and New York, ).
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Contributors

.   is an associate professor at the University of
Hawai’i at Mānoa, where he teaches courses in music history and litera-
ture. The subjects of his research include nineteenth-century American
music students in Germany and American composers’ concerts of the
s and s. Among his publications is an edition of Brainard’s Bi-
ographies of American Musicians.

   is a doctoral candidate in history at Brown Uni-
versity, where she is completing a dissertation on music and politics be-
fore the American Civil War. She has received fellowships from the Amer-
ican Antiquarian Society, the Huntington Library, the Newberry Library,
the Pew Program in Religion and American History at Yale University,
the Virginia Historical Society, and the Smithsonian Institution.

  is a documentary film maker and one-time music critic,
now teaching at the University of the West of England, who has made doc-
umentaries on music and Latin American subjects. His writings include,
most recently, From Handel to Hendrix: The Composer in the Public
Sphere and a new edition of The Cuban Image: Cinema and Cultural Pol-
itics in Cuba.

  is the Christian A. Johnson Professor of Interdisciplinary
Studies and Professor of Russian at Bates College. She is the author of
Worlds within Worlds: The Novels of Ivan Turgenev, a co-editor of Repre-
sentations of the Body and Sexuality in Russian Culture, and the transla-
tor of Lydia Zinovieva-Annibal’s The Tragic Menagerie.

 , an independent scholar based in Los Angeles,
received her Ph.D. in the history of art from the University of California,
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Berkeley, in . She specializes in and has published essays on nine-
teenth-century European art and visual culture.

 .  is professor emeritus of religious studies at Stanford
University and research collaborator in the Division of Cultural History
at the Smithsonian Institution. The second edition of his award-winning
Giraffes, Black Dragons, and Other Pianos: A Technological History from
Cristofori to the Modern Concert Grand has been published by Stanford
University Press. With Cynthia Adams Hoover and Patrick Rucker he
curated the exhibit Piano  at the Smithsonian.

 , a native of Japan and graduate of Tokyo University, re-
ceived a Ph.D. in government from Harvard University. She is Kazushige
Hirasawa Professor of History at Bates College, where in addition to teach-
ing and writing on Japanese history, she occasionally gives vocal concerts
with pianist Frank Glazer.

   is curator of musical instruments at the Smith-
sonian Institution, where she has worked with the collection of over 
pianos since . One of the curators of the exhibit Piano  there, she
has also written extensively about the piano (especially developments in
the American piano industry). She is co-editor with Edwin M. Good of the
annotated diary of William Steinway.

  is Samuel Russell Professor of Humanities in the
Program of Comparative Studies in Discourse and Society and chair of the
Department of Cultural Studies and Comparative Literature at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota. His work is concentrated on the relations of music
and imagery to social and cultural construction, principally revolving
around issues of gender, class, and race. His most recent books include
Art and the Committed Eye: The Cultural Functions of Imagery and The
Sight of Sound: Music, Representation, and the History of the Body.

  is the James L. Moody, Jr. Family Professor of Per-
forming Arts and chair of the music department at Bates College. His
scholarly work on piano music includes the book Ballads without Words:
Chopin and the Tradition of the Instrumental Ballade and a critical edi-
tion entitled The Nineteenth-Century Piano Ballade: An Anthology.

  is a pianist and musicologist receiving his Ph.D. from the
University of California at San Diego. His dissertation is titled “Dreams
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of Love: Mythologies of the ‘Romantic’ Pianist in Twentieth-Century Pop-
ular Culture.” He studied piano at the Eastman School of Music and at the
Liszt Academy of Music in Budapest, Hungary. He has received a Chan-
cellor’s Scholarship from the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation in Ber-
lin and an AMS  Dissertation Fellowship from the American Musico-
logical Society.

 , Matthews Distinguished University Professor of Music at
Northeastern University, is the author of Ruth Crawford Seeger: A Com-
poser’s Search for American Music () and the co-author of Aaron Cop-
land: A Cultural Perspective ().

  taught music at Columbia University from – and
then at the College of William and Mary until his death in . As a pi-
anist he gave many lecture-recitals on Ellington’s solo keyboard works.
His writings include the books Ellington: The Early Years, The Duke El-
lington Reader, and (with Garvin Bushell) Jazz from the Beginning.

 .  is associate professor of musicology at the East-
man School of Music. She is the author of Haydn’s Ingenious Jesting with
Art: Contexts of Musical Wit and Humor, along with many articles on mu-
sic of the late-eighteenth century, especially that of Haydn and Mozart,
performance practice, reception history, and issues of gender in music
history and analysis.

 , pianist and musicologist, has taught at the State Univer-
sity of New York campuses at Binghamton and Oneonta, at Hartwick Col-
lege in New York, and at Denison University in Ohio. He is now assistant
professor of music at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. His
research includes work on the music of Liszt and Ravel.
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“Alexander’s Ragtime Band”
(Berlin), 

Alexander Technique, 
Allen, Geri, , 
Allen, Gracie, 
Allen, William, –
Allgemeine musikalische

Zeitung, , , , 
Amelia; or, A Young Lady’s 

Vicissitudes (Leslie), , 
American Piano Company, 
Ancient Voices of Children

(Crumb), 
André, Johann Anton, 
Andrews, Dana, 
Andrews Sisters, 
Années de pèlerinage (Liszt), 
Apollo’s Gift (anthology), 
“Appassionata” Sonata

(Beethoven), , 
Apprenticeship, 
Armstrong, Louis, , , 
Artaria, Carlo, , 
Art de toucher le clavecin, L’

(Couperin), 
Astaire, Fred, 
Audiences, , 
Auenbrugger, Katarina, 

Index

Aalto, Alvar, 
Abbey Road (Beatles), 
Abel, Karl Friedrich, 
Above Suspicion (Thorpe), 
Abrams, Muhal Richard, 
Abschiedswalzer (von Bolváry),

–
“Abschied vom Silberman-

nischen Clavier” (C. P. E.
Bach), 

Absolute music, 
Accompanist, The (Berberova),


Accompanying, –, 
Acoustics, 
Adam, Louis, –, , 
Adami, Heinrich, , –
Addinsell, Richard, 
Adorno, Theodor W., 
Aeolian Harp (Cowell), 
African-Americans, –,

–, 
Agoult, Marie d’, 
Agraffe, 
Akiyoshi, Toshiko, , 
Album for the Young (Schu-

mann), 
Alexander, F. Matthias, 
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Auenbrugger, Marianna, 
“Auenbrugger” Sonatas (Haydn),


“Aufforderung zum Tanz”

(Weber), 
Austen, Caroline, 
Austen, Jane, , , –
Autobiography of an Ex-Colored

Man, The (Johnson), –
Ayer, N. W., & Son, –
Aznavour, Charles, 

Babbitt, Milton, 
Babcock, Alpheus, , 
Bacchanale (Cage), 
Bach, Carl Philipp Emanuel, ,

, 
Bach, Johann Christian, , ,

, , , 
Bach, Johann Sebastian, –,

, , , –, , ,
, 

Backer-Grøndahl, Agathe, ,


Backers, Americus, , , 
Baillot, Pierre, –
Baldwin, D. H., –
Baldwin, James, 
Baldwin Piano Company, , 
Ballet, , , 
Balzac, Honoré de, 
Banshee, The (Cowell), , 
Baraka, Amiri, –, 
Baroque style, –
Barth, Bruce, 
Barthes, Roland, , 
Bartók, Béla, , , , ,


Bartolozzi, Therese, –
Basie, Count, , , , 
Battle for Music (Taylor), 

Index

“Battle of Prague, The”
(Kotzwara), 

“Battle pieces,” 
Baudelaire, Charles, 
Beach, Amy, 
Beatles, 
Bebop, 
Bechstein (piano makers), ,

, , –
Beckford, Peter, 
Beer, Joseph, 
Beethoven, Ludwig van, , ,

, , , ; piano’s
characteristics exploited by,
, , , –; Clementi
admired by, ; anthologized,
, ; piano sonatas by, ,
–; as teacher, ; U.S.
performances of, –; as
Romantic hero, 

Behrent, John, 
Belgiojoso, Christina, , ,


Bellini, Vincenzo, , , 
Belloni, Gaetano, 
Bennett, Sterndale, 
Bennink, Han, 
Berberova, Nina, 
Bergman, Borah, 
Bergman, Ingmar, 
Bergman, Ingrid, 
Berkeley, Busby, –
Berlin, Irving, –, –
Berlioz, Hector, 
Bessemer, Henry, 
Beuys, Joseph, 
Beyer, Ferdinand, , 
Bigot, Georges, –
Bilson, Malcolm, 
Binoche, Juliette, 
Black and Tan (Murphy), 
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“Black and Tan Fantasy” (Elling-
ton), 

Blake, Andrew, 
Blakey, Art, 
Blanton, Jimmy, 
Bley, Carla, 
Blind Tom, –
Blondel, Albert-Louis, –
Bloomfield-Zeisler, Fanny, ,

–
Blues, 
Blues People (Jones), 
Boardman & Gray, 
Boccherini, Luigi, 
Bogart, Humphrey, 
Bond, Carrie Jacobs, 
Bösendorfer (piano makers), ,


Bouchon, Basile, 
Boulez, Pierre, , 
Brackeen, Joanne, 
Bragança, Dom António de, 
Brahms, Johannes, , , 
Branitzky, Count, 
Breitkopf & Härtel, , 
Brewster, Ann Hampton, –,


Brillon, Madame, –
Britten, Benjamin, 
Broadwood, Henry Fowler, 
Broadwood, James Shudi, 
Broadwood, John, , , ,

–
Broadwood & Sons, , , ;

factory system of, ; grand 
action of, ; range of pianos
made by, –; traditional
methods of, –; split bridge
used by, ; decline of, ; pro-
ductivity of, ; resonance of
pianos made by, , ; art-

Index 

case pianos of, ; conser-
vatism of, , 

Brooks, Gwendolyn, –
Brower, Harriette, 
Brown, A. Peter, , –
Brown, Clifford, 
Brown, Louis, 
Brubeck, Dave, 
Brunswick, Therèse von, Count-

ess, 
Buchla, Donald, 
Buckner, Milt, 
Bülow, Hans von, , 
Buntebart, Gabriel, , 
Burge, David, 
Burma, 
Burney, Charles, , , ,

–, , 
Burton, John, 
Busoni, Ferruccio, , 
Byron, George Gordon, th

Baron Byron of Rochdale,
, 

C.E.M.A. (film), 
Cadenzas, , , 
Cage, John, , , ,

–, 
Cahill, Thaddeus, 
Caillebotte, Gustave, , 
Campion, Jane, –
Carpentier, Alejo, 
Carreño, Teresa, , 
Carroll, Harry, 
Carter, Elliott, 
Caruso, Enrico, 
Casablanca (Fleming), –
Cast-iron frames, 
Castris, Francesco de, 
Catalog of Birds (Messiaen), 
Cavallaro, Carmen, 
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Cervantes, Ignacio, 
Cézanne, Paul, , –
Chabrier, Emmanuel, 
Chaminade, Cécile, 
Champfleury, Jules, 
Chaplin, Charlie, –
Charivari, Le (journal), , ,


Charles, Ray, 
Charlotte, Queen, 
Cheatham, Doc, 
Chekhov, Anton, –
Cherokee, The (Storace), 
Cherubini, Luigi, 
Chickering, Jonas, –, ,

, 
Chickering & Sons, , , ,

, , , 
Child prodigies, 
Chopin, Frédéric, , , ,

, ; publishers and, ;
études by, ; technical de-
mands made by, ; piano’s
characteristics exploited by,
; programmatic works by,
–; as accompanist, ;
dance pieces by, , ,
; as pianist, , , ,
, ; U.S. performances
of, –; in films, –;
pianos played by, 

Chorley, Henry F., 
Chowning, John, 
Clarke, Frances, 
Clavichord, , –, , ,

, , , 
Clavinova, –
Clementi, Muzio, ; as publisher,

–, –; as piano
maker, , ; versatility of,

Index

; as virtuoso, –, ;
piano sonatas by, ; études
by, , 

Clementi & Company, , 
Clementi’s Introduction to the Art

of Playing on the Piano Forte,
–, –

Cliburn, Van, 
Clinkscales, Marietta, , 
Cochrane, Eric, 
Cohen, Roger, 
Cole, Michael, , 
Cole, Nat “King,” 
Coleman, Ornette, 
Collett, Valborg, –, 
Coltrane, John, 
Como, Perry, , 
Competitions, –
Comrade X (Vidor), 
Concert halls: piano makers’,

–; in London, –; 
in Vienna, –; in Paris,
–; in America, –;
twentieth-century, –

Concertos, 
Concerts and recitals, –; 

in London, –; in Vienna,
–; in Paris, –; 
by soloists, –; in early
twentieth century, 

Conreid, Hans, 
Conservatories, , –
Continuo, , , , 
Conway, E. S., 
Copyright, 
Corea, Chick, , , 
Corelli, Arcangelo, , 
“Coronation” Concerto (Mozart),

, –, 
Cortot, Alfred, 
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Cottlow, Augusta, 
Couperin, François, , –,

, 
Cowell, Henry, –, ,

, 
Cramer, Johann Baptist, , ,

, 
Crawford, Clara, , 
Crawford, Joan, , 
Crawford, Ruth, , –,


Cristofori, Bartolomeo, , ,

–, , , –, , ,
, 

Critica musica, 
Crotch, William, –
Crumb, George, , –
Cuba, 
“Cuckoo” Sonata (Beethoven),


Czerny, Carl: Beethoven and, ,

, ; as pianist, , ;
studies by, , , ; as
pedagogue, –, , ,
; Schumann vs., –; as
arranger, 

Daltrey, Roger, 
Dameron, Tadd, 
Damper pedal, , , , ,

, –
Dancing, –
Dangerous Moonlight (Hurst),


Danhauser, Josef, –
Dart, Thurston, , 
Daumier, Honoré, 
Davis, Miles, –, , ,


Day at the Races, A (Wood), 

Index 

Dead Souls (Gogol), 
Debussy, Claude, , , ,

, 
Degas, Edgar, , , –,


Del Mela, Domenico, 
DeMille, Cecil B., 
Detour (Ulmer), –, 
Devéria, Achille, –
Dewing, Thomas, 
Dickens, Charles, –
Diderot, Denis, 
Dietrich, Marlene, 
Digital piano, –
Dishman, Lester, 
Disklavier, 
Ditanaklassis piano, 
Ditson, Oliver, , 
Divertissement on “I tuoi fre-

quenti palpiti” (Liszt), 
Dodd, George, 
Dolge, Alfred, , 
Dolmetsch, Arnold, 
Don Giovanni (Mozart), , , 
Doré, Gustave, 
“Double escapement” (“repeti-

tion”) action, , 
Duets, , 
Dumas, Alexandre, (père), ,


Duranty, Edmond, –
Dussek, Jan Ladislav, , , ,

, , 
Dwight’s Journal of Music,

–, 
Dynamics, –, , –,

–, , , , , 

Early-music revival, –,
–
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Eckard, Johann Gottfried, , 
Electric piano, 
Electronic piano, –, 
Elias, Eliane, 
Eliot, T. S., 
Ellington, Daisy Kennedy, ,

–
Ellington, Duke, , –,

–, , , , ,


Ellington, James Edward, ,


Elvira Madigan (Widerberg),


Empfindsamkeit, , –
Engel mit der Posaune, Der

(Hartl), 
England, , , , –,

–
English grand action, –, ,

–
English Patient, The

(Minghella), , 
Erard, Sébastien, 
Erard (piano makers), –,

, , , , , ,
, 

Erdody, Leo, 
Ericson, John, 
“Erlkönig, Der” (Schubert), 
Ertmann, Dorothea von,

Baroness, 
Escapement, 
Essipova, Anna, , , 
Esterházy family, , 
“Esterházy” sonatas (Haydn), 
Etude (magazine), 
Etude for Pianola (Stravinsky),


Etudes, , , 
Evans, Bill, , –, 

Index

Fandrich, Darrell, 
Fantasy-Impromptu (Chopin),


Fantasy on Moses in Egypt (Thal-

berg), , 
Fantin-Latour, Henri, 
Farinelli (castrato), , 
Farrenc, Aristide, 
Farrenc, Louise, 
Father of the Blues (Handy),

–
Faulkner, Kate, 
Fay, Amy, , , , 
Femme au Piano (Renoir), 
Fétis, François-Joseph, 
Field, John, , , 
Fields, W. C., 
Fingering, 
Fingers (Toback), 
Fitzgerald, Ella, –
Five Easy Pieces (Rafelson), 
, Fingers of Dr. T (Row-

land), 
Flanagan, Tommy, , 
Flaubert, Gustave, 
Flying Down to Rio (Freeland),


Follow the Boys (Sutherland), 
Ford, Henry, 
Forster, E. M., 
Forsyth, Michael, 
Foster, Berth, –
Foucault, Henry, 
Fourneaux, J. B. Napoléon, 
Fox, Harry, 
Frames, –
France, , , –, 
Francis Ferdinand, archduke of

Austria, 
Franck, César, 
Franklin, Benjamin, 
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Franz Josef, emperor of Austria,


Frederick the Great, king of
Prussia, , , 

French Revolution, –
Friederici, Christian Ernst, 
Friedman, Ignacy, 
“Funeral March” Sonata (Bee-

thoven), 

Gabrilowitsch, Ossip, 
Galitzin family, 
Gance, Abel, 
García Lorca, Federico, 
Garland, Red, 
Gavarni, Paul, 
Gay, Peter, 
Geib, John, 
Genzinger, Maria Anna von, ,

, 
George III, king of England, 
Germany, , , 
Gershwin, George, , , ,

, , –, 
Gershwin, Ira, 
Gewandhaus (Leipzig), 
Gilfoyle, Timothy J., –
Gillespie, Dizzy, , 
Giornale de’letterati d’Italia, 
“Giraffe” piano, –
Girard, M., 
Gish, Lillian, , 
Giustini, Lodovico, –, 
Gluck, Christoph Willibald, ,


Godowsky, Leopold, , 
Gogol, Nikolai, 
“Goldberg” Variations (J. S.

Bach), 
Gold Diggers of  (Berkeley),

–

Index 

Goldsmith, Martin M., 
Goncharov, Ivan, 
Goodman, Benny, 
Go Tell It on the Mountain

(Baldwin), 
Gottschalk, Louis Moreau, ,

, 
Gradus ad Parnassum

(Clementi), , 
Graf, Conrad, , 
Graf (piano makers), , ,

, 
Grainstacks (Monet), –
Grand Overture for Two Perform-

ers on One Piano Forte
(Dussek), 

Grand piano, , , –, 
Graupner, Gottlieb, , , 
Gray, Millie, 
Great Dictator, The (Chaplin),


“Gretchen am Spinnrade” (Schu-

bert), 
Grieg, Edvard, , –, ,

, 
Gulbransen (piano makers), ,


Gulbransen KS  Key-

board Controller, 

Habeneck, François, –
Hale, Joseph, –
Hallé, Charles, 
“Hammerklavier” Sonata

(Beethoven), –, 
Hammers, –, , 
Hammond, Laurens, 
Hammond organ, –, 
Hampton, Lionel, 
Hancock, Herbie, , 
Handel, George Frideric, , 
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Handel and Haydn Society, 
Handy, W. C., –, 
Hanon, Charles Louis, 
Hanslick, Eduard, , 
Hardin, Lillian, , 
Harlem stride, 
Harmonicon (journal), , 
Harpsichord: piano contrasted

with, –, –, ; piano’s
supplanting of, , ; as
“generic” keyboard instru-
ment, , ; method books
and, ; in opera, ; in
early-music revival, –

Harris, Barry, 
Härtel, Gottfried Christoph, 
Hartenstein, Fräulein von, 
Haskell, Harry, 
Hawkins, John Isaac, , –
Haydn, Franz Joseph, , , 

, ; as pianist, ; piano’s
characteristics exploited by,
, , , ; anthologized,
; piano sonatas by, –;
piano trios by, –; in his-
torical canon, ; sym-
phonies by, 

Headhunters (Hancock), 
Hebenstreit, Pantaleon, 
Heine, Heinrich, 
Heller, Stephen, 
Hellmesberger, Joseph, 
Henderson, Fletcher, , 
Hendrix, Jimi, 
Henselt, Adolf, 
“Heroic” Polonaise (Chopin),

, 
Herz, Henri, , , , 
Hess, Myra, 
Hewitt, Eliza, 
Hewitt, Sophia, 

Index

Hill, Andrew, 
Hill, George Roy, 
Hiller, Ferdinand, , 
Hindemith, Paul, 
Hindenburg, 
Hines, Earl, , 
Hipkins , Alfred, –
His Musical Career (Chaplin),

–
Hitchcock, H. Wiley, 
Hitler, Adolf, 
Hoch Conservatory, , 
Hodges, Faustina Hasse, 
Hollerith, Herman, 
Home and the World, The (Ray),


Horn, Shirley, 
Howard, Joyce, 
Howards End (Forster), 
Hugo, Victor, 
Hummel, Johann Nepomuk, ,

, , 
Hünten, Franz, 
Huntley, John, 
Hyman, Dick, , , 

I Am a Cat (Natsume), 
Ibrahim, Abdullah, 
“I Love a Piano” (Berlin), –, 

, –
“I’m Always Chasing Rainbows”

(song), 
Immigration, –
Impressionism, –
Improvisation, , 
Industrial Revolution, , –
Inoue Kaoru, 
“Ionych” (Chekhov), –, 
Iran, 
, 
Italy, –
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Iturbi, José, –, 
Iures, Marcel, 
Ives, Charles, , , ,

, 
Ivory, James, 
Iwakura Tomomi, Prince, ,

, , 
Izawa Shūji, 

Jacquard, Joseph Marie, 
Jamal, Ahmad, 
Jankó, János, 
Jansen, Therese, –, 
Japan, –
Jarrett, Keith, , , , 


Jazz, , –, 
Jelinek, Elfriede, 
Jeunehomme Mlle. (pianist), 
Jeune homme jouant du piano

(Caillebotte), 
Jeunes filles au piano (Renoir),

–
João V, king of Portugal, , 
Jochum, Eugen, 
Johnny Guitar (N. Ray), 
Johnson, James Weldon, –
Jones, Hank, 
Jones, Jimmy, 
Jones, LeRoi, –, 
Joplin, Scott, , , , 
Joseffy, Rafael, 
Joseph II, Holy Roman emperor,


Journal des demoiselles, 
Journal des femmes, 
Journals, –
Journeymen, –
Joyce, Eileen, 
Juilliard School, 
Junker, August, –

Index 

Kalkbrenner, Friedrich, , ,
, 

Kana› (Wajda), –
Kanbe Aya, 
Kapic, Jasmina, 
Kawai (piano makers), –
Keitel, Harvey, 
Kenton, Stan, 
Kern, Jerome, 
Khachaturian, Aram, , 
Kimball, W. W., –, 
“Kimigayo” (anthem), 
King of Jazz (Anderson), 
Kirby, John, 
Kirk, Andy, 
Kirschbaum (piano makers), 
Klavier Intégral (Paik), –
Klavierschule (Türk), 
Klavins, David, –
Knabe (piano makers), , 
Kōda Nobu, 
Koeber, Raphael Gustav von,

–, 
Komlós, Katalin, 
Kotzwara, Francis, 
Krall, Diana, 
Kreutzer Sonata, The (Tolstoy),

–
Krummel, D. W., 
Krupa, Gene, 
Kullak, Theodor, 
Kuno Hisa, 
Kürzbock, Magdalene von, 
Kyle, Billy, 

Labor unions, , 
“Là ci darem” variations

(Chopin), , 
Lancaster, Burt, –
Landowska, Wanda, 
Larkins, Ellis, , –
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Laurel and Hardy, 
Lawrence, D. H., –, , 
Lawrence, Lydia Beardsall, –,


Lebert, Sigmund, 
“Lebewohl” Sonata (Beethoven),

, –
Le Chantre, Mlle, 
Lecuona, Ernesto, 
Legouvé, Ernest, –
Leipzig Conservatory, –,

, 
Leopold II, Holy Roman em-

peror, 
Leppert, Richard, 
Lerolle, Christine, –
Lerolle, Henri, 
Lerolle, Yvonne, –
Leschetizky, Theodor, , ,

–
Leslie, Eliza, 
Letters to a Young Lady (Czerny),

–, –
Leutze, Emanuel Gottlieb, 
Levin, Robert, 
Lewis, Jerry Lee, 
Lewis, John, , 
Liberace, Wladziu Valentino,

, , 
Lichnowsky, Prince, 
Liebeneiner, Wolfgang, 
Liebestraum (Liszt), , 
Lipatti, Dinu, 
Listen to Britain (Jennings), 
Liszt, Franz: Beethoven champi-

oned by, ; as teacher,
–; technical demands
made by, ; as virtuoso, 
, , , –, ;
piano’s characterstics ex-
ploited by, ; paraphrases

Index

and transcriptions by, ,
, ; programmatic 
works by, ; as accompanist,
; solo recital invented by,
–, ; iconography of,
–; as conductor, –;
Machine Age and, –;
masculinity and, –; pi-
anos manhandled by, , 
; in films, 

Lisztomania (Russell), 
Lockwood, Margaret, 
Lodron, Antonia, 
Loesser, Arthur, –, –,

, , , , 
Loewe, Carl, 
Logier, Johann Bernhard, 
Lohr, Anna, 
Lomax, Alan, 
Lomax, Elizabeth, , 
London, , , –
London, Kurt, 
Longman, John, 
Lothar, Ernst, 
Love Story (Arliss), 
Lützkow, Antonia, 

McCarthy, Joseph, 
MacDowell, Edward, , 
McGuire, Dorothy, 
MacInnes, Helen, 
Mack, Sticky, –
Mackay, John, 
McKenna, Dave, 
Mackowicz, Adam, 
MacMurray, Fred, 
McPartland, Marian, , ,


McVeigh, Simon, 
Madama Butterfly (Puccini), 
Madame Bovary (Flaubert), 
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Madame Camus au Piano
(Degas), 

Madame Manet at the Piano
(Manet), 

Madison, Guy, 
“Maestro e lo scolare, Il”

(Haydn), 
Maffei, Scipione, –, ,

–, 
Malmsten, Birger, 
Manet, Edouard, , –
Manet, Suzanne, –
Mangione, Jerre, –
Maria Anna, queen of Portugal,


Maria Bárbara, Princess, 
Marischka, Ernst, 
Marketing, –, –, –,

, –, , 
Marmontel, Antoine-François,


Marriage of Figaro, The

(Mozart), , 
Marsalis, Wynton, 
Martines, Marianna Theresia, 
Marx, Harpo, 
Mason, James, 
Mason, Luther W., –
Mason, William, , 
Mason & Hamlin (piano mak-

ers), 
Massenet, Jules, 
Matsumoto (piano makers), 
Mattheson, Johann, 
Mattmann, Louise, 
Maurice Guest (Richardson), 
Mechetti, Pietro, 
Medici, Ferdinando Maria de’,

Prince, , –
“Meditation” (Morrison), 
Mehldau, Brad, 

Index 

Melford, Myra, , 
Mellotron, –
Melody in F (Anton Rubinstein),


“Memphis Blues, The” (Handy),

–
Men, Women, and Pianos: A So-

cial History (Loesser), –,
–, , , , , ,


Mendelssohn, Felix, , ,
, , , 

Mengelberg, Mischa, 
Messiaen, Olivier, 
Method books, , –, ,


Méthode de piano du Conserva-

toire (Adam), –, , 
Metronome, 
Meyerbeer, Giacomo, 
Michelangeli, Arturo Benedetti,


Milchmeyer, Johann Peter, ,


Milhaud, Darius, 
“Military” Polonase (Chopin),


Miller, Mulgrew, 
Mingus, Charles, 
Miura, Tamaki, 
M›odość Chopina (Ford), –
Moiseiwitch, Benno, 
Momigny, Jérôme-Joseph de, 
Monet, Claude, –
Monk, Thelonious, , ,

, , 
Montgomery Ward, 
Moog, Robert, 
“Moonlight” Sonata (Beethoven),

, –, 
Morgan, Helen, 
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Morrison, C. S., 
Morse, Edward, 
Morton, Jelly Roll, , , ,

, 
Morton, Lawrence, 
Moscheles, Ignaz, –, ,

, , , , , 
Moses in Egypt (Rossini), 
Moten, Bennie, 
“Mother and Music” (Tsvetaeva),

–
Mount Allegro (Mangione),

–
Mozart, Leopold, 
Mozart, Nannerl, 
Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus, , 

, , , , , , ;
piano’s characteristics ex-
ploited by, , –; Cle-
menti disdained by, ; an-
thologized, , ; piano
concertos by, , –, 
; as pianist, , ;
Beethoven and, ; musical
training of, –; in histori-
cal canon, ; as child
prodigy, , ; in Vienna,
–; transcriptions of
works by, –

Müller, Matthias, 
Mulligan, Gerry, 
Muni, Paul, 
Mursed, Inas, 
Musical America (magazine), 


Musical Offering (J. S. Bach), 


Musical Times, 
Musical World, , 
Music Box, The (Laurel and

Hardy), 

Index

Music Business, The (Blake), 
Music publishing, , , –,

–, –, , –
Music stores, , –, 
Music Study in Germany (Fay),


Music Systems Research, 
Musikhochschulen, 
Musik i Mörker (Ingmar

Bergman), 
Musik in Geschichte und Gegen-

wart, Die, 

Nagai Shigeko, , 
Nancarrow, Conlon, , , 


National Association of Schools

of Music, 
Natsume Sōseki, –, ,


Nazareth, Ernesto, –
Neal, Tom, 
Nevin, Ethelbert, 
Newborn, Phineas, Jr., 
New England, –, 
New England Conservatory, ,


Newman, Ernest, 
Newman, Paul, 
Newman, William S., 
Nichols, Herbie, 
Nicholson, Jack, –
Nietzsche, Friedrich, 
Night Has Eyes, The (Arliss),


Night Song (Cromwell), , 


Ninotchka (Lubitsch), 
Niobe (Pacini), 
Nishikawa (piano makers), 
Norma (Bellini), 
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Norton, Edward Quincy, 
Notebook for Anna Magdalena

Bach (J. S. Bach), 
Nowaki (Natsume), 
Nozze di Figaro, Le (Mozart), ,



Oberlin Conservatory, , 
Oberon, Merle, , 
Oblomov (Goncharov), 
“Odeon” (Nazareth), –
Ogura Sue, 
Oliver, King, 
Ondes Martenot, 
Opera, , , , –,

–, 
Oppens, Ursula, 
Orfeo (Gluck), 
Organ, electronic, –
Ormandy, Eugene, 
Ornamentation, 
Ottoboni, Cardinal, 

Pachmann, Vladimir de, 
Pacini, Giovanni, 
Paderewski, Ignacy, , ,

–, , , –,
–

Paganini, Niccolò, , , ,
, , 

Paik, Nam June, –, 
Pantalon, , 
Panzéra, Charles, 
Pape, Henri, –, , 
Papp, Angelina, 
Paradis, Maria Theresia, , ,

, 
Paris, , 
Paris Conservatory, , ,

–, , , , 
Parker, Charlie, , 

Index 

“Pastorale” Sonata (Beethoven),


“Pastoral” Symphony
(Beethoven), 

“Pathétique” Sonata
(Beethoven), , , 

Pattala, 
Peacemaker, The (Leder), 
Pedals, –, –, –,

, –
Pennies from Heaven (Ross), 
Perforated Music Company, 
Periodicals, music, 
Perry, Oliver “Doc,” , 
Persuasion (J. Austen), 
Peters, Bernadette, 
Peters, Susan, 
Peterson, Oscar, 
Peytre (instrument makers), 
“Piano” (D. H. Lawrence), –,

, , 
Piano, The (Campion), –
“Piano after War” (Brooks),

–
“Piano-corder,” –
PianoDisc, , 
Piano-Forte Magazine, 
Pianola, –
Piano Lesson, The (Wilson),

–
Piano lessons, –
Piano stool, 
Piano Teacher, The (Jelinek), 
Plaidy, Louis, 
Player piano, –, –, ,

, , 
Pleyel (piano makers), , ,

, , , 
Ployer, Barbara, , , , ,


Pohlmann, Johannes, 
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Pole, William, 
Pollens, Stewart, 
Pot Pourri für das Forte-Piano,


Powell, Bud, 
Practice rooms, –
Practicing, , , , –
Prélude (Devéria), –, 
Première année de leçons de

piano-forte (Momigny), 
Prepared piano, –
Pride and Prejudice (J. Austen),

–
Prodigies, 
Programmatic music, , 
Prokofiev, Sergei, , , 
Puccini, Giacomo, , 
Pullen, Don, 
Puritani, I (Bellini), 
Puthon, Baroness von, 

QRS/Pianomation, 
Quarterly Musical Magazine and

Review, 

Rachmaninoff, Sergei, , ,


Rae, John, 
Ragtime, , , , , 
Ranelagh Pleasure Gardens, 
Ravel, Maurice, , , ,


Ray, Satyajit, 
Recital, –, 
Recordings, , 
Redford, Robert, 
Reeve, Henry, –
Regier, Rodney, 
Rehearsals, –
Reich, Nancy, 
Reichardt, Johann, 

Index

Reichman, Tom, 
Réminiscences des “Puritains”

(Liszt), 
Renoir, Auguste, , ,

–
“Repetition” (“double escape-

ment”) action, , 
“Revolutionary” Etude (Chopin),


Revue et gazette musicale, ,

–
Rhapsody (Vidor), , 
Rhapsody in Blue (Gershwin), ,


Richardson, Ethel Florence 

Lindesay, 
Richter, Christoph, –
Richter, E. F., 
Ricordi (music publishers), 
Riemann, Hugo, –, 
Rigoletto (Verdi), 
Rock, 
Roell, Craig, 
Rogers, Ginger, 
Rolfe, William, 
Romanticism, , , , ,

, , , 
Roosevelt, Franklin Delano, 
Root, George F., 
“Rosary, The” (Nevin), 
Rosewoman, Michelle, 
Rosnes, Renee, , 
Rosselli, John, 
Rossini, Gioacchino, , ,


Roujon, Henri, 
“ ’Round Midnight” (Monk), 
Rowles, Jimmy, 
Rubicam, Raymond, 
Rubinstein, Anton, , , ,

, , , 
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Rubinstein, Artur, , , 
Rubinstein, Nicholas, 
Rudiments of the Art of Playing

on the Piano Forte (Graup-
ner), 

Rudolf, archduke of Austria,
, , 

Russell, Ken, 

Saint-Saëns, Camille, 
Samaroff, Olga, 
Sand, George, , , , 
Sanshirō (Natsume), –
Santour, 
Saphir, Moritz Gottlieb, 
Satie, Erik, 
Saving Private Ryan (Spielberg),


Scales, , 
Scarlatti, Domenico, , , ,

, 
Schanz (piano makers), , ,


Schimmel (piano makers), 
Schindler, Anton, , 
Schindler’s List (Spielberg), 
Schirmer (music publishers),


Schlegel, Friedrich, 
Schlözer, Kurd von, 
Schnabel, Artur, , , –
Schoenberg, Arnold, –
Schoene, Christian, 
Schoene, Frederick, 
Schönfeld, Johann, –, ,

, 
Schopenhauer, Arthur, 
Schroeter, Johann, 
Schröter, Rebecca, 
Schubert, Franz, , ;

piano’s characteristics ex-

Index 

ploited by, , , ; lieder
by, , , ; waltzes by,
; incidental music by, ;
U.S. performances of, 

Schumann, Clara, , –,
, , , 

Schumann, Eugenie, 
Schumann, Marie, 
Schumann, Robert: piano’s char-

acteristics exploited by, ,
; Czerny vs., –; pro-
grammatic works by, ;
lieder by, , , ; U.S.
performances of, –; on
Liszt, , , 

Schumann-Heink, Ernestine,


Scott, Robert F., 
Scott, Stephen, 
Sears, Roebuck & Co., 
Secrets (Hancock), 
Seixas da Fonseca, Dom João 

de, 
Semiramis (Rossini), 
Sennett, Richard, , –
Seuss, Dr., 
Severance Hall, 
Shaw, George Bernard, , ,

–, 
Shearing, George, 
Sheybli, John, 
Shibata Tamaki, 
Shipp, Matthew, 
Shōgaku shōkashū (Mason), 
Shorter, Wayne, 
Shostakovich, Dmitri, , 
Showboat (Kern), 
Shudi, Barbara, 
Shudi, Burkat, , 
Siebold, Philipp Franz von, 
Siegmund, Emma, 
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Silbermann, Gottfried, –, ,
, , 

Silver, Horace, , 
Simone, Nina, 
Singer Sewing Machine Com-

pany, 
Singing, –, –
Sisman, Elaine, 
Slåtter (Grieg), –
Smith, Willie “the Lion,” 
Somfai, László, , 
Sonatas, , 
Song of Russia (Ratoff ), –,


“Songs without Words” (Men-

delssohn), , 
Song to Remember, A (Vidor),

–, , , , 
Sonzogno (music publishers),


Soundboard, –
Square pianos, , , , –,

, , , , , 
Stalin, Joseph, 
Stark, Ludwig, 
Steck, George, 
Steibelt, Daniel, 
Stein, Johann Andreas, , ,

, , , , , 
Stein, Mattheus Andreas, 
Steinway, Charles, 
Steinway, Henry, Jr., , , 
Steinway, Theodore, –
Steinway, William, , –
Steinway & Sons: square pianos

of, ; as family business, ;
steam power used by, ; mar-
keting techniques of, –,
, ; art-case pianos of,
; technology embraced by,


Index

Stern, Peggy, 
Sting, The (Hill), 
Stockhausen, Karlheinz, ,


Stodart, Robert, , 
Stodart, William, , 
Stodart (piano makers), 
Stop! Look! Listen! (Berlin), –,


Storace, Stephen, 
Stravinsky, Igor, 
Strayhorn, Billy, 
Streicher, Andreas, 
Streicher, Nannette, , 
Streicher (piano makers), ,

, 
Strings, piano, , , 
Studies, for piano, , , 
Sturm und Drang style, 
Stuttgart Conservatory, , 
Summy, Clayton, 
Sun Ra, 
Swiss Miss (Laurel and Hardy),


Symphonie fantastique (Berlioz),


Symphony in Black (Waller), 


Synthesizer, , , –

Tachibana Itoe, 
Tagore, Rabindranath, 
Tannhäuser (Wagner), 
Taruskin, Richard, –, 
Tatum, Art, , , 
Tausig, Carl, 
Tawa, Nicholas, 
Taws, Charles, 
Taylor, Billy, , 
Taylor, Cecil, , , , 
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Taylor, Elizabeth, 
Taylor, Robert, 
Tchaikovsky, Peter Ilich, ,

, , –
Teaching, –, –, 
Telharmonium, –
“Tempest” Sonata (Beethoven),


Tempo, 
Ten Commandments, The (De-

Mille), 
Thalberg, Sigismond, , ;

bravura compositions of,
–; Liszt vs., , –;
opera fantasies by, ; U.S.
popularity of, ; carica-
tured, –

Theremin, 
“Therèse” Sonata (Beethoven),


Thom, James, –
Thomas, Louis, 
Thompson, Butch, 
Those Who Are Carried Away

(Doré), 
Thousands Cheer (Sidney),

–
Tides of Manaunaun, The

(Cowell), 
Till the End of Time (Dmytryk),


Timmons, Bobby, 
Tirez sur le pianiste (Truffaut),

–
Titanic, SS, 
Titanic (Cameron), , 
Toccata for Mechanical Piano

(Hindemith), 
Tokyo School of Music, , ,

, 
Tolstoy, Leo, 

Index 

Tone clusters, 
Toy piano, 
Transcriptions, , –,

–
Trésor des pianistes, Le, 
Tristano, Lennie, 
Troy Female Seminary, 
Truehaft, Ben, 
Truffaut, François, 
Tsvetaeva, Marina, , –
Tucker, Sophie, 
Tudor, Davd, 
Tuning, , –, –
Türk, Daniel Gottlob, , 
Two Girls and a Sailor (Thorpe),


Tyner, McCoy, , , 

Una corda pedal, , –, ,


Unforgiven, The (Huston),
–

“United nations” March (Shosta-
kovich), 

Upright pianos, –, , ,
, –

Valahol Europábán (von Rad-
ványi), 

Vaucanson, Jacques de, 
Vaughan, Sarah, 
Vaughan Williams, Ralph, 
Vaziri, Ali-Naqi, 
Velican, Ivana, 
Vengerova, Isabelle, 
Verdi, Giuseppe, , , ,


Vertical pianos, –, , ,

, –
Viardot-García, Pauline, 
Vienna, , , , –
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Viennese grand action, , ,
, 

Villa-Lobos, Heitor, , 
Vingt regards sur l’Enfant-Jésus

(Messiaen), 
Virgil Practice Clavier, 
Virtuoso Pianist, The (Hanon),


Virtuosos, , –, ,

–
Vogel (piano makers), 
Vollard, Ambroise, 
Votey, Edwin Scott, –
Vukovar: The Way Home

(Schmidt), 

Wagner, Richard, , , 
Wahre Art das Pianoforte zu spie-

len, Die (Milchmeyer), ,


Wajda, Andrzej, 
Walbrook, Anton, 
Waldstein, Ferdinand von,

Count, 
“Waldstein” Sonata (Beethoven),

, , 
Waller, Fats, , 
Walter, Anton, , , , ,

, , 
Walton, Cedar, 
Warsaw Concerto (Addinsell),


Washington Crossing the

Delaware (Leutze), 
Watanabe Tatsukiyo, 
Water organ, 
Weber, Carl Maria von, , ,


Weber, Max, 
Webern, Anton, , 

Index

Webster, Ben, 
Wehmeyer, Grete, 
Weigl, Thaddäus, 
Weill, Kurt, 
Weiss, Julius, 
Welles, Orson, 
Wellstood, Dick, 
Welte (piano makers), 
Weston, Randy, 
Whetsol, Arthur, 
Whiteman, Paul, 
Whiting, Steven, 
Who, The, 
Widerberg, Bo, 
Wieck, Clara, , –, ,

, , 
Wieck, Friedrich, , 
Wilde, Cornel, 
Wilhelm Friedrich IV, king of

Prussia, 
Willard, Emma, 
Williams, James, 
Williams, Jessica, 
Williams, Mary Lou, 
Wilson, August, –
Wilson, Teddy, 
Winter, Robert, –
Winterreise, Die (Schubert), 
Wolfsohn, Carl, –
Wollejko, Czes›law, 
Women: in English leisure class,

–; as amateur pianists,
–; Haydn and, ; Mozart
and, , ; as piano stu-
dents, –, –; as con-
servatory students, –; 
as piano teachers, –,


“Woody ’n You” (Gillespie), 
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World’s fairs, 
Wornum, Robert, , 
Wunschkonzert (von Borsody),



Yamaha (instrument makers), ,
, , , , , 

Young, Lester, 
Young Girl at the Piano (Over-

Index 

ture to Tannhäuser) (Cézanne),


Yvonne and Christine Lerolle at
the Piano (Renoir), –

Zanardi, Carl’Antonio, 
Zawinul, Joe, 
Zumpe, Johannes, , , –,

, 
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